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Foreword

Between May 1986, and June 1989, the Society of the Divine Savior 
(SDS-M) solicited from its members their research and their thoughts on 
the Salvatorian history and charism. These contributions appeared in the 
form of 11 small pamphlets under the title Exchange of Thoughts. They 
contained articles by such past Salvatorian luminaries as Fr. Don Skwor, 
Fr. Jerome Schommer, Fr. Romuald Dibble, and by others still living today. 

Although their contributions were limited by the scope of the materials 
available to them at that time, these articles remain valuable and 
unsurpassed even today. For this reason, the Joint History and Charism 
Committee has decided to collect, reformat and publish Exchange of 
Thoughts in this handy one volume edition.    

The introduction to the first issue of Exchange of Thoughts makes the 
objective of this series very clear. It was meant to be “a vehicle for the 
exchange of thoughts, insights, and ideas relating to the Charism, Mission, 
and Identity of the Society.” And now, 30 years later, it is the hope of 
the Joint History and Charism Committee that reissuing these articles will 
continue to serve that same purpose. May these articles inform and inspire 
a new generation of Salvatorians to grasp more fully the charism of our 
Founder, Fr. Francis Mary of the Cross, and the urgent mission he set for 
the whole Salvatorian family: “That all may know the one true God, and 
Jesus Christ whom God has sent.”

Joint History and Charism Committee



The cover design for EXCHANGE OF THOUGHTS was a sketch of the 
Church of St. Brigitta of Sweden.  The home of the Apostolic Teaching 
Society, it was here that, on December 8, 1881 Father Francis Jordan, 
together with the first Fathers of the Society made his vows.  At the 

far left of the sketch is the Farnese Palace, the most elaborate of all the 
Renaissance Palaces in Rome and presently the French Embassy.  At the 

far right is a portion of one of the twin fountains in Farnese Place.
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Number One

May 1986

INTRODUCING EXCHANGE OF THOUGHTS

The Thirteenth General Chapter, meeting in Steinfeld, Germany in 1981 
mandated the creation of an International Historical Commission and an 
International Task Force on Charism, Mission and Identity, to study and 
make proposals to the Fourteenth General Chapter in 1987 on related 
questions left unresolved concerning Chapters I and II of the revised 
Constitutions.

Sharing the concerns of the General Chapter, and to promote similar 
studies within the American Province, the last Provincial Chapter, 
meeting in Oconomowoc, Wisconsin in 1985 mandated the creation of a 
Province Task Force to promote studies in the same areas. The members 
of this Province Task Force are Paul Portland, Chairman Stephen Avella, 
Romuald Dibble, Don Skwor, and Jerome Schommer.

At its first meeting, the Task Force decided to separate into a Province 
Historical Task Force and a Charism Task Force to make available a more 
scholarly historical approach – through the production of an authentic 
biography of Father Francis Jordan, and a history of the American Province 
– to the Charism Studies.

At the same meeting it was decided to establish a new publication to be 
called Exchange of Thoughts (the same title under which excerpts from 
the writings of Fr. Pancratius Pfeiffer had appeared) to promote this work 
throughout the American Province.

Exchange of Thoughts has been designed as a vehicle for the exchange of 
thoughts, insights, and ideas relating to the Charism, Mission, and Identity 
of the Society. Each issue will have four sections:

Section I:  one or more articles of general interest in the study of the 
Charism and history of the Society and the American Province.
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Section II:  reactions and comments from the members on the articles 
appearing in the previous issue.

Section III:  questions for reflection and discussion – either privately or 
in small groups—of the article or articles appearing in the current issue.

Section IV:  an Open Forum on the history, Charism, and future directions 
of the Society and Province.

Sections II and IV do not appear in this present issue. Exchange of Thoughts 
may also be used to present documentary materials to the members.

If you are interested in contributing to Exchange of Thoughts, or have any 
questions, discussion, reflections, responses, or reactions to the articles 
published, please direct all correspondence to Fr. Romuald, Editor, at 1735 
Hi Mount Blvd, Milwaukee, WI. 53208.
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INTRODUCTION: THAT ALL-IMPORTANT 
CONTEXT WITHIN WHICH

by Jude D. Weisenbeck, SDS

There are a number of assumptions about our Founder, Father Francis 
Mary of the Cross Jordan, that seem widespread among members of the 
Salvatorian Family in the United States. One of them is that Jordan was a 
man 100 years ahead of his time, particularly with regard to his concept of 
“mission” and the involvement of the laity in apostolic activity.

In this first article, Fr. Jude Weisenbeck, SDS, presents a picture of the 
times that shaped Jordan and contends that, rather than being ahead of his 
times, Fr. Jordan was very much a man OF his times.

That All-Important Context Within Which
No one today would seriously claim to understand the revised and up-dated 
constitutions of religious communities outside of the broad sociological, 
religious, psychological and intellectual climate of the past quarter century. 
During that twenty-five year period of time, so many factors have influenced 
the shaping of religious communities that to pretend to understand the 
vowed Christian way of life in the second half of the twentieth century in 
isolation from the comprehensive context within which modern religious 
life has developed would be nothing less than folly.

Admittedly, the past quarter century has been an unusual period of history. 
Consequently, it is relatively easy to be persuaded that the events of our time 
have shaped our thought patterns and the complexion of our institutions. 

Ours is not, however, the first extraordinary period of history. There have 
been many such memorable times, including the nineteenth century, during 
which era many religious communities, including Salvatorians, had their 
origins. It need not be unduly emphasized, therefore, except for those who 
have little interest in or appreciation for history, that to begin to understand 
the origins of the Salvatorians, requires an understanding of the historical 
context within which these communities of men and women were founded 
and within which Father Francis Jordan lived and worked and dreamed of 
making a significant contribution to the evangelization of the world.
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The years to which attention must be directed in a particular way are the 
hundred year period from 1815 to 1915. It was in this period of history 
which gave birth to and formed the initial development of the Society of 
the Divine Savior. The religious history of those years, so inescapably 
bound up with all the rest, was by any standard exceedingly fascinating, 
complex and far reaching in its consequences. It was an age of genius, 
of scientific breakthrough, and of enormous progress in philosophy and 
theology. It was likewise a very distressing period in many ways with its 
political unrest, the nearly insufferable consequences of unfriendly church-
state relations, and the forces which resulted in the First World War. All 
of this and much more serve as the context for the religious history of this 
period.

Among the many events of those years, there are five which contribute 
greatly to understanding why the Salvatorians were founded and what 
kind of religious community it is and was intended to be. These five events 
all took place within the six-year period of 1858 to 1863 (when Francis 
Jordan was an adolescent).

The first of these was the termination of the East India Company as a 
quasi-sovereign power and the assumption of the rule of India by Great 
Britain. When this happened, Queen Victoria granted religious freedom 
and equality to all.

Second, the war of the European powers with China ended, and treaties 
guaranteed the toleration of Christianity and protection for missionaries 
in China.

Third, the second great Evangelical Awakening, which originated in 
America in the civil war period, spread across the Atlantic. Commenting 
on this event, Stephen Neil says: “The new spiritual life into which 
many Christians entered found expression in a sense of responsibility for 
personal witness to Christ and for missionary service.”1 

Fourth, in 1858, the first missionary of modern times, a Roman Catholic 
priest, was admitted to Japan.

1  Stephen Neil, A History of Christian Missions,  (The Pelican History of the Church, Vol. 
6, Penguin Books, 1964), p. 324.
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Fifth, in 1857, David Livingstone published his Missionary Travels and 
Researches in South Africa, contributing to the tremendous enthusiasm 
for missionary activity which was emerging with force throughout 
the Christian world, and which would, in a few short years, be directly 
responsible for the origins of the modern ecumenical movement.

What do all these events add up to?  In effect, what was happening was 
that India, China, Japan, and Africa were opened up (physically and/or 
psychologically) to missionary activity just at that time when numerous 
scientific, historical, political and religious events focused attention upon 
these parts of the world. Also, exactly at that time when the Church was 
“taking a terrible beating” in Europe as a result of decades of revolution 
and allied movements such as Gallicanism, Febronianism, Josephism, 
ultramontanism, the campaigns of Bismarck, the unification of Italy and 
the collapse of the Papal States, there emerged an almost unbelievably 
intense enthusiasm for carrying the message of Christ to the whole world – 
“That all might know the Savior of the world.”

It was precisely in this context that the Salvatorians – and numerous other 
religious congregations – were founded. The above, and many other similar 
factors, contributed to setting the stage for a vigorous revival of religious 
congregations in the Church and a blossoming forth of unprecedented 
missionary activity not only among Catholics but among most of the 
Christian churches.

The magnitude of these developments can be rather difficult to 
understand by those living during a period of history in which the very 
existence of many religious congregations is threatened. Nevertheless, 
the facts remain. This hundred year period saw the founding of 
literally hundreds of religious congregations, not to speak of apostolic 
organizations of lay persons.2 In his book, The Triumph of the Holy 
See, Derek Holmes says:

2  Raymond Hostie lists 124 congregations of men founded between 1800 and 1949, ninety 
of which were founded in the nineteenth century. The number of women’s congregations 
founded at this time was much larger. See Vie et mort des Odres Religieux)Desclee de 
Brouwer, 1072), pp. 336-339. This book has been translated into English by the Center for 
Applied Research in the Apostolate, 3700 Oakview Terrace, NE, Washington, DC 20017.
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…perhaps the most significant feature of the development of 
Catholicism during the nineteenth century was the revival of old 
orders, the restoration of the Society of Jesus, the advent of new 
congregations and societies, and the creation of innumerable 
associations which involved the laity in service and worship. During 
the nineteenth century, it would seem that more organizations, both 
lay and religious, emerged in the Catholic Church than during any 
previous century of its history or indeed in the history of any other 
Christian Church.3

This view is supported by others such as Stephen Neil, who says, “It 
would be impossible to fill the whole of the rest of this chapter with a list 
of the missionary societies, groups, and organizations which came into 
being between 1859 and 1914.”4 Neil is, of course, referring to all the 
Christian Churches, not just the Catholic Church, but Alex Vidler says, 
“In the hundred years after 1815, more religious orders and congregations 
came into existence in the Roman Church than in any previous period 
of the same length.”5  An interesting aside is that this unprecedented 
growth occurred shortly after a period of enormous losses to religious 
congregations at the end of the eighteenth century. (Maybe the course of 
history will once again surprise us and prove that it may not be too wise to 
sell all the currently empty seminaries.)
It has often been said that Father Francis Jordan was far ahead of his 
times, particularly because of his desire to involve the laity in the work 
of evangelization. A study of history would seem to require that this 
statement be modified. If he was ahead of his times, he was with a great 
many contemporaries who were doing the same thing. This would be 
especially true of the Protestant churches. He was unable to succeed in 
all he wanted to do, however, because of the policy of the Vatican at the 
time generally required new religious congregations to follow traditional 
lines rather than permitting major innovations. There were others besides 
Jordan who were unable to implement all their ideas.

3  J. Derek Holmes, The Triumph of the Holy See, (London: Burns & Oates; Shepherdstown: 
Patmos Press, 1978), p. 288
4  Neil, A History of Christian Missions, p. 325.
5  Alex Vidler, The Church in an Age of Revolution, (The Pelican History of the Church, 
Vol. 5, Penguin Books, 1971), p. 249.
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Be that as it may, the point is that Francis Jordan and the band of men and 
women who surrounded him were very much people of their times, and 
this was part of their virtue. They were persons who were captivated by the 
evangelistic spirit which permeated their age. They were restricted in the 
exercise of their enthusiasm in their homelands, but were not prevented 
from doing what so many hundreds of others around them were doing, 
apparently at the encouragement of the Holy See. They founded religious 
communities. And like almost all of the other communities founded at this 
time, the focus of the Salvatorians was upon sound doctrinal instruction 
or teaching in the broad sense of the term (something desperately needed 
almost everywhere, both at home and in missions lands) and evangelization.
Do these historical facts have anything to say to Salvatorians today?  Can 
an understanding of the evangelistic enthusiasm of the nineteenth century 
help Salvatorians today to understand why they were founded and what 
they ought to be about today?  Does the renewal of religious life in the 
latter half of the twentieth century have anything directly to do with the 
characteristics of the age in which our communities were founded and the 
reasons why they were founded?
Extensive research is not needed to answer these questions. It seems 
quite clear that Francis Jordan would have been very much at home with 
several recent papal documents. One of his favorite very well might have 
been Evangelization in the Modern World, issued by Pope Paul VI on 
December 8, 1975, and in which the following words may be found: “The 
preaching of the gospel to the men of our times, full as they are of hope, 
but harassed by fear and anxiety, must undoubtedly be regarded as a duty 
which will redound to the benefit, not only of the Christian community, 
but of the whole human race…Its (the second Vatican Council’s) teaching 
can be summed up in this single objective: to ensure that the church of the 
twentieth century may emerge ever better equipped to proclaim the gospel 
to the people of this century.”6  It is perhaps ironic but often true that it is a 
study of the historical context of our origins in which are to be found most 
clearly a confirmation and an affirmation of modern purposes and identity.
Jude D. Weisenbeck, SDS

6  Austin Flannery, O.P., General Editor, Vatican Council II, Vol. II (Dublin, Dominican 
Publications, 1982), p. 711.
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INTRODUCTION: A LETTER TO HIS PROVINCIAL
by Angelus Muenzloher, SDS

Another assumption widespread among members of the Salvatorian 
Family, and supported by our history and recently revised Constitutions, 
is that both the Society and the Congregation of the Divine Savior were 
founded “that all may know the Savior” “BY ALL WAYS AND MEANS.”

In our second article, Fr. Angelus Muenzloher, SDS, contends that the 
original purpose of the founding was home and foreign missions. This 
article consists of excerpts from two letters written by Fr. Angelus in 1945 
at the request of the Provincial, Fr. Bede Friedrich. Since Fr. Angelus was 
one of the earliest members of the Society and had been one of the first 
to go to our mission in Assam, Fr. Bede had asked him to write up his 
reflections and the highlights of his life.

Fr. Angelus was born in 1866, entered the Society in 1885, and made his 
first profession in 1886. Ordained in 1889, he left the next year for Assam 
where he worked until 1915. He then came to the United States, and died 
a member of this Province in 1957.

Father Angelus’ Letter to his Provincial

February 7, 1945.
Very Rev. Bede Friedrich, SDS
Very Rev. and dear Father Provincial:

…You requested me twice already to give you the “highlights” of my life. 
I once started but gave it up when I realized it would not pass “censorship” 
…I personally cannot get away from the mission-idea. When our Society 
was still in fieri (in the process of becoming) Divine Providence entrusted 
this young kid a mission as her first field of operation or activities. 
Does that mean anything?  Or is it just an insignificant happening as if 
someone accidentally steps on the toes of somebody else?  Do we really 
believe in the guidance of Divine Providence?…As long as I live I believe 
that Divine Providence wanted our Society to be first of all a Mission 
Society. As a Mission Society we could do what we do now. Or is it not 
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so?  Listening to Bishop Bona’s talk our Fathers will be forced to become 
missionaries…

February 23, 1945

My sincere thanks for your kind letter of Feb. 16. I was tempted to continue 
my “High-Light-Chats,” yielded to the temptation and when I finished the 
letter I “mailed it into the famous W.P.B.” (wastepaper basket). Then I 
wrote a second letter and this too was swallowed up by the same hungry 
W.P.B. So now this is the third attempt and if this epistle arrives at your 
desk, you will have to blame the “Postmaster at Station W.P.B.”

In spite of the cold waves that passed over our former mission field of Assam 
I firmly believe that God whispered to our Ven. Founder the outlines of a 
Mission Society having for its primary object Home and Foreign work. 
Read entry into his diary: “Pass in review the individual nations, countries, 
and languages of the globe and see how much there is to be done for the 
glory of God and the salvation of the neighbor.” And page 52:  “Oh, carry 
out the well-planned project with the help of God and Mary’s intercession. 
For the glory of God and the salvation of souls, etc.” Again, “Found the 
Apostolic Society and be of good heart in all tribulations.”  Page 65: 
“Name of Apostolic Teaching Society; Apostolic because the members, 
in imitation of the Apostles were to leave all things and follow the Savior 
and engage in the great world apostolate; Teaching Society, because the 
greatest stress was to be laid upon the dissemination of the Divine Savior’s 
teaching, mindful of the words which the Divine Savior addressed to his 
heavenly Father before his departure: “This is eternal life: that they may 
know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent (John 
17:3).”  The Patroness was to be the dear Mother of God, under the title, 
“Mary, Queen of the Apostles.”  And the Holy Apostles were patrons, too. 
When I entered the Society, Mary, the Queen of the Apostles, and the Holy 
Apostles were still the patrons of the Society. Please look at the picture. 
P. 250, and read what’s underneath: Motherhouse in Rome: above, the 
patrons of the Society; below the apostolate. Whenever I look at this picture 
the thought strikes me: either I have lost my vocation during my stay in 
the mission or the Society has changed. Remember that with this picture 
was decorated the main altar—I vividly remember when it was made by 
Roman artist—we young fellows could not help seeing it when assisting 
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at the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. It was evidently put there to remind us 
of our future work. I am afraid that it was the Society that changed almost 
on the very day I left for the mission. I said my First Mass on Christmas 
day, 1889, at my home parish, at which Father Otto b.m. preached. I spent 
a short while at home and neighborhood to get some donations for the 
mission. Father Otto did the same in the Archdiocese of Bamberg. On the 
16th of January, 1890, I was back in Rome; on the 17th of January, the day 
of departure for the great “picnic” I packed. The good Father General saw 
me packing the few books I “owned” and he said to me: “I don’t know 
whether you can take those books along; at any rate you must give a list of 
the books, and the mission will have to give compensation for them.”  He 
was under the notion that the mission must be a self-supporting venture; 
he was kind of scrupulous. It was a bad omen. All the things I had fitted 
nicely into an ordinary suitcase. I still consider myself rich in comparison 
with the Holy Apostles who did not even have an empty suitcase. February 
27—that is to say when I was 55 years younger than now we arrived in 
Shillong, found luckily an empty house with two little rooms and a porch 
at the rear. It was late at night when we arrived, and soon, very tired we 
went to bed on the hard floor, and that was our nightly resting place for 
quite a while until we got acquainted with a native who was the happy 
owner of a few tools with which he made some kind of camp-beds and 
clumsy furniture.

Six months after our arrival in the mission—August 21, 1890—Father 
Otto Hopfenmueller, the first superior of the mission died, and then I, the 
young man, was appointed Administrator Apostolicus of Assam. I did the 
best I could. First I bought a piece of land covering 35 acres adjoining 
the “city” of Shillong. It cost me 5,000 Rupees and gave it the name “St. 
Mary’s Hill.”  On this hill I built a mission house for the Fathers and 
Brothers. I also erected a temporary “convent” for the Sisters. Gradually 
Mission-Stations with resident priests were erected in different parts of 
the country. Then on June 12, 1897 an earthquake visited our Mission and 
destroyed almost every mission station and mission houses. Shillong was 
destroyed; Cherraponjee, Shella, Gauhati, Raliand badly, badly damaged 
and Badarpore suffered under a disastrous cyclone and no money. For a 
while we lived like gypsies.
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I sent a letter to Rome for help and a letter in which inter alia I said: “In this 
we have recourse to the charitable souls in the homeland. Oh, help us as much 
as you can; we are sitting here in great misery. Have mercy on our severely 
afflicted mission.”  I hoped Rome would help me organize a drive. This was 
not done. On page 308 you read: …”this trial was all the more crushing 
for Jordan because he could not immediately give financial assistance. The 
young Society was a poor, inexperienced mother when she legally and 
officially adopted her first “daughter” the mission of Assam;  this daughter 
became very fast a stepchild when young and poor mother adopted other 
daughters. Read what our historian Father Pancratius says (page 293):  Let us 
apply what we have said to our case. Without any exaggeration we may say 
that the acceptance of the Mission Assam, with its five million inhabitants 
approximately, and covering about three times the size of Bavaria, meant for 
the young Society an undertaking of tremendous magnitude. And it was the 
more so since the Society had not been founded for Assam alone, nay, not 
even for the heathen missions alone, but to labor in “Catholic, Christian, and 
heathen lands.” Hence according to program, Assam was only one of many 
fields. The great historian overlooks one essential fact:  the mission of Assam 
was the first official field of labor entrusted to her by the highest authority 
of the Church. Father Pancratius has been and still is living in a air castle 
high up in the sky. It made me mad when reading years ago in the Annales 
how he bragged of having succeeded in getting such a big lot of aims and 
purposes in our constitution, especially that famous “omnibus rationibus et 
mediis.”  Father Buccerone, who was my professor in moral theology said 
under these broad aims you could become grave diggers. Indeed we could 
have had funeral parlors in all our houses. One of the Roman Consultors told 
him: “It seems your Society wants to be the Catholic Church.”  The great 
dreamer in his air castle dreams only of great aims, but he evidently does 
not think of the immortal souls that live right here on earth, souls that cannot 
be saved by beautiful dreams. One soul is worth more than all the riches of 
this world; now to our Society 7,000,000 souls were entrusted…

The mission of Assam is smaller now because the Salesian Fathers gave 
up the two big districts, Sylhet and Cachar, which became part of the new 
diocese, the Diocese of Chittagong under the care of the Holy Cross of the 
Canadian Province…
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The Society made a great mistake in not being heart and soul for the 
important field of labor entrusted to her by Divine Providence at the 
very beginning. To this object the young Society should have devoted 
all her energy by creating first of all a strong and solid “Powerhouse” 
and directing all current to Assam. What happened was this: a weak 
powerhouse directed a diluted current to many parts of the world; there 
was too much amateurism, too much dilettantism, too much haste.

The original blueprint was good, looked good on paper, and was approved 
by Bishops and even Cardinals. Only it was not carried out according 
to specifications. With this reminder I come back to what I said at the 
beginning:  God inspired Father Jordan to found a Mission Society – 
including home and foreign mission work, always putting the accent on 
MISSION. My crown witness is the Rev. Father Bonaventura Luethen, 
b.m. who was intimately associated with the Founder, could read his mind; 
he is indeed the Co-founder of our Society; without him there would be 
no Society of the Divine Savior. Father Bonaventura faithfully followed 
Father Jordan whereas all the other secular priests and original friends 
deserted him; they simply could not agree with him. Let us see:  Father 
Bonaventura gave the first German magazine of the Society the name 
Missionaer and I am sure this baptismal name was not just “accidental.” 
Outlining the threefold object of the Society he says:

“Thirdly, its object—and this is what we wish to enlarge upon today —to 
train missionaries and to send them into the heathen lands and into the 
lands of those who have gone astray in the faith, that they let the light of 
holy faith shine upon those who sit in darkness and the shadow of death. 
Take this point deeply to heart today.”  Do you want more proofs?  Then 
read II. The Needs of the mission lands. Then again, III.“How are we to 
help?…The houses of religious orders from which the missionaries have 
been wont to go forth, have been restricted or dissolved. When shall come 
the equivalent, that the Church may live up to the holy task:‘Go and teach 
all nations.’  Will we look idly here? Oh, no! On the contrary, we will bestir 
ourselves and come to the assistance of the Holy Church with prayer and 
self denial, with money and possessions, and with those precious treasures 
of the family—with our children.”
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On page 77 it is said:  Jordan thought the same as Luethen, and so the plan 
grew of working in home and foreign countries in order, with apostolic 
fire, to inflame the Catholic faith and Catholic life anew among Catholics 
and to spread and make it known among non-Catholics according to the 
words of the Gospel: “Teach all nations.”  All these mean home and foreign 
Mission work, not just a variety of routine work. Add to this historic fact 
that Divine Providence had entrusted to our Society when still in the 
cradle the spiritual care of a very great and important mission field. Let us 
take these things to heart and humbly ponder over them at the feet of our 
Master, the Divine Savior.

Please, when you come to Rome for the next general chapter, wake the 
Generalate up and tell them: The will of God is this, that our Society be 
engaged in Home and Foreign Mission work; the Founder of our Society 
heard the whisper of the Divine Call and he had the best intention to carry 
it out, but owing to his peculiar character he made mistakes. With him 
everything went fast; he mastered his studies in a short time; in a short 
time he learned many languages. He did not have the long, long experience 
of St. John Bosco who was still alive when our Society was founded;  he 
was still alive when I entered the Society. Father Jordan meant it well and 
let us, therefore, build on that original foundation, the two cornerstones of 
which are: Home and Foreign Mission.

To start with practically, be it resolved by the General Chapter:

To establish a Model Mission House in the neighborhood of Rome, if 
possible at Tivoli; this mission house to consist of a minor and major 
seminary and of a mission library and museum. Tivoli is at the outskirts 
of the great Roman Campgna, a veritable field of Home Mission work, a 
field of practical exercise for young priests. The children in the Campagna 
are badly instructed; for the most part, only the women go to church, the 
men cannot stand the atmosphere of a church. I know this from my own 
observation when I used to go out to the “Mission.”

To organize in the present Motherhouse:

Mission Band. Rome needs a new Philip Neri. Let our Society supply one 
with an “Oratory” of Salvatorians.
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To establish in memory of Father Jordan, the great linguist, a Polyglot 
Press Library, to demonstrate to Catholics the great power of the press, 
that they may more and more realize this great spiritual power and learn to 
use this weapon: the Great Mission Power of the Press.

The present Motherhouse may, of course, still be used as the International 
Seminary of the Society and as the seat of the Generalate.

To introduce in all our seminaries a course of missiology. Through the 
Missionary Union of Clergy this is being done in our country by submitting 
a printed course of instruction in missiology to the major seminaries of the 
various dioceses. Yes, let us be missionary minded and make the people 
mission minded. This will be one of the means to secure always more and 
more vocations for our Society.

To create in every province a Mission Band and to have a uniform “ritual” 
introduced and thus to establish the Salvatorian way of giving missions 
and retreats. These Mission Bands should be for a number of years under 
the personal supervision and guidance of the Provincial Superior to secure 
uniformity, and have mission and retreat plans discussed once in a while. After 
all, it should be our endeavor to emphasize the individuality of our Society or 
the Salvatorian way of doing things, and thus create greater efficiency.

To urge that Fathers who work in mission countries and half-mission 
countries do their utmost in fostering vocations to the priesthood – even 
for our own Society – among the natives. This is the will of the Church. 
A country without native clergy has no future, is exposed to the danger 
of having, one day, no priest at all. Governments may expel foreign 
priests. In Japan, for instance, no foreign priest can become a bishop. The 
Apostles appointed native bishops wherever they had established Christian 
communities. Pope Leo XIII appointed the first native bishop in India, and 
since then many more have been appointed.
Now it is time for me to quit lest you “padlock” my typewriter and the 
W.P.B. is tempting, too. I am navigating between Scylla and Charybdis.

With best personal regards and good wishes, I am very respectfully yours 
in the Divine Savior,
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QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION 
AND/OR DISCUSSION

What similarities exist between Jordan’s times as presented by Fr. Jude 
and our times?

Do Fr. Angelus’ comments modify your opinion about the purpose of the 
Society?  Why or why not?

How to the observations concerning missionary activity contained in 
these articles compare with our post-Vatican II view of missionary 
activity?

What should our Province’s involvement in missionary activity be?    
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November, 1986

WONDERLAND
By Rev. Donald Skwor, SDS

Washington, DC - August 1986 

Foreword 
When Alice stepped through the looking glass into Wonderland, she was 
introduced into the “real” world by the Mad Hatter where things were quite 
upside down. The opposite was real and the real was opposite. Nothing 
seemed to make sense; only the nonsensical was real. Or so she thought. 

When I stepped again into the world of late l9th century Europe to look 
for the evidence I was searching for, I saw a turmoil of contradicting 
facts. I saw an upheaval of traditional values struggling for survival. I saw 
people in search of new values to replace the old. I felt the confusion of 
people torn between the need to go forward and the desire to hold on to 
the tried and true. I saw a cultural struggle in progress wherein innocent 
bystanders became the victims in the power play between opposing 
forces of liberalism and ultramontanism. I saw a world not entirely unlike 
Wonderland in which the Mad Hatter might have felt quite at home. 

But before you get the impression that I plan to go into a long historical 
disquisition, let me assure you that this is not my intention. Jerome 
Schommer, among others, has already drawn the broad strokes of that 
political period for us in “Moments” and other papers. My task is only 
to look into that world and discover what prompted Jordan to found 
yet another religious institute. What “forces of evil,” what pockets of 
“religious ignorance” made the situation right for Jordan to enter upon 
the scene with a little madness of his own? That is, after all, how his 
plan was viewed by some. But was it? Or was it a holy madness that 
inspired him? 

This paper is an attempt to look “Back at the Future,” highlighting the major 
elements of Jordan’s methodology in order to show the timeliness of his plan 
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for contemporary society. It will also attempt to illustrate what Jordan meant 
by religious instruction as the specific purpose of his institute. 

It will highlight the particular role of the laity in Jordan’s original plan as 
part and parcel of both his plan and his method. 

It will also serve two other purposes: the request of the International 
Historical Commission that I pursue my study to complete the thesis of my 
last paper “Mt. Lebanon Re-Visited,” and to provide material for the study 
to be undertaken by the province into the role of the laity in Jordan’s plan. 

Introduction: A Method To Our Madness 
We have a saying: “There is a method to my madness.” Generally speaking, 
it means that despite an apparent mantle of “madness” in one’s course of 
action, there is a subtle logic which only the truly simple understand. It is 
the kind of simplicity of which Jesus spoke when he said: “Father, Lord of 
heaven and earth, to you I offer praise, for what you have hidden from the 
learned and the clever you have revealed to the merest children.” Mt. 11:251

In the testimony of Msgr. Joseph Prill, a contemporary of Jordan’s at the 
Campo Santo, after passing an offhanded remark to Jordan that he (Prill) 
did not consider him (Jordan) to be the man to establish such a work and 
to put it on a firm basis, Jordan replied: “Ah well, but often enough God 
selects as instruments for the accomplishment of His designs such men as 
are in themselves the most unsuitable for the purpose.2

The year was 1881, the year after Jordan had visited the Holy Land. He 
related to his faithful collaborator, Fr. Pancratius Pfeiffer, what he had 
experienced in his dream on the mythical “Mt. Lebanon.”3 The dream was: 
That all might know the one true God and him sent, Jesus Christ, Son of 
God, Savior.4 

1 Mt. 11:25
2 Pfeiffer, Pancratius, The Life of Francis Jordan, St. Nazianz, WI, Society of the Divine 
Savior, 1936, p. 54, (translated by Winfrid Herbst).
3 Pfeiffer, Pancratius, I Salvatoriani, Rome, Societa’ del Divin Salvatore, 1942, p. 57.
4 Jn. 17:3.
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The dream was not so different from that of Jacob, Moses or Martin Luther 
King, Jr. It was a vision of a new creation, a new world order. It was sheer 
madness. A holy madness. A sign to be contradicted. A sword to pierce souls. 

The HOLY was in the design; the MADNESS was in the METHOD. 

I have never questioned the HOLY; I have often pondered the MADNESS. 
In the process, I may have become a little “mad” myself. It has gone from 
“itching” to the pain of the scratching where reasonable people should 
have stopped. But since I am not “reasonable” as Matthew defined it, 
I continue to appeal to the “little ones” for a sense of understanding. I 
remain confident after all that there is a METHOD in our madness; that 
the dream has not been lost but obscured. And that is the purpose of this 
paper. I remain convinced that the methodology of Jordan’s plan retains 
its timeliness, that somewhere within it there is a holy madness for our 
contemporary society that awaits his plan of action. 
Therefore, I would like to pick up on the conclusions to my earlier paper, 
“Mt. Lebanon ReVisited.” It remains the backdoor approach. What is the 
lack of religious instruction and where is it to be found today? Where 
are the pockets of religious ignorance that still haunt us and where would 
Jordan lead us if he were alive today? 
I have no magic time machine to look into Jordan’s world. All I have are the 
testimonies of history. And even these are retrospective; not introspective. 
None of us can see into Jordan’s mind. We can only surmise what might 
have been happening. But that is all we have. It will require a giant leap of 
faith for the first step into the future – our future. But faith is built on trust. 
And trust is the heritage that Jordan left us. Providence did not desert him 
nor will it fail us. 
So let me present the testimony of history. Walk with me that extra mile. Share 
with me the extra tunic. Discard the extra sandal but don’t shake off the dust. 

Part I: The Backdrop 
A. Historical Context 
To understand Europe in the eighteenth century, we must understand the 
concept of liberalism. However, the term almost defies definition because 
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it includes a variety of meanings which have also varied in different 
historical periods. It also has its variety of interpretations when applied to 
the fields of politics, economy, religion or theology. But at the core is the 
primacy of individual freedom.5

The assertion of individual autonomy involved the rejection of traditional 
sources of authority and the affirmation of the selfsufficiency of individual 
reason and conscience. This individual autonomy found dramatic 
expression in Martin Luther’s famous words before the Diet of Worms: 
“Hier Steh’ ich; ich kann nichts anders.“6 
The basic idea underlying all the tendencies of liberalism was the 
conviction that the human understanding is capable, by its own power 
and without any recourse to supernatural assistance, of comprehending the 
system of the world and that this new way of understanding the world will 
lead to a new way of mastering it.7

Another situation we must be aware of is that liberalism led to the 
revolutions of the 17th and 18th centuries which transformed absolute 
monarchies into constitutional ones. These revolutions were a protest 
against feudal privileges and institutions and were an affirmation of the 
rights and liberties of individuals. Government rested on the consent of the 
governed and its proper role was to preserve and protect the individual’s 
natural rights to life, liberty and property. These rights included freedom 
of speech, freedom of the press, freedom of worship, freedom of assembly, 
and the protection of private property.8

While many of these rights are rooted in the basic Christian concept of 
respect for the human person and have been affirmed by the Popes from 
Leo XIII to John XXIII and from Pius XI to John Paul II, the basic flaw 
is in the denial of the supernatural and the total dependence on reason. 
This is still the concern of the Vatican today in dealing with Liberation 
Theology. John Paul II is still very much concerned about the influence of 
liberalism on the authors of this theological school. So he condemns the 

5 New Catholic Encyclopedia, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1967, J. H. 
Hallowell, “Liberalism,” Vol. 8, p. 701.
6 Ibid., p. 702.
7 Ibid., p. 702
8 Ibid., p. 702
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pursuit of human fulfillment if it is not seen in the total context of those 
values which go beyond the purely human and remain at the level of the 
strictly material.9

A third element that we must keep in mind is the cultural context within 
which we view the protection and preservation of freedom. In Europe, east 
as well as west, the word has traditionally meant freedom from: freedom 
from tyranny, from domination by other countries, from disorder and 
anarchy. In the United States it has meant freedom to: freedom to make a 
fortune, to build a new life, to speak as we please. American liberals did not 
have to contend against an established aristocracy or wrest political power 
from an entrenched ruling class. In Central and South America there are still 
elements of anticolonialism and imperialism, there are still struggles with 
the landed aristocracy and a rich ruling class. North Americans voluntarily 
identified with the ideals of their chosen country, whereas Europeans 
inherited national traditions handed down to them by history. 

These three elements: the rise of liberalism; changing political structures; 
and the cultural context in which people struggled, form the backdrop to 
the drama unfolding on the late 19th century European scene. 

B. The Rise of Liberalism and its Effects10

For the purposes of this paper we will focus on the results of the rise of 
liberalism in 19th century Germany. Here liberalism became very hostile to 
Catholicism. The liberal outlook was materialistic and anti-ecclesiastical. 
To speed the process of laicising society, secularizing education and 
eliminating all religious influences from public and private life, the 
liberals advocated state control over religion. Middle-Class financial and 
industrial interests were strong supporters of liberalism. 

9 “Instruction on Certain Aspects of the Theology of Liberation,” Origins, Vol. 14, no. 13, 
quoted in “To the Ends of the Earth,” p. 22. “(Liberation) calls for freedom from many 
different kinds of slavery in the cultural, economic, social and political spheres, all of 
which derive ultimately from sin and so often prevent people from living in a manner 
befitting of their dignity,” National Conference of Catholic Bishops, “To the Ends of the 
Earth,” Origins, Vol. 14, No. 13, p. 22. Cf. also p. 16 of this paper and footnote 20.
10 Hallowell, op. cit., passim, pp. 701-706: The data gathered for this section is largely 
based on Hallowell’s article unless otherwise indicated.
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But the naturalistic liberal view of the world and of humanity was so 
diametrically opposed to the Catholic one that the struggle between them 
was characterized as the Kulturkampf – variously translated as “cultural 
struggle,” “struggle against culture,” or “war on civilization.”11

1. Political Effects: 
a. a protest against feudal privileges and institutions and an 

affirmation of the rights and liberties of individuals; 
b. the rise of the national state and the need to protect its boundaries 

against any foreign intervention; 
c. the fear of ultramontanism, i.e., the influence of the powers 

of the Church in particular “over the mountains (Alps)” as a 
force that might impede national states’ development. This also 
developed into alliances with other nations who also feared such 
interference as well as political rivalry with those which might 
have sided with Rome for political purposes; 

d.  industrialists and businessmen began to claim the freedom 
necessary to follow their economic self-interests which they 
equated with the national interests. 

2. Economic Effects: 
a.  the postulation of the law of supply and demand; 
b.  survival of the fittest and free competition; 
c.  public interest is best served by individuals pursuing their own 

self-interests; 
d.  the industrious are to be rewarded; the indolent are to be punished; 
e.  the emergence of laissez faire; the free market economy as self 

regulating. 
3. Social and Ethical Tenets: 

a.  good promotes the greatest physical pleasure; evil produces pain; 
b.  human beings are naturally led to achieve their self-interest, i.e., 

pleasure, and therefore there are no genuine moral problems; 

11 Eyck, Erich, Bismarck and the German Empire, George Allen & Unwin Ltd., Ruskin 
House, London, 1958, p. 202. Cf. Appendix II. | Kolbeck, Sister M. Orestes, O.S.F. (Holy 
Family Convent, Manitowoc, WI, American Opinion of the Kulturkampf (1871-1882), The 
Catholic University of America Press, Washington, DC 1942, p. 1. Cf. Appendix III. | 
Wallace, Lillian Parker, The Papacy and European Diplomacy, 1869-1878, Chapel Hill, 
The University of North Carolina Press, New York, 1948, p. 207. Cf. Appendix I.
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c. individual freedom is an end in itself; 
d. emphasis on individual rights to the neglect of duties; 
e. separation of freedom of choice from moral responsibility; 
f. promotion of individual rights over the common good. 

C. Practical Consequences 
In its debate with the Church, the leaders of the Kulturkampf, fearful 
of the influence of the Church and determined to forge an independent 
German state, set out methodically to gain complete control over Church 
institutions and activities. This determination was heightened into a 
frenzy with the declaration of the infallibility of the Pope in 1870 and the 
publication of the Syllabus of Errors in 1864. In a series of edicts called 
the “May Laws,” initially enacted in Prussia, but later adopted also in other 
parts of Germany, the following actions were taken against the Church.12

1. In June, 1872, all religious were excluded from public education; all 
Jesuits were expelled from the empire within six months. 

2.  In 1873 the Redemptorists, Vincentians, Holy Ghost Fathers, and 
Religious of the Sacred Heart were also expelled. 

3.  In 1873 priestly training was placed under government supervision 
and all seminarians were required to take three years of literature, 
history, history of philosophy, subject to state examinations. 

4.  Clerical appointments by bishops were subject to government veto. 
5.  Civil marriage was made obligatory in Prussia in February, 1875, 

and later in many other German states. 
6. In May, 1875, the state was empowered to suspend all financial 

grants in dioceses where the law was not obeyed. 
7. In the same month, all religious, except those engaged in hospital 

work, were expelled. 
8. In June all Church property was confiscated and title transferred to 

lay trustees elected by the parishioners. 

12 De Waal, Monsignor Anton (Rector of the Campo Santo, Rome), Life of Pope Pius X, 
translated and adapted from the second German edition with permission of the author and 
the publisher by Joseph William Berg, St. Francis Seminary, The M. H. Wiltzius Company, 
Milwaukee, WI, 1904, p. 14. Cf. Appendix VI. | Windell, George G., The Catholics and 
German Unity, 1866-1871, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1954, pp. 8, 11. 
Cf. Appendix V.
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9. On December 10, a law was passed providing for two years of 
imprisonment for any clergyman who discussed matters of state. 
The state maintained the right to expel recalcitrant priests from the 
empire. 

10. In the first four months of 1875, 136 editors were condemned either 
to prison or to pay a fine. These were mostly Catholics. 

11. By 1878, nine of the episcopal sees were without bishops; over 1,000 
parishes had been deprived of their priests, over 2,000 priests had 
been fined, imprisoned or exiled, over 60,000 souls were without 
spiritual assistance. 

Thus, the disruption of Church life was very serious. Consternation was 
general. Everyone was asking if they were going to be able to adjust 
their everyday life to religion understood in the “new” way. And while 
the faithful were confused and at a loss, the liberals were delighted. The 
favorite theme of all the irreligious publications was the incompatibility 
of the faith with the progress of science and the development of modern 
customs. 
But in other camps as well, the people, especially the poor, suffered more 
and dire consequences. The central government, rather than levying direct 
taxes on the total population, taxed instead articles of mass consumption, 
such as beer, tobacco, spirits, sugar and petrol. This meant a heavy burden 
on the man in the street and did not really affect the rich and the well to do. 
D. Some End Results of the Political, Economic, Social and 
Religious Effects of the More Extreme Abuses of Liberalism13

1.  Breakdown in Family Values: Many single parent families emerged 
as the result of poverty. Couples could not get married because of 
financial unpreparedness. Commonlaw marriages grew in number. 
Children did not have the benefit of a normal family environment. 

2. Breakdown in Moral Values: The search for pleasure, encouraged 
by popular movement, reached down even into the village inns. 
Promiscuity and pleasureseeking were condoned by society. 

3.  Secularization of Education: Religious values disappeared from the 
curriculum with the disappearance of religious educators. Parents 

13 Supporting evidence for this section was taken from the material cited by the authors in 
footnote 12. Cf. above
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and guardians were not prepared to take over this part of the 
children’s (dependents’) formation and had little time to do so. The 
same applied to the master artisans responsible for the training of 
apprentices. 

4.  Shortage of Clergy: With the imprisonment and expulsion of 
thousands of priests and religious, parishes were left without 
leadership. 

5.  Limitations in Priestly Formation: With the requirement of three 
years of secular training for seminary students, there remained only 
one year of informal theological training before ordination. 

6.  Church Attendance and Reception of the Sacraments suffered: The 
shortage of clergy and religious made regular attendance impossible 
and gradually created indifference, given the secularist tendencies 
promoted by governmental agencies. 

7. Catholic Press crippled: The State controlled the press and the 
expulsion of editors who did not adhere to governmental policies 
left a serious vacuum in the only form of mass media available. 

While these dire consequences of the extremes of liberalism were 
evidenced in the Germany of Jordan’s day, the situation was not that much 
different in all of Western Europe. 
Cardinal Henry Edward Manning, in his True Story of the Vatican Council,14 
attests to the fact that these and similar results were characteristic generally 
on the continent. In the introductory chapter to this work, he outlines the 
origins and motives of the First Vatican Council, detailing the errors of 
the day and the consequent need for a ecumenical council to combat the 
aberrations of liberalism. Numerous other testimonies are available, and 
while most interesting, are not included in this text. However, for the 
interested reader, they can be found in the footnotes and appendices. 

Before going into the evidence for Jordan’s response to the errors of his 
day – to the pockets of religious ignorance he perceived – it will be well to 
list a few cautions. In his day as in ours, the danger is in becoming merely 
reactionary. Then as now, the danger is in not recognizing the positive 

14 Manning, Henry Cardinal Edward, The True Story of the Vatican Council, London, 
Burns & Oates, Ltd., New York, Catholic Publication Society Co., 1877, pp. 5, 26, 29. Cf. 
Appendix IV.
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elements of the movement we label as “liberalism.” In the 19th century, 
there was the temptation to overgeneralize the term “liberalism” to mean: 
the confiscation of Church property; the suppression of religious orders; 
the secularization of education; the institution of secular marriage; and 
divorce. In our day we might add: drug abuse; teenage sex; divorced and 
remarried Catholics; birth control; and pornography. 

History cautions us that to condemn extremes “extremely” could also 
have equally dire consequences. So, for example, the Frenchman, 
Charles de Montalembert, warned his fellow Catholics in 1868 that 
by opposing the liberal political movement they were deliberately 
“isolating themselves from the social movement and political activity 
of the country, awaiting a return to an order of things that...has been 
destroyed forever.”15 He pointed out some of the positive achievements 
of liberalism: the establishment of constitutional government, the rule of 
law, the parliamentary form of government, the promotion of individual 
freedom, and the protection of private property.16 He is supported by 
his contemporary, F. P. G. Guizot, who said: “The principle of religious 
freedom such as every Christian and liberal man ought to understand it 
and practice it, infringes in no way upon; the unity or the infallibility of the 
Church... It; consists uniquely in the recognition of the right of the human 
conscience not to be governed in its relations with God by human decrees 
and chastisements.”17 

The principles set forth in Rerum Novarum and Quadragesimo Anno were 
reaffirmed by John XXIII in Mater et Magistra (1961) in which the Pope 
confirmed the right to private property as a “natural right founded on the 
ontological and finalistic priority of individual human beings.” He also 
insisted that the effective distribution of property among all social classes 
must be encouraged. He noted the emergence of the modern welfare state 
and commended it for the increased protection that it afforded the less 
favored members of society.18 

15 Quoted in Hallowell, op.cit., no. 5, p. 705.
16 Ibid., p. 705.
17 Ibid., p. 705.
18 Acta Apostolicae Sedis, 55 (1963), 259-260, 271.
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It appears that John XXIII recognized some virtue in political liberalism 
that Pius IX did not see when he issued his Syllabus of Errors: “One 
must never confuse error and the person who errs, not even when there is 
question of error or inadequate knowledge of truth in the moral or religious 
belief... Who can deny that those movements insofar as they conform to 
the dictates of right reason and are interpreters of the lawful aspirations 
of the human person, contain elements that are positive and deserving of 
approval.” 19

These same sentiments are reflected by the present pontiff, John Paul II, 
who, while abhorring the materialistic limitations of liberalism, praises the 
efforts of those who seek the true and full liberation of humankind.20

The subject of development and progress is on everybody’s lips and 
appears in the columns of all the newspapers and other publications 
in all the languages of the modern world.... (The affirmations and 
certainties, but also questions of and points of anguished disquiet) fit 
in with the dialectical nature of human knowledge and even more with 
the fundamental need for solitude by man for man, for his humanity... 
(Redemptor Hominis, 15) 

Economic development, with every factor in its adequate functioning, 
must be constantly programmed and realized within a perspective of 
universal joint development of each individual and people... (Ibid. 15) 
Otherwise, the category of “economic progress” becomes in isolation 
a superior category subordinating the whole of human existence to its 
partial demands, suffocating man, breaking up society, and ending by 
entangling itself in its own tensions and excesses. (Ibid. 15) 

This fundamental error (economism) of thought can and must be 
called an error of materialism, in that economism directly or indirectly 
includes a conviction of the primacy and superiority of the material, 
and directly or indirectly places the spiritual and the personal... in a 
position of subordination to material reality. (Laborem Exercens, 12) 

19 Ibid., 299-300.
20 John Paul II, Redemptor Hominis, Redeemer of Man, no. 15-16; and Laborem Exercens, 
On Human Work, 13, 15, as well as Appendix VII.
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Part II: Jordan’s Response 
A. Personal Experience:21

Jordan was born on June 16, 1848, the year of the revolution in Germany 
which saw the rise of liberalism in his mother country. He was sixteen 
when Pius IX published his Syllabus of Errors(1864). He was twenty-two 
when Vatican Council I defined papal primacy and infallibility in 1870. 
By this time, Jordan had spent his apprenticeship as a journeyman painter; 
he had a brief experience in the army (from which he had an honorable 
discharge because of health); and had pursued initial studies for the 
priesthood, first through private tutelage, then attendance at middle school 
and gymnasium. At age twenty-six, he entered the University of Baden 
in Freiburg as a student of philosophy and theology. The year was 1874, 
one year after the promulgation of the famous “May Laws” (1873) in 
Prussia. The Kulturkampf reached its zenith in 1875 and spread into other 
German states. The very archdiocese of Freiburg remained a vacant see 
from 1868 to 1881, the site of Jordan’s university studies. He entered the 
archepiscopal seminary at St. Peter near Freiburg in 1877 and was ordained 
to the priesthood on July 21, 1878. The May Laws in Prussia were modified 
in 1886 and 1887; other antiCatholic measures were repealed in 1890 and 
l891.22 In Baden, the restrictions on Catholics which were introduced in 
the 1860’s, were gradually lifted between 1880 and 1886.23 Still unable to 
exercise his priesthood freely in his homeland, Jordan received permission 
and traveled to Rome for further studies in October, 1878. 

There is no doubt that Jordan experienced and felt the effects of the 
Kulturkampf in his personal life from his early youth. As a young 
apprentice, he must have heard and seen much of the breakdown in family 
values and the lack of personal supervision and guidance on the part of 
the master artisans. As a journeyman, he certainly saw the goingson in 
the village inns of the towns he traveled to. He saw the family situations 
just like his own were not unusual – where commonlaw marriages were 

21 Data pertaining to the life of Jordan in this section are taken from Pfeiffer, op. cit., no. 
2, passim.
22 New Catholic Encyclopedia, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1967, H. W. L. 
Freudenthal, “Kulturkampf,” pp. 267-269.
23 Ibid., p. 268.
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frequently the result of poverty and inability to support a family, given 
the hardships laid on the less advantaged by the state. 

He himself was the object of the restrictions laid on seminarians having 
had to enroll for state required courses at the university and having been 
limited to one year of formal theology prior to ordination, only then not 
being able to function freely as a priest and having had to celebrate his first 
Mass clandestinely. 

His contacts in the field of Catholic journalism through Schorderet and 
Kleiser with the “Press Apostolate” no doubt impressed upon him the 
importance of the press. He was equally aware of the restrictions placed 
on the press and the expulsion of many Catholic editors. 

Is it any wonder that we find him frequently referring to the “forces of 
evil” and the need to combat the evils of the time? It should come as 
no surprise that a man of Jordan’s sensitivity should begin thinking and 
planning how he might participate most effectively in the efforts of many 
of his contemporaries to restore freedom of religion by attacking and 
conquering over those same evil forces. He, like so many other faithful 
adherents, was galvanized by the persecution and, ironically, like so many 
of his countrymen emerged more closely united with the Church at home 
and much more attached to Rome as a result of the Kulturkampf itself.24

B.  From Thoughts to Action: 
Given his personal experience, and now given the opportunity, Jordan 
decided it was time for action. His decision to establish an institute to 
combat godlessness by religious instruction did not mark him as a man 
ahead of his times; rather it reflected the fact that he was indeed a man of 
his times. 
Passing over the historical development of the Society already covered 
in previous writings, it would be more to the purpose of this paper to go 
directly to the sources to establish the evidence supporting Jordan’s plan 
to make religious instruction a top priority. To achieve this purpose, we 
will have to decipher first what he planned and then what he actually did 
to implement it. 

24 Ibid., p. 269.
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C.  The Early Rules: 
Although there is much repetition in the early rules in the references to the 
needs of the times and Jordan’s specific aims to address its evils, it would 
be well to follow a certain chronological order to see the development of 
his thought. 

In what is sometimes erroneously referred to as the Rule of 1878, the 
document entitled Societas Catholica25 is the first organized set of 
reflections that Jordan put down on paper regarding the plans that were 
beginning to take shape in his thinking. 

In the opening paragraph we read: “They (the members) shall teach 
students from every tribe and nation and language to be completely 
imbued with good morals and instruct them in sacred and profane 
branches of learning and lead them into the way of perfection...’’ 26 
Here, we find the first emphasis on teaching aimed at imbuing the youth 
with good morals. A clear reflection of the need he saw to provide religious 
instruction for youth. 

In the second paragraph of the same document, Jordan describes the purpose 
of the society “to spread, strengthen and defend the Roman Catholic 
faith... and to protect and defend the rights of the Roman Pontiff.”27 
What could be more clear as an expression of defending the Church he 
loved against the accusations of ultramontanism? The divisions that had 
been created within the German hierarchy over the issue of infallibility at 
Vatican I and the chagrin they felt over the publication of the Syllabus of 
Errors, were effectively healed by the need to create a united front against 
the Kulturkampf.28 Jordan was already aware of that need and set out to 
make it one of his priorities. 

In what is simply called “The Folded Manuscript” by Schneble,29 but which 
is actually the basis for the “Provisional Statutes of the Apostolic Teaching 

25 Documenta et Studia Salvatoriana, II, p. 17-22. (To be abbreviated DSS in following 
citations)
26 Ibid., pp. 17-22, translation, J. Schommer, 1.
27 Ibid., pp. 17-22, Schommer, 1.
28 Freudenthal, op. cit., p. 269. |Wallace, op. cit., p. 255.
29 DSS II, 68-89, translation, A. Schneble, SDS, Historica S.D.S., 26.
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Society” (1880),30 we have perhaps the greatest number of references to 
Jordan’s experience which underlay his determination to advance the plan 
and promote the institute. 

I will combine the references from the “Folded Manuscript” together with 
those of the “Provisional Statutes” of 1880 for convenience since the two 
are basically the same as regards the references in question. 

In the statement of purpose, both documents speak of the “furtherance of 
science, education and instruction.” Both spell out the areas of activity 
as “the whole area of instruction and education, that is to say: family 
education; lower and higher education; and continuing education.” In the 
area of science, the society takes the position of “acknowledging what is 
good, but opposing its errors.” 

In the area of education, the FM (“Folded Manuscript”) speaks of the 
“defense of the rights of the Church to the school... the battle for freedom 
of instruction.” It goes on to say: 

While in our time in the field of education and instruction there rages 
a mighty battle for the right to education and particularly for the 
right to school, while even on the Catholic side some recognize and 
join in this battle for the right to education and the right to school 
theoretically and practically, the pedagogical section of the Apostolic 
Society stresses with great emphasis and in the first place, loudly and 
publicly, always and everywhere the duty. It considers the right to 
education as a human, weak, unfruitful, unclear and confusing concept 
from which only difficulties can arise. On the contrary the pedagogic 
section of our Society holds the duty of all educators, the parents, the 
teachers, the priests, the Church and state as clearly established, true 
and solid; and therefore it places itself decidedly on the concept of 
this duty. 

No one can, against God the Lord, claim a right to the education of 
youth, but we can only speak of a duty... [F]rom our viewpoint it 
cannot be said that the state has no right to the school, but it must be 
said: The state has the duty to support the Church in the education 

30 DSS II, 67-90, translation, L. Gerke, SDS (Finis Societatis).
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of the children. This brings the whole issue into an entirely different 
light and an infinitely more right, clear and decisive position than the 
heated battle for our schools in which mistakes are made on all sides.31

The PS (Provisional Statutes) do not enter into the polemic of rights versus 
duties. Perhaps it was seen as too much of a political statement. But there 
can be no doubt that Jordan was very much caught up in the debate with 
liberalism which emphasized individual rights to the neglect of duties and 
isolated freedom of choice from moral responsibility.32

Both the FM and the PS speak frequently of the need for parents “fathers 
and mothers of families, or other persons who are responsible for the 
education of the children and subjects entrusted to them” to care in every 
way for a good education of their “children and dependents.”

The parents and those who take their place keep their children or 
dependents, as far as they can, away from bad schools, associations 
and companions, avoid all books, writings, calendars, newspapers, 
tracts, etc. that offend against faith and morals, and above all, do not 
allow such into the families.33

This preoccupation on Jordan’s part certainly reflects his concern for the 
family situation in his day: single parent homes; young people living 
away from their homes; the system of apprenticeship, etc. He is equally 
concerned about the influence of the printed word and the evils it can 
effect if not properly oriented, or worse still, if it is outright immoral. 

The FM goes into considerable length in describing the nature of religious 
instruction: 

As its most important duty the pedagogical section of the Apostolic 
Society considers, according to the ground rules of the same, the 
religious instruction and the religious training, because “to know 
God” is certainly our first, greatest and only duty here below. Thus, the 
pedagogical section does not in any way refer to that kind of religious 

31 DSS II, 68-89, translation, Schneble, (26) 9.
32 Hallowell, op. cit., p. 705.
33 Provisional Statutes, 1880. DSS II, 67-90. Gerke, Appendix I ,,2.
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instruction now so prevalent which only teaches mechanically by 
memorizing but does not encourage thinking or does not create a 
religious consciousness. The pedagogical section work with great 
zeal toward a type of religious education that really builds the spirit, 
that gives birth to religious consciousness, that produces an insight 
into the reasonableness of religious 3truths and a fundamental 
knowledge of the proofs for the same. Our time unquestionably 
demands such an instruction because the errors, doubts, objections 
of modern science have penetrated into the lowest strata of the 
population, into every flat and into every railroad coach. In our time 
all that engrained rubbish and blind faith cannot stand up anymore; 
our times require the full joy and enthusiasm of a conscious and 
reasonable faith.34

Our times demand an entirely different kind of religious instruction than 
the former peaceful easygoing times. This timely, basic, reasonable 
religious instruction forms the main responsibility of the pedagogical 
section of the Apostolic Society. For this every opportunity and every 
means pleasing to God shall be utilized in school and church.35

Notice how Jordan sets out the “knowledge of God” as the principal 
purpose of the Society. Then he sets religious instruction as the main 
responsibility of the Society’s teaching mission. And for this, every means 
pleasing to God is to be utilized. But it is the phrase, “For this” which 
clearly places the means within the parameters of the main responsibility. 
He characterizes this religious instruction as that which is able to create a 
religious consciousness in opposition to the errors of the times. 

We have to go back to the PS to find examples of how Jordan envisioned 
the means: 

Special means are: (1) the uniting of Catholic forces all over the 
world; (2) the creation of proper organs (publications); (3) other 
literary activity and improvement of the field of Catholic illustrations 
(magazines with photos); (4) establishing educational (pedagogic) 
institutes, colleges, missionary institutes, orphanages, educational 

34 Folded Manuscript, Schneble, 10.
35 Ibid., 10.
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associations, libraries, reading groups; (5) directing of retreats and 
popular missions, educational conventions; (6) joining other religious 
associations.36

In the area of science, when addressing the second grade members’ role, 
Jordan treats of the need for a good Catholic press. He calls for publications 
to fight against the errors of our times and to draw attention to the attacks 
of the adversaries. He also calls for dissemination of information regarding 
antagonistic, forbidden and harmful books.37

He goes on to say: 

The press has become in our time a power of first magnitude. Sorry 
to say, it mostly serves hell. The Apostolic Society must view firmly 
these two facts and direct all attention to the press. It must do its 
utmost to sanctify this mighty force in its essence and in its activities. 

...Also the nature of illustrations (magazines) in these times plays an 
immeasurably great role and this power also, sad to say, rather serves 
the bad than the things of God. Therefore the Apostolic Society devotes 
all its attention to this matter. It seeks once again to introduce right 
religious principles into the field of illustrations; it seeks to break more 
and more the dominance of the sensual, the ephemeral, the worldly 
now rampant, and to blaze a trail for a more serious religious direction. 
The Apostolic Society seeks to organize the Catholic illustrators 
and thereby facilitate the creation of a wellillustrated press and thus 
make it possible to overtake antiCatholic writings. It shall produce 
worthwhile illustrations and provide for their distribution throughout 
the whole world.38

In successive drafts of the rules for his society, Jordan continues to speak 
about the “troubled times in which malice prevails and the enemies of 
holy Church are many and bold, while the Church is herself impeded and 
restrained in her efficacy.”39 He continues to admonish teachers, parents 

36 Provisional Statutes, 1880, Gerke, Appendix I,, 2.
37 Ibid., 7.
38 Folded Manuscript, Schneble, 7.
39 Statutes of the Apostolic Teaching Society, 1881, DSS II, 97-106, translation, D. Skwor, 
SDS, Chronological Study, p. 122.
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and craftsmen, etc. to prevent (the youth) “from attending bad schools 
and associations; shun all immoral or unbelieving associations, books, 
journals, papers, calendars, etc. 

Parents are to “prevent abominable cursing, double talk and undesirable 
acquaintances among their children, servants and subjects.”40

Again in the Booklet of Statutes of 188241 he comments: 

In our present troubled times, malice prevails, and the enemies of the 
Church are more numerous and bolder than ever. The Church herself 
is very much impeded in her free activity for the salvation of souls. 
Religious families (orders) are frequently suppressed. The missions 
are lacking workers. The Catholic people themselves are almost 
everywhere in need of renewal.42 

And he continues to call upon missionaries, teachers, writers or printers, 
to “take up the weapons of science in order both to defend the truths of 
our holy faith against the malice of the enemies and to foster the Catholic 
religion.43

“Innkeepers see to it conscientiously that the holy commandments of 
God are kept in their restaurants; they do not permit any bad papers 
and chase out the pest of glib talk, songs and shows and the scandal of 
unleashed dancing entertainments.”44

He continues to admonish the members to “often approach the holy 
sacraments of penance and of the altar and inspire their subjects to do 
likewise.45

But after the rule of 1882, we come to a more muted sound in the Latin Rule 
of 1884 and following. He still states that the purpose of the Society is to 

40 Ibid., 124.
41 Ibid., 126.
42 Ibid., 126.
43 Ibid., 127.
44t Ibid., 128.
45 Ibid., 129.
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defend, spread and increase the Kingdom of God by religious instruction 
(institutio religiosa).46

In the Latin Rule of 1886 we find a curious shift of emphasis. In the third 
paragraph under the section “Purpose of the Society” we read: They (the 
members) should zealously and wisely use in the service of the Lord good 
example, the written and spoken word, and all other methods and media 
which the love of Christ inspires, to manifest and to glorify everywhere 
God the Father, Jesus Christ His Son, and the Holy Spirit, so that the 
immortal souls of all might be saved.”47

The rest of the articles, both in the rule of 1884 and of 1886 refer largely 
to internal discipline. There is no longer that ardent pleading for combating 
the forces of evil, and confronting the errors of the time. One can only 
speculate that Jordan’s energies had been diverted to deal with the socalled 
“transformation” of the society which took place in 1883 and that his time was 
consumed in dealing with Church authorities over the approval of his institute. 

Whatever the case may be, we have more than abundant evidence of the 
motives which inspired his decision to “found the society” and to trust in 
the Providence which had led him to that decision. 

What remains is to identify the errors which he sought to combat and the 
methods he chose to accomplish this. 

From all that has been said above, I submit that Jordan was inspired to 
confront those irresponsible freedoms which afflicted his day, namely: 

1. Freedom from restraint in the field of education. Freedom from 
restraint in the field of science. 

2. Freedom from restraint in the area of authority. 
3. Freedom from restraint in the area of morality/pleasure. 
4. Freedom from restraint in the search for wealth 
5. Freedom from restraint in the institution of the family. 
6. Freedom from restraint in the search for meaning. 

The bottom line may have been the last search, the search for meaning – a 
search for the unknown god. For Jordan it was quite clear. The search was 

46 The Latin Rule of 1884, DSS I, 27-44, Skwor, 141.
47 The Latin Rule of 1886, DSS I, 45-74, Skwor, 152.
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a universal cry: That all may know you, the one true God, and him sent, 
Jesus Christ, Son of God, Savior. 

The question remains: HOW did he go about it? 

Part III: Jordan’s Plan 
It is already well known that Jordan originally planned to found an 
institute whose membership included both clergy and laity, men and 
women, professionals and artisans, joined in an allout collaborative effort 
to combat the evils of the time. Thus, he says in his fourpage hand-written 
document entitled, “The Apostolic Teaching Society.” 

We do see that the lack of a good education and instruction is the 
worm that gnaws at mankind, the rust that erodes it. what, however, 
can the individual standing alone do in the face of such a general 
deeply felt need? True, already in various countries men full of holy 
zeal for the glory of God and the salvation of souls have devoted their 
whole strength to the work of his holy cause. Yet many a one feels that 
only a general and concerted collaboration within the fold of the holy 
Catholic Church can bring the desired success.48

He then goes on to describe the three grades of membership as an illustration 
of its “united strength” in a “catholic” (not national) association. He also 
envisions a linkup with other Catholic associations in various parts of the 
world. Thus in the “Provisional Statutes” of 1880, in section IV. Inner 
Organisation, he states in observations: 

The uniting of catholic forces the world over in prayer, in christian spirit 
of sacrifice, in study and in work will be of the greatest importance. 
The already existing pertinent catholic associations and institutes are 
to find in the Apostolic Teaching Society a powerful support, those 
newly to be founded the most fruitful soil. The Apostolic Teaching 
Society tries to guard against the splintering of catholic endeavors and 
to concentrate on already existing undertakings.49

48 The Apostolic Teaching Society, DSS 117-130, Gerke, Appendix II, 1.
49 Provisional Statutes, 1880, Gerke, Appendix I, 3.
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What appears, then, to be characteristic of Jordan’s plan is the incorporation 
of lay people in his undertaking and the provision creating a network of 
other associations dedicated to the same purpose. 

While it is known that Jordan maintained a variety of contacts with 
other movements in Europe50 before and after the foundation, there is no 
evidence that the network he envisioned ever materialized. 

Another part of the structural pattern he envisioned and initially implemented 
was the secondgrade membership in the area of science. According to the 
“Provisional Statutes” of 1880 the Inner Organization of the Society was to 
have two main divisions: “the whole area of science; and the whole area of 
instruction and education.”51

Under “Particular Norms” of the same statutes, the Society was divided 
into three grades: the first grade, made up of those priests and lay people 
who dedicate themselves totally to the society; the second grade, those 
who take part or interest mainly in the scientific endeavors; and the third 
grade, those who in their walk of life join the activity of the society in 
the area of education and instruction.52 The third grade was divided into 
three subdivisions: professional teachers, priests and lay people; parents 
and others responsible for the education of the children; and those who, 
although not in the teaching profession, support the aims of the society, e.g., 
writers, publishers, book agents, draftsmen.53 ‘In the “Folded Manuscript” 
he adds another category: benefactors, who can belong to any of the above 
categories or not.54

As stated above, although the second grade of membership, destined to 
implement the scientific endeavors of the Society, was initially brought 
into existence, it did not survive the “transformation” of the Society.55 
Thus the focus of the apostolic work of the society was concentrated on 
the instructional and educational. It would appear, however, that Jordan 

50 Skwor, Donald (Earl), Chronological Study of Early Developments of SDS, Milwaukee, 
Sisters of the Divine Savior Print Shop, 1968, pp. 6-10.
51 Provisional Statutes, 1880, Gerke, Appendix I, 1.
52 Ibid., 6-8.
53 Ibid., 10.
54 Folded Manuscript, Schneble, (26), 8.
55 DSS II, 125 (1880); DSS IV, 119 (1881); DSS II, 131 (1882); DSS IV,
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continued to incorporate the scientific aims of the Society in the remaining 
section, principally in the area of the press. So, for example, the print 
shop opened on the Via della Pace known as the Apostolic Teaching 
Society Press, began publication as early as 1880. It issued a catalogue 
of its publications in July, 1887, after it had been transferred to the Borgo 
Vecchio (now the Via della Conciliazione), then known as the Catholic 
Teaching Society Book Shop, and continued to function at least until 1912 
as the Press of the SDS.56

With regard to the thirdgrade membership; there is evidence of its 
continuation up to 1883, but it drops from the organizational structure in the 
Rule of 1884. What is important here, however, is that the participation of 
lay people in the society should not be equated with the third grade or 
degree of membership. As will be shown in the accompanying chart, lay 
people were involved in all three grades from the very beginning. Thus, 
the element of lay participation was a constant in the original plan, 
and endured as such until 1884.57 

As can be seen from the chart, there is no lack of historical evidence that 
Jordan’s plan called for the active participation and involvement of lay 
people at every level of his institute. However, the degree of participation 
is not always clear. Thus, the SDS International Historical Commission in 
its January, 1986 meeting concluded: 

The varying degrees of participation and the relatively rapid succession 
of adaptations were due in large part to investigations by Church 
authorities and Jordan’s preoccupation over answering their questions 
to gain official approval. Nevertheless, he clearly saw the need for 
lay apostles to make up for the lack of diocesan clergy (and religious) 
and to supply the need for religious instruction where religious orders 
were restricted by law.58

To illustrate its point, the commission developed a chart showing the 
development of the lay movement within the Society from 1880 to 1884. 

56 DSS XI, 11, 801 and 983; DSS VI, 389.
57 Cf. same references as in footnote 55.
58 SDS International Historical Commission, Protokoll, Anlage 8, “A Response to the Task 
Force on Charism,” January 15, 1986.
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In reading this chart it is important not to place too much significance on 
the words “grade,” “degree,” “step,” or “class.” They appear to be more of 
a variation of the same theme. 

The commission also pointed out that: 

....while all were, in a sense, members of the entire institute, not all 
had the same degree of participation. It can be said that from 1878 to 
1883 the members of the first grade, clerics or lay were the motivators 
in the work of the institute, whereas those of the second and third 
grades were more the beneficiaries of that effort in order to be enabled 
to become apostles in the world.59 

The distinction the commission made was between mitglieder (member) 
and mitarbeiter (coworker). However, the commission was quick to point 
out that: 

It will be important to study the role of lay people in the total plan 
of the Founder and then seek to give it new expression within the 
context of the present day needs and the existing structures of the 
[two] religious congregations [of canonical religious].60

[This task] need not seek to reduplicate the past; it need only to adapt 
Jordan’s plan to presentday needs and devise structures appropriate to 
current developments in the religious congregations.61

59 Ibid., 2.
60 Ibid., 3.
61 Ibid., 4.
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Development of Lay Movement 
Within the Society, 1880-1884

1880 1st Grade 2nd Grade 3rd Grade
Text of Smyrna 

Document
Priests and lay 

people who leave 
everything plus 

Sisters

Academicians, 
Teachers, Priests, 

Lay People

Lay people: men 
and women to 

teach instruction

1880 1st Step 2nd Step 3rd Grade
Statutes 

Donauworth

DSS II, 125

hand-written text

Priests and lay 
people for the aim 

of the Society

Scientists: work 
and stay in their 
own profession

Lay people who 
stay in their own 
profession and 
work within the 

Society by teaching 

4th Grade
Benefactors (can 
also be a member 
of another grade)

1880 1st Step 2nd Step 3rd Grade
Donauworth 
printed text

Priests and lay 
people

Scientists 
(Academicians)

same as above

1881 Apr/May Active Members Associates 
(Adherents)

Cooperators

Rules of the SAI 
(Italian)

DSS II, 117

Priests and lay 
people

Priests and lay 
people

(Academicians, 
Scientists)

Those who follow 
the prescribed 

regulations

1881 July 1st Step 2nd Step 3rd Step
DSS IV, 119 Priests and lay 

people
Academicians 

(Scientists)
Same as above

1881

DSS II, 109 French Priests and lay 
people

Academicians 
(Scientists)

Same as above

1882 1st Step 2nd Step 3rd Step
DSS IV, 37 

(Lüthen)
Priests and lay 

people, complete 
dedication

Academicians (can 
also belong to the 

third step)

All who accept 
the statutes and 

obligations
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1882 3rd Class

Booklet of Statutes Those who leave 
all

Others (educated 
people)

Those who are 
concerned for the 
salvation of others

1882 1st Grade

Rule for the 1st 
Grade

DSS I, 117

Those who leave 
all for the apostolic 
life; Three vows, 

etc
1882 Sept 3 1st Grade (class) 2nd Grade 3rd Grade

Apostolic Teaching 
Society

DSS II, 131

Rule: 3rd Grade

Priests and lay 
people who leave 

all

Academicians 
(Scientists)

remain in their 
profession

Women stressed;
care for the 

salvation of others; 
follow obligations; 
(can belong to 2nd 

Grade)
1882/3 1st Grade 2nd Grade 3rd Grade

Regulae pro 
sacerdotibus 

Cath. Teach. Soc., 

DSS II, 195

Diocesan Priests 
who join the 

Society

1883 Collaborators

Statutes for 
collaborators, men 

and women

DSS II, 175

Recommend that 
they become 

members of Third 
Order of St Francis

1883 1st Step 2nd Step

Cath. Teach. Soc.

DSS IV, 167

Priests and lay 
people who leave 

all

Catholic Scientists

1883 1st Step 2nd Step Collaborators
Call: “God wills it” Priests and 

students of Mission 
Institutes

Unmarried women

Apostolic activity

Men and women, 
promoters of 

Society; under 
direction of parish 

priest; follow 
booklet of statutes
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1883 Collaborators

Regolamenti for 
Collaborators

DSS II, 211

Men and women; 
pious union 

dependent on 
Society; advised: 
Third Order of St 

Francis
1883, Nov 1st Step 2nd Step 3rd Step

Instructions for 
Regional Directors

Missionaries, 
Priests and People

Scientists 

(with own statutes)

Open to all 
Catholics; 
obligations 
regulated in 

statutes; promoters: 
men and women

1883 (?) 1st Order 2nd Grade 3rd Grade
Instructio Brevis

-for Regional 
Directors

Missionaries, 
Priests and Lay 

People

Academicians, 
Scientists

Catholic 
Collaborators: 

General Director in 
Rome; 

Provincial 
Directors; 

Local Directors
1884 1st Order

Regulae et normae

1. ordinis DSS I, 
128

Members

Religious Vows

1884 2nd Order

Norms and Rules 
for Sisters

Members

Religious Vows
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Execution of the Plan: 
To understand Jordan’s plan, the historian looks not so much to what 
Jordan envisioned but what he actually implemented. For example, the 
initiation of the Baroness Theresa von Wüllenweber into the first grade 
of the institute is a clear indication of lay membership and illustrates the 
point in the context of Jordan’s intentions.62

Likewise, keeping in mind the distinction between the plan or the ideal of 
the Founder and its actual implementation or historical evidence, we find 
that there were lay members (mitarbeiter/coworkers) both in the second 
and third grades.63 All were engaged in the plan but not all were members 
in the same sense. 

What happened in 1883 and in succeeding years no longer provides us 
with precise historical evidence of the actual involvement of lay people in 
the membership as it evolved. 

The Rules for Collaborators in 188364 provide for the formation of a pious 
union65 and recommend membership in the Third Order of St. Francis. As of 
this date, no evidence has been uncovered to indicate any implementation 
of a third order. It may be that this proposal never materialized because 
Leo XIII did not favor third orders sponsored by new religious institutes 
but limited them to the ancient orders of the Church.66

It would appear that Jordan, after reshaping his society into a first “order” 
for men and a second “order” for women –both of which were canonical 
religious congregations– he hoped to preserve the participation of the laity 
in a third “order,” not a “third order.” Because Roman authorities frowned 
on “third orders” affiliated with modern religious institutes, he encouraged 
participation in the Third Order of St. Francis as a way to salvage lay 
participation. These “members” would still bind themselves to promote 
the ends of the Society, possibly even by statutes. But this did not come 
to fruition. 

62 DSS XIV, 348, 379.
63 DSS X, 76.
64 DSS, 175, 211.
65 DSS XV, 655, 692.
66 Edwein, Timotheus, “Bermerkungen zu ‘Lay Salvatorian Project”‘, January 8, 1986.
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I have commented on this development in my “Chronological Study 
of Early Developments of the S.D.S.” I noted that there is sufficient 
evidence to support the active development of the lay “members.” Up to 
1884 there is indication that there were more than 1,000 members of the 
third grade, the majority of these being in Italy.67 No studies have been 
made regarding the number of lay people there may have been in the first 
or second grades of the society. 

Therefore, if what I have said earlier, that Jordan’s plan was 
characterized by the concept of a network of associations sympathetic 
to his cause, incorporating the active participation of lay people – the 
hallmark of his society – what then can we say of the effectiveness 
of his plan? 

I can only resort to an argumentum ad hominem, an educated guess, a 
speculative assumption: 

Remember this: God’s ways are not our ways and His thoughts are 
not our thoughts. One must let himself be guided by Providence and 
take care not to cross it. Many have already lost patience and remained 
standing on a way half traversed. If one perseveres, a solution will 
finally be found... The Good Lord will make everything turn out right. 
Others will come and be mindful of our suffering and continue the 
work. (Words of Fr. Jordan on his deathbed).68

What is true, if only for a brief shining moment, is that Jordan did engage 
priests and lay people in his movement from 1880 to 1883/4. He did 
maintain contacts with other Catholic associations and had good prospects 
for developing a network of likeminded associations. He did engage in the 
apostolate of the press. He did open schools. He did send missionaries to 
India and the Americas. He did receive recognition for his plan from high 
(highest) church authorities.69

67 Skwor, Donald, Chronological Study of Early Development of the SDS, Milwaukee, 
Sisters of the Divine Savior Print Shop, 1968, pp. 34-38.
68 Pfeiffer, Pancratius, op. cit., no. 2, p. 527.
69 The Apostolic Teaching Society, handwritten description by Fr. Jordan, c. January; 
1881, DSS II, 117-130, translated by L. Gerke, op. cit., Appendix II, pp. 1-2. | Jordan 
lists on page 1 of the translation the blessing of Leo XIII, various cardinals, patriarchs, 
archbishops and bishops of several countries. On page 2, he closes with a quote of the 
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The problem was: he did not receive approval, at least not in the initial 
form. What was approved is what we know today: two canonical religious 
communities of men and women. What did persist was the notion of the 
collaboration of lay people in some form. And so we have the possibility 
at least of tracing that form of collaboration in our collective histories as 
provinces. We have the further possibility of restoring in some degree his 
original plan. 

What we do not need to restore is his original vision. The notion of 
religious instruction designed to “create a religious consciousness” has 
never been lost –only obscured. The need for it has never diminished. 
Indeed it is unmistakably needed in our time. And that will be the subject 
of the next part of this paper. 

Part IV: The Need For Religious Instruction Today 
The problem was not in finding sufficient evidence of the need for religious 
instruction as Jordan understood it. The problem was in finding too much. 
My focus was on the identification of those pockets of religious ignorance 
existing today which correspond to those of Jordan’s times in order to 
validate his approach in today’s world. My purpose was to establish not 
only the validity of his plan but its timeliness, and possibly, his method.

As a result, I have limited my report in great part to official Church 
documents, not because they support my thesis, but because they take into 
account the secular developments of our times in indisputable fashion.

After reviewing the documentation, I have decided to categorize the 
pockets of religious ignorance in today’s world in the following areas: (1) 
Technology; (2) Violence/Oppression; (3) Consumerism; (4) Secularism/
Atheism; (5) Independence; (6) Economy; and (7) Nostalgia. I have 
chosen these categories because they can more easily be correlated with 
phenomena of the 19th century and to show that after 100 years, the world 
has not changed significantly. It has only changed the labels.

recommendation of Lucidus Maria Cardinal Parrocchi, Archbishop of Bologna, and cites 
the recommendation of Cardinal Hergenrother. | The opening of schools and the sending 
of missionaries are well-established facts and can be substantiated by Pfeiffer’s Life of Fr. 
Francis Jordan, too numerous to cite here, as well as many other writings.
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1. Technology

For some reason, the term technology kept cropping up in the major 
documents of Vatican II. These documents typically begin with a positive 
introduction regarding the developments of the modern world but, almost 
in the same breath, zero in on the problems of technology. So, for example: 

Again in our own days not a few, putting an immoderate trust in the 
conquests of science and technology, turn off into a kind of idolatry 
of the temporal; they become the slaves of it rather than the masters.70 

So also: 

The spiritual uneasiness of today and the changing structure 
of life are part of a broader upheaval, whose symptoms are the 
increasing part played on the intellectual level by the mathematical 
and natural sciences...and on the practical level by their repercussions 
on technology... [T]he progress of technology is now reshaping the 
face of the earth... 71

Again: 

The circumstances of life today have undergone such profound changes 
on the social and cultural level that one is entitled to speak of a new 
age of human history... The factors which have occasioned it have 
been the tremendous expansion of the natural and human sciences, the 
increase of technology, and the advances in developing and organizing 
media of communication.72 

Obviously, the Council Fathers were not condemning the advances made 
through modern technology. What they were inveighing against were 
the wrong applications of technology to wage war and depersonalize the 
individual human being. The bottom line is that we have entered into a 
world of technology, which in itself is objectively indifferent to areas of 
morality. The objection is not to development. It is to development seen as 
an end in itself; a purely materialistic interpretation of life – a life totally 
70  Apostolicam Actuositatem, Decree on the Apostolate of Lay People, no. 7.
71  Gaudium et Spes, Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern Wor d, no. 
5.
72  Ibid., no. 54.
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dependent on the capacity of the human mind to solve the problems of the 
universe.

2. Violence/oppression

Violence and oppression take many forms. The U.S. Bishops in an effort 
to spell out more specifically the provisions of Gaudium et Spes regarding 
world peace have stated: 

Violence has many faces: oppression of the poor, deprivation of 
basic human rights, economic exploitation, sexual exploitation and 
pornography, neglect or abuse of the aged and the helpless, and the 
innumerable other acts of inhumanity. Abortion in particular blunts a 
sense of the sacredness of human life.73 

So the Council Fathers call our attention to the fact that: 

On the level of race and social class we find tensions between the 
affluent and the underdeveloped nations; we find them between 
international bodies set up in the interests of peace and the ambitions 
of ideological indoctrination along with national or bloc expansionism. 
In the midst of it all stands man, at once the author and the victim of 
mutual distrust, animosity, conflict and woe.74 

The hungry nations cry out to their affluent neighbors; women claim 
parity with men in fact as well as of rights where they have not already 
obtained it; farmers and workers insist not just on the necessities of 
life but also on the opportunity to develop by their labor their personal 
talents and to play their due rule in organizing economic, social, 
political, and cultural life. Now for the first time in history people 
are not afraid to think that cultural benefits are for all and should be 
available to everybody.75 

Today there is an inescapable duty to make no matter who he is, 
and if we meet him, to come to his aid in a positive way, whether 

73 U.S. Catholic Bishops’ Pastoral, The Challenge of Peace: God’s Promise and Our 
Response, May 3, 1983, no. 285.
74 Gaudium et Spes, no. 8.
75 Ibid., no. 9.
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he is an aged person abandoned by all, a foreign worker despised 
without reason, a refugee, an illegitimate child wrongly suffering for 
a sin he did not commit, or a starving human being who awakens our 
conscience by calling to mind the words of Christ: “As you did it to 
one of the least of these my brethren, you did it to me” (Mt. 25:40).76 

And so the catalogue goes on. It would not be possible to cite all the 
references of the conciliar documents regarding respect for the human 
person. But allow one more set of examples: 

The varieties of crime (against the human person) are numerous: 
all offenses against life itself, such as murder, genocide, abortion, 
euthanasia and willful suicide; all violations of the integrity of the 
human person, such as mutilation, physical and mental torture, undue 
psychological pressures; all offenses against human dignity, such as 
subhuman living conditions where men are treated as mere tools for 
profit rather than free and responsible persons: all these and the like 
are criminal: they poison civilization; and they debase the perpetrators 
more than the victims and militate against the honor of the creator.77 

To these we can add marginalization, alienation, exploitation, imperialism, 
terrorism, racism, drug abuse, etc., etc. All tear down the basic fabric of 
human life and wreak havoc on the family. 

At the same time, however, there is a growing awareness of the sublime 
dignity of the human person, who stands above all things and whose 
rights and duties are universal and inviolable. He ought, therefore, to 
have ready access to all that is necessary for living a genuinely human 
life: for example, food, clothing, housing, the right freely to choose 
his state of life and set up a family, the right to education, work, to his 
good name, to respect, to proper knowledge, the right to act according 
to the dictates of conscience and to safeguard his privacy, and rightful 
freedom even in matters of religion.78 

76 Ibid., no. 27.
77 Ibid., no. 27, cont.
78 Ibid., no. 26. .
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Every family, in that it is a society with its own basic rights, has the 
right freely to organize its own religious life in the home under the 
control of the parents. These have the right to decide in accordance 
with their own religious beliefs the form of religious upbringing which 
is to be given to their children. The civil authority must therefore 
recognize the right of parents to choose with genuine freedom schools 
or other means of education.79

Note that the Council did not go into the argument of rights versus duties 
regarding the family and education. It is highly unlikely, however, that 
the Council Fathers had intended thereby to sidestep the issue of parental 
responsibility to educate their children. They were merely dealing with a 
different issue: religious liberty.

3. Consumerism

Under this heading we include the notion of the pursuit of pleasure for 
pleasure’s sake with regard to the laws of God. Thus: 

Human activity proceeds from man: it is also ordered to him. When 
he works, not only does he transform matter and society, but he fulfills 
himself. He learns, he develops his faculties, and he emerges from and 
transcends himself. Rightly understood this kind of growth is more 
precious than any kind of wealth that can be amassed. It is what a 
man is, rather than what he has, that counts. 

....if by the term “the autonomy of earthly affairs” is meant that 
material being does not depend on God and that man can use it as if 
it had no relation to its creator, then the falsity of such a claim will be 
obvious to anyone who believes.80 

....freedom is often crippled by extreme destitution just as it can wither 
in an ivorytower isolation brought on by the overindulgence in the 
good things of life.81 

79 Dignitatis Humanae, Declaration on Religious Liberty, no. 5. 
80 Gaudium et Spes, no 35, 36.
81 Ibid., no. 30.
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Pope John Paul II picks up on this theme in his encyclical, Redemptor 
Hominis (Redeemer of Man): 

Man often seems to see no other meaning in his natural environment 
than what serves for immediate use and consumption...82 

Indeed there is already a real perceptible danger that, while man’s 
dominion over the world of things is making enormous advances, he 
should lose the essential threads of his dominion and in various ways 
let his humanity be subjected to the world and himself become subject 
to manipulation in many ways –even if the manipulation is often 
not perceptible directly– through the whole of the organization of 
community life, through the production system and through pressure 
from the means of social communication. Man cannot relinquish 
himself or the place in the visible world that belongs to him; he cannot 
become the slave of things, the slave of economic systems, the slave 
of production, the slave of his own products.83 

The Council Fathers continue: 

....this happy picture of the dignity of these (marital) partnerships is not 
reflected everywhere, but is overshadowed by polygamy, the plague of 
divorce, socalled free love, and similar blemishes; furthermore, married 
love is too often dishonored by selfishness, hedonism, and unlawful 
contraceptive practices. Besides, the economic social psychological 
and civil climate of today has a severely disturbing effect on family 
life. There are also the serious and alarming problems arising in many 
parts of the world as a result of population expansion. On all of these 
counts an anguish of conscience is being generated.84 

One could go on and on, but the point is already made. The race for material 
and sensual gratification is rampant and present day society encourages it 
through clever manipulation of the mass media. 

82 Redemptor Hominis, no. 15
83 Ibid., no 16.
84 Gaudium et Spes, no. 47.
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4. Secularism/Atheism

Although the two are not equal in meaning, the one can lead to the other as 
the Council Fathers point out: 

Not infrequently atheism is born from a violent protest against the evil 
in the world, or from the fact that certain human ideals are wrongfully 
invested with such an absolute character as to be taken for God. 
Modern civilization itself, though not of its very nature but because it 
is too engrossed in the concerns of the world, can often make it harder 
to approach God. 

...It springs from various causes, among which must be included 
a critical reaction against religions, and in some places against the 
Christian religion in particular. Believers can thus have more than a 
little to do with the rise of atheism. To the extent that they are careless 
about their instruction in the faith, or present its teaching falsely, or 
even fail to in their religious, moral, or social life, they must be said to 
conceal rather than to reveal the true nature of God and of religion. 

Modern atheism often takes on a systematic form also which, in addition 
to other causes, so insists on man’s desire for autonomy as to object to 
any dependence on God at all. Those who profess this kind of atheism 
maintain that freedom consists in this, that man is an end to himself, 
and the sole maker, with supreme control, of his own history.85 

John Paul II comments on this phenomenon: 

Indeed even the phenomenon of unbelief, a-religiousness and atheism, 
as a human phenomenon, is understood only in relation to the 
phenomenon of religion and faith. It is, therefore, difficult, even from 
a “purely human” point of view, to accept a position that gives only 
atheism the right of citizenship in public and social life, while believers 
are, as though by principle, barely tolerated or are treated as secondclass 
citizens or are even – and this has already happened – entirely deprived 
of the rights of citizenship.86 

85 Ibid., no. 19-20.
86 Redemptor Hominis, no. 17.
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The allusions to communism are quite clear. However, in Western society 
at large, the phenomenon may not be so much a matter of the denial of the 
existence of God but a simple disregard or unbelief which is, in a sense, 
even more difficult to confront. As Cardinal Manning stated it for his day 
(postVatican I): 

...as doubt attached faith, unbelief has avenged faith by destroying 
doubt. Men cease to doubt when they disbelieve outright. They have 
come to deny that the light of nature and the evidences of creation 
prove the existence of God, the existence of the soul, the dictates of 
conscience of right and wrong, and of the moral law. If there be no 
God there is no legislator, and their morality is independent of any 
lawgiver, and exists in and by itself, or rather has no existence except 
subjectively in individuals, by customs inherited from the conventional 
use and mental habits of society.87

5. Independence/Freedom

Certainly these are not “dirty” words. They have been enshrined for 
centuries as the noblest aspirations of humankind. The Council in its 
Declaration on Religious Liberty (Dignitatis Humanae), reaffirms these 
aspirations but asserts: 

Contemporary man is becoming increasingly conscious of the 
dignity of the human person; more and more people are demanding 
that men should exercise fully their own judgment and a responsible 
freedom in their actions and should not be subject to the pressure of 
coercion but be inspired by a sense of duty. At the same time they are 
demanding constitutional limitation of the powers of government to 
prevent excessive restriction of the rightful freedom of individuals and 
associations. This demand for freedom in human society is concerned 
chiefly with man’s spiritual values, and especially with what concerns 
the free practice of religion in society.88 

87 Manning, Henry Cardinal Edward, The True Story of the Vatican Council, London, 
Burns and Oates, Ltd., New York, Catholic Publication Society Co., 1877, p. 26.
88 Dignitatis Humanae, no. 1.
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Modern man is subjected to a variety of pressures and runs the risk 
of being prevented from following his own free judgment. On the 
other hand, there are many who, under the pretext of freedom, seem 
inclined to reject all submission to authority and make light of the duty 
of obedience.89 

The Council, in not so veiled terms, makes reference to those areas of the 
world where religious freedom is restricted: 

Religious communities (denominations) also have the right not to be 
hindered by legislation or administrative action on the part of the civil 
authority in the selection, training, appointment and transfer of their own 
ministers, in communicating with religious authorities and communities 
in other parts of the world, in erecting buildings for religious purposes, 
and in the acquisition and use of the property they need. 

Religious communities have the further right not to be prevented from 
publicly teaching and bearing witness to their beliefs by the spoken 
and written word.90 

Such restrictions, although not so obviously applicable in the Western 
world, are reflected in the current debate over whether the Church has the 
right to speak out on political issues. The U. S. Bishops, in their Pastoral 
on Peace state: 

In developing educational programs, we must keep in mind that 
questions of war and peace have a profoundly moral dimension which 
responsible Christians cannot ignore... We must learn together how to 
make correct and responsible moral judgements. We reject, therefore, 
criticism of the Church’s concern with these issues on the ground that 
it “should not become involved in politics.” We are called to move 
from discussion to witness and action.91 

In so stating, the bishops did not declare that they had the right to enter 
the political arena “politically” but “morally” even though or precisely 
because such issues, while embedded in public policy, have a profoundly 

89 Ibid., no. 8.
90 Ibid., no. 4
91 National Conference of Catholic Bishops, op. cit., no. 281.
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moral dimension. The accusation of “becoming involved in politics” is not 
a limited phenomenon. It has been leveled at the Church on the universal 
level and can be verified within the experience of other nations as well. 
It may, however, have a more special application to the Church in the 
United States where the principle of separation of Church and State is so 
forcefully proclaimed.

6. Economy 

Under this heading, it might be sufficient to recommend to the reader a 
careful look at John Paul II’s encyclicals: Redemptor Hominis and Laborem 
Exercens (On Human Work). To that one might also add the Second 
Draft of the U. S. Bishops’ pastoral Letter on Catholic Social Teaching 
and the U.S. Economy. Each of these documents is a careful delineation 
and expansion on the teaching of Vatican II regarding economical issues. 
However I will resist the temptation to quote at length from them. Rather 
I will cite brief passages from Vatican II documents and simply underline 
them with limited references to PostVatican II writings. 

Like all other areas of social life, the economy of today is marked 
by man’s growing dominion over nature, by closer and keener 
relationships between individuals, groups and peoples.... 

But the picture is not without its disturbing elements. ...Luxury and 
misery exist side by side. While a few individuals enjoy an almost 
unlimited opportunity to choose for themselves, the vast majority have 
no chance whatever of exercising personal initiative and responsibility, 
and quite often have to live and work in conditions unworthy of human 
beings. Similar economic and social imbalances exist between those 
engaged in agriculture, industry, and the service industries, and even 
between different areas of the same country. The growing contrast 
between the economically more advanced countries and others could 
well endanger world peace.92 

In speaking of the deep-seated changes in the social order, the Fathers 
point out that: 

92 Gaudium et Spes, no 63
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...the traditional structures of local communities – family, clan, tribe, 
village, various groupings and social relationships – is subjected to 
ever more sweeping changes. Industrialization is on the increase and 
has raised some nations to a position of affluence, while it radically 
transfigures ideas and social practices hallowed by centuries. 
Urbanization too is on the increase, both on account of the expanding 
number of city dwellers and the spread of an urban way of life into rural 
settings. ....One cannot underestimate the effect of emigration on those 
who, for whatever reason, are led to undertake a new way of life.93 

Great numbers of people are acutely conscious of being deprived of 
the world’s goods through injustice and unfair distribution and are 
vehemently demanding their share of them. Developing nations like 
the recently independent states are anxious to share in the political and 
economic benefits of modern civilization and to play their part freely 
in the world, but they are hampered by their economic dependence 
on the rapidly expanding richer nations and the ever widening gap 
between them.94 

John Paul II calls attention to the error of economism which is considering 
human labor solely according to its economic purpose. He then continues: 

This fundamental error of thought can and must be called an error of 
materialism, in that economism directly or indirectly includes a conviction 
of the primacy and superiority of the material, and directly or indirectly 
places the spiritual and the personal man’s activity, moral values and 
such matters) in a position of subordination to material reality.95 

There would be no end to the possibility of citing passages with reference 
to solidarity with the poor. However, I will cite only one because it is less 
known. It was in a lecture presented by John Paul II on “Christian Unity in 
a Technological Age” in Toronto, Canada, on September 14, 1984: 

The needs of the poor take priority over the desires of the rich; the 
rights of workers over the maximization of profits, the preservation of 

93 Ibid., no. 6.
94 Ibid., no. 9.
95 Laborem Exercens, no. 13.
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the environment over uncontrolled industrial expansion; production to 
meet social needs over production for military purposes.96 

The above citation covers the entire field of economic issues in a dramatic 
simplicity which needs no further comment.

7. Nostalgia

Much earlier on in this paper I stated that it is characteristic of periods 
of cultural change to find people torn between a desire to go forward and 
a determination to hold on to the values of the past which are tried and 
true. This phenomenon also exists in our day. It is what sociologists call a 
“paradigm shift” –a period in which a new world view is emerging and the 
values of the previous one are being called into question.

In modern times, something similar occurred in France. In 1969, at the 
very moment when France was rejecting de Gaulle, she was embracing 
Napoleon, looking more toward the year 1800 than toward 2000. The 
occasion was the bicentennial celebration of Napoleon’s birth, and there 
were countless ceremonies, newspaper articles, television programs and 
speeches by various politicians. So while the French were enjoying their 
visions of past glories, the present was pressing upon them.97

In the United States, the New Right promises to provide law and order, 
to defend the family, to restore the “American Dream.” The present 
administration has launched a massive campaign to restore a sense of 
national pride and patriotism (witness the 100th anniversary celebration 
of the Statue of Liberty, July 4, 1986) as an antidote to the growing fears 
of the people over their economic future. The management/labor alliance, 
in place since World War II, has begun to disintegrate. The pattern of 
upward mobility is gradually shifting to a downward mobility. It has been 
characterized by Joseph Holland as “Government by Nostalgia.”98

96 John Paul II, “Christian Unity in a Technological Age,” Toronto, Canada, September 14, 
1984, published in Origins, 14:16, Oct. 4, 1984, 248.
97 Revel, Jean-Francois, Without Marx or Jesus, New York, Doubleday & Co., 1971, Dell 
edition, pp. 37-38.
98 Holland, Joseph, and Henriot, Peter, Social Analysis, Maryknoll, NY, Orbis Books, 
1983, p. 83.
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It is at times like these when people begin a more serious search for 
meaning in their lives. 

The Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity recently published the 
conclusions to its study on the presence and activity of sects and religious 
movements. In it we read: 

A breakdown of traditional social structures, cultural patterns, and 
traditional sets of values, caused by industrialization, urbanization, 
migration, rapid development of communication systems, allrational 
technocratic systems, etc., leave many individuals confused, uprooted, 
insecure, and therefore vulnerable. 
...they suffer a loss of direction, lack of orientation, lack of participation 
in decision making, lack of real answers to their real questions. 
They experience fear because of various forms of violence, conflict, 
hostility; fear of ecological disaster, war and nuclear holocaust, social 
conflicts, manipulation. 
They feel frustrated, rootless, homeless, unprotected; hopeless and 
helpless and consequently unmotivated; lonely at home, in school, 
at work, on the campus, in the city; lost in anonymity, isolation, 
marginalization, alienation, i.e., feeling that they do not belong, that 
they are misunderstood, betrayed, oppressed, deceived, estranged, 
irrelevant, not listened to, unaccepted, not taken seriously. 
They are disillusioned with technological society, the military, big 
business, labor, exploitation, educational systems, church laws and 
practices, government policies. They might have learned to want 
to see themselves as conscientious doers, not worthless drifters or 
selfseeking opportunists, but often do not know what to do or how to 
do it. They are at a loss at various in-between times (between school 
and university, between school and work, between marriage and 
divorce, between village and city). 
They become empty, indifferent, or aggressive, or they may become 
seekers.99

99 Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity, Sects or New Religious Movements, Pastoral 
Challenge, Rome, May 3, 1986, section 3, USCC publication, p. 12.
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What makes this document of interest and importance is that the study was 
conducted through the Episcopal Conferences on all continents and the 
report is based on those replies. It is a sober commentary on the period of 
history we are living through. It sounds very much like a strong validation 
of what the Council Fathers wrote in Chapter II of Gaudium et Spes, 
“Proper Development of Culture”: 

The circumstances of life today have undergone such profound 
changes on the social and cultural level that one is entitled to speak 
of a new age of human history; hence new ways are opened up for 
the development and diffusion of culture. The factors which have 
occasioned it have been the tremendous expansion of the natural and 
human sciences, the increase of technology, the advances in developing 
and organizing media of communication. 

....industrialization, urbanization, and other factors which promote 
community living create new masscultures which give birth to new 
patterns of thinking, of acting, and of use of leisure.100 

Man is now offered the possibility to free most of the human race 
from the curse of ignorance: it is, therefore, one of the duties most 
appropriate to our times, above all for Christians, to work untiringly 
for fundamental decisions to be taken in economic and political 
affairs, on the national as well as the international level, which will 
ensure the recognition and implementation everywhere of the right of 
every man to human and civil culture in harmony with the dignity of 
the human person, without distinction of race, sex, nation, religion, or 
social circumstances.101 

Need one say more? Indeed, what more can be said? We are reduced to the 
last common denominator of human enterprise: the search for meaning; 
the search for truth; the search for God. This search takes on particular 
meaning because it is being conducted in a period of history wherein the 
future of the world as we know it hangs heavily in the balance. 

100 Gaudium et Spes, no. 54.
101 Ibid., no. 60.
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We have come a hundred years since the foundation of the Society; a little 
more than a century since Jordan’s youth and the rise of liberalism. Is there 
nothing new under the sun? Perhaps not, except the urgency. 

What role will we have to play as a Society in this search? Is there still a 
role for us? I believe that the answer is a resounding “yes”! 

To illustrate, I will attempt a comparison of Jordan’s times and our own in 
outline form to demonstrate it more graphically. 

But before I do, let me close this section with a simple observation. It 
will have been most obvious that my lengthy series of quotes to help 
identify the areas in which there is a need for religious instruction 
today was largely focused on Vatican documents. I tried to underscore 
their relevance by following up with citations from the writings of the 
present pope to establish a link between the period of Vatican II and the 
present day. If that seems a weak link allow me to share with you some 
reflections of Archbishop Jan P. Schotte, C.I.C.M, Secretary General of 
the World Synod of Bishops. Archbishop Schotte presented an address 
at the national convention of the Catholic Press Association, June 6, 
1986, in Columbus, Ohio. In it he addressed the press regarding some 
of the fears expressed prior to the last Synod of Bishops called by the 
Holy Father to assess the “Second Vatican Council on the Twentieth 
Anniversary of its Closing.” 

Among his comments, Archbishop Schotte stated: 

What the final report (of the synod) makes especially clear is that the 
Second Vatican Council is the most important event for the Church 
in the 20th century. The Council offered orientations and answers 
not only for the questions of the last twenty years, but for the 
problems of the future as well. The total richness of the documents 
of the Council, taken together and not separated one from the other, 
consists in that it explains what the Church is and how she must be 
Church in the world. 
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The teachings of Vatican II, although looking at the Church and her 
mission in the light of the prevailing situation, remain valid because 
they recall fundamental tenets of the faith and of the Church.102

What we are dealing with, then, is not a set of dated documents, but a 
record of undated Church teaching, valid for all times. The historical 
context certainly colored the expression. But in terms of history, it heralded 
the advent of a new era. It contextualized the teachings of the Church 
in this new era and presented to us the first organized presentation of a 
pastoral response to an age being born. As such, it remains the most valid 
expression of current day concerns and provides us with the blueprint for 
the future. 

In the world of ideas, the world of values, that which is truly human because 
it is rooted in the supernatural continues to survive, because it is founded 
in the truth. Thus, I saw no further need to cite an endless catalogue of data 
of ecclesiastical or secular origin carrying a dateline of more current years. 
They are there for your perusal in great abundance. I will not even attempt 
to catalogue them. The sheer volume is too staggering; too overwhelming. 
You will have your favorites. I have mine. But for the purposes of this 
paper, they are not necessary. So we go on to the next part: a comparative 
study of the late 19th and late 20th century developments as they bear on 
religious instruction. 

102 Schotte, Jan P., CICM, “Second Vatican Council on the Twentieth Anniversary of 
its Closing,” printed in the Catholic Journalist, Rockville Centre, NY, Catholic Press 
Association, 3 ff. Vol. 38, No. 7, p. 3 ff.
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Part V: Negative Forces in the Cultural Revolutions 
of the Late 19th & 20th Centuries

Late 19th Century Late 20th Century
1. Science

Man’s ability to solve the mysteries of the 
universe without the restraint of religion

1. Technology

Immoderate trust in the conquests of 
science; a kind of idolatry of the temporal

2. Nationalism/Kulturkampf

Supremacy of the state; manipulation; 
suppression; bigotry; absolute control over 
education and religion

2. Violence/Oppression

Marginalization; alienation; exploitation; 
domination; terrorism; imperialism; racism

3. Materialism

Humans naturally seek the pleasurable; no 
other moral standard; survival of the fittest; 
hedonism; disregard for the supernatural 
order

3. Consumerism

People become slaves of things: of 
economic systems, of production, of 
their own products, pursuit of unlicensed 
pleasure

4. Liberalism

Selfsufficiency of individual reason 
and conscience; disbelief; individual 
autonomy; individual freedom

4. Secularism/Atheism

Man is an end to himself; the sole maker, 
with supreme control of his own history; 
unbelief; areligiousness

5. Authority

Freedom from tyranny; from anarchy; from 
domination; from foreign intervention; 
from religious control

5. Independence

Freedom to make a fortune; to build a new 
life; to speak freely; to reject authority; to 
accept no interference

6. Industrialism

Emergence of vast property in forms other 
than land; freedom to follow economic 
selfinterest; property ownership, an 
absolute; laissezfaire

6. Economism

Conviction of the primacy and superiority 
of the material; places the spiritual and 
personal in subordination to the material 
reality; shift to multinational control

7. Search for Meaning

Consternation; confusion; sense of loss; 
ignoring the reality of community; conflict 
between faith and science; breakdown of 
traditional values; desire for old forms of 
stability

7. Nostalgia

Paradigm shift; breakdown of traditional 
values; loss of direction; uprootedness; 
insecurity; appeal to past values to seek 
stability; emphasis on patriotism
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Note: All of the above are generalizations and must be understood in the 

sense they were developed in the preceding text. This chart is designed 
only to put the extremes of the various movements into perspective and to 
illustrate the abuses which accompanied them.

Neither does this listing pretend to be exhaustive or altogether complete 
in itself. It is intended only to highlight the trouble spots and those errors 
which more openly contradicted religious values thus paving the way for 
religious ignorance in the essential areas of life.

It must also be pointed out that those factors which characterized the 
negative forces within the cultural revolutions under consideration, were 
not in themselves examples of religious ignorance. They were (are), 
however, forces which influenced human conduct and radically affected 
the formation of the new generation. The impact on formal education and 
the concomitant lack of instruction within the context of the family created 
the atmosphere which, by neglect, created a situation wherein the absence 
of religious instruction became responsible for the religious ignorance that 
developed.

There is no need to force a direct corollary between the characteristics of the 
two ages. The similarities are fairly obvious. Neither should it be thought 
that the writer deliberately manipulated the choice of characteristics in 
order to make the case for this paper. If anything, there was an effort to 
show the similarities, not the differences. If this be selective judgment, so 
be it. However, the purpose of the paper, at least in part, was to demonstrate 
that a plan of action drawn up in the late 19th century can and does still 
have validity, given those very similarities. It was designed to show that 
the situation in today’s world is sufficiently similar to prove the plan is not 
only viable but necessary.

Part VI: Viability of the Plan
If we accept the premise that Jordan’s plan was an overall strategy to make 
God known (and Him sent, Jesus Christ, Savior) through a systematic 
method of religious instruction (enlightenment), then we have the basis for 
an evaluation of the plan not in the light of 19th century conditions but also 
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in terms of 20th century developments. If in addition to this we can also 
agree that the need for religious instruction was and is, in Jordan’s plan, 
to be found in the prevailing religious ignorance, then we can say that we 
possess the key to unlocking the dilemma felt by so many about the real 
purpose and direction of the Society.

Having said this, we need to look at the centerpiece of the plan, the method.

One might say that religious instruction itself is the method, i.e., the means 
by which we announce, make known, the Savior. But is it? Is it not true to 
say that what we do is religious instruction so that we can in effect make 
known the Savior? And if that is what we do, then is it not our mission 
within the Church? Is it not how we help in the universal mission of the 
Church to make known the Savior? For isn’t this the very mission of the 
Church itself?

At the risk of this sounding “offensive to pious ears” as the old canons 
used to put it, would there be anything wrong in our saying that our 
apostolic purpose is to foster religious instruction in order to make known 
the Savior? Such a formulation, however, goes contrary to what we have 
always believed, namely that our primary purpose is the greater glory of 
God by making Him known in the world. We have always kept God’s 
glory in the first place and the salvation of souls in the second, but as a 
necessary corollary.

This need never change. There is no doubt about it. It is what we as 
Christians are committed to. It is what we as religious, as members of the 
Society, are vowed and promised to do. Every religious community has the 
same duty. But each community is founded to do it in a special way – not 
necessarily uniquely – but specially.
What perhaps complicates the issue for us was the growing insistence of 
church authorities that all new religious institutes state as their purpose the 
glory of God and the salvation of souls. In fact, this was later formalized 
in the Norms of Leo XIII in 1901. It was not until “Ecclesiae Sanctae” that 
religious were instructed to re-define themselves according to the original 
intentions and aims of their founders (foundresses). This however does 
not take away from what each institute planned to do concretely as its 
participation in the universal mission of the Church.
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I would suggest that we put the issue to rest and I will content myself at 
this time with a quotation from Fr. Pancratius Pfeiffer:

That which the founder had in mind above all was to further religious 
instruction, religious enlightenment. He started from the principle 
that religious ignorance is a main reason for the religious decadence. 
Therefore he wanted to instruct and enlighten...and for this reason he 
named his society Teaching Society. 103

If then, religious instruction (enlightenment) is the main purpose of the 
Society, what is the method?

Again, we are tempted to say: “all ways and means which the love of God 
inspires.” This may very well serve as an expression of means. But the 
means are not the method. Method bespeaks strategy. It refers more to 
how Jordan envisioned getting his plan off the ground. The first and most 
obvious strategy was to call for the collaboration of all men and women of 
good will to unite themselves in a cause to promote religious instruction.

In order to implement the call, he had to have structures, organization. So 
he designed a structure incorporating three grades of membership for work 
in two principal areas of concern: science and instruction.104

Only then did he list a number of possible “means” for the attainment of 
the purpose which I listed on page 64 of this paper.105

These I do not regard as permanent or exhaustive but more in a response 

to the signs of the times and to meet concrete situations. These have to 
be spelled out in each new age, each new generation according to the 

changing signs of the times and the means available.

What is important, however, is his understanding of religious instruction 
as one that can “give birth to a genuine religious consciousness106 and 

103 Gerke, Leonard, op. cit., p. 22 ff.
104 Provisional Statutes, 1880, DSS II, 67-90, Gerke, Appendix I, General Norms, IV and 
V, pp. 1-2.
105 Ibid., no. VI, pp. 2-3.
106 Folded Manuscript, 1880, DSS II, 68-89, Schneble, Special Regulations, I, E., p. 10.
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that produces an insight into the reasonableness of religious truths and a 
fundamental knowledge of the proofs of the same.”

Thus, whatever means are used, they must contribute to the realization of 
this type of instruction.

To return then to the strategy, we have an organization that is designed to 
implement religious instruction in every walk of life and at every level of 
society. To do this, a membership was formed providing the maximum 
flexibility in participation and for people in various walks of life: fulltime, 
parttime, scientists, educators, clergy, lay, men and women, parents and 
those responsible for the education of children, university students.

This mighty army was to march out in the defense of the Church and to 
assail the forces of evil. In the light of what has already been said in the 
section dealing with Liberalism and the Kulturkampf, it is now far more 
readily understandable why he was preoccupied with such concerns.

Joining forces with other similar associations did not, as I said, materialize 
in any formal arrangement. The activities of the second and third degrees 
were relatively shortlived. But the purpose remained. The part of the 
strategy that was lost, however, was a direct entree’ into the academic and 
educational institutions, and perhaps more importantly, direct entry into 
homes, workshops and inns –the grassroots level.

Was this essential to Jordan’s plan? As a strategy, yes, as an impediment 
to his overall plan? Perhaps not, presuming the remaining parts of the 
strategic organization could take over those functions to some degree. 
These functions could be carried out partially through the medium of the 
press by publishing magazines and calendars which could find entry into 
the homes, etc.

If a part(s) of his strategy was curtailed, the cause was not lost. He could 
continue to pursue it with the forces at his command. But it might require 
new strategies. It might require strategies to build up those elements 
that represented the work force: clergy and religious. The opening of 
apostolic schools to train candidates for entry into the ranks of the clergy 
and the promotion of religious vocations received heavier emphasis. The 
foundation of secondary and middle schools for the youth of rural areas 
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carried on the emphasis on the formation of the young. The continuing 
publication of periodicals in a growing number of publishing houses 
within the Society was ample witness to the importance of the press. 
Continued communications with lay people who supported the work with 
their prayers and contributions also was strongly fostered.

And so we witnessed in our history a consolidation of those forces and 
an expansion into missionary work and activity. We witnessed a spread 
of the Society to most of the nations of Europe and a new development 
in the Americas. And so the work goes on, perhaps not as he originally 
envisioned it, but it does go on.

However, with the work of renewal in the Society we also witness a 

growing concern for the re-implementation of the role of the laity in some 
form or other.107

When we ask, therefore, whether the founder’s plan is viable, we must also 
ask which plan? If we mean the plan as it developed after 1883, the answer 
is most certainly yes. It may be quite another thing if we were to ask how 
well it is functioning, but that is not the purpose of this paper.

What is more to the point is the original purpose and its applicability in the 
present-day world. From only a brief review of the world situation today 
from an analysis of Vatican II documents and the supporting evidence of 
our own experience, there is nothing more appropriate or needed. What may 
be needed, however, is a more careful study of the new pockets of religious 
ignorance and the implementation of new strategies to address them.

If we ask whether the founder’s original plan is viable today, we must 
answer in two ways: Without any changes in the present structures? 
No. With some adaptations? Possibly. I say possibly because we have 
not yet found a way to reinstate the role of the laity meaningfully and 
without threatening the canonical structures which exist. Another way of 
answering the question is with another question: Is it desirable? Would it 
be a profitable venture? Added to this I repeat the recommendations of the 
International Historical Commission:

107 Constitutions of the S.D.S., 1983, no. 108, 204; General Directory of the S.D.S., 1983, 
no. 1.6.
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It will be important to study the role of lay people in the total plan of 
the founder and then seek to give it new expression within the context 
of the presentday needs and the existing structures of the religious 
congregations.

....(It is not necessary) to reduplicate the past; it needs only to adapt 
Jordan’s plan to presentday needs and devise structures appropriate to 
recent developments in the religious congregations.108

Part VII: The Role of the Laity
In the previous section I asked the question: Is the reinstatement of 
the participation of the laity in the Society desirable? Or would it be a 
profitable venture? I concluded with the recommendation of the Historical 
Commission. I would now like to address both those questions and the 
recommendations of the commission.

First with regard to the desirability or profitability of reinstating the 
participation of the laity in the Society, I would like once more to cite 
the opinion of the Council Fathers of the Second Vatican Council. It is 
important for a variety of reasons which will become obvious in later 
developments:

The term “laity” is here understood to mean all the faithful except those 
in Holy Orders and those who belong to a religious state approved by 
the Church. That is, the faithful who by Baptism are incorporated into 
Christ, are placed in the People of God, and in their own way share 
the priestly, prophetic and kingly office of Christ, and to the best of 

their ability carry on the mission of the whole Christian people in the 
Church and in the world.109 

...The laity, however, are given this special vocation: to make the 
Church present and fruitful in those places and circumstances where it 
is only through them that she can become the salt of the earth.110 

108 Cf. p. 47 of this paper.
109 Lumen Gentium, Dogmatic Constitution on the Church, no. 31.
110 Ibid., no. 33.
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I cite these passages from the dogmatic constitution of the Church to 
establish the understanding of the term “laity.” I do so because there is 
occasion to question what Jordan had in mind when he called upon the 
“laity” to follow his call. Was it “lay” versus “cleric”; or did he mean “lay 
brother” and “lay sister”? Did he mean “third order lay people”? Did he 
mean lay versus “professional”? Did he mean lay versus “official”? To 
what extent does it matter how he understood the term?

I suggest that since it is near impossible for us to answer those questions, 
we look rather to what the Church today understands by the designation 
of “laity” and their role in the mission of the Church. We cannot go back 
in history to determine the mind of the founder. We can only rely on what 
he actually did. He did, for example, accept a lay woman, Theresa von 
Wüllenweber into the first grade of the Society. He accepted her for all 
intents and purposes not because she was of the nobility, not because she 
was educated, not because she was wealthy, but because she was totally 
dedicated to the cause as a lay person.

Furthermore, we need not try to repeat history. We need only to examine 
the role Jordan envisioned for “lay” people in his plan and then adapt it to 
the needs of the times.

But for the present let us concentrate on how the Church views that role 
today:

To give clear proof in their (Christian couples) own lives of the 
indissolubility and holiness of the marriage bond; to assert with vigor 
the right and duty of parents and guardians to give their children a 
Christian upbringing; to defend the dignity and legitimate autonomy of 
the family: this has always been the duty of married persons; today, 
however, it has become the most important aspect of their apostolate. 
They and all the faithful, therefore, should collaborate with men (sic) 
of good will in seeing that these rights are perfectly safeguarded in civil 
legislation; that in social administration consideration is given to the 

requirements of families in the matter of housing, education of children, 
working conditions, social security and taxes; and that in emigration 
regulations family life is perfectly safeguarded.111 

111 Apostolicam Actuositatem, Decree on the Apostolate of the Laity, no. 11.
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Young people exert a very important influence in modern society: the 
circumstances of their life, their habits of thought, their relations with 
their families, have been completely transformed. Often they enter too 
rapidly a new social and economical environment. While their social 
and even political importance is on the increase day by day, they seem 

unequal the weight of these new responsibilities.112 

Among the signs of our times, particularly worthy of note is the 
evergrowing and inescapable sense of the solidarity of all peoples. It is 
the task of the lay apostolate to take pains in developing this sense and 
transforming it into a really sincere desire for brotherly [sic] union. The 

laity should have an awareness also of the international sector, of the 
doctrinal and practical problems and solutions that are brought forward 

there, in particular those concerned with newly developing nations.113 

These teachings of the Fathers draw the broad general directive regarding 
the role of the laity in the mission of the Church. However, they go on to say:

There is an imperative need for the individual apostolate in those areas 
where the Church’s freedom is seriously hampered. In such difficult 
circumstances the laity take over as far as possible the work of priests, 
jeopardizing their own freedom and sometimes) their lives; they teach 

Christian doctrine to those around them, train them in a religious way of 
life and in Catholic attitudes, encourage them to receive the sacraments 

frequently and to cultivate piety, especially eucharistic piety.114 

Then they comment on the various types of group apostolates lay people 
engage in:

As a consequence of the progress of institutions and the rapid evolution 
of modern society, the universal nature of the Church’s mission 
requires that the apostolic initiations of Catholics should more and 
more perfect the various types of international organizations. Catholic 
international organizations will the more surely gain their object, 
the more intimately the groups that compose them as well as their 

112 Ibid., no. 12.
113 Ibid., no. 14.
114 Ibid., no. 17.
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members, are united to them. While preserving intact the necessary 
link with ecclesiastical authority, the laity have the right to establish 
and direct associations, and to join existing ones.115 

Worthy of special respect and praise in the Church are the laity, single 
or married, who, in a definitive way or for a period, put their person 
and their professional competence at the service of institutions and their 
activities.116

Finally:

The laity are called to participate actively in the whole life of the 
Church; not only are they to animate the world with the spirit of 
Christianity, but they are to be witnesses to Christ in all circumstances 
and at the very heart of the community of mankind.117 

I find these references of the Council Fathers in a variety of council documents 
regarding the role of the laity to bear an almost uncanny similarity to the 
concepts developed by Jordan in his original plan. Even a casual rereading 
of the Provisional Statutes of 1880 surfaces a host of similar ideas:

• the Apostolic Teaching Society has for its main aim that the young 

be brought to the knowledge and fulfillment of their Godgiven 

purpose and thus be provided with the first prerequisite for 

temporal and eternal happiness. 

• in order to improve family education the Apostolic Teaching 

Society will try to do everything to procure for the parents 

themselves solid religious instruction, thereby to engender in them 
an active religious consciousness and to arouse and strengthen a 
holy devotion to duty. 

• the Apostolic Teaching Society endeavors with all care and 

attention to avoid that the young people in their spiritual and 

moral development be left, just during their most dangerous years, 
without help or guidance. 

115 Ibid., no. 19.
116 Ibid., no. 22
117 Gaudium et Spes, no. 43.
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• parents and those who take their place care in every way for a 

good Catholic education of their children and dependents. 

And in the Folded Manuscript we read:

• the pedagogical section of the Apostolic Teaching Society does 
not limit itself to the school alone but also takes into account 
seriously the root of all education (family education) and its 
crown, continuing education.

• our times unquestionably demand such an instruction because the 

errors, doubts, objections of modern science have penetrated into 

the lowest strata of the population, into every flat and into every 
railroad coach.

• this religious instruction will and may not limit itself to the sphere 
of revelation alone but it will diligently use the great book of nature 
and the marvels of God in human life in order to make God known.

If we were, then, to follow up on the recommendations of the historical 
commission, i.e., to “study the role of lay people in the total plan of the 
founder,” we would have to conclude that he viewed the role of the laity to 
penetrate into every field of human endeavor, especially the area of science 
and education. But a special importance was placed on the instruction of 
the youth by parents and those who take their place (guardians). Jordan’s 
preoccupation with the instruction (not education in the formal sense) 
of the youth points up his major concern: the eradication of religious 
ignorance in a generation deprived of a truly Christian formation and who 
therefore lacked a genuine “religious consciousness.”

From all that has been said, it seems unavoidable to conclude that the 
reinstatement of the participation of the laity in the society is not only 
desirable but a most profitable venture indeed. For it conforms not only to 
Jordan’s original plan but corresponds to the call of the Church to enable 
the laity to assume their rightful role in the universal mission of the Church.

How this can be done remains the subject of a future study, one which 
the international society has now under consideration. What can be said 
at this point is that Vatican II definitely has opened the doors for such a 
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development. The newly revised code of canon law (1983) in Book II, Part 
I, Title V, describes the possibilities for the formation of Associations of 
the Faithful. Canon 312, par. 2 speaks of associations proper to a religious 
institute, valid both for public and private associations, given the approval 
of the Holy See for international associations.

It would, therefore, seem advisable to pursue the provision of article 1.6 
of the General Directory (1983) regarding the Salvatorian Family. The 
International Historical Commission and the International Task Force on 
Charism have initiated studies regarding such a possibility and are to be 
strongly encouraged.

It may be that the next general chapter will be in a position to further the 
recommendations of the general chapter of 1881 to clarify the relationship 
of the laity to the Society and pave the way for a reinstatement of the 
participation of the laity in the Society in a manner which respects the 
rights and obligations of all parties.

The July 1883 Call: “God Wills It” may not have been spoken so much 
in practical terms as in prophetic acclamation. It may after all be a voice 
calling:

Remember this: God’s ways are not our ways and His thoughts are 
not our thoughts. One must let himself be guided by Providence and 
take care not to cross it. Many have already lost patience and remained 
standing on a way half traversed. If one perseveres a solution will finally 
be found... The Good Lord will make everything turn out right. Others 
will come and be mindful of our suffering and continue the work.118

Conclusion
And so it is time to step back through the looking glass and re-enter the 
world of “reality.”

You may have noticed that I have a certain propensity for mirrors and 
looking glasses. In my paper Mt. Lebanon Re-Visited, I made a number 
of references to “mirrors.” The first was to the Founder’s Diary; the 

118 Left blank by author.
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second was to the various rules and constitutions. Then I made reference 
to various “reflectors”: Father Bonaventure Lüthen and Father Pancratius 
Pfeiffer.

In this paper I chose to focus on the magic “looking glass” of Alice in 
Wonderland and fantasized on the reality beyond the real. Perhaps my 
propensity for mirrors, reflectors and looking glasses is somewhat of a 
“reflection” (excuse the pun) of an earlier author who said:

Love never fails. Prophecies will cease, tongues will be silent, 
knowledge will pass away. Our knowledge is imperfect and our 
prophesying is imperfect. When the perfect comes, the imperfect will 
pass away. When I was a child, I used to talk like a child, think like a 
child, reason like a child. When I became a man I put childish ways 

aside. Now we see indistinctly, as in a mirror; then we shall see face to 
face. My knowledge is imperfect now; then I shall know even as I am 

known. There are in the end three things that last: faith, hope, and love, 
and the greatest of these is love.119

It is this love that sustains me throughout my years of growth. It is love 
that inspires me to continue the search. But I am equally aware of another 
author’s admonition:

A man who listens to God’s word but does not put it into practice is 
like a man who looks into a mirror at the face he was born with: he 
looks at himself, then goes off and promptly forgets what he looked 

like. There is on the other hand, the man who peers into freedom’s 
ideal law and abides by it. He is no forgetful listener, but one who 
carries out the law in practice.120

There is a certain terror about looking into a mirror at the face I was born 
with. I may prefer to forget what I look like. But, for all of that, I am 
no forgetful listener. I have learned much from my confreres throughout 
the Society from the responses to my first “Call to Action” to my latest 
contributions. I am not sure what James meant by “freedom’s ideal law.” 

119 1 Cor. 13:1-13.
120 James 1:23-25.
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I presume that he refers to the freedom of the sons and daughters of 
God –the gospel freedom which liberates us from fear by the law of love.

And so I am grateful for this opportunity to share once more the concerns I 
have for the Society. I have had occasion to write frequently on my favorite 
theme. I apologize for the length of this most recent effort. I surmise that 
if you have persevered up to this point, you are not the type that promptly 
forgets what he looks like; that you too are peering into your own looking 
glass. I trust that you have seen the same vision, the same dream.
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Appendix I
Wallace, Lillian Parker, The Papacy and European Diplomacy, 1869-1878, 
Chapel Hill, The University of North Carolina Press, New York, 1948.

p. 187 Two separate factors in Germany resulted in the struggle which 
came to be known as the Kulturkampf: the interference of German 
(and Polish) Catholics on the Pope’s behalf for the restoration of 
his temporal rule, and the friction between the Catholic Church 
and the Old Catholics.

p. 190 The first point in the program of the Center Party was the defense 
of the constitutionally established rights of the Church against the 
dangers of liberalism.

p. 196 Lutz of Bavaria proposed a law on November 19 which provided 

for two years of imprisonment for any clergyman who 
discussed matters of state. After three successive readings it was 

proclaimed on December 10. (Dr. Falk replaced Von Muhler as 

Minister of Religion in Prussia on January 22.)

p. 197 The first action growing out of Falk’s program was a school law 
proposed on February 8 (1870) which was designed to bring the 
Prussian Educational system directly under state control...

p. 201 The Jesuits at any rate were banished by Imperial statute on 
July 4 (1864) and the war was on in earnest.

p. 206 The Falk laws, introduced first as proposals on January 9, 1873, 
were adopted by the Landtag on March 20 and 21 and by the upper 
house in May. On May 15 they appeared in the collection of laws 
for all Germany.

p. 207 If the Catholics claimed to be fighting in the name of liberty 
their opponents claimed no less to be defending the cause of 
progress. On January 17 (1873) the name “Kulturkampf” or 
“war of civilization” was first given to the struggle in a speech 
of a Progressive member in the Prussian Landtag. It was to be a 
struggle of modern liberal, scientific culture against ecclesiastical 
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slavery and medieval obscurantism. Its protagonists believed in 
natural law and science and the ennobling of the human race. It was 
a long time before the government and the official press would use 

the term, because they refused to admit that the Kulturkampf was 
directed against the Catholic Church itself. The refusal to name 
the real enemy deceived no one.

p. 207 The Prussian constitution was amended on April 5, 1873.... In 
paragraph 18 the State declared its control over the preparatory 
education, appointment, and dismissal of the clergy.

p. 210  [It] provided for a state controlled education for all clergy; 
Catholic and Protestant, through the Gymnasium and university; it 
gave the State the right to examine the person at the conclusion 
of his course; afterwards the Church might take him, teach him, 
and examine him at will. The State maintained the right to veto 
clerical appointments.... In the law for all Germany provision 
was made for punishing recalcitrant priests by expelling them 
from the Empire.

p. 215 Meanwhile the persecution of the Catholics was going relentlessly 
forward in Germany; the Archbishop of Posen, Ledochowski, 
was imprisoned; other bishops were deprived of their sees; Dr. 
Reinkens, an Old Catholic, was recognized as the Catholic Bishop 
of Germany. ...Falk began to insist that civil marriage must be 
introduced.

p. 251 On May 31 (1875) a law was passed excluding from Prussia all 
orders and congregations except those that nursed the sick.

p. 255 The relation of the Kulturkampf to the acceptance of the dogma 
of Infallibility and the spiritual prestige of the papacy is also clear. 
The Kulturkampf healed the wound in Catholicism created by the 
Vatican Council and helped by persecution to bring on a religious 
revival in Europe of extensive proportions.
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Appendix II
Eyck, Erich, Bismarck and the German Empire, George Allen & Unwin, 
Ltd., Ruskin House, London, 1958.

p. 202 The name “Kulturkampf” (cultural struggle) was given to the 

great campaign which Bismarck and the German Liberalism 

fought against the Roman Catholic Church and the Catholic Party 
of the Centrum.

 If we are to try and understand this excitement, we must go back 
to two acts of the Roman Catholic Church, the publication of the 
Syllabus of 1864 and the Vatican Decree of Papal Infallibility of 
1870.

p. 226 Bismarck, ever suspicious of democracy, did not wish to entrust 
to it the right of direct taxation. He wanted to limit its powers 
to indirect taxation, in other words, mainly to levying duties on 
articles of mass consumption, such as beer, tobacco, spirits, sugar, 
and petrol. But these duties were far from sufficient to offset 
Imperial expenditure. To make both ends meet, the individual 
states had to contribute to a scale laid down in the constitution. 
These contributions were called MatrikularBeitrage (matriculated 
contributions). In order to pay for them, the individual states like 
Prussia, Bavaria, or Hamburg had to tax their subjects. Direct 
taxation was controlled by the individual states.

 ....This meant a sharp rise in the duty on such things as tobacco, beer, 
and spirits. Some of the Liberals, particularly the Progressives, led 
by Eugen Richter, opposed these taxes as being a heavy burden 
on the man in the street; they preferred direct taxation, because it 
would more readily reach the rich and the welltodo.

p. 234 Pius IX, the irreconcilable Pope, had died on the 7th of February 
(1878). ...The Conclave of the Cardinals elected in succession to 
Pius the conciliatory Cardinal Pecci, who occupied the Holy See 
as Pope Leo XIII. This election took place on the 20th of February.
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Appendix III
Kolbeck, Sister M. Orestes, O.S.F., (Holy Family Convent, Manitowoc, 
WI), American Opinion of the Kulturkampf (18711882), The Catholic 
University of America Press, Washington, DC, 1942. (A dissertation for 
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy)

Dedicated to the Saintly Founders of our community who welcomed 
religious exiled during the Kulturkampf.

p. vii The period in American history covered by this study marks 

the first decade in the transition from an agricultural to an 
industrial economy, from an aristocratic to a middleclass 
order, from robust individualism to colorless standardization. 
It was a time of friction between the agricultural order and the 
rising industrial order; a time of corruption and chauvinism in 
politics; and a time when many of the leaders of the nation were 
strong, capable, selfish men, bent on their own personal and class 
aggrandizement. The bustling America of 1871 was well pleased 
with itself and ready to evaluate the rest of the world in the light 
of its own accomplishments.

p. 1 The term “Kulturkampf” is quite generally used to designate 
the struggle of the Catholic Church in Germany to maintain its 
rights and its constitutional liberty against the combined forces of 
Liberalism and the Prussian State. ...The Catholics accepted the 
term in its ironical sense –struggle against culture.

p. 2 Consequently, when the Catholics, by force of circumstances were 
driven to organize to defend their rights, which seemed menaced 
on all sides, Bismarck was prepared to consider this action as a 
most serious threat to the unity of the Empire.

Footnote 6: the word “Ultramontane” as used by Bismarck implied a 
Catholic who looked to the Pope for guidance even in civil affairs 
and who emphasized the right of the Holy See to the detriment of 
national patriotism and interests.
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p. 3 Two separate struggles were blended in the controversy which 
raged in Germany for the next decade. The first had its origin in 
the Catholic Church itself, but was used by Bismarck for political 
ends; while the second was an attempt to subject the Church to 
State control.

 He hoped to build up a Church completely controlled by the State 
and to uproot for all time the last vestige of foreign influence in 
Germany.

p.12  The constant religious agitation in German territories was due 
in large measure to the spread of liberal doctrine. The tendency 
of liberalism to emancipate the individual from the influence 
of the Church is clearly evident in its early literature...
materialism, rationalism and definite anti-Christian ideas 
were popularized...

 The hate which liberalism had for every form of positive 
religion was directed against the Catholic Church with 
redoubled fury upon the promulgation of the “Syllabus of 
Errors” of Pope Pius IX in 1864.

p. 13 Toward the end of November, 1869, the bishops of the Catholic 

Church from all quarters of the world gathered in Rome. On 

December 8, the Feast of the Immaculate Conception, the 

twentieth Ecumenical Council of the Catholic Church opened 

its sessions, and the deliberations continued until July 18, 1870. 
On this day the last public session was held, and the dogma of 
infallibility, which had caused so much heated discussion was 
publicly voted and proclaimed.

p. 25 The Milwaukee Sentinel thought that the movement [Old Catholic] 
was too limited in its scope and that the age had no real interest 
in theological dogmas. “Today,” the paper added, “a theological 
reformer’s advent is not cared for;” he attempts to break chains 
which no one feels, and succeeds only in being a disturber of the 
peace. (Oct. 12, 1872)
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p. 34. The political party of the Center (Constitutional Party) was 

founded on December 13, 1870. It was called into existence by the 
situation then prevailing in Germany. Repeated efforts had been 
made to free the schools from Christian influence; mob attacks on 
religious houses had occurred as a sequel to repeated slanderous 
articles on convents and the religious life in the Liberal press; as 
for Bismarck himself his previous interference in the ecclesiastical 
affairs of the Upper Rhine provinces showed him to be an enemy 
of the Catholic Church. Under such conditions it was only natural 
that the Catholics of Germany should unite for action against the 
liberal and anticlerical tendencies of the time.

 ....The most honored figure in the Center party in the first German 
Reichstag was Wilhelm Emanuel Baron von Ketteler, Bishop of 
Mainz.

p. 37 In the first four months of 1875, 136 editors were condemned 
either to prison or to pay a fine. These were mostly Catholics...

p. 39  What a settling of troubled waters there would be if all nations 
would endorse a complete division of church and state. (Milwaukee 
Sentinel, February 2, April 5, 1875)

p. 39  The hostile legislation against the Catholic Church in Germany, 
begun soon after the close of the FrancoPrussian War, culminated 
in the Ecclesiastical Laws of 1873. The bill became law in May of 
that year hence the term “May Laws.” They are also referred to as 
the Falk Laws in recognition of the efforts of Herr Adalbert Falk, 
the newly appointed Prussian Minister of Worship...

p. 40 The Catholic Bishops assembled at Fulda declared that they were 
“unable to cooperate in carrying the laws of May into effect, 
because they violate the rights and liberties of the Church of God.”

 ...But early in 1875 the Pope declared the May Laws invalid, an act 
which caused consternation on all sides. Thoroughly exasperated 
the Government rigorously enforced the laws, and the year 1875 
marks the most violent stage of the Kulturkampf.
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 The object of the May Laws was to give the State control of both 
the education and the appointment of the clergy.

p. 50 During the years 1876 and 1877, the crushing May Laws, which 

virtually removed the control of the Catholic Church in Prussia 
from the Pope to the civil power, were rigorously enforced. 
By 1878, nine of the episcopal sees were without bishops; 
over 1,000 Parishes had been deprived of their priests; 
over 2,000 Priests had been fined, imprisoned or exiled; the 
seminaries were closed; young priests who refused to take the 
state examinations were hunted down by the police if they 
attempted to exercise their sacred functions; over 60,000 souls 
were entirely deprived of all spiritual assistance. Materially, 
the Catholic Church in Prussia was the picture of desolation. Yet 
the general results were unfavorable to the Government, for the 
persecution had reawakened the spiritual life of the people and 
strengthened their loyalty to the Holy See.

p. 66   The large German emigration to the United States during the years 
covered in this study deserves some comment here. As the New 
York Herald announced, German people discontented with their 
lot, were “leaving the united Fatherland in thousands (Sept. 22, 
1872). Economic, civil, and religious difficulties were advanced 
as the cause of the discontent.

Appendix IV
Manning, Henry Cardinal Edward, The True Story of the Vatican Council, 
London, Burns & Oates, Ltd., New York, Catholic Publication Society 
Co., 1877.

(The origin and motive of the Vatican Council)

p. 5 This tendency (to destroy all the ancient Christian Institutions) 
spring from two errors –the one that society, as such has no duties 
towards God, religion being an affair of the individual conscience 
only; the other that the human reason is sufficient to itself, and 
that a supernatural order, by which man is elevated to a higher 
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knowledge and destiny, either does not exist or is at least beyond 
the cognizance and care of civil society. From these principles 
follows, by direct consequence, the exclusion of the Church and 
of revelation from the sphere of civil society and of science; and 
further, out of this withdrawal of civil society and of science from 
the authority of revelation spring the Naturalism, Rationalism, 
Pantheism, Socialism, Communism of these times.

 From these speculative errors flows in practice the modern 
revolutionary Liberalism, which consists in the assertion of the 
supremacy of the State over the spiritual jurisdiction of the Church, 
over education, marriage, consecrated property, and the temporal 
power of the head of the Church. This Liberalism, again, results 
in the indifferentism which equalizes all religions, and gives equal 
right to truth and error.

p. 26 The bishops note that in our time there exists no new or special 
heresy in matters of faith, but rather a universal perversion and 
confusion of first truths and principles which assail the foundations 
of truth and the preambles of all belief. That is to say, as doubt 
attacked faith, unbelief has avenged faith by destroying doubt. 
Men cease to doubt when they disbelieve outright. They have 
come to deny that the light of nature and the evidences of creation 
prove the existence of God, the existence of the soul, the dictates 
of conscience, of right and wrong, and of the moral law. If there be 
no God there is no legislator, and their morality is independent of 
any lawgiver, and exists in and by itself, or rather has no existence 
except subjectively in individuals, by customs inherited from 
the conventional use and mental habits of society. They note the 
widespread denial of any supernatural order, and therefore of 
the existence of faith. They refer to the assertion that science is 
the only truth which is positive and to the alleged sufficiency of the 
human reason for the life and destinies of man, or in other words, 
deism, independent morality, secularism, and rationalism, 
which have invaded every country of the west of Europe.

p. 29 The theories of Naturalism said one of the bishops, have introduced 
into modern society habits altogether sensual and material, far 
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removed from the Christian life. He hoped that the Council would 
go into details of practice, and condemn the excess of luxury, 
the indecent amusements, the haste to get rich by questionable 
honesty, the abandonment of domestic life, the profanation 
of marriage, the disregard of the days consecrated to God’s 
service, the neglect of divine worship, the practice of usury.

Appendix V
Windell, George G., The Catholics and German Unity, (18661871), 
University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1954.

p. 8 ....From the middle of the century on, Catholics in all countries 
found their position ever more seriously threatened by the 
multiplication of secular doctrines which undermined traditional 
and religious, intellectual, and social concepts. The vast 
proliferation of scientific discoveries, the spread of scientific 
techniques, and attitudes into disciplines, such as history and 
economics, which had heretofore been considered as somehow 
involving moral qualities, were changing basic assumptions about 
man’s nature and purpose. Industrial expansion was at the same 
time beginning to transform the physical basis of life in continental 
Europe. Both were helping to create a secular, positivistic and 
agnostic temper, which the Church and its adherents could 
regard only with extreme misgivings.

 In Germany these trends were most apparent in the development of 
post1848 liberalism, secular in its aims, hostile to the international 
Church, demanding civil marriage and state control of education 
striving for a highly centralized political authority to be exercised 
through a parliament and a responsible ministry, all in the interest 
of individual freedom.

p. 11 ....From Rome, Pius IX, after his own flirtation with liberalism in 
1848, was steadily maneuvering the Holy See step by step into 
open opposition to the entire liberal trend of the nineteenth century. 
Ably abetted by the Jesuits, whose influence over the Papacy 
continually grew, he pressed onward toward official rejection 
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of any possibility of compromise between the Church and 
contemporary secular doctrines. That rejection was implicit in 
his promulgation of the Dogma of the Immaculate Conception in 
1854, and became open in the Encyclical Quanta Cura, with its 
attached Syllabus of Errors, ten years later.

Appendix VI
DeWaal, Monsignor Anton, Rector of the Campo Santo, Rome, Life of 
Pope Pius X, translated and adapted from the second German edition with 
permission of the author and the publisher by Joseph William Berg, St. 
Francis Seminary, the M. H. Wiltzius Company, Milwaukee, WI, 1904.

 Pastoral Letter of Cardinal Sarto, Patriarch of Venice to his 

diocese, Nov. 11, 1901, on the occasion of the papal jubilee of Leo 
XIII.

p. 14   He was conscious of the greatness of the task before him, and 

understood well the misery of society that he had undertaken 

to alleviate. He has left nothing undone that he could do, to 
strengthen the faithful in their faith and to lead back the erring 
to the path of truth and justice. To lead men from the thousand 
abysses of error to the way of right and truth; to unite the 
world which is sadly out of joint owing to the false idols it 
has been adoring; to lead back the nations and governments to 
the eternal foundations of Divine Law, by pointing out to them 
that the source of order, civilization, and social prosperity is to be 
found in Christianity alone –that is the task to which Leo from the 

outset of his pontificate devoted his brilliant mind and his strong 
character. As a result of his labors, the Church and the nations and 
the family behold their rights clearly defined and in part firmly 
established; literature and the sciences have been promoted; 
property safeguarded against the onslaughts of Socialism, and 
the duties and rights of the individual and of society in general 
clearly explained.
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Appendix VII
Instruction on Christian Freedom and Liberation, Congregation for the 
Doctrine of the Faith, Rome, March 22, 1986, translation in Origins, 
National Catholic News Service, Washington, DC, April 17, 1986, Vol. 
15: No. 44, pp. 713728.

13. In the field of social and political achievements, one of the 
fundamental ambiguities of the affirmation of freedom in 
the age of the Enlightenment had to do with the concept of 
the subject of this freedom as an individual who is fully self-
sufficient and whose finality is the satisfaction of his own interests 
in the enjoyment of earthly goods. The individualistic ideology 
inspired by this concept of man favored the unequal distribution 
of wealth at the beginning of the industrial era to the point that 
workers found themselves excluded from access to the essential 
goods which they had helped to produce and to which they had a 
right. Hence the birth of powerful liberation movements from 
the poverty caused by industrial society.

18. With reference to the modern liberation movement within 
man himself, it has to be stated that the effort to free thought and 
will from their limits has led some to consider that morality as 
such constitutes an irrational limit. It is for man, now resolved to 
become his own master, to go beyond it.

21. One of the principal errors that has seriously burdened the process 
of liberation since the age of the Enlightenment comes from the 
widely held conviction that it is the progress achieved in the fields 
of the sciences, technology and economics which should serve as 
a basis for achieving freedom. This was a misunderstanding of the 
depths of freedom and its needs.

22. It is the poor, the object of God’s special love, who understand best, 
and as it were instinctively, that the most radical liberation which 
is liberation from sin and death, is the liberation accomplished by 
the death and resurrection of Christ.
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23. The power of this liberation penetrates and profoundly transforms 
man and his history in its present reality and animates his 
eschatological yearning. The first and fundamental meaning of 
liberation which thus manifests itself is the salvific one: Man is 
freed from the radical bondage of evil and sin.

27. In exercising his freedom, [man] decides for himself and forms 
himself. In this man is his own cause. But he is this only as a 
creature and as God’s image. This is the truth of his being, which 
shows by contrast how profoundly erroneous are the theories 
which think they exalt the freedom of man or his “historical 
praxis” by making this freedom the absolute principle of his being 
and becoming. These theories are expressions of atheism by their 
own logic. Indifferentism and deliberate agnosticism go in the 
same direction. It is the image of God in man which underlies the 
freedom and dignity of the human person.

40. ....when man attributes to creatures an infinite importance, he 
loses the meaning of his created being....Man then tries to rely on 
himself alone; he wishes to achieve fulfillment by himself and to 
be selfsufficient in his own immanence.

41. This becomes more particularly obvious when the sinner thinks 

that he can only assert his own freedom by explicitly denying God. 
Dependence of the creature upon the Creator and the dependence 
of the moral conscience upon the divine law are regarded by him 
as an intolerable slavery. Thus he sees atheism as the true form 
of emancipation and of man’s liberation, whereas religion or 
even the recognition of a moral law constitute forms of alienation.

75. ...in the process of liberation, one cannot abstract from the 

historical situation of the nation or attack the cultural identity of 
the people. Consequently, one cannot passively accept, still less 
actively support, groups which by force or by the manipulation of 
public opinion take over the state apparatus and unjustly impose 
on the collectivity an imported ideology contrary to the culture of 
the people.
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81. The immediate aim of this in-depth reflection is to work out and 
set in motion ambitious programs aimed at the socioeconomic 
liberation of millions of men and women caught in an intolerable 
situation of economic, social and political oppression. This action 
must begin with an immense effort at education: education for 
the civilization of work, education for solidarity, access to 
culture for all.

94. The task of education belongs fundamentally and primarily 
to the family. The function of the state is subsidiary: Its role is to 
guarantee, protect, promote and supplement. Whenever the state 
lays claim to an educational monopoly, it oversteps its rights and 
offends justice. It is parents who have the right to choose the 
school to which they send their children and the right to set up and 
support educational centers in accordance with their own beliefs. 
The state cannot, without injustice, merely tolerate socalled private 

schools. Such schools render a public service and therefore have a 
right to financial assistance.

100. During an audience granted to the undersigned prefect, His 
Holiness Pope John Paul II approved this instruction, adopted 
in an ordinary session of the Congregation for the Doctrine of 
the Faith, and ordered it to be published.
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When John Baptist Jordan, Bernhard Luethen, and Frederick von 
Leonhardi made their private vows in the chapel of St. Brigitta in Rome on 
8 December 1881, inaugurating what would later become the Society of the 
Divine Savior, they did so in answer to what they perceived to be some of 
the pressing needs of the Church. Looking around them, they found a great 
number of people in dire need of religious instruction, of young people who 
were in need of teachers who were good Christians and who were learned 
men and women as well; a real need for adult Christians to underscore 
the instruction their children received from them by the witness of their 
own lives; a real need for periodical literature which was well written, well 
illustrated, and well printed. (Cf. Provisorische Satzungen, 1880)

What led Jordan to these conclusions and to the decision to do something 
about them is the subject of this article. If much of this may seem familiar 
to you, it is, since much of this has been said before. Here I shall try to 
present a summarization of those events and movements which shaped 
Jordan’s thought and approach to the church and the world in which he 
lived. Much of what I will say will be said in general terms. It was not true 
everywhere, or true everywhere in the same way or to the same extent.

Anyone who wants to understand Jordan and his times must understand that 
the world in which he was born and the world in which he received his 
education and lived most of his life was a world created by the Revolution. 
Not just a revolution, but the Revolution. The Revolution begun in France 
in 1789 was not merely a change in governments brought about by swift 
and violent means or by threats of violence. It was much more. It was a 
swift, sudden, violent change of society itself. Not only did the Revolution 
do away with the monarch and monarchy, it did away with the institutions 
through which he ruled. It was a revolution which violently and suddenly 
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changed all of society and the bond which had held it together for a thousand 
years or more; which had given shape and meaning to society; who could 
and who could not hold land and under what title; who paid what kind of 
“dues” and to whom; the position of the French peasantry and its obligations 
and duties and rights. All these were done away. Not that this is a defense of 
the ancient regime—there was much that was wrong with it.

What was perhaps most wrong with the old regime and most in need of 
thoroughgoing and radical reform was its inability to admit that anything 
was wrong or anything needed change, although this was not universally 
the case.

The Church particularly was in trouble. Allied with the “Catholic” kings, 
it was perceived, rightly, as being part of the regime and as providing the 
theological and religious underpinning upon which the regime was based. 
But there were saving features. Much of the education available in France, 
and in other countries, was given by the Church, and most of the care 
for the sick and the poor was provided by the Church. Once the Church 
was swept away as an integral part of  society and relegated at best to the 
outer fringes, education and provision of help for the sick and the poor, 
if there was to be any help, fell to the government. As far as education is 
concerned, that was not exactly a catastrophe for the intellectual fathers of 
the revolution who themselves, by the way, were educated by the Church. 
Now they had the opportunity to educate the young for life in the new 
world in formation and were able to begin right from the beginning to 
imbue the young with principles of the Revolution.

The disestablishment of the Church and the requirement that priests be 
licensed for ministry only after taking an oath to support the revolution—
an oath the clergy could not take in good conscience—led to a state of 
utter chaos. Dioceses were vacant, parishes without priests, the great 
abbeys and religious houses were emptied, and the Church for all practical 
purposes ceased to exist. It was under these conditions, for example, that 
the Cure d’Ars was clandestinely ordained and clandestinely began his 
ministry. This was all quite bad enough and destructive of religious living. 
But there were long-term effects from which the Church suffered well 
almost into our own time. The loss of the schools and the universities 
meant, for example, that any really scientific approach to many branches 
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of knowledge but especially to theology was impossible for more than 
a generation. The very foundations had to be sent again and the entire 
structure rebuilt. And there were other results not as visible, but equally 
damaging. Philip Hughes remarks in his Popular History of the Catholic 
Church that the abbeys, whatever troubles they may have had, had kept 
alive and passed on a flourishing tradition of worship as community and 
corporate action. Without these to keep the ideal alive, a new approach 
gradually took its place and to this day the Church is trying slowly and 
gradually to restore the community and corporate approach to worship and 
indeed to parish life.

The legacy of the revolution for the church was one of chaos and ruin. The 
ruin wreaked in France was bad enough and it was to take all too long a 
time for the Church to make a recovery, albeit a recovery only of sorts. 
Worse than this as an intellectual legacy that simply would not die.

Although the Congress of Vienna (1815) was able to effect a restoration, of 
sorts, and was able to undo some of the political results of the revolution, 
there were things the Congress simply could not do. No political system, 
no amount of repression by press censorship, no persecution by secret 
police could prevent the ideas and ideals of the revolution from spreading. 
And it is the ideas of the revolution as its greatest and most dangerous 
legacy with which we are concerned.

One of these ideas is what we call the “democratic idea.” It is simple 
enough. It means that the people of any given country have the right to 
determine how they are governed, to have voice in that government, and a 
right to choose, in some way, who shall govern them. The very existence of 
such an idea in places where the Congress of Vienna had restored absolutist 
monarchy was a threat to the regime. But the fact is that as the century 
wore on the settlement of Vienna became unglued and a “democracy” of 
some sort was introduced to most of the countries of Europe.

The revolution spoke to people of freedom. One of its set purposes was to 
make man free where previously he had been in chains. The question, of 
course, was what was the revolution going to free man from?  Some of the 
“Philosophes” who were among the intellectual fathers of the Revolution 
wanted to set man free from anything that smacked of the old order 
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(ancien regime). Man was to be as absolutely free as possible. Especially 
was he to be freed from religion which was the principal obstacle to his 
development. Reason was to rule in place of religion or faith. Christianity, 
in any form, was to be rooted out but hatred for the Catholic Church was 
particularly deep among the proponents of “freedom” especially in France 
and some of the Latin countries. It was true, to a much lesser extent, of 
some of the German thinkers.

One other idea can be listed as a part of the legacy of the Revolution: 
nationalism. The term is somewhat difficult to define but it  could be 
generally described as the theory which holds that people who share a 
common origin, language, culture, customs, territory, and (sometimes) 
religion, nationalities, in short, have a right to their own sovereignty 
or, failing that, a right to some sort of political and cultural autonomy. 
Embodying these principles, the nationalist movement meant pride 
in one’s nationality, in its achievements, language, culture; it meant a 
struggle for independence if the nationality were not a national state, and 
it meant a nation of superiority if it were. The movements of unification 
of Germany and Italy were successful in part because of their appeal to a 
spirit of nationalism. Nationalism has within itself also the seeds of very 
destructive policies and activities. The theory of a master race or master 
nationality has its origins in nationalism.

It comes as no shock to any reader that the Church in the 19th century 
developed a reputation as “anti-democratic.” There was good reason for 
the reputation, much of it linked directly to the “Liberals.” The trouble was 
that those who were defenders of “democracy” and those who promoted 
it were the same people who were trying to make mankind free from 
Christianity—the Liberals. Many of them like Voltaire before them viewed 
the Church as “L’Infame.” They were able to control education or at least 
influence legislation regarding education in a surprising number of places. 
They had a good press as well; where they did not control it they managed 
to obtain sympathetic and supportive coverage an even an interpretation 
of public affairs from their perspective. On the continent during much of 
the 19th century, democracy was linked with, indeed seen as part of, a 
program to destroy the church or at least to neutralize its influence. There 
should be little wonder, then, that one finds documents from the reigns of 
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Gregory XVI and Pius IX which condemn democracy and the democratic 
ideal. Even democracy in the United States which seemed to Americans 
to be such a resounding success was viewed in Rome with displeasure 
and mistrust as contrary to the Christian ideal. The Church in this country, 
steeped in the democratic tradition, was seen as an upstart ready to cause 
trouble at any time and was treated as a naughty orphan. On the other hand, 
Americans then and now could never understand why Rome looked upon 
democracy, particularly the American brand, with such a jaundiced eye. It 
all depended upon where you lived and the circumstances of the country 
you were from. The ingredients for a good dish of mistrust were always 
there, waiting for the right cook to come along and put the ingredients 
together. It is important that we understand what continental liberalism 
was like and what the ideas of democracy on the continent were like and 
that Rome had no reason to be enthralled with them and that, unfortunately, 
Rome never made the proper distinctions. If we do not, we shall perpetuate 
a misunderstanding which in all fairness deserves to be buried.

It would have been difficult enough for the Church to confront the legacy 
of the revolution had nothing else happened. But western society itself was 
going through some radical changes. These were brought about by a) the 
industrial revolution, and b) the scientific revolution.

The industrial revolution had begun in England a few years before the 
turn of the century and from there it spread to the continent. I suppose 
that the best definition of the industrial revolution is this: the move of 
the manufacture of goods from the home and the small shop to factories 
where the newly invented and developed machinery could be used for 
manufacturing, thus using the work force more efficiently. Because the 
newly invented and developed machinery needed power to drive it, and 
because the available power was either water power or power from the 
new steam engine, the factories were located on those rivers capable of 
supplying sufficient water power, or near coal mines which provided the 
coal for the recently developed steam engine.

Industrialization changed the traditional way of life almost as completely 
as did the revolution itself. No longer did a businessman “farm out” orders 
for lace or wool or other items to families who then produced the required 
amount of goods at home and received payment for what they had made. 
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Now the entire family would likely have moved to one of the industrial 
locations and gone to work in the factory. Working conditions changed, of 
course. No longer did the family work at home as a unit. Instead, the entire 
family went to work in a factory where they worked at machines: spinning 
machines, weaving machines, knitting machines, machines proper to each 
industry. Children as young as six years old went to work in the factory and 
would work from 10 to 12 hours a day. Adults worked longer. Little, if any, 
attention was given to safety of the machinery or the factory environment. 
Wages were set by the factory management, usually as low as possible, 
and usually far lower than what would be considered a living wage. The 
reports of the Parliamentary Commission prior to the Factory Act (1833) 
tell a chilling story of early industrial society in England. Much the same 
story could be told as industrialization spread to the continent.

A new situation was developing in human society which no one, even the 
Church, had ever to face before. The new factories were capable of creating 
new wealth on a scale so vast as had almost been unthinkable before. 
What were the responsibilities of those individuals and corporations who 
accumulated new wealth?  Was it theirs to use as they pleased?  Were they 
responsible for paying a minimum living wage to their workers, or were 
they free to set a scale of wages as low as they could get away with paying 
and still get workers?  Were there any safety standards they should meet, 
or were the workers, even those six years old, responsible for their own 
safety?  And was there any social responsibility at all?  What about the 
quality of goods and a fair price?

What had happened was the creation of two classes, one of them hitherto 
unknown in western society. The new capitalists, possessed of much 
wealth were men of immense power and by control of wealth were able to 
control much more besides: parliamentary seats (the “rotten Boroughs” of 
Britain), an d great influence in government.

The class which was new to western society was the working class; one 
really ought to say the new working class. Relocated in the new industrial 
centers, they owned no property, not even the flats in which they lived; they 
were completely dependent upon the industrialist who employed them. 
And since they were so dependent upon their employers for a livelihood, 
it was a relatively simple matter to get them to work for as little as the 
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employer wanted to pay, which was a little as possible. Uneducated (how 
could you got o school when you had to work for 12 hours a day in a 
factory?), subject to ill health early in life, without influence or anyone 
who could help them gain influence, they seemed condemned to work 
for life for the new capitalists. It was this situation against which Karl 
Marx wrote in the Communist Manifesto and later attempted to give 
his theories a philosophical underpinning in Das Kapital. A painless 
dose of Marxism will be found in Edward Bellamy’s Looking Backward, 
a novel written from a Marxist point of view, it is a bad novel, but it is the 
most painless introduction to Marxism I know without having to grapple 
with the difficult prose and theories of Das Kapital.

The new wealth, the new classes, the problems posed by both was a situation 
the Church had never before had to confront. There were implications far 
beyond any personal responsibility for any one thing or a number of things. 
It had a profound effect upon society itself and the bonds which held it 
together. This development was not a planned development; it happened 
as one man or a corporation gained enough capital to build a factory or a 
number of factories. The Church was not prepared to offer guidance for 
this development. It was, furthermore, preoccupied with dealing with the 
revolution and its effects, and with keeping some semblance of its life 
going. It was not until the last decade of the century that the church would 
speak officially about it in Leo XIII’s Rerum Novarum.

The picture I have painted here might lead the reader to conclude that Europe 
was becoming or had become one vast proletarian working city. That, of 
course, was not the case. Industrialization did not occur everywhere, nor 
did it occur everywhere in the same way or to the same degree.

The scientific revolution also changed western society and thought. The 
physical (physics and chemistry) and the biological sciences presented 
society with discoveries almost immediately applicable on a practical level. 
Thus the steam engine for industry and transportation (the railroads); the 
telegraph, the rotary press, the chilled steel plow, the reaper, the combine, 
the camera, X-rays, vaccinations, anesthesia, antisepsis, the Springfield 
rifle, the gatling gun, the internal combustion engine, the automobile, 
and at the very end of the century the beginnings of the wireless. These 
inventions which put scientific discoveries to work changed the way people 
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lived, how they made their livelihood  and fought their wars. And these 
are only a few of the discoveries and inventions to appear in the century. It 
became—and for us it becomes—a question of human abilities to absorb 
so much in so short a time. Not only were the ways in which people did 
things changed, but these very changes also changed how they lived.

There were two ways in which the sciences began to change the view 
man took of himself. The first came from one of the biological sciences. 
Charles Darwin in The Origin of the Species, first presented a scientifically 
expressed theory of evolution. Darwin’s work led him to conclude that 
life developed—evolved is the word—from other life forms and from 
development within the species by natural selection. Only the fittest 
survived to carry on the species. The theory was almost immediately taken 
up by the liberals in their anti-Christian. Anti-Catholic campaign against 
religion to attempt to convince people that nature really was not a creation 
of God. It became an anti-religious propaganda tool which Darwin certainly 
never intended it to become. Unfortunately, Darwin’s work and the work 
of another man, Gregory Mendel, did not appear in sequence which would 
have permitted  each to profit greatly from the other, and so Darwin’s 
theory of evolution as he proposed it could not benefit from genetics which 
was Mendel’s contribution to the scientific world. Unfortunately, many 
religious leaders did not open themselves to consider the idea that Darwin 
might be at least partly right, and they did not notice the evolutionary 
development within the human species. But the great battle had begun and 
it was, I should say, a battle which generates a lot of heat but little light 
and which has successfully made a lot of well-meaning religious people 
look silly and ignorant.

There was another area in which the sciences had a profound influence on 
human thought and man’s view of himself. This was a sort of impact of 
all the sciences together. The ability of the human mind through its use of 
the sciences and its inquiry into the natural world led people to put a deep 
faith in science. If the sciences could produce so many new and valuable 
things, might they not be used to solve all of man’s problems?  And might 
they not eventually become for man what religion then was?  This view of 
the sciences and their possible place in human development persisted until 
two world wars and the use of atomic weapons, the “gifts” of the sciences, 
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led to a re-consideration of the view man took of himself in relation to the 
physical sciences. But during Jordan’s life time, the tendency to replace 
religion with the sciences was strong indeed.

We should not, however, belittle the sciences or their place in human life 
or their importance in giving man a clearer and more exact picture of the 
world. They are of such import both for what they have contributed to 
human life and for the expanded picture they have given man of his world 
and of himself that Herbert Butterfield in The History of the Origins of 
Modern Science remarks that the scientific revolution has had a more 
profound impact on contemporary man than the Reformation. We would 
all, I think, have to agree with his statement.

The Church and the Liberals

The Church emerged from the revolution badly battered and wounded. 
It had been weakened after generations of captivity to the “Catholic” 
kings of Europe, its strength sapped from their “defense” of the church. 
The revolution had so badly battered the church by seizing its property, 
abolishing its educational institutions, depriving it of its right to manage 
its own inner affairs, allowing only the “Juring” clergy to function. Life 
was at such a standstill that when Pius VI died in 1799 as a prisoner of the 
revolution, many watchers of the contemporary scene hailed the end of his 
spiritual empire. But “as Chesterton remarked, this funeral of Christianity 
was interrupted by the least expected event of all—the corpse came to 
life.” (Hughes, The Church in Crisis, p. 333)

The Catholic revival is a story of many people and events, but it is, above 
all, epitomized and summarized in its best and perhaps worst aspects in 
the reign of one pope who ruled the church for 31 years: Pius IX. By the 
time he was elected in 1846 there had already been nearly a half a century 
of revival of Catholic life; he had a good base on which to build. Giovanni 
Battista Mastai-Farrati, the Cardinal Bishop of Imola, had the reputation 
of being fairly liberal and his election as Pius IX was hailed as the election 
of a “liberal” pope. Indeed, for a short time he did work closely with the 
liberals at implementing a liberal program for the Papal State. But his 
fingers were badly burnt and the liberals with whom he dealt unmasked 
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their true intentions for the church and their understanding of freedom. He 
retreated from his mildly liberal position and began to turn on the liberals 
as his enemies and those of the church which indeed they were.

Everything was complicated by the fact that it was intertwined with the 
movement for the unification of Italy. For over a thousand years Italy was 
a geographic expression, not a political entity. It was carved into various 
independent duchies, independent city-states, kingdoms, some of them 
ruled by powers outside Italy. Stretching across the peninsula in a band from 
Rome to the Adriatic was the Papal State. The movement for unification 
did not begin during the reign of Pius IX, but it was during his reign that it 
came to a head. Unfortunately, the movement was spearheaded by people 
of the less-than-welcome liberal leanings who were intensely anti-clerical. 
One of the central issues which revolved around Pius IX was the “Roman 
question,” that is, what will happen with the Papal State, what will be its 
role in a united Italy, and about the pope himself: what will be his role?  
Looking back at the issues from the distance of a century and more, and 
from our particular political and cultural framework we wonder what all 
the bother was about. But to one living at the time and especially to one 
who had to deal with the question, things had a very different appearance. 
What most concerned Pius was the anti-clerical, anti-Christian bias of the 
leadership and this, in turn, led him to suspect any regime which would 
conduct the civil government of the place (Rome) where he would have to 
carry on the government of the church. For these reasons, and others, he 
would not yield on the Roman question, insisting that the Holy See needs 
a certain amount of territory over which it has complete autonomy in order 
to carry on the government of the church without interference. The long 
experience of the church would tend to bear him out; in fact, that was the 
final settlement of the Roman question in the Lateran Treaty of 1929.

The real joinder of issues came in 1864 when Pius IX issued the now 
famous Syllabus of Errors. The syllabus was immediately seized upon 
by the liberals as the sign of just how obscurantist and reactionary  they 
thought the church really was. One must understand just what the syllabus 
really is. It contains nothing new. It is a list of all the contemporary errors 
Pius IX had condemned in all his encyclicals, allocutions, documents. It 
excerpts the actual condemnation from the original document and that is 
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all. The syllabus, in fact, is a very frustrating and misleading document 
to use. It doesn’t tell you very much at all. It is simply a list of what has 
been condemned and where you can find the condemnation. And since 
the syllabus deals with contemporary errors, one would have to read the 
document in which the pope condemned the particular errors in order to 
understand what the pope was saying and why he said it. It would, in 
fact, probably have been better had the syllabus never been issued, or if 
it had been a different kind of document. As it stands, it is difficult to use 
and has been open to misunderstandings by non-Catholics and Catholics 
alike. What probably capped the climax in this long struggle between the 
church and the liberals was the First Vatican Council (1869-1870). Today 
little attention is paid to much else of the work of the council: the work on 
revelation, on God, on faith, except the issue of infallibility. And certainly 
people forget the various schemata of matters to come up for discussion 
but never could because the council was suspended and was never able 
to complete its work. But the focus on infallibility, and the definition 
of infallibility, needless to say, created a furor among a lot of people: 
Protestants, some Catholics, and above all the liberals. To the liberals, the 
definition of infallibility was the height of arrogance, the final sign that the 
church was not about to accommodate itself to the times and that it was not 
fit to live in the modern world.

Unification of Germany and the Kulturkampf

Complicating everything still more, the unification of Germany and the 
Kulturkampf played their role in providing the background against which 
we must see Jordan in his formative years and the years in which he began 
his work for the church. Without some appreciation of these events we 
shall probably be lacking in our attempts to understand Jordan and what 
he was trying to do.

One looking at the map of Europe in 1815 would find that Germany, like 
Italy, was a geographic expression rather than a political entity. It had 
been so for centuries. Theoretically, the German princes were subject to 
the Holy Roman Emperor who usually was not all that holy and never 
Roman. Certain of these princes were electors and, as the name implies, 
they elected the emperor. In practice the German princes had been pretty 
well independent since the “Interregnum” in the late 13th century and 
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when they finally elected Rudolf of Habsburg as emperor (1274) they had 
nothing to worry about. When the Habsburg family gained territory and 
power through a deft use of marriage contracts their power was extended 
largely, although not exclusively, outside the territory we now consider 
Germany. At the time they were ready and powerful enough to extend into 
Germany itself, the division of the German states over religion made this 
an impossibility and ever since the early 16th century any unification of the 
German states seemed beyond the realm of possibility.

But times and circumstances changed. There had not been a Holy Roman 
Emperor since 1809 when the title was renounced. The appeal and spread 
of nationalism served as a powerful incentive to create some sort of 
unity. In 1815 only Schleswig-Holstein belonged to a non-German state: 
Denmark. But the German people belonged to 38 different German states, 
ruled by German kings and/or princes. The two principal German states 
were Prussia and Austria. There were four other kingdoms: Bavaria, 
Wurtemberg, Hannover, and Saxony, and various duchies and principalities 
down to states so small they could scarcely be found on any map.

By 1848 these states were combined in the German Confederation 
(Deutscher Bund) with a federal council (Bundestag) at Frankfurt-am-
Main. There was a confederation of states, however, with the constituent 
states still completely independent of one another making a common policy 
impossible. The liberals (remember that nationalism was a liberal idea) 
wanted a federated (use our word federal here) with its own government, 
parliament (legislature), administration, civil service, and possibly its own 
army.

As matters developed, it became clear that unification would happen if the 
German states were unified around one of the two great German powers: 
Austria on the south, or Prussia on the north. Each was ruled by a powerful 
monarch, each had points to recommend it as a center of German unity. 
But Austria had been weakened somewhat by the revolution of 1848, 
although she as well as Prussia exerted strong influence in the Bundestag at 
Frankfurt. Much of the internal German history for the next dozen years is 
the story of the struggle between Austria and Prussia to become the center 
of German unity. That question was answered with the defeat of Austria 
by Prussia in the Seven Weeks’ War (1866) which settled the Schleswig-
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Holstein problem. By then some of the German unity had already been 
achieved.

The fact that German unity was achieved and that it was achieved with 
Prussia s its center was the work of one man: Otto von Bismarck. Born 
in 1815, he was Junker, a class difficult to define, except that we shall 
oversimplify here and say that he was of the Prussian nobility, and of 
German blood rather than of Prussian blood (by blood the Prussians are 
Slavic, not German, but by then had been thoroughly Germanized). What 
is more important for us to remember is that Bismarck, like all Junkers, 
was essentially conservative. But for Bismarck, conservatism was not a 
political doctrine so much as it was the best vehicle through which he 
could achieve his principal goal: the unification of the German states under 
the leadership of Prussia; and the creation of the German empire. Because 
of his appeal to the essentially conservative nature of the Junker class with 
the overtones of its appeal to the greatness of Prussia and its monarchy, 
Bismarck was able to achieve a great amount of what he wanted. But 
not everything could be gotten in this fashion. When he judged the time 
and the circumstances were right he had no scruples  in allying himself 
with the liberals or with the Zentrum. For Bismarck, the chief, overriding 
purpose for all his activity in public life, especially when he became  
Minister President in 1862, was the creation of the German empire. It 
became second to none and everything was subordinated to this purpose. 
To achieve this, we witness an astonishing number of deeds. Some of them 
reflect masterful insights and bold, innovative planning, particularly in 
foreign affairs which made him one of the greatest foreign ministers of his 
time. Others reflect a crafty, unscrupulous, utterly amoral manipulation of 
people and events. If you dealt with Bismarck, you had always to watch 
everything in the room; he might make away with something, anything, and 
you would never know it. He was also a master in presenting everything 
in its best possible light, even if it meant stretching the truth or perverting 
it. His memoirs make fascinating reading if one is well acquainted with 
events as they really happened. There is a frequent, wide gap between 
what Bismarck says and what actually took place.

Bismarck’s vision of the German state is very important for our 
understanding of the events of the Kulturkampf and, indeed, for our 
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understanding of anything of German history in this period. One reads 
much about the German Constitution, about the government it created, 
about the rights and limitations of the government. But one should not 
be misled by this. The fundamental principle of the German state in 
Bismarck’s thought was the monarchical principle as it applied to the 
king of Prussia. Constitutional institutions would indeed be established, 
but Bismarck carefully saw to it that the king held the real power. Here 
Bismarck was not above offending the sensibilities of anyone, including 
the Junker class. He was not hesitant to violate the Constitution when the 
Reichstag refused to vote money for the army on constitutional grounds. 
Parliament was simply told that the king (meaning Bismarck, since he 
managed the king) would do what he thought fit, no matter what the 
Constitution said. Many of the Junkers (who really were men of honor 
above all else) insisted that there must be a rule of law. Bismarck thought 
of law as a means for achieving a unified Germany and absolute power for 
the king. As we shall see, in the case of the Kulturkampf, he overreached 
himself.

For all his care in creating a unified Germany, Bismarck was remarkably 
sloppy in manufacturing the empire he created. It was a patchwork at best; 
the provinces of Schleswig-Holstein were wrested from Denmark in a 
war in which Austria was defeated (I told you this could be complicated!)  
Actually, Austria went to war over the annexation of these provinces, a 
war provoked by Bismarck who saw a chance of getting Austria out of the 
way on the unification issue. The same was true of the four kingdoms—
they were simply annexed. Next he concluded a public treaty of friendship 
with Baden and Bavaria; secretly, however, he forced them to sign an 
agreement that in case of war with France, the armed forces of these two 
states would be at the disposal of the king of Prussia. What these two 
states did not know was that Bismarck planned to manipulate France into 
attacking. Each of these states and some of the provinces on the Rhine 
came into the kingdom of Prussia or the German empire in a different way 
or under different conditions; some had more autonomy than others; some 
had different privileges. Bismarck was usually able to browbeat them 
into submission and thus the sloppy nature of his state was not always 
apparent, even to him. Bismarck failed also to take people’s sensibilities 
into account when he dealt with them, and this is another of his weaknesses. 
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He was not a successful or masterful politician who could make the proper 
compromises with the proper people at the proper time.

As long as Bismarck was dealing with many of the northern and eastern 
German states he really had no religious issues to worry about, at least not 
any that could cause him trouble at home. Most of the states were Lutheran 
with an established Lutheran state church under control of the king. 
Following the principle “cujus regio, ejus religio” of the Reformation era, 
Catholics either were not tolerated at all or were tolerated under certain 
conditions. They really were nothing to worry about. When Bismarck 
began to flirt with the liberals in espousing  the principle of nationalism, 
he could make things a little easier for Catholics in Prussia. But when the 
empire was finally created, Bismarck found himself in effective control of 
some of the western and southern principalities and he found himself in 
the position of dealing with a population which was somewhat strange to 
him. And this brings up another of Bismarck’s tendencies: he frequently 
failed to understand those he was dealing with, especially the opposition. 
His understanding was erratic at best; at times it was masterful, at other 
times it was completely lacking.

Bismarck and the Catholic Church; The Kulturkampf Itself

One is frequently tempted to wonder whatever brought this struggle on 
in the first place, especially in view of Bismarck’s defeat on the issue. To 
an extent the struggle was inevitable, given the circumstances of time and 
people.

The first issue on which the conflict grew was that fact that Bismarck 
could see no power outside the German government which could have 
anything to say about what Germans thought or did. This was especially 
true if the foreign power were not a German power, but one which existed 
beyond the boundaries of Germany. Bluntly put, the German state was 
the only power Germans were to hear or obey. The Lutheran state church 
of Prussia would cause little or no trouble; what it did could usually be 
controlled and managed, or so Bismarck thought.

But the Catholic church was something else. The Syllabus of Errors 
caused Bismarck some trouble, although not the kind of trouble it caused 
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the liberals. What really bothered Bismarck about it was that the pope 
claimed that he had the right to tell people what was wrong with certain 
philosophies, what was truth and what was error and brand it as such; and 
the fact that the syllabus made no bones about setting forth areas in which 
the church could claim governments had no right to enter. In other words, 
it was not the content of the syllabus that bothered Bismarck, it was the 
fact of the syllabus. Other issues preoccupied Bismarck for the moment, 
and he did nothing about the syllabus at the time.

The casus belli for Bismarck was the First Vatican Council. Even before 
the council met in December of 1869, it seemed pretty apparent that the 
council would deal with the issue of infallibility. This alone had a number 
of European non-Catholics and governments apprehensive and interested 
in the council’s proceedings.

But the issue of infallibility was a stormy one because it raised some 
very inflammatory rhetoric within the church, rhetoric which was not lost 
on those who were not Catholic. There were two principal parties at the 
council when the question of infallibility was under discussion: those who 
were in favor of the definition and those who saw it as not opportune. 
There were varying degrees within each of the parties, but especially the 
party favoring definition: some would opt for a definition much like the 
one the council finally voted upon and defined all the way to whose who 
wanted an immediate definition on the broadest possible terms.

The language, terminology I should say, used by each party to describe or 
define the position of the other came from an older struggle, the Gallican 
(in one of the four Gallican articles, the one which really concerns us here) 
claimed that the authority of the pope is subject to that of an ecumenical 
council, a survival of Conciliarism, if not a resurrection of it.

Those who opposed the Gallican articles were called Ultramontanes. This 
17th century struggle in France never really died out; its potential, at least, 
seemed to have remained into the revolution. What happened now is a 
classic case of mud-slinging by two parties slugging it out although it 
probably should not be dismissed all that simply. In the pamphleteering 
and debates before the council and during the sessions (mostly behind the 
scenes of the public debates) those in favor of the definition of infallibility 
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called those who opposed the definition as not opportune, “Gallicans.” 
This in spite of the fact that there was no person in the “Gallican” party 
who denied papal supremacy over the church or papal infallibility. Their 
sole problem with the definition was that, in their view, it was simply not 
opportune.

They, on their part, called those in favor of the definition, the Ultramonanes, 
that is, “over the mountains—the Alps” indicating that power over the 
church came from “beyond the mountains.” It has become customary 
to accuse the papal party. Those in favor of the definition, of the most 
flamboyant rhetoric although this is not exactly correct and, indeed, Pius 
himself deplored some of the more lurid claims when he knew about them. 
But there were individual members of the definition party who made lurid 
and preposterous claims for the extent of infallibility and some were ready 
to read members of the other party out of the church.

For the Ultramontanes, the definition was not only opportune, it was 
necessary. Some of those who opposed the definition appealed to European 
governments to intervene in the council and to veto a definition. This never 
happened. In the end, those supporting the definition won the day. In a 
sense, the more extreme supporters of the definition also lost their battle. 
The definition, as finally passed, was so hedged with conditions that their 
claims, too, were rejected by the council.

These subtleties were lost on Bismarck. For him, anyone who claimed a 
right to teach German infallibly, especially if he were a foreigner like the 
pope, was simply meddling in matters he should keep out of, and Bismarck 
just would not tolerate such happenings in his Germany.

For an understanding of what follows, two points should be kept in mind: 

a.  for Bismarck, the Kulturkampf was a power struggle fought in 
an arena Bismarck understood better than anyone else: power 
politics. It was a struggle over who would have final power over 
German Catholics.

b.  Bismarck had absolutely no intention of destroying the Catholic 
church. In fact, that was farthest from his mind. He simply 
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wanted to control it. He could not understand why the Catholic 
church could not be happy in Germany with an arrangement 
like that enjoyed by the Lutheran state church. This is a good 
indication that Bismarck failed utterly to understand the nature of 
the opponent he took on.

In his war with the church, Bismarck enlisted a number of different parties 
in a way so characteristic of him:

1. The liberals who had no reason to love the church in the first 
place. Because of some past experiences with him, they should 
have known better, but the alliance for this purpose was beneficial 
to each side.

2. The conservative Junkers who were strict and pious Lutherans.

3. The direct support of all non-Catholic Germans, although this 
was far from unanimous.

The opening salvo of the war was fired in 1871. On 8 July the Catholic 
Bureau of Prussia Ministry of Education and Public Worship was abolished. 
A month later the normal schools and school inspection was removed from 
control of the clergy and given to lay men. Don’t be surprised that education 
was the first target. Education could be compromised, for Bismarck, as 
long as it was limited to only a few. But when universal education became 
the order, as it did after 1871, a compromise was impossible. Bismarck 
thought that if you control education, you control the country because you 
control what is put into the minds of the young. (AJP Taylor: Bismark, 
p. 148).

The war heated up. What follows is a step by step summary of the principal 
anti-Catholic legislation:

March 1872: All schools were made subject to state inspection. The 
Zentrum saw this as a step to secularize education, a move advocated by 
the liberals for a long time.
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4 July 1872: All Jesuits were ordered expelled from the German empire 
within six months. Five hundred went into exile.

28 Nov 1872: The pulpit law which placed severe penalties on criticism of 
the state from the pulpit.

1873: The Redemptorist, Vincentians, Holy Ghost Fathers, and the 
Religious of the Sacred Heart were ordered under the same ban as the 
Jesuits.

May, 1873: The May laws:

1. Priestly training was placed under government supervision.
2. All seminarians must be German.
3. All seminarians must study three years in a German university.
4. Seminarians must take the state examinations in literature, history, 

and philosophy.
5. Clerical appointments by bishops were made subject to state veto.
6. Bishops’ powers were restricted, particularly in church discipline 

and excommunication.
7. Appeals could be made from a bishop‘s decision to a civil tribunal.

May, 1874: second set of May laws:

1. Recalcitrant priests and bishops were made liable to deportation 
and exile.

2. During the vacancies of parishes and diocese the offices were to be 
administered according to directives of the Prussian government.

February, 1875: civil marriage was made obligatory in Prussia and later 
this was extended to all of Germany.

May, 1875: the state was empowered to suspend all financial grants in 
diocese where these laws were not obeyed.

May, 1875: all religious except those engaged in hospital work, were 
expelled.
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June, 1875: all church property was confiscated and the title transferred to 
lay trustees elected by the parishioners.

Baden, the home duchy of Francis Jordan, had already placed restrictions 
on Catholics in the 1860’s and then enacted laws similar to those in Prussia. 
All primary schools were compelled to operate as interdenominational 
schools.

In much of the anti-Catholic legislation Bismarck had the support of 
probably two-thirds of the German people. But he ran into trouble when he 
put the schools completely under control of the state. This step put him at 
odds with the Junkers and other Protestant groups who would not tolerate 
the step because it meant that their schools, too, were under state control.

The Catholics fought back. The Zentrum (Center party) already existing, 
became a rallying point of the opposition in the Reichstag and it was 
fortunate in its leadership, Ludwig von Windhorst, leader of the party, was 
a parliamentarian who was unexcelled. He was disliked by his opponents 
but respected by them. Time after time he was able to make Bismarck 
look bad in debate because he was able to “keep his cool” and Bismarck 
could not. The Center party was able to rally members of the Reichstag 
to its side who, for reasons of their own, were opposed to Bismarck and 
finally Bismarck had to admit defeat. A peace was patched together. In 
1878 and gradually the May laws were either abolished or fell into disuse. 
In 1904 the law expelling the Jesuits was repealed, and in 1917 all anti-
Jesuit legislation was abrogated.

One further comment needs to be made. You will recall what was said earlier 
about nationalism and its use in unifying Italy and Germany. It did not 
fall into disrepute once unification was achieved. There was, for instance, 
the race for colonies toward the end of the century. The idea seemed to 
be that any nation worth its salt and which wanted to be deemed great 
must have colonies to show its greatness. If that seems like school boys 
playing “king of the hill” it probably is exactly that. Worst still, a number 
of countries encouraged missionaries of their own to go to the colonies. 
This is not as zealous for the spread of the gospel as it might seem. The 
missionaries were to do their thing, of course, but it was expected that they 
would civilize the people among whom they were working. You translate 
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that phrase, of course. It really means that the missionaries were to make 
the people with whom they worked carbon copies, or reflections, of the 
culture of the European masters. The idea of Christianizing the indigenous 
culture never seemed to have occurred to the European governments which 
occupied these lands. As a result, the church became for many people in 
these colonies a European institution imposed on them. The church has 
been able to retrieve itself from this situation and the efforts to make the 
church indigenous are valiant and frequently quite successful.

Jordan, who had seen first-hand what nationalism could do, was dead set 
against it. His warnings about it, his opposition to it, and his determination 
that the Society should be free from it are remarkable especially for a man 
of this time. A careful reading of the Exhortations and Admonitions will 
give the reader a good idea of what I have just said:

It is my ardent wish that you all be wholly imbued with the spirit of 
the Society. S much depends upon this, perhaps even the salvation 
of thousands and millions. So today I would like to have you take to 
heart a point which must always be looked upon as an essential part 
of our Society. I refer to universality to the omnibus et ubique (to all 
everywhere)…

So the Society is not destined for Italy or Germany but for all countries. 
And each one in his own place has the task, the duty of cooperating in 
this spirit for the spread of the Society. With us no nation is excluded. 
And it is also the spirit of the Society that men of all nations be accepted 
as members. This is a very important point. And if you depart from it 
you do not live up to the spirit of the Society.

As the Society is not restricted in regard to place, so neither is it 
restricted to certain classes of people. We are to labor among the 
educated and the uneducated, among civilized and uncivilized peoples. 
No nation, no people, no class is excluded. This is of such special 
importance that you are to take it well to heart…

This is to be particularly taken to heart by those engaged in the direction, 
the government of the Society. Remember well that if you depart 
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from this spirit you will be disregarding the essential nature of the 
Society…

Whatever country may fall your lot, let each one bear well in mind that 
it is my testament that the Society is destined for all peoples, that it is 
called to accept as members men from all nations, if they comply with 
the necessary conditions.

Above all else it is of course important that you do not foster such a 
thing as a repugnance for one nation and a preference for another; on 
the contrary, you are to consider that you are brethren...And each one 
is to esteem him highly as his brother. (Exhortations and Admonitions, 
pp. 147-150)

These are remarkable statements indeed, coming from a man who lived 
when nationalism was the guiding principle for most people of the west.

Thus the background, or some of it, of Jordan’s life and his foundation. 
Other articles treat other aspects merely touched on here. Fr. Jude’s article 
on the missions, and Fr. Don’s article on the need for instruction, cover 
far more and in greater detail than would be possible in this summary 
of the general background against which Jordan’s life and foundation 
should be seen. The time was filled with challenge and with danger for the 
church and, indeed, for Christianity. But it was a creative time as well. The 
advances in the sciences, the application of the sciences to daily work and 
living; the music, the literature and the art of the age, all are witnesses to 
its creativity and these good things must be seen as well as the stark and 
brooding danger the church had to face. If there is anything to be regretted 
about the age it may well be that failure (?) of the church to recognize 
the great creativity that had been unleashed and its own inability to give 
greater direction to this creativity.

Some Conclusions

We need, finally, to pull this together and to suggest in broad outline 
where this background may have had an influence on Jordan and on the 
development of his thought.
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We might begin by remarking that none of the movements and events of 
which we have been speaking were seen or experienced by Jordan as by 
one outside of them. He was no mere spectator, untouched by them. He 
had seen and heard of the troubles the liberals were giving the Holy See. 
More to the point, he was acutely aware of the fact that the liberals either 
controlled the press in many areas, or that in many others they were viewed 
by the press with sympathy. He was aware, too, of the scientific revolution 
and particularly aware of how the liberals were able to capitalize on the 
incredible discoveries of the physical and biological sciences to suggest 
that these might be the redemption of the human race to an extent and a 
degree religion never could offer. This awareness alone led, I think, to two 
of Jordan’s purposes:

a. the determination to use the press to spread the Word of God and to 
provide religious instruction not only to the young but to people of all 
ages and all classes. The way in which Jordan stresses the importance 
of the press in the Provisorische Satzunger and other editions of the 
statutes in the early years is clear evidence of his determination to use 
the liberals’ own medium against them to provide wholesome reading 
and good instruction. If people were being misled through the press, 
Jordan would lead them by the use of it.

b. the creation of the group of scholars. The “academica” as the second 
grade of the Society ought to be clear evidence of the emphasis that 
Jordan placed on learning and this emphasis given, I think, for two 
reasons.

1. No one in his right mind could possibly set out to found an 
organization devoted to providing religious instruction without 
taking into account the influence learning, particularly the 
sciences, exerted on those who were being educated. It depended 
very much on the view the instructors in the schools took of the 
sciences and their integration into human thought.

Here Jordan recognized the crying need to have people who had integrated 
the sciences and religion (and/or theology) into a thoroughly Christian 
view of the world—a Christian Weltanschaung—a Christian world view. 
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There people were to build that world view and were to communicate it 
to others. He recognized the need to do this; left undone the person has 
stored huge segments of knowledge without integrating them into his 
view of reality. Such a person tends to live in two or more worlds which 
never touch one another and then we have the spectacle of a “thoroughly 
Christian” person who in perfectly good conscience can both partake 
frequently of the sacramental life of the Church and at the same time work 
for politicians and political institutions which create and/or perpetuate 
basic injustice.

2. Jordan also wanted, in creating this group of members, to 
emphasize the importance of doing basic research both in the 
sciences and in religion and to have such people available for his 
work. Unfortunately the Society has never seemed able to carry 
this through in any well-thought, programmatic way. It has been, 
rather, a story of valiant, but sporadic efforts followed by periods 
in which, in my judgment, the Society seems to have taken an 
anti-intellectual approach to Christian life. As every member must 
know almost from his first days in the Society, Jordan insisted 
over and over again that the Society is international in character. 
It made no difference to him where the prospective member lived 
or from which race he came; as long as he met the canonical 
requirements for membership, he was welcome. This was true, 
also, of the apostolates the members undertook. No class, no 
race, no group is to be excluded. His strong insistence upon these 
points is remarkable at any time in human history, but coming 
from a man who lived at a period of time when nationalism was 
a dominant and respected (and respectable) theory is indeed 
remarkable. Even now, 68 years after his death, and 139 years 
after his birth, his statements on this point in the Exhortations and 
Admonitions are remarkable. He himself had witnessed first-hand 
what nationalism can inflict upon people and upon the church and 
he would have none of it.
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Jordan’s involvement of the laity in the Society did not come about as a 
response to the Kulturkampf or from one of those rare insights into the 
future of the church so much as a realization that any organization founded 
to provide religious instruction had to include the laity. So many of them 
had, after all, the primary responsibility to provide such instruction: 
parents, masters to whom young men were apprenticed, guardians, school 
teachers, baptismal sponsors, confirmation sponsors, and a host of others. 
The formation, both spiritual and instructional which the Society could 
provide, the strength which comes from membership in a group which is 
devoted to promoting instruction, the provision of pedagogical aids and 
materials, the materials for good reading, all these would be strengths the 
Society could bring to those who became its members.

Thus Jordan’s foundation was one which was designed to help answer 
some of the crying needs of his times. He was able to see and understand 
his own times, and was able, also, to respond to those needs through the 
organizations he founded.
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DEVELOPING A SENSE OF SALVATORIAN HISTORY
by Father Peter van Meijl, SDS

This talk was presented during the International Formation Meeting of 
the Sisters of the Divine Savior held in Rome, June, 1987.

General Introduction

“Why is Salvatorian history important?” This conference tries to share 
some fundamental reflections and practical Salvatorian examples in the 
form of five main statements: History as a dynamic and developmental 
process, history as a search for truth, history as liberation from myths and 
prejudices, history as a healer and finally, history as teacher.

For practical reasons I am going to use the word “history” in a popular 
sense, namely, in three different meanings: history as the past, history as 
research of the past, and history as the description of the past. I do not want 
to go into a long discussion about the meaning and process of history and 
historical research.

The first statement: History as dynamic and developmental 
process

If I may be allowed to oversimplify a little bit, I would like to say that there 
are two different ways to view life, world and humankind: a “static” way 
and a “dynamic” way. In the so-called static world view, things “stay;” 
they are as they are, and they always have been as they have been. There 
is no evolution or change possible. The ideas of people are as they are, 
(static), and they have to be as they are, without change or correction 
by other people. Also humankind and society are as they are (static) and 
have to be as they are. In this world view and view of humankind, God is 
thought as the keeper of this existing world, of these existing ideas, and of 
this existing society and order of things. God, world, and humankind do 
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not have much to do with one another. In this concept, there is little space 
for history, because the present is a repetition of the past and the future 
will be no different from the past. The point of this kind of history is to get 
people to follow and obey this static order.

The other way of viewing life, world, and humankind is called 
“dynamic.” That means: everything grows, develops and can change. 
Attitudes and ideas of people can change; ideas can be forgotten and 
disappear in the common understanding. The world and also God is 
always “moving,” is dynamic (dunamis in Greek means power.) Life is 
like a river; it always flows, nothing is static. In this view, history has a 
very great role to play. Namely it must show how things have become 
as they are now, how the world came into being and what the stages of 
the river of human life were.

One of the results of recent philosophy is the discovery of the historical 
dimension of humankind. Each life, each person and society has, as 
essential, an historical side. Without this aspect, you could forget to say 
some essential things about humankind and about the world.

The historical perspective on reality helps us to understand our religion 
better. Christianity has, like Judaism, always been a historical religion. 
This means that God has revealed himself in a historical person, Jesus 
of Nazareth, not in an idea or principle. He has revealed himself in a 
certain historical land, Palestine, and not in space. God has revealed 
himself in a certain time, now about 2000 years ago. He revealed himself 
in events or in specific “signs and works” (in the New Testament they are 
called miracles.) Do we not profess in our creed that God is enfleshed or 
incarnated? History, simply speaking, deals with the description of these 
incarnations of flesh, space, time, place, etc.

Because God is not a static God but a moving and loving God, he continues 
to reveal himself, e.g., in the historical person, John Baptist Jordan, 
his intimate friend and witness; in a certain place, South Germany and 
Rome, and in a certain time, about 100 years ago. God leads people 
together—Mother Mary, moved by God’s spirit, left her homeland and 
town of Neuwerk to join Father Jordan here in Rome.
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As Salvatorians, we have joined this historical reality, this concrete 
“Society or Congregation,” wanted by God and directed by the Spirit, as it 
is now. We joined them, guided by the same Spirit, to help make them into 
what they must become according to the will and plan of God. This means 
that Salvatorian ideas, attitudes, convictions and values are significant as 
they were lived in the past; as they are vividly expressed in the present, 
and as they will be concretized in the future.

Past, present and future—three dimensions of one reality! They belong 
essentially together. To forget or to exclude one dimension is to close 
one window of reality, to darken our view, and to see less clearly! By 
overstressing one dimension we introduce too much light into the situation 
and the picture we have is too brightly illuminated.

Without a knowledge of the past, there is little hope for the future. 
When we have deep roots in history, we can stretch our branches and 
our leaves into the future. The future is already realizing itself in the 
present, now, today.

The real danger of the present time, and it already exists everywhere, is 
that we live and act without history, without a common memory, like 
trees cut off from the roots of the past. A tree which is cut off from its 
roots, dies in only a few days. A ship without a compass, radar, or rudder 
is absolutely lost—in danger of being engulfed by the waves. People and 
societies without knowledge of the past are absolutely “lost” and subject 
to manipulation and lies.

Sometimes it seems that people today really want to forget history in 
order to realize their own ideas. The first thing dictatorial systems or 
communist regimes do is to destroy the archives of their predecessors and 
try to forget history in many ways. In the school, for example, they do 
not educate children in a history of their own past and in the universities 
only that history is taught which the regime actually creates! This history 
is only a glorification and a justification of their politics. Why does the 
government of Argentina try to stop the judicial processes against the 
former military regime? They propose “amnesty” but they really intended 
to cover up their own tortures with this word “amnesty.”
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On the other hand, there are strong forces in society trying not to forget 
history and to know exactly what has really happened. Why does the 
process against the war criminal Klaus Barbie in France generate such 
a public interest? Because people do not want to forget the past but to 
use history to accuse and undermine the present government. Why do 
the activities in the Second World War of the former secretary general 
of the United Nations, Kurt Waldheim, evoke such strong and different 
reactions? Some say because the U. S. Jews wanted to use history as a 
means of getting vengeance on the present Bundespresident of Austria.

These examples of contemporary world history show the various ways in 
which history can be used or abused. It also shows how easily people can 
inject their own feelings, or thoughts, and passions into history. We want 
to know history as it is, without any malicious intention for punishing 
or vengeance, but for the love of the truth and not abuse the truth by 
manipulation of history. And this then leads us to our second statement: 
history as search for truth.

Second statement: History as the search for truth

The main purpose of today’s scientific and critical research of the past 
is: to find the truth of the past, in its facts, in its background and context. It 
describes things, persons, and situations as they were, not as we think they 
had happened or as we might wish them to have happened.

This is a relatively new insight in contemporary human thinking. Most 
of the things we have read about Salvatorian history are most probably 
written in the style of traditional hagiography, the pious description of 
the life of the saints. Its purpose was quite different from that of critical 
history. People wanted to present an ideal for personal imitation. The 
persons presented were already holy from childhood, they had all good 
human characteristics. The so-called “bad” or “wrong” things or the 
negative of shadow sides were not supposed to be reported, because it 
would not serve the life of a good religious. It was not so important to tell 
the exact historical truth but to paint a pious picture, worthy to imitate.

This was of presenting things sounds rather strange to us today and makes 
us smile. We got to know a person, without flesh and blood, a cardboard 
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or plaster image. Such persons never really existed and will never really 
exist!

Critical history looks at the past in its profane and its religious meaning. It 
sees in history the human and the divine aspects of a person. In the human 
dimensions of life, we also see the light of God. There are people who see only 
dust, not the sunlight. There are other people who only want to see the sunlight 
without the dust. Realistic people says: Only in the dust through which it shines 
can sunlight be seen. In the human and too human things of the everyday life 
of the founder and of our Society, we try to see the light of God. But therefore 
you need both the dust and the sunlight to get a good historical image.

A principal was to find the historical truth is to look for it as it is expressed 
in original documents which have to be studied very carefully and 
with much patience. They begin to tell us how the past really was. Over 
the past fifteen years the Salvatorians have been developing a good 
working instrument in its collection of Salvatorian documents: the 
DSS—Documenta et Studia Salvatoriana (Salvatorian Documents 
and Studies). This series only intends to give original documents in the 
original language. The biography of Fr. Timotheus Edwein, (+1986) in the 
DSS is an example of Salvatorians beginning to write a critical biography, 
although the biography is written too quickly and needs more explanations 
and clarification. The Jubileebook of 1981 on the Salvatorian past, present, 
and future, is an example in its first part of how historical research gives 
new insights into the origin of the Society and about its purpose.

These have been some of my reflections on history as the search for truth. 
Let us now deal with our third statement.

Third statement: History as liberation from myths and 
prejudices

The search for the historical truth, as it was, is a painful process. It grieves 
us because we are urged to give up a lot of our own beloved ideas, notions, 
and conceptions we have about the past. History frees us from “myths” 
and “prejudices.” Let me explain these two key words.

The dictionary describes the myth as a popular belief or tradition, usually a 
story of ostensibly historical events that embodies a world view. (Webster’s 
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Ninth Collegiate Dictionary, 1984, p. 785) Let us develop this description. 
The ancient Greeks felt the necessity to explain the origins of the world, 
of the gods and of humankind, the origin of the elements of fire and water, 
the origin of love and hate, good and evil. They did not have that historical 
sense and historical skill which we have today. So they wrote myths to give 
an explanation of the world, gods, humankind. Those myths were passed 
on from one generation to another. They helped people to understand and 
interpret their life. They were celebrated, moreover, in their liturgy. We 
see, historical truth, as understood today, did not play much of a role.

A prejudice is, according to our dictionary, a preconceived judgment 
or opinion based on insufficient facts and knowledge (idem, p. 928). 
Normally a prejudice is not conscious, is not questioned and not expressed 
clearly and directly in our language.

In every age new myths are constantly being created and prejudices always 
abound. They are like “weeds”—they always appear in the most beautiful 
parks and gardens. They have great influence in our daily life (much more 
than we guess), in our thinking and decisions. Let us give some practical 
examples.

1. A very simple example: it is a prejudice to think “Salvatorian history” 
is not important. Until about 15 years ago Salvatorian history had only 
a little impact on the life of the Society. We believed that and we did 
not do much research and much reflection on our history. We knew the 
life of the Founder and the history of the Society as it was told us in 
our novitiate by our novice masters. How much did we hear and read 
(and study?) after our novitiate about our history? That means that it 
is possible that we are now living with the notions and impressions we 
got in the novitiate, ten, fifteen, twenty, thirty years ago! “History is 
a luxury and a hobby for the old sisters and fathers who have nothing 
else to do and who are no longer able to work in the apostolate,” it was 
said. This is a very static way of thinking. The fact that you put history 
on the program of your workshop shows that this prejudice is dying. 
History is seen now as a “basic service” for the sake of the whole life 
of the Congregation.
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2. Another example: the statement, “The Founder of the Society is not 
important.” We didn’t say this so explicitly and so openly because it 
was unpious, but we lived as if the founder had no importance at all. 
We were not interested in knowing his life, his work, his spirituality, his 
message. Fortunately this mentality is changing. We want to know him 
as he was in order to be able to love and venerate him.

3. Myth: I can give you an example of a “myth” regarding Salvatorians 
which exists here in Rome. Last year a confrere was invited to say 
Mass in a religious community, in which we have said Mass for more 
than a hundred years and he spoke on the Founder of the Salvatorians. 
He came back and told me that the community had thought that 
Salvatorians were founded by a woman!

There are many other “myths” in profane and religious history—the myth 
about the so-called silence of Pope Pius XII on the Jewish question during 
the Second World War. The myths which were attributed to Padre Pio, etc.

Critical and scientific history is obliged to search for historical truth, 
which we owe the world and our Society. Moreover, we are all by nature 
oriented to pursue the truth.

Critical history not only grieves us by destroying myths and prejudices, but 
it can also bring us deep joy, e.g., the joy of seeing persons and situations 
as they were, or at least more objectively.

In the course of time, there is always some “dust” in our life, because we 
are human, historical beings, sinful; we are not like gods. The discovery of 
the original “shine” by the removal of dust brings us joy. Go to the Sistine 
Chapel and you will see what I am trying to illustrate. Until now we saw 
the dust of centuries and we said: what marvelous paintings! By removing 
the dust and the grime, we can now see the original that Michelangelo 
actually painted. And what a difference! And people say: Michelangelo 
was really a genius. We see his original colors and not the dust and grime 
of centuries. This restoration of the Sistine Chapel paintings is actually 
revising and enhancing art historians’ and art experts’ judgments of the 
genius and technique of Michelangelo.
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History is never boring. There are no boring facts and no boring ideas. 
There only can be boring historians. History is so rich with facts: the most 
noble facts of holy men and heroic women and the most distressing facts 
of human evil and darkness. History is so rich in ideas and inspiration. 
Remember your own life –maybe you have no interest in mathematics; 
maybe because you had a boring teacher of mathematics in school time. 
Did we enjoy the Salvatorians, because we had such boring teachers of 
religion? Because we met such unsympathetic priests, chaplains or sisters? 
Because we celebrate such abstract liturgy? No, on the contrary! If we 
think that it’s boring, we may need to search for explanations of this 
attitude. And then we need to ask ourselves, what are our other attitudes 
toward Salvatorian history!

Fourth statement: History as a healer

Each person and each institution wants to know where they come 
from and where they go. Life was compared above with a river; it has 
an origin (the source) and a destination (the sea). And we ask: where 
does the river come from and where does it go? The Vatican Council II 
urged us to go back to the sources of Christian life and to the original 
inspiration of the institution (Perfectae caritatis, 2). As a Society and a 
Congregation we ask: where d we come from and where are we going? 
What have been the different stages of our life? To explain the idea that 
history can serve as a healing process, let us compare the Society with 
an elderly mother. Let her speak.

Let her tell about her father and mother, about the love by which she 
was conceived. She will tell us how the reactions of the Vatican circles in 
those days were. “That child is too big,” it is said. But they did not guess 
that it was conceived with so much love and with so much prayer. The 
elderly mother tells us about her childhood, the child diseases, her youth. 
And we understand her better and better. She goes on: the difficulties she 
had to face—difficulties of all kind, of poverty, distrust, accusation. The 
father had to suffer a lot, especially misunderstanding. He had to defend 
and protect the child. But always he trusted in Divine Providence who 
brought his child into the world. Divine Providence, so said the father, 
needed this child to show the world something of Him. The elderly mother 
tells us that as a child she was beautiful, attractive. A lot of young people 
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came to Rome to see her. The people admired and loved her. Bishops over 
the whole world recommended her for recognition by the pope as a new 
family in the house of the Church.

This child was joined by another baby, a girl. They were to be educated in 
the same spirit and task of the father.

Our elderly mother could speak to us for hours and hours. We listen and 
we understand, we admire and we begin to love our elderly mother, 
because she told so much about herself and her life. Our mother is happy, 
because her children listen to her, understand her a little bit better, and 
love her now even more than they did before. And the children are 
proud of their mother, because they have begun to see her now as she 
really was and is.

History has nothing to hide; it wants to speak and to tell its own story; it 
heals us in the telling. We have nothing to hide, so let us continue to tell 
the story and in the telling to heal!

Fifth and last statement: History as a teacher

As we have heard today, history can tell us a lot about life. It really is a 
teacher of life. It shows us how reality was, how people faced the struggle 
of their times. It offers us a lot of insights and lessons. Let us learn from it.

History also helps us to put our own situation into a proper perspective. 
Let us not exaggerate the actual problems we have, for instance, vocation 
problems, crisis of identity, internationality, cultural differences, etc. Let 
us not be discouraged. See allocution of Fr. Jordan, 30. 3. 1894, in DSS 
XV, 745). Let us look how other generations solved similar problems, not 
in order to copy their solutions but to see if there is a light in their response 
for our spirit today. Let us not exalt the so-called “good old times.” They 
never existed and never will exist.

History shows that each time has an enormous potential for power, 
inspiration, and possibilities.
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Finally, history makes us humble, creative and communitarian. 
Humility, creativity and community: are they not key words of our time, 
both of pastoral work and spirituality? 

When we observe and live out the historical process, we discover that it 
is developmental, it is oriented to a search for the truth, it frees us from 
myths and prejudices, heals us and teaches us. Let us not frustrate this 
process but as Salvatorians to encourage it in our midst!

FATHER FRANCIS JORDAN
(1848-1918)

Missionary/Apostle/Man of God...
impelled by a universal, apostolic vision

TO MAKE GOD KNOWN AND LOVED
by all people, everywhere,

by all means which love for Christ
could inspire.

A pragmatic man with vision…
an apostolic, gospel-loving man,

reflective and insistently prayerful,
…a PENTECOST man…

convinced of his mission, persuasive,
urgent and self-disciplined…

compassionate and approachable,
affable and paternal…

trusting deeply in divine providence,
devoted son of Mary

Queen of the Apostles,
Mother of the Savior

…with a vision for his age
…and ours!

FOUNDER!                                                     SALVATORIAN!
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SOME REFLECTIONS ON
FR. FRANCIS MARY OF THE CROSS JORDAN

by Father Thomas Novak, SDS

There are many faces to the person we call our founder. There was 
the early, impelled (almost driven and impulsive) Jordan, the energetic, 
driving and innovative Jordan; then there was the middle-aged Jordan, 
accommodating himself to the pressures from within and outside the 
Society; and finally the retiring, monastic, exhausted and contemplatively 
oriented Jordan. It was in this period when his health began to fail more 
visibly that he even considered founding a new, more contemplative, 
more Marian order, more in line with his original intentions. And now we 
have several streams of interpretation of his life—that of Fr. Pancratius 
Pfeiffer, Fr. Alfred Schneble, and Fr. Timotheus Edwein. Each one of 
these brings a special perspective that is yet to be articulated, researched 
and clarified. So the question remains and probably always will remain: 
Who is the real Jordan?

Most founding traditions, like all of life, have a kind of dualism: 
Jahwist/Elohist/Priestly/Deuteronomic, active/contemplative, existential/
essential, incarnational/trinitarian, process/structural, etc. You can 
find personifications of these antinomies in the Franciscan and Jesuit 
foundational histories, for example, in the lives of the significant people 
who surround the founders.

In this same context we have personalities like Fr. Bonaventure 
Luethen and Fr. Pancratius Pfeiffer. We know little about Luethen, e.g.: 
who was he in relation to Jordan and in relationship to the history of 
the Society? Comparatively little has been written (see DSS III and 
the “jubilee book” or “greenbook”—Die Salvatorianer in Geschicte 
und Gegenwart) and little is known about him and about his impact 
on Jordan and the Society by the average Salvatorian. (About eight 
thousand of his letters have been collected in the archives awaiting 
eventual publication. Luethen as Jordan’s secretary wrote about eight 
times more letters than Jordan.) Maybe even less has been written 
about Fr. Pancratius, though there are many alive now who can give 
their personal remembrances of him.
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I have summarized my understanding and perceptions of the founder in 
the attached illustration, which I had originally prepared as a remembrance 
card for my silver jubilee of ordination. I ran it by several people whose 
opinions I respect and have adjusted or changed it a little. I was encouraged 
to publish the statement as well as these observations as an example of a 
personal reflection on the living tradition of the founder. I would like to 
use that summary as the basic outline on which to hang my thoughts about 
the Fr. Jordan whom I came to know and to love over the years. I would 
like to stress that this is more of a personal than a researched and historical 
view of Jordan, although I did ask a Society historian in Europe to read 
my summary of Jordan’s charism and accompanying comments and he 
corrected them here and there.

Why be concerned about the founder? The Church, our Constitution, and 
our history urge it! As a concrete, practical example of the Church’s attitude 
toward founders, please note that Perfectae Caritatis of Vatican Council II 
directed religious communities to go back and look at their roots and their 
founders, as well as at the signs of the times. In our Constitution you will 
find references to our founder, Fr. Francis Mary of the Cross Jordan, for 
the first time! He was never mentioned explicitly in any earlier version. 
He is mentioned in our new revised Constitution, specifically and directly 
nine times (101, 103, 105, 108, 203, 313, 505, 716, and 801) and indirectly 
three more times (104, 201, 202). After these introductory remarks, then, I 
begin with my commentary.

Missionary: I used this term to describe the strong drive of Jordan toward 
evangelizing and mission activity. He was part of the great evangelistic 
movement that swept the whole western world in the second half of the 
nineteenth century (see Jude Weisenbeck, “The All-important context 
within which,” Exchange of Thoughts, number 1, May 1986). Jordan used 
this word to title his first magazine. It summarizes his great preoccupation 
with the Scripture mandate: “Go, therefore, and make disciples of all the 
nations” (Mt 28:19) and “This is eternal life, that all may know the one 
true God and him whom he has sent – Jesus Christ.” (Jn 17:3).

This missionary impulse is also reflected in his Spiritual Diary, e.g., “As 
long as there is one person one earth who does not know God and does 
not love him above all things, you dare not allow yourselves a moment’s 
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rest…” (p. 153). The globe, ever-present on his desk, testified to his 
personal sense of mission and his urgent message to his followers.

Apostle: I used this word to reinforce and support the word Missionary. 
The quotes immediately above also underline his apostolic drive and 
thrust.

Man of God: I picked up this word from conversations with Fr. Timotheus 
Edwein who used this phrase to describe how many people, even Jordan’s 
own contemporaries, saw and spoke of him.

Impelled by a universal, apostolic vision TO MAKE GOD KNOWN 
AND LOVED: This is the leitmotif of Jordan’s life, as reflected in Jn 
17:3, and in the above quotation from the Spiritual Diary (p. 153ff). 
Universality is referred to over thirty times in the new SDS Constitution, 
The “impelled” quality of his life is reflected in his style of speaking as it 
comes down to us in his Exhortations and Admonitions (passim, esp. pp. 
37-42)—rapid, staccato, and repetitive, more exhortatory and homiletic, 
more persuasive and driving and emotive than rational and intellectual. 
(See Spiritual Diary, passim).

Jordan’s letters also seem to be quite terse and to the point, like a man 
hurried and urgent , with business on his mind, with things to get done, 
with little time to waste. This hard-driving quality balanced by the retiring 
and introverted streak must have been the source of much pain for Jordan. 
(Was this played out in his ill health and in his ambivalence about the 
community that he founded in his later years? That he wanted to start a 
more contemplative group?) The shadow side of a pragmatic orientation, 
hard-driving, convinced, urgent and insistent person, moreover, is a kind 
of obstinacy, tenacity and short-temperedness, which were also supposed 
to be characteristic of Jordan.

By all people, everywhere, by all means which love for Christ could 
inspire: These phrases are all from the Constitution and from Jordan 
expressing his universalism and apostolic thrust. Thus, for example, 
Jordan in 1899 was still interested in lay collaborators (see Letter 455: 
“I still hope to make all incorporated members sharers in the Society 
and to send them a diploma relating to it…PS Perhaps later on one can 
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aggregate a sort of third order (Tertiaren) to the Society.” See articles 
101, 103, 104, 201, 202, 203, and 205 in the Constitution as regards 
this notion of universalism. There are, moreover, over thirty references 
to universal attitudes in the Constitution and eight references in the 
introductory texts before each chapter or section, in addition to five 
references in the Preface —use of such phrases as “all, all people, every, 
all ways and means, etc.”

A pragmatic man with vision: By these words I do not mean to say that 
Jordan was handy with his hands, although a master painter and one who 
tinkered with printing presses must have had some practical skills. I mean 
to say with these words, however, that Jordan’s orientation was not to sit 
and dream and speculate and theologize like an academic might (such as 
one might expect from such a linguistic genius as Jordan, who knew fifty-
five languages well and ten others in basic form; some, however, have 
regarded Jordan as a dreamer, a visionary, impractical in his apostolic 
drive.) No, Jordan had a pragmatic orientation. For example, read letter 
574: “Watch everything round you to see if it is good…”

Jordan had alertness to his surroundings and also encouraged his members 
to have such an awareness. Or again he writes in another letter: “Take pains 
to know English well and soon. In America English is indispensable.” 
Jordan encouraged his members to be practical and adapt themselves to 
their circumstances, for the sake of the Gospel. Another example: he sent 
his first priests to the missions. He was forever starting new foundations 
(sometimes, oftentimes, impractically, with too little money and too 
few persons, thus fueling the accusations about his impracticality, but it 
was action, the apostolate, the work that was important. One must trust 
something to providence!

Note also the tradition of the Society to have the fourth knot on the 
cincture to symbolize the apostolate, thus testifying to his orientation to 
action. He also urged members to “pray, suffer, and work” (letters 379 and 
638), but they should on the other hand avoid too much supply work as 
that could be damaging to the spirit of the members. Jordan’s pragmatism, 
however, must not be understood as anti-intellectualism, as he encouraged 
continuing education of the members: “Also (the priests) should have 
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scholarly conference, namely, on moral, etc. This is of great use.” (Beloved 
Sons).

An apostolic, gospel-loving man: see my comments above under 
Missionary, and following sections. Note also the impact of the symbols 
of the fourth knot and the globe. I use the phrase about Jordan as a gospel-
loving man to refer to his tendency to be motivated by Scripture, which 
to me means that he was quite familiar with it, prayed on it and loved 
it. There are numerous references in his Spiritual Diary, which indicated 
how it animated and motivated him.

Reflective and insistently prayerful: Jordan frequently counseled prayer 
and often prayed himself and encouraged himself to prayer. (See the 
Spiritual Diary, esp. 25 on p. 17, 89 on p. 48-9, 103 on p. 223, 65 on p. 
199, etc. The whole diary is like a collage of his prayers!) I heard once 
here in Rome that if he could not be found in the house, one could surely 
find him praying in the Blessed Sacrament Chapel in St. Peter’s Basilica. 
Thus the strong apostolic and pragmatic side of Jordan was balanced by 
the deeply reflective, prayerful and studious streak. He must have loved 
prayer, reflection, and study, especially languages—he was so good at 
them! Such study takes concentration, drive, and personal self-discipline. 
It also shows the contemplative bent that was to surface in the last decade 
of his life.

A Pentecost man: Jordan was a man of the Spirit as can be seen in his 
commentary in the Exhortations and Admonitions (pp. 37-42) on the “Veni 
Sancte Spiritus.” Pentecost originally was the principal feast of the Society, 
which also underscores the apostolic nature of Jordan. His selection of 
Mary Queen of Apostles as a principal patron along with the apostles also 
emphasizes the Pentecost orientation of Jordan.

convinced of his mission: even the visitator remarked on the conviction 
of Jordan.

persuasive, urgent: see the remarks above in the sections on his missionary 
drive, his speaking style, apostolic thrust, etc.

self-disciplined: anyone who knew so many languages had to be self-
disciplined. He was so self-disciplined as a youth and as a student that he 
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was sensitive about this in later years with the scholastics. I think he saw 
the harm that his excessive self-discipline created in his own life, although 
some of the hardship and privation he suffered was due to the poverty into 
which he was born. (“It is your duty to care for your health”—25 on p. 
173, or 49 on p. 190.)

His letters, on the other hands, reveal a strong concern with strict discipline 
and obedience in community life. There re regular references to religious 
discipline and observance in his letters. Moreover I think Jordan had a deep 
sense of melancholy and long-suffering or “longanimitas.” (See letter 195). 
He also had a deep sense of suffering and the cross. How else can one 
explain his very name: Francis Mary of the Cross, and his deep devotion to 
the Mater Dolorosa (Perdolente or Addolorata)—a statue in his room and 
one in the chapel! Also look how well he bore up with the apostolic visitator 
looking over his shoulder all the time (1894-1913), second guessing him 
and questioning his moves. The “ad lucem per crucem” also surfaces in his 
Exhortations and Admonitions as well as in his saying, “The works of God 
prosper only in the shadow of the cross!” (Spiritual Diary, 163 on p. 107). 
Suffering of this kind certainly took self-discipline.

compassionate: compassion is what happens to the heart when ground 
slowly and fine in suffering—I call it the “hamburger heart.” One who 
grows through his sufferings cannot help but be compassionate and reflect 
the “goodness and kindness of God our Savior.” Maybe this is the source 
of the ordinary, human, kind, comfortable, and gentle air that Salvatorians 
have about them. The people to whom we minister seem genuinely to like 
us and to enjoy our company. A facilitator as a USA provincial chapter once 
characterized us as displaying a lot of “bruderschaft and gemuetlichkeit.” 

approachable and affable: by these words I do not mean a “hail fellow-
well met” kind of extrovert, because I think Jordan was a gentle introvert 
who people found it easy to talk to, a soft and pleasant person. I also see in 
Jordan a strong, peasant quality of ordinariness and affability—the South 
German “gemuetlichkeit.” I like to label this ordinary human mien as the 
“sparrow syndrome.” We are to be like sparrows, Jordan urged, found 
everywhere and unassuming, busy little creatures, like the ants and bees. 
(See Exhortations and Admonitions, p. 136).
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and paternal: I use this term of the founder, because of the form of 
address he commonly used in his letters—“My dear sons”—as well as 
his typical concluding signature—“Your father in Christ.” (See Fr. Jerome 
Schommer’s Beloved Sons, passim). Note also in the diary where he says, 
“Oh, be a true father to all your spiritual children!”—36 on p. 181; also 
see 166 on p. 109). I wonder how he addressed Mother Frances Streitel or 
Blessed Mary of the Apostles?

trusting deeply in divine providence: this is part of the “given wisdom” 
in the community on Fr. Jordan—like everyone knows it from the stories 
about the miraculous and sudden donations to cover a foundation or a trip. 
In the life of Jordan also, foolishness and weakness seem more important 
than wisdom or power. This seems to me to be the mark of a poor man, 
like St. Francis, whom he emulated in his poverty. See the titles of his 
biographies: God’s Foolish General, by Gabriel Stapleton, and Lest Any 
Flesh Should Pride Itself, by Bernward Mesiterjahn.

devoted son of Mary, Queen of the Apostles, Mother of the Savior: 
Until this year I had never been so conscious of the strong Marian devotion 
that entered into the everyday life and the Society vision of Jordan. These 
two titles of Queen of the Apostles and Mother of the Savior are tied into 
the apostolic vision Jordan had for us as a community. Mary was our 
apostolic model as Queen of Apostles. (See the texts of the new Mass for 
Mary Queen of the Apostles.) The feast and office of the Mother of the 
Savior also brings out the apostolic vision of Jordan. The personal Marian 
devotion of Jordan is reflected in his Immaculate Conception statue that 
sat on his desk and received into its praying hands the petitions of Jordan 
for the Society; the statue of the Sorrowful Mother was always with him in 
his room and in the chapel. It was after her that the first Society of Sisters 
was named.

with a vision for his age…and ours! Basically “TO MAKE GOD 
KNOWN AND LOVED by all people, everywhere, by all means which 
love for Christ could inspire.”
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Number Five

December 1987

All the articles in this issue were written at various times by Father 
Romuald Dibble, S.D.S., Editor of Exchange of Thoughts in his work 
as Coordinator of Spirituality and as a member of the International Task 
Force on Charism, Mission, and Identity. He thanks all the members of the 
Province whose interest and encouragement led to the production of these 
articles, and to Father Bruce Clanton, S.D.S., for his work in developing 
some of the exercises in the Discovery of Charism. It is hoped that reflection 
on these articles may support us in fulfilling the Founder’s desire that all 
who follow him would “announce to all people all the words of eternal 
life; announce the heavenly doctrine...announce entirely the plan of God.”

INTRODUCTION TO THIS ISSUE
The lead article “GO…ANNOUNCE!” asks us to consider the position 
that for us in the present times, “announcing” rather than “teaching” gives 
more insight into our charism and better describes its quality. It would 
suggest that we shift our imagery and emphasis from the Teaching Savior 
to the Announcing Savior.

The next article considers the founder’s presentation of Salvatorian 
journeying, and is taken from the opening pages of his Diary. It recalls the 
journey of Jesus to our minds as he began his ascent “with determination” 
to Jerusalem to fulfill his ministry of our redemption. All the events of 
that journey, the miracles, the teaching and preaching, the home visits and 
banquets, the parables, the intimate gatherings and the public gatherings, 
the moments of private and communal prayer; all help us to understand the 
nature of our own journey in charism.

We enter upon the Journey of Charism with a consideration of gentleness. 
William Barclay, in Letter to the Galatians, pp. 50-51 writes: “Gentleness 
has three main meanings…being submissive to the will of God…being 
teachable…being considerate…It is the virtue which makes a man so 
master of himself that he is fit to be the servant of others.” Gentleness is 
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a gift of the Spirit given to us to attain our goal in the journey of charism. 
By the Spirit we are guided on this journey clothed with the garments of 
Jesus, the garment of gentleness. “To walk in the life of the spirit, to let 
Christ’s glory reflect through us to others, we must heed the biblical call 
to gentleness. Gentleness cannot be easily separated from the totality of 
spiritual living. (The Spirituality of Gentleness, p. 2,7)” For the founder, 
gentleness was so much at the heart of our apostolic calling to “GO…
ANNOUNCE!” that we should rather die than not be gentle. Our ministry 
could not be effective as Christian ministry unless, clothed in the garment 
of the gentle Jesus, we manifested his divine presence through our own 
gentleness.

The article on the windows of charism is a reflective article. Icons offer 
us brief visions of eternity and we would reflect upon the heavenly goals 
of our journey in charism seeing the faithful service by which we witness 
the divine presence of the Savior in today’s world. For Salvatorians gather 
together not to meet the needs of the past or of the future, but of the now 
needs of the world to whom we announce Jesus, Savior of the world.

This issue concludes with an insert on personal and communal discovery 
of our charism. Discovery is always an exciting experience. This insert can 
enable us to share more deeply in the way, the truth, and the life to which 
we have been called in our apostolic ministries, and thus prepare us to be 
the servants of those we meet in our journey, rejoicing in the presence of 
the Savior.
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Beloved,
makes disciples of all nations
instruct especially the children;
that they may know the true God
and the one he sent, Jesus Christ.
I charge you before
God and Jesus Christ, who
will come to judge the living and the
dead, in the name of his coming
and of his kingdom;
Proclaim the word of God;
be urgent in season and out of season.
Take up, threaten, exhort,
always patiently and carefully
teaching the doctrine.
Go, announce to the people all the
words of eternal life;
Announce, write to everyone, ceaselessly,
the heavenly doctrine!
Blessed, the will of God is that
all know the eternal truths.
I bid you, not to neglect anything,
but, on the contrary, to announce
entirely the plan of God, so
you can say with St. Paul: I
am pure of the blood of all.
Do not cease, night and day,
even in tears, to counsel
everyone. Do not neglect all
that can be useful; on the
contrary, preach; teach to all, 
publicly and privately the
doctrine of God. 

     (Rule “On the Apostolate” 1884)
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GO…ANNOUNCE!
by Father Romuald Dibble, SDS

Contemporary research has occasioned considerable rethinking of positions 
we formerly held as postulates regarding the founder and the history of the 
Society. Fr. Jude’s article, the lead article in our first issue of EXCHANGE 
OF THOUGHTS in May, 1985, led us to consider the founder not as a 
man well ahead of his times, but as a man entirely of his own times, doing 
what others of his era were doing to spread the Word of life. And the 
letter of Father Angelus in the same issue suggested a different view of the 
missionary purpose of the Society. The ongoing discussions and research 
into the development of the Society from the time of the founder through 
the so-called Pancratian Society, and all such continuing studies help us 
attain sharper insights into our charism.

In this present study we will consider whether the purpose of the Society, 
from its beginning and throughout its historical development, might best 
be expressed by the phrase “Go…announce!” rather than “to teach” or “to 
preach,” and that the Society might better be described as the Society that 
announces the Savior rather than the teaching Society.

Every religious society has an emphasis on some aspect of the person of 
Jesus whose mission and ministry each has been called by the church to 
fulfill. Thus we see different religious societies emphasizing the diverse 
ministries of Jesus:

Benedictines: Jesus in his ministry of praying
Camaldolese: Jesus in his ministry of solitude
Camilians: Jesus in his ministry of healing
Dominicans: Jesus in his ministry of preaching
Jesuits: Jesus in his ministry of teaching
Passionists: Jesus in his ministry of suffering
Redemptorists: Jesus in his ministry of redeeming
Vincentians: Jesus in his ministry of feeding
Salvatorians: Jesus in his ministry of announcing
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The significance of the expression “to announce” is described in the work 
of the Committee on Chapters I and II of the revised Constitutions proposed 
by the General Chapter XIII held in Steinfeld, Germany, in 1981:

In our judgment, the verb “to announce” serves as an expression 
which includes most of all the other expressions used by Fr. Jordan to 
describe his intentions such as “propagare, corrobarare, and defendere 
(fidem).” In our opinion, “Our Salvatorian Call and Mission” appears 
throughout the text as a mosaic made up of many parts, all of which 
contribute to make up the basic aim: to announce that Jesus is the 
Savior. All other expressions are further dimensions of this central 
theme, for it is in the announcing that we seek to make him known and 
through which we seek to propagate, strengthen and defend the faith.

Father Peter van Meijl, SDS, in his unpublished work, “Notre fundateur, 
un prophete,” translated by Fr. Gerald Sirois, SDS, referring to the 
committee statement says: “The meaning of the word ‘docere’ (to teach) 
has evolved in the course of our history. ‘Docere (to teach) has become 
‘docere’ (to announce)—to announce that Jesus  is the Savior.” (pp. 83-4)  
Peter van Meijl further observes that the founder used expressions relating 
to the apostolic preaching – to teach, to preach, to instruct – all of which 
in the Steinfeld Constitutions of 1981 (article 101) go back to the verb “to 
announce.” (op. cit, p. 100) 

Father Jordan often refers to his prophetic calling as a calling to 
ANNOUNCE. “Act, speak and behave as if you were an angel sent by God 
who never speaks to people except of his mission received from God. What 
worth do earthly things have? I am the angel from on high, who sent me to 
announce all the works of eternal life.” (van Meijl, op cit, p. 105)  Jordan’s 
first missionaries, leaving for Assam, India, are described by the founder: 
“They are leaving to announce Christ crucified.” (van Meijl, p. 119)

“To announce becomes the starting point of all Salvatorian activity.” Fr. 
Pancratius wrote that the basic tenor of our activity is religious enlightenment, 
religious instruction;  announcing and teaching of the Catholic doctrine of 
faith and morals is one of our principal tasks, nay, is the starting point of all 
our activity. (Fr. Donald Skwor, Lebanon Revisited, pp. 20-21)
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This was also the starting point of the apostles in their activities as it was 
of the activities of Jesus. In Matthew 13:24-43, Jesus says: “I will open my 
mouth in parables. I will announce what has lain hidden since the creation 
of the world.” And in Luke 4:43, he states: “To other towns I must go to 
announce the good news of the reign of God because that is why I was sent.”

This same instruction was given to the apostles by the liberating angel in 
Acts 5:20-21. “During the night the angel opened the doors of the prison, 
helped the apostles to leave and told them: ‘Go, stay in the temple and 
announce there to all the people all the words of life’” (quoted in van 
Meijl, p. 99)  Of this passage Peter van Meijl says: “Go!…this command 
to go…always remains on the alert in the church of our Lord. Apostles 
must always go away. The call of Christ, the command of the angel 
addressing us also: go and announce! Go, do not stay home; do not stay in 
between the walls of the convent. Speak then with courage, with complete 
assurance and without obstacles as a result of your calling.”

The calling of the apostles is the call to announce. St. Paul in his address 
to the Miletus presbyters states this clearly as the apostolic calling. “For I 
have never shrunk from announcing to you God’s design in its entirety.” 
(Acts 20:27), And to the Colossians he says, “You must hold fast to faith, 
be firmly grounded and steadfast in it, unshaken in the hope promised you 
by the gospel you have heard. It is the gospel which has been announced 
to you and to every creature under heaven, and I, Paul, am its servant..” 
(Col 1:23)

Our Constitutions have constantly proclaimed our apostolic purpose to be 
to announce; this is the starting point of our ministry and its fulfillment. We 
announce that Jesus is the Savior of the world; we announce the heavenly 
doctrine, the doctrine of God, the whole of God’s purpose.

The prophets before Jesus exercised their prophetic office in fragments. 
With Jesus came the end of prophecy in fragments. Before him, one prophet 
spoke of God’s love, another of his kindness, another of his holiness, his 
forgiving love, or social justice. But Jesus announced the fullness of the 
revelation – not fragments, for he was the very fullness of the revelation 
of the Father’s love. Never again in the prophetic tradition would there be 
another to announce a fuller message. Jesus in the ultimate Announcer,  the 
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ultimate teacher of the truth. He himself is that truth, the truth that makes 
us free. And thus we have the paradigm of our purpose and charism:

WHO:  Francis Jordan and all his followers
WHAT:  Jesus, Savior of the world
WHEN: at all times
WHERE: and in all places
WHY: that all might know salvation
HOW: through all possible means at our disposal

Here then is where we presently stand in our Constitutional description of 
our purpose and charism:

Dearly beloved…announce and write the heavenly doctrine to 
all without respite…I beseech you not to falter from announcing 
the whole of God’s purpose…Overlook no useful opportunity to 
announce and teach the doctrine of God to all… (Regula, 1884, as 
Preface to revised Constitutions of 1984)

Father Francis of the Cross Jordan founded the Society…to announce 
the great truth: “this is eternal life, that all may know the one true God 
and Jesus Christ whom he has sent.” (Rule, 1969, I, par. 1)

The Society of the Divine Savior, whose generalate is in Rome, has 
for its apostolic purpose TO ANNOUNCE to all people that Jesus is 
Savior. (Decree of Sacred Congregations for Religious and Secular 
Institutes, Dec 8, 1983)

Inspired by the Holy Spirit and out of concern for the salvation of all 
Father Francis Mary of the Cross Jordan founded the Society of the 
Divine Savior and gave it the apostolic purpose to announce to all 
people that Jesus is the Savior. (Constitutions of 1984, Article 101)

To announce summates not only the purpose of the Society, but its charism 
and that of the founder. It establishes the tradition between the prophetic 
lines throughout the Old and New Testaments and embraces the founder’s 
love for John the Baptist, a love and reverence that is strongly associated 
with the founder’s charism. John was the announced, the beacon that 
drew people to the knowledge of Jesus. He announced the nearness of the 
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kingdom; he announced Jesus as the one whose sandal he was unworthy to 
loose. The prophetic tradition was to announce the Messiah. The prophetic 
tradition of Salvatorians and their apostolic calling is to announce that the 
Messiah has come, and to announce to the whole world Jesus, Savior of 
the world. We are a prophetic and an apostolic society bearing societal 
witness to the presence of Jesus and the holiness of God.

The Founder had a penchant for images that reflected the calling to 
announce; to announce Jesus, to announce the Word, to announce the 
kingdom, to announce salvation. Chief among those images were John the 
Baptist. The Holy Spirit, the Blessed Virgin Mary, the holy apostles, and 
the follower of Jesus, all of whom responded to the call to announce the 
Christ in the special role of leading into the deeper understanding of the 
mystery of Jesus through personal witness and poverty.

John the Baptist was a focal figure in the founder’s life and devotion. 
Burning and shining described John, and Fr. Jordan emphasized this, 
trusting that all his followers would be as John, burning and shining, for 
only in that light, that lamp burning and shining could the announcement 
be made and received and understood.

Father Jordan’s devotion to the Holy Spirit centered about his function of 
announcing. The acquisition of the Holy Spirit is the aim of the Christian 
life; through the acquisition of the Holy Spirit one is enlightened to 
announce, enflamed to announce, and strengthened to announce Jesus 
through preaching and through teaching. The purpose of the first is the 
salvation of the hearer, his conversion, while the purpose of the second 
is to enlighten the mind through the faith one has in Jesus who has been 
announced. Both are the activities of the Holy Spirit who enlightens the 
mind (teaching), enflames the heart (conversion), and strengthens the will 
(living in Christ).

The Virgin Mary is the example par excellence of the charism “to 
announce,” for not only was there announced to her the coming and 
presence of the Savior, but in her immediate response to the call, “Go…
Announce!” Mary announced to Elizabeth through her faithful service and 
her presence to Elizabeth’s needs, the presence of the Word, and the joy 
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Elizabeth experienced in that announcing. The presence of the Lord is the 
cause of our joy! To announce is always the cause of joy.

The holy apostles had the special charism of announcing. The apostolic 
calling, as we have seen, is to “Go…Announce!” It is the starting point 
of apostolic activity, and therefore of our own purpose and charism. The 
founder established the apostles as our special patrons, calling upon all 
who would follow him to follow them and become truly apostolic men, to 
be persons who announced the presence of the Savior.

Finally, he announced Jesus,  who is most like Jesus, who by his own 
faith and commitment to the Savior lives the life of Christ dwelling within 
him. The founder especially saw this likeness evident most effectively and 
faithfully in the master of poverty. Not only was the endurance of the 
Society in its apostolic activity dependent upon it, but the charism of the 
Society as well. To announce cannot be effectively exercised unless those 
to whom announcement is made can receive witness to the poverty of the 
Savior through the visible evidence of detachment.

Our personal experience of Christ, our study of his ministry and our sharing 
in it, all culminate in our calling: “GO…ANNOUNCE!” The exclamation 
mark is an integral part of the word that expresses our purpose and our 
charism, for it announces the power, the excitement, the determination and 
the enthusiasm, the sense of adventure we experience in the exercise of 
our Salvatorian witness to Jesus in his ministry of announcing.
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Shout!
without ceasing!

Lift up your voice like a trumpet blast!

This quotation from the prophet Isaiah, 58:1, led to the following 
proclamation that reflects to many the excitement and sense of adventure 

associated with the Society. It is indeed a “Call to Action!”

THAT ALL MAY KNOW THE SAVIOR
by Father Romuald Dibble, SDS 

Shout mightily like a trumpet through all the regions of the earth, that 
every creature may hear! Fly as an eagle and as an angel and with a 
great voice call all the living to the holy battle to fight for the supreme 
commander with the army and sublime array drawn up in battle. 
Rouse and summon the sleepers! Spur the inactive! Shout, shout as 
the angels who, with the trumpet, convoke the living and the dead to 
eternal judgment! Fear not, for I, the almighty Lord, am with you and 
I will be your powerful helper. (Spiritual Diary, p. 129)

INTRODUCTION TO THE DIARY
Father Francis Mary of the Cross Jordan has set a simple declaration of 
obedience and accord at the head of his diary. In capite libri scriptum est. 
It reflects so much the spirit of the founder, the spirit of obedience, and 
the spirit of accord. “I approve what the holy church approves and reject 
whatever the church rejects.” It is the spirit of gospel obedience. It is a 
statement for the Society, made in 1901, as existing to help the church 
attain its purpose of announcing the Lord Jesus Christ and his message to 
the whole world. A portion of the charism of every founder of a religious 
order is obedience to the church; not only the obedience to church 
authorities, but obedience (honest service) to those we serve: Catholics, 
fellow Christians, and non-Christians! The obedience of service, the 
obedience of pietas fidei, the obedience of authority.

Father Francis’ first entry into his diary is the “fundamental disposition” 
that directs his life and work, O.A.M.D.G.E.A.S.A. All for the greater 
glory of God and for the salvation of souls. This was his disposition in 
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the founding of the Society once he was morally certain God was calling 
him to such action. This was the fundamental disposition that oriented his 
spiritual growth and development. This was the guiding light that led him 
through all manner of suffering and darkness into the fulfillment of his life 
and ministry.

All Christian ministry begins with a call to conversion. It is the call of 
Jesus entering upon his public ministry. It is the call of his patron, John the 
Baptist, that burning and shining light! Repent and believe the good news. 
Father Francis’ life begins with such an announcement, an invitation to the 
whole world to cease rejecting its Savior.

After his declaration of obedience and accord, the statement of his 
fundamental disposition, and the call to conversion, the entries of July and 
November form a very interesting paradigm of journey, one that demands 
our attention and meditative consideration.

There are many famous journeys in the history of mankind: the migration 
of nations, the exodus, the journey of Jesus up to Jerusalem to begin 
his passion, the annual journey of the emperor of Japan from Kyoto to 
Tokyo. And then there is also the journey of Father Francis to the Holy 
Land and its culmination on Mt. Lebanon with the vision of the founder 
of establishing a society to bring religious instruction to overcome the 
damaging effect of religious ignorance. And then there is the all-important 
journey of each one of us, with its own vision of  the use of our personal 
charisms as members of the society that rose out of Father Francis’ vision.

Our journey is a part of our own story, and we must own our personal story 
and share it with other members. For all our journeys intertwine; they are 
part of the Jesus journey; part of the founder’s journey. The story of Jesus is 
not ended until the story of the last pilgrim has been completed. The story of 
Francis Jordan is not completed until the story of the last Salvatorian has been 
experienced. Indeed, heaven has been pictured as the place where all gather 
around a table to share their stories, and in the midst of friendly sharing, Jesus, 
the greatest pilgrim of them all, enters, is seated, and listens joyfully.

Examine the journey passage and you will see all the elements of a journey, 
all its vicissitudes, its hopes and dreams, the attainment and rejoicing in 
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its completion. As we follow the account which we have here edited, these 
elements become evident:

1. One begins a journey with his eyes set upon his destination.
2. He must remain steadfast in reaching his destination,
3. He must be aware of his limitations in accomplishing his journey 

and provide against his weaknesses.
4. He must keep his courage up. Should he stumble and fall, he must 

walk on without flinching.
5. The habitual intention of completing his journey is a constant source 

of encouragement.
6. He will experience hardships on his journey when his companion 

withdraws and leaves the pilgrim on his own.
7. He will meet many companions on the way; he will travel at times 

alone, at times in the company of many whom he meets. Companions, 
those with whom he will share bread, will support him.

8. He will experience weariness and loneliness and languish for his 
homeland.

9. He will experience at times the lost sense of direction, yet a star will 
glimmer over him even in the haze of night.

10. He will grow hungry and will be sustained by a new Manna, the 
bread of life.

11. He will long for final rest from the journey, wondering when the body 
of death will be turned into a body of life that will be at rest in God.

12. Finally, the pilgrim will be aware of the great things the guide, the 
Lord, has been doing for the pilgrim on his journey, and then great 
rejoicing will celebrate the end of the journey.

And now, the journey:
Why, O man, are you seeking your homeland in a foreign country?
Why are you trying to please those among whom you will not stay?
Set your eyes above, where lasting friends continually point out to you 
the heavenly homeland.
Seek to please him with whom you may remain eternally.
The world shall never give you rest, O man. It thereby testifies to you 
that it is not your homeland!
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Tear your heart away from the world and enjoy the foretaste of your 
homeland.

Do not weep if the children of this world persecute you; weep rather 
over this, that they do not know the Lord.

Son, come and walk with me; taste the sweetness of my ways. O my 
son, where do you want to go? What do you seek? I alone can give 
you true rest…..

Never forget what holy, pure, and lily-white messengers of heaven 
accompany you in greatest proximity on all your ways; never grieve 
them, but place yourself in their midst, and like them serve your 
loving Father continually. Recognize your weakness, O man, can cast 
yourself into the arms of your divine Savior…

Get up courageously, O pilgrim, when you stumble along the rugged 
way of life. Turn your eyes toward heaven and walk on without 
flinching until you arrive at the gates of everlasting life.

Do not tire, O wanderer, and never lose heart, because the most High 
will strengthen and protect you on your tiring and venturesome journey 
to eternal paradise.

Lord and King of heaven and earth, when may I see you? The time 
until I can love you totally in heaven seems all too long for me.

What is harder for the earthly pilgrim that to have God withdraw from 
him and leave him on his own.

His fate is like that of a forsaken seaman, left on his own and on the 
lonely sea in the darkness of night. In his fragile vessel and abandoned 
by all, he is battered here and there by storm and tempest….

A star glimmers over me even in the haze of the night; surely it 
promises salvation in the days to come.
In you, O Lord, I have hoped; I will not be confounded forever.
As a child, taken from his dear parents in tender infancy to a foreign 
land, languishes for home, so your unprofitable servant longs for you, 
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O food of angels. Bread of life, when will you revive my waning 
strength? How long must I stay far from you?…

When will I be completely united with you, Lord? When in your 
omnipotence will you transform this body of death into a body of life 
that will find its rest and joy in you alone?

I throw myself into your arms, my Savior and Redeemer. With you, for 
you, through you and in you, I want to life and die.

Praise the Lord, my soul, because his mercy is great from generation 
to generation.

The journey finally comes to an end in the rejoicing of all the companions 
in the pilgrim’s wanderings. Great things have happened on the journey, 
and the wonders of the Lord are made manifest:

Rejoice, you seraphim and cherubim; rejoice, angels, archangels; rejoice 
and praise the Lord, all you angels of heaven; rejoice holy apostles and 
evangelists’ rejoice, patriarchs and prophets; rejoice, holy martyrs; 
rejoice, young men and virgins; rejoice, innocent children; rejoice, all 
you saints of the heavenly court. Rejoice and be glad because the Lord 
is doing great things for me. He will come to dwell with his unworthy 
servant. Rejoice over this, marvel and be glad, because the Lord is 
wonderful.
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GENTLENESS
by Father Romuald Dibble, SDS

The charism of Father Jordan was characterized by gentleness. It was one 
of his most significant qualities. Gentleness of spirit and of word woudl 
characterize anyone seeking the fruition of the life of grace. Not even 
poverty, without which the Society would not prosper, without which 
one would not experience the blessings of God, outranks gentleness. So 
important is it that a Salvatorian be gentle, and so witness to the savior 
who was led to the crucifixion as a gentle lamb, that the Founder records in 
his diary under the date of Nov. 27, 1903, “Sooner die than not be gentle.”

The image of the lamb best describes Jesus in relation to the crucifixion. 
He is the sacrificial lamb. Jesus as Savior, as Liberator, as Annihilator, is 
the gentle lamb. The quality of gentleness is essential to the concept of 
Savior. Jesus cannot be conceptualized in any other way except as the 
gentle one. As He to whom we witness is gentle, our witnessing, our work, 
our sacrifice, our ministries, must always be accomplished with gentleness. 
We are to be compassionate, as our heavenly Father is compassionate. And 
compassion, mercy, has two qualities: gentleness and generosity.

“Sooner die than not be gentle” becomes an axiom of Salvatorian spirituality 
and a guiding principle of the Salvatorian charism. Gentleness; kindness 
and goodness of the Savior; the Titus passage; the Christmas acclamation; 
every fundamental view and insight into Salvatorian spirituality flows 
from this essential quality: Gentleness. Jesus, the Lamb, is generous and 
gentle; the Salvatorian must be generous and gentle.

Gentleness in leadership is characteristic of the charism of the Society. 
“What distinguishes the first Moses? Moses, scripture tells us, was more 
gentle than all who dwelt up on the earth. We can rightly say the same 
for the new Moses, for these were with him the very spirit of gentleness, 
united to him in his very inmost being” (Catechesis of John Chrysostom, 
cited in Office, second week of Easter, Breviary, II, p.160)

The leadership of Moses, the leadership of Jesus is distinguished 
by gentleness. The leadership of the Founder was characterized by 
gentleness. In the very nature of the Christian Fellowship, the gentleness 
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of the leader draws those who follow, into the spirit of gentleness. The 
personal spirituality of the follower must cultivate and nurture the spirit 
of gentleness.

Preserve gentleness of character and of words. You will obtain the 
birth and the life of grace in yourself:
1. by strength of fervent prayer, inspired by the feeling of need that we 

have for it;
2. by strength of vigilance to heed grace which only asks to speak to 

us;
3. by strength of generosity to respond to it through simple surrender 

and fullness of life to its guidance.
This is a superb summation of spiritual growth into the gentleness of Jesus. St. 
Luke writes: “Be compassionate as your heavenly Father is compassionate.” 
Therefore, it is not only the personal responsibility of every believer in Jesus 
to become compassionate, but especially those who, having ascertained 
their own personal charism, have discerned that within the Society of the 
Divine Savior their personal charism can best witness to the Gospel of Jesus, 
best reflect Jesus saving, Jesus liberating, Jesus announcing, Jesus having 
compassion, seek to build the kingdom as Salvatorians.

The two qualities of mercy, gentleness and generosity, recall the 
description of the Founder’s patron, St. John Baptist, that “burning and 
shining light.” As shining is the natural effect of burning, so generosity 
is the natural effect of gentleness, and indeed, cannot truly exist without 
gentleness. Burning and shining … gentle and generous, these qualify the 
Salvatorian spirituality; both are forms of announcing the merciful Jesus, 
the light of the world. Again, our charism is qualified by gentleness. Jesus 
is gentle; his burden is gentle, his message is gentle, his words are gentle, 
his actions are gentle; He is meek and gentle of heart. Jesus is identified 
by his gentleness.

The most visible, identifiable mark of the Church today is her ability to 
comfort. This is what the world sees today among the starving peoples, 
persecuted, tortured and suffering humanity—the glory of the Church, as 
the glory of Jesus is in the power to comfort, to heal, to be gentle. That 
glorification is in its humiliation. This is where the Church is; where the 
power to comfort is witnessed.
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The Founder was most explicit about the absolute need to be gentle, as 
without gentleness we cannot be identified with Christ, or the Church, or 
with the purpose of the Society.

St. Paul, in the beginning of the second letter to the Corinthians, writes: 
“Praised be God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of mercies, 
the God of all consolation. He comforts us …”

Salvatorian spirituality is providential. It is Pentecostal. Therefore, it is 
bold and creative. It exudes a sense of enthusiasm and adventure. “Go, 
teach ye all nations.” It is the annunciare of the Salvatorian charism.

Salvatorian spirituality is incarnational, revealing the Father of 
Mercies alive in suffering humanity through the presence of Jesus; it 
is compassionate, it is gentle, for the Lord Jesus is the gentle pastor. It 
reflects the goodness and kindness of the Savior. The merciful quality of 
Salvatorian ministry required that the quality of the Salvatorian mister be 
gentle.

Salvatorian spirituality is providential. The Founder proclaimed: “The 
Providence of God created me.” His heritage to those who follow him is 
the heritage of trust in God, and Salvatorian ministry, as providential, as 
supportive ministry, is gentle ministry.

The gentleness of the Founder and his sincere concern that all in teaching 
positions would be kind and gentle; his interest in the person of St. Francis 
who was so gentle and kind, that gentleness was indeed in the very fiber of 
Father Jordan’s being and at the heart of his spirituality in his relationships 
with others, is substantiated by two passages in his Diary, one a quotation 
from Don Bosco; the other, from Thomas of Celano on St. Francis. I quote 
both passages as they appear in the Diary.

…[The Preventive Method’s] aim also is to make the requirements 
and the regulations of the house well known. Supervision is carried 
on in a beautiful way, such that the students will constantly be under 
the vigilant gaze of the director or of the supervisor. The latter will 
speak to them as Fathers, full of kindness; they will direct them in [a 
situation of] impossibility of committing some fault. This method is 
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based entirely on reason, piety and friendship. It excludes all forceful 
punishment and strives to do without even light punishment. (p. 273)

In the following quotation from Thomas of Celano on the description of 
St. Francis of Assisi, one is immediately led to notice that each item of the 
description of the person of St. Francis is an item that appears strongly 
emphasized in the Diary of the Founder.

He was full of charm in conversation, gentle by nature, winning in 
speech, moderate in exhortation, exact in carrying out orders, careful 
in counsel, efficient in handling matters, pleasing in everything, a 
cheerful outlook, an appealing disposition, a calm spirit, constant 
in prayer, zealous in everything, firm in resolutions, persevering in 
virtue, continuing in grace, always the same, quickly ready to forgive, 
slow to anger, free of spirit, gifted with a good memory, shrewd in 
discussions, circumspect in choice, simple in everything, strict with 
himself, mild with others, reflective in everything.

And now, let us quietly reflect upon a selection of entries into the Diary of 
the Founder that touch upon this gentleness:

“Let your zeal be resourceful, active, persevering, patient; it must 
unite gentleness and strength.” (p. 251)

“Always gentle, always. O God, help me—learn of Me because I am 
meek and humble of heart.” (p. 248)

“Gentle of character and firm in direction.” (p. 216)

Our founder was deeply concerned lest the use of force harm the 
development of the members and of their ministry. Gentleness was the 
special Salvatorian quality, and therefore all must be on their guard lest 
use of force be harmful to the Society’s charism and work. 

“Do not force; rather, peace in the Lord.” (p. 251)

“Obedience…peace…decisiveness…do not force...do everything as 
perfectly as possible.” (p. 221)

“Force does much harm.” (p. 215)
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On the other size of the coin, Father Jordan elsewhere notes that the 
opposite of gentleness produces great evil in the efforts of the Society’s 
ministry: “Harshness and impatience counteract the glory of God and the 
salvation of souls.” (p. 169)

The Founder was well aware that the power of comforting was a special 
and essential work of the Church and of the Society: 

Comfort the afflicted, especially those who endure grave spiritual 
suffering. Never forget that you are performing a work very pleasing 
to God. The Eternal Father sent an angel from heaven to his divine son 
in the Garden of Olives to console the Savior sorrowful unto death, 
and you want to deny it to your suffering neighbor. When you hear 
confessions, be especially compassionate and comforting to the sorely 
tried. (p. 155)

“What is too strict harms you very much;” (p. 249)

“It is your duty to do everything with more calm and as far as it is 
permissible, force nothing.” (p. 242)

“Calm—do not force.” (p. 231)

“Be gentle with others, stern with yourself.” (p. 9)

“Meekness is so necessary. O Jesus, teach us to be gentle as You are 
gentle of heart.” (p. 200)

“Nothing is more forceful than this pastoral gentleness. (St. 
Chrysostom)” (p. 134)

“Defects of minds, just as of bodies also, must be handled gently. 
(Seneca)” (p. 146)
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WINDOWS—A REFLECTION ON CHARISM
by Father Romuald Dibble, SDS

Windows offer us opportunities to enter into new worlds and relationships, 
into new visions of familiar things. Through them we enter into new 
sharings and experience the richness of new growth.

Windows are icons. Morton Kelsey writes: “To a Russian or a Greek of 
the old faith, an ikon is a window into eternity. They believe that it is 
a true vision of the eternal captured out of an instant in time.” Through 
windows, too, we capture moments of eternity in our temporal existences, 
and taboric light transforms our being, and we too become manifestations 
of the presence of God’s love in this world.

There is a beautiful story of windows that is popular among the Hasidim.

When the young Rabbi Eleazar was a guest in the house of Rabbi 
Naftali, he once passed a surprise glance at the window where the 
curtains had been drawn.

When his host, Rabbi Naftali asked him the cause of his surprise, he 
said, “If you want people to look in, then why the curtains? And if you 
do not want them to, why the windows?”

“And what explanation have you found for this?” asked Rabbi Naftali, 
the host.

And the young Rabbi Eleazar responded, “When you want someone 
you love to look in, you draw aside the curtain.”

Perhaps this is why, upon the death of Jesus, the temple veil was torn in 
two, that we whom the Lord loves, might look in upon the mystery of the 
life of God unfolded before our eyes in the mystery of the life of Jesus 
revealing to us the life of the Father. The curtain has been drawn aside and 
through love we see and experience and enter into the love of the Father.

And so it is with the windows in the Salvatorian Sisters’ chapel at St. 
Mary’s Nursing Home (Milwaukee, WI). They speak to us glimpsing the 
eternal in our own lives of faithful service to Christ in ministry to the world. 
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Through faith and love we read their meaning; through commitment and 
freedom we make manifest their reality in the life of the Society.

The East Windows of the chapel are a remarkable state of the ministry of 
Jesus, the ministry of Jesus praying, feeding, teaching, and healing.

The West Windows express the response of the Society of the Divine 
Savior to that ministry, a response that dramatically describes the quality 
of the life and work of the members of both Societies of the Divine Savior.

The East Windows

The first window pictures the agony of Jesus in prayer before his arrest. 
It speaks of the depth of the relationship of prayer and suffering, the 
experience of “allowing love,” the obedience to the Father. The ministry 
of Jesus was especially a ministry of prayer, a ministry of relationship with 
the Father whose purpose was the salvation of the whole world, restoring 
to the Father his family. While his prayer was Abba, the maturity of his 
relationship with his Father models our own relationship, one of loving 
reconciliation. God so loved the world that he sent his only begotten son, 
so that whoever believed in him would have eternal life. Jesus’ prayer of 
faith and trust models that prayer of faith and trust that the founder would 
have us share as central to ministry in Jesus’ name. In his Spiritual Diary 
he proclaims the power of prayer in ministry, that all would experience 
prayer and action as a conjoined principle of ministering the Word of God.

The second window proclaims the feeding ministry of Jesus. Mahatma 
Ganhdi once said that were the God of power  to appear among his people 
today, it would be in that form under which his people would most easily 
recognize him. He would appear under the form of bread. Jesus’ own 
proclamation to those who sought him only for the bread of this life reveals 
him to be the bread of eternal life, bread that nourishes the heart and spirit 
of all who receive him. Feeding is done by teaching, and the apostolic 
mandate places this responsibility upon us. The next window then unfolds 
further the ministry of Jesus through the story of the woman at the well, 
the Samaritan woman.

The third window recalls the story of Jesus instructing the Samaritan 
woman, teaching her about relationships with herself, her neighbor, and 
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her God. Enlightening her self-awareness, revealing himself to her as 
living waters of eternal life, and rousing her ministry to call the people 
of the village out to receive him. Jesus feeds her through his teaching so 
she will not thirst again. In her new found knowledge of who she really 
is, of who he really is with whom she speaks, of her new and exciting 
relationship to her community of the village, she who hears now the Word 
of God, keeps it, and grows in eternal life.

The fourth window reveals the healing ministry of Jesus. The miracles 
of healing, or restoring life to the dead, are not probative of the divinity 
of Jesus but of the power of the message of Jesus. The message of the 
kingdom, the ministry of Jesus, is a life-giving message and ministry. It is 
the acclamation: “The sun of justice rises with its healing rays.” It is the 
fruition of love in its power to create life and bestow fulfillment. It is the 
restoration of all things in Christ.

These windows tell the story of the life and ministry of Jesus and allow us 
to share the depth of his story. Now we turn to the story of the Salvatorians, 
the stories of all the members, stories that, through lives of ministry, 
complete the life of Jesus.

Dorothy Day recalls a discussion about the mission of the Catholic Worker 
that can lead us into our reflection on the west windows, the windows of 
our response to the ministry of Jesus. “The most significant thing about 
the Catholic Worker is poverty some say. The most significant thing is 
community, others say. We are not alone anymore. But the final word is 
love. At times it has been, in the words of Father Zossima, a harsh and 
dreadful thing, and our very faith in love has been tried through fire.”

“Our very faith in love has been tried through fire.” How that expression 
characterizes the life and founding years of Fr. Jordan. How much also 
it describes the lives of our beloved sisters who celebrate their sixtieth 
anniversary of committed service in the ministry of Jesus. How deeply 
does it pertain to the lives of all who follow Jesus in spirit and in truth.

The West Windows

The window of Jesus with the little children recalls the Christmas theme 
which later became so significant in describing the purpose of the Society 
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and the quality of its members. “But when the goodness and kindness of 
our Savior appeared, he saved us, not because of any righteous deeds we 
had done, but because of his mercy. He saved us through the baptism of 
new birth and renewal by the Holy Spirit. This spirit he lavished on us 
through Jesus Christ our Savior, that we might be justified by his grace and 
become heirs, in hope, of eternal life. You can depend on this to be true.” 
As children are dependent upon others for their life and sustenance, so are 
we completely dependent upon God for our new life, our eternal life in 
Christ Jesus. As gentleness and kindness mark the relationship of Jesus to 
the children, so they describe the relationship of Salvatorians to those they 
serve. The founder ranked the quality of gentleness as prime among those 
qualities his followers should possess, allowing the gentleness of Jesus to 
be reflected in their lives.

The Martha and Mary window immediately reminds us of the founder’s 
statement about the nature of the Society. “We are wholly active; we are 
wholly contemplative.” He knew well that the “quality of the ministry is 
the ministry.” He was concerned not with the quantity of Christian life but 
with its quality, and its quality could not exist alone through activity, but 
in that faith which we can show as underlying our works, that faith which 
is deepened and excited by the life of prayer. While the interpretation of 
the story of Martha and Mary as models of the active and contemplative 
lives may no longer be a predominant interpretation, it was at the time 
this window was designed and thus proclaims our need, as Salvatorians, 
to be persons of active faith and love, persons of prayer, effectively 
accomplishing the ministry of Jesus praying, Jesus feeding, Jesus teaching, 
of Jesus healing. These actions of ministry can be accomplished with 
Christian quality only through the contemplative life, the life that is often 
described as the life of love.

The window of the Holy Family expresses the object of the founder’s deep 
devotion to Jesus, Mary, and Joseph in their familial relationship. The 
obedience of Jesus, his growth in age, wisdom, and grace give the example 
of quality Christian fellowship. The obedience of Jesus was to be shared 
by his followers, and our personal relationship to Jesus, the Society, and 
the church in fidelity to the ministry of Jesus was to underscore obedience.
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Indeed, part of his charism as founder is obedience to the Christian 
community in its leadership. The founder wrote of carrying out his own 
intentions: “Do not delay, as soon as obedience no longer holds you back.” 
Sr. Miriam Cerletty notes that “These words show how unconditionally 
our venerable founder practiced obedience to the church. For him, there 
was no possibility outside obedience.” Obedience appears as a communal 
concern of the family of God. With full experience and awareness of the 
sufferings of obedience as expressed in his sublime passage on the four 
chalices of suffering, the founder makes it clear that obedience was for the 
sake of love, even as it had been for Christ. Obedient unto death, even the 
death of the cross, all was for the sake of love. “…and our very faith in 
love has been tried through fire.”

The window, Jesus teaching in the temple, has all the predictive elements 
of his future ministry. The great teacher will be him whose message of 
salvation must be carried to the entire world, that all might know the love 
the Father has for us. After a period of growth in age, wisdom, and grace 
in obedience to the family relationships, obedience to his Father’s will 
opens to mankind the message of love and salvation. It is this message 
that members of the Society of the Divine Savior join together with the 
teaching Savior to bring to the world…his goodness and kindness. So 
imbued with the responsibility to teach all nations was Father Jordan that, 
reflecting upon a reference from St. Augustine, great doctor and teacher 
in the church, the founder wrote: “The untaught will rise up and snatch 
the kingdom of God will we, with our degrees, are swallowed up in the 
depths.!” Father Jordan was ever concerned that what people lacked most 
was the knowledge of God. The apostolic mandate: “Go and teach all 
nations” became no less dear to the founder that the passage in St. John: 
“This is eternal life: to know you, the only true God, and whom you have 
sent, Jesus Christ.”

.
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This is the text of Father Jerome Schommer’s presentation at 
an evening of reflection on the spirituality of the Founder. This 

presentation formed part of a program instituted by Father Hugh 
Birdsall as an on-going series on spirituality for the benefit of 
the members of the Milwaukee region. It was well attended by 

Salvatorian associates, brothers, priests, and sisters.

DOMIABRA… if you love me, come join me.

SPIRITUALITY OF FRANCIS MARY OF THE CROSS
by Father Jerome Schommer, SDS

There are really two points I would like to emphasize in this introduction 
to a study of Jordan’s spirituality. The first is that it is essential for us: 
for our spirituality, for our understanding of the Society and of the life 
and mission of the Society. So its importance is not just an importance 
of loyalty or a matter of pride in our founder and in the Society. It is 
a necessity for us. After all, it is from our founder that we derive our 
essential spirit, and it is from him that we derive our understanding of 
the vows and how they are to be lived and our understanding of the 
common life and how he wanted it lived and how he understood it. But 
one of the things we set out to do as Salvatorians—and any religious 
order will have to say this, mutatis mutandis—is not only to do the work 
or the mission the founder gave us, but to live as the founder outlined 
in the Constitutions. We run the danger, I think, of defining ourselves 
only by our work or our apostolate, and we may be in danger of not 
paying sufficient attention to how we live. Apostolate, work, derive from 
our spiritual life. That’s not a new idea, by any means. Aquinas said it: 
“Contemplata aliis tradere.” While it is true that Jordan’s spirituality 
is not necessarily that of the Society, it is true that our spirituality 
derives from his, is taught by him, that even his view of the world, his 
“Weltanschauung” is somehow communicated to us and given to us. So, 
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Jordan’s spirituality and ours are closely interlinked and for that reason, 
among others, we really ought to know about it quite well, indeed.

The other point I want to make is that while we casually talk about 
someone’s spirituality and use the term with great or near-great erudition, 
the plain fact is that spirituality is a difficult term to define, let alone talk 
about. It involves a host of constituent elements: the personality of the 
individual, his outlook, his view of God and the world and the relationship 
of them to each other, the individual’s background, his education, his 
interests, his reactions to adversity and difficulty as well as to success 
and progress; the times in which the individual lived and the needs of 
the church and people at that particular period in history. So, the study of  
any person’s spirituality necessarily involves many facets (i.e., a person’s 
entire form field) of the individual’s life and is no simple study. What I 
shall do this evening is to touch on a few of these topics with the view of 
whetting your appetites for further work yourselves or with someone else. 
There was a certain element of random selection in the handouts you are 
being given. I selected them because I was rather certain that most of you 
had never seen some or all of them and might like a sample of Jordan. But 
I will have to admit that if I had to make the selection over again tomorrow, 
I might choose some entirely different things. But use them. Read them.

Where Do We Find What We Are Looking For?

Now we come to one of the real questions of the evening. Obviously, if I 
am going to say something about Jordan’s spirituality, and if other people 
are going to say something about it at some time in our lives, there must 
be a place or places where we’ve found something to talk about. There 
are a number of sources available to us. I say more or less available to us 
because some are in English and some are not;  the latter are principally in 
German. We shall divide these texts into two basic categories:

PRIMARY SOURCES  These are sources which Jordan himself wrote 
or which derive from him directly. I suppose we could say this is Jordan 
speaking to us. As we shall see there is a surprising number of these texts.

SECONDARY SOURCES. These are materials other people have written 
about Jordan and his work.
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I will probably be repeating this statement over and over again during 
the course of the evening, until you’ll think you’re being beaten over the 
head with a lead pipe. So here is the first time I’ll say it: read all you can 
about Jordan, of course. But there is absolutely no substitute for reading 
everything you can get your hands on that comes directly from Jordan. 
And don’t just read it once and tell yourself it’s boring and, therefore, 
never again. On one reading it probably is boring. You’ve got to make 
it your own and let it grow on you, and that’s a lot of work. I make this 
remark near the beginning of the evening because you would be surprised 
at the number of Salvatorians who seem to know just what Jordan did and 
said and thought and haven’t read one single word of what he said. That, 
I submit, is inexcusable in any Salvatorian, because there is a substantial 
amount of material available if you look for it. So, what’s available? Here 
we are:

We all have to understand that Jordan himself never wrote for publication 
except in those very first years of the Society, when he wrote a few of the 
pamphlets announcing the Society and what it was about and, of course, 
the various redactions of the statutes and the rules and constitutions. The 
other primary sources are from diaries, personal papers, letters and his 
conferences to the community in the motherhouse; these conferences were 
taken down in shorthand (stenogram) by the scholastics and immediately 
afterwards were transcribed and written in longhand or typed. But that’s 
about it. Where are these materials?

The first we shall mention are those available to you in English. We have 
the Spiritual Diary, published by the Salvatorian Sisters in Rome, 1981. 
That is the book you have been given at some point in your formation. 
It appears to be a translation of  Aus dem Geistlichen Tagesbuch Unseres 
Ehrwuerdigen Vaters und Gruenders, which was printed by the Salvatorian 
Center in 1959 or 1960 at the request of Father Bonaventura Schweizer, 
who was then superior general. You have also been given the Exhortations 
and Admonitions of our Venerable Father and Founder, which, again, is 
a translation of Woerter und Ehrmanungen, etc., which in its turn is a 
collection of excerpts arranged by subject, from the conferences given in 
the motherhouse (the conferences were part of the chapter of faults that 
used to be de riguer for us) by Jordan. The book is pure Jordan: plain, 
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simple, to the point, direct, beating around no rhetorical bushes. There is 
a problem with it, however, and it is a problem you will meet with any 
book which is a collection of sayings excerpted from various addresses 
or whatever and then arranged by subject. While it does give you what 
he thought on a given point, the excerpts are taken out of context, and in 
places this can change the meaning of what he said, or make it more to the 
point or less so. That makes it, in my particular view, an awful book. But it 
is the best we have for the moment and we have to live with it. If you read 
German, there is a bound copy of typewritten pages which are transcripts 
of the original addresses in the archives of our province. You have been 
given translations of a few of them this evening to acquaint you with the 
style and manner of his talks to the community.

We have 17 volumes of the Documenta et Studia Salvatoriana which is, 
as the title says it is: a collection of Salvatorian documents and studies. 
There are some which are more to this evening’s point than others. Volume 
I has all the redactions of the Constitutions which were written by Jordan. 
If you can handle Latin at all, I urge you to read some of them. Buried 
under some of the official curialese you will get an idea of Jordan and his 
purposes. Volume II is a collection of the early statutes of the Apostolic 
Teaching Society; the famous “Societas Catholica” paper of 1878; a photo 
reproduction of the “Jacquemin Regel” (in Latin), a handwritten work of a 
rule the good Monsignor Jacquemin sent to the cardinal vicar’s office for 
us to follow. That never happened, of course. None of the documents in 
this volume is originally written in English. If you read Latin or German 
or Italian or French there will be something in it for you. Volume X of 
the series is a collection of Jordan’s letters. Many more existed but those 
printed here are the survivors. They are to all sorts of people: to a landlady, 
to Mr. Auer, to his bishop, to benefactors, to lay people, to church men, to 
those in authority in the church, to members of the Society. These letters 
are very revealing of his personality and of his outlook on the world and 
of his spirituality. The trouble is that nobody usually writes letters as an 
organized treatise on the spiritual life, or even of the writer’s spiritual life; 
certainly Jordan did not. But one who reads these letters will come away 
with a certain picture of Jordan in his mind. The reader will see a man who 
leads an intense spiritual life, a man whose quest for holiness is single-
minded and whose work to achieved what he perceived God was calling 
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him to do was untiring and unstinting. Moreover, the reader will meet a 
very human man for all his quest for holiness—perhaps precisely because 
of that quest. His faith was unshaken and unshakable. The past six years 
have been years in which I am facing the darkest moments of my life. 
When the darkness sets in and I seem to be utterly on my own, I turn to 
Jordan’s letters. They seem to set things right again; they encourage me 
and renew my faith. What more can I say about them? Indeed, for me, 
“defunctus adhuc loquitur.” There is only one problem with the letters. As 
far as I know, the only letters which have been translated are those rendered 
into English for the centennial year and a draft of all those written to the 
community at St. Nazianz which still need some editing and correction. 
But read the letters available to you: they are a precious heritage from 
which we can learn much of our Founder’s spirituality.

You have each been given a copy of Because he Hoped in Me by Father 
Leonard Gerke. It is an excellent biography which introduces Jordan very 
well to those who never knew him or who never knew much about him. 
But I would also urge you to read Fr. Pancratius Pfeiffer’s life of Jordan. 
Indeed, for certain parts of the story of the Society, this book itself could, 
in some respects, be termed a primary source. It was written by Jordan’s 
immediate successor as superior general of the Society, a man who had 
been closely associated with Jordan in working for the Society for years. 
But in reading it, you also have to remember that Pfeiffer mentions certain 
events, or omits certain events frequently because people who were 
involved in them were still alive at the time of writing. We must remember, 
too, that Father Pancratius did not have the historical hindsight we have, 
so his view of things is probably going to be different from ours. Your 
greatest problem, however, is going to be the prose style. It’s the way one 
wrote about founders of religious orders in those days. Even if the book 
had been originally written in English it would have been much the same, 
except that the claims for holiness and the juridical style would have been 
in our idiom and would, therefore, probably seem less obtrusive. But pick 
the book up. Forget the style. Let it speak to you.

As a final source let me mention our living tradition. While it is encouraging 
to find that Salvatorians want to read about the Society and the founder 
and his spirit and spirituality, there is another source we must mention 
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and to which we must turn. You may have heard it said that the Society 
has lost its spirit, that it must regain the spirit the founder infused into it. I 
would deny that, quite emphatically. It is true that we have dissipated some 
of our energies in apostolates that may or may not be in keeping with the 
intent of the founder. But our spirit lives. We have, as do all other orders 
in the church, a living tradition which more or less embodies the spirit 
and the spirituality of the founder. Mind you, I said more or less because 
over a period of time with the need to adapt to changing times and places, 
the essential focus may have become blurred. That is why the decrees 
on religious life insisted on going back to the genuine sources of each 
particular order’s history and learn afresh exactly what they are to be and 
apply it to our contemporary world.

Where do we find that tradition? I would suggest that it is found in the lives 
of the members; if you will, in the life of the Society. Do you want to know 
something of what our earliest members in the province were taught about 
life in the Society? Listen to them reminisce. Bro. Florentine, for example, 
was one of the first classes of novices. He was taught by Father Sturmius 
who, in turn, was taught by Father Bonaventura and the founder. He, and 
other early members, are living witnesses of our tradition. But they are not 
the only ones. The tradition is a living tradition. Observe. Listen. Learn.

But What Kind of Spirituality?

Thus far, all I’ve done is tell you where you can find materials on Jordan’s 
spirituality, but I haven’t gone into any substantive treatment of it.

Faith is the foundation of any Christian spirituality. Upon it everything 
else rests, from it everything else flows. But faith lived in one’s everyday 
life, in the circumstances of one’s daily life: its joys, problems, sorrows, 
failures. The Germans have an expression “Sitz im Leben”: life situation, 
and that is a good description of what I am talking about. But in one’s daily 
life things don’t assume a separate, individual existence. We don’t have 
faith here, and trust in the corner, and love in an alcove, and obedience 
on the windowsill, and zeal in the backyard. They all sort of coalesce 
somehow and are a part of life. What I mean is that we speak of them 
separately when we are talking about characteristics of one’s spirituality. 
And we do that because we can only talk about one thing at a time. In a 
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real life situation all of these things and more come into play at one and the 
same time. So, be forewarned that while I am talking about characteristics 
of Jordan’s spirituality, I can only do one thing at a time, which may 
make it seem a little stuffy. But we are accustomed to approaching the 
spirituality of people in this fashion, particularly if they are or are likely to 
be candidates for beatification or canonization, because until very recently 
the case had to be put very juridically and had to discuss the holiness of 
a person virtue by virtue. So, we’re accustomed to approach the study of 
spirituality in this way. It isn’t entirely a bad way to approach the subject, 
because sooner or later we are going to have to examine the spirituality of 
the person in this manner to see what made him tick. But keep in mind that 
there are a lot of things that may be operating at one and the same time.

Jordan was convinced very early on that he was called to a work of 
founding some organization to do something about the religious ignorance 
of his times, an ignorance he saw first-hand among his own German people 
and an ignorance of God in many areas of the world. Take a look at the 
“Societas Catholica” document (DSS, II, 17-22) in which he is grappling 
with the idea of a Catholic society, the purpose of which is strongly 
missionary. In this document he doesn’t come to any final conclusions, 
particularly in terms of what the organization will look like and exactly 
how it will operate. But it does do two things for us: a) it shows that before 
his ordination he was thinking about this, and b) it gives us a glimpse into 
the scriptural basis of his plans and his work. Look at the citations from the 
scriptures at the end of the document.

One characteristic of Jordan which, it seems to me, hasn’t gotten a lot of 
attention from American Salvatorians is Jordan’s utter conviction that God 
was calling him to do what he was doing. All of the difficulties he encountered 
didn’t seem to shake this conviction. The visitation early on (1882); the 
first Sisters’ foundation (1883) and the removal of these sisters from his 
direction (1885); the mission in Assam (1889-1915) which claimed the lives 
of some of his best men and into which human and material resources were 
poured seemingly without end; the appointment of an apostolic visitator 
(1894-1913[8]) which removed many final decisions from him; the attacks 
in the press (1906) would have daunted a lesser individual. But they did not 
successfully shake Jordan’s strong conviction of his vocation.
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We Americans usually assume a very pragmatic approach to life and some 
of its complexities. There is something to be said for that. It does make 
some very complex things rather simple. But in doing so, it may contribute 
to a gross misunderstanding of some things that really cannot be made 
simple. Take our vow of poverty, for example. A lot of American religious 
will tell you that it means you can’t have anything, or that you can only 
have what the rule allows or what the superior allows or what the treasurer 
allows. And that, brethren, is that. Of course, the less you permit, the better 
religious superior you are and the better you make the religious subject 
to you. What it frequently boils down to, and I have personally seen this 
happen, not necessarily with us, is that the individual religious can have 
next to nothing from the order, and he can have whatever he can get from 
anyone willing to give it to him. In effect, it makes religious grasping, 
tight-fisted, money-grubbing people, the exact opposite of what poverty is 
supposed to do. For Jordan, poverty is perhaps the clearest example I can 
give you of what I said above about a lot of different things coming together 
in one’s life. For Jordan, poverty did include having next to nothing. Never 
forget that. For Jordan, the renunciation was made for a purpose: to free 
us for the service of the Lord. For Jordan, poverty meant a dependence 
upon the loving care of divine providence; not just for the individual but 
for the entire Society as well. And Jordan meant it. Wholeheartedly and 
completely. His treasurers were decidedly upset with him. For Jordan, it 
was not a matter of what superiors would or would not permit, or could or 
could not permit—although he was stringent about that, not just strict—it 
meant that the Society itself and all its members are to trust in the care of 
divine providence, both for the Society itself and all the members. If the 
Society was generous with God, God in turn would be generous with it. 
Jordan himself was poor. He had very little. He considered himself poor in 
other respects as well, but he trusted in God to fill what was lacking in him 
and to make up for his defects in governing and organizing.

If the Society were generous with God in giving of the time and talents 
of its members, not counting the cost to them and to itself,  if it gave 
completely of itself, God, in his  turn, would care for it. And the beauty 
of it is that God did care for it. Not by giving the Society wealth, or a 
huge abundance of vocations, or the most desirable places to work where 
conditions and income would be good or desirable; in other words, not by 
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giving it a life and life-style many of the members would have wanted, 
but God did take care of it, in his own time and his own way. I cannot 
emphasize this strongly enough. If we give completely of ourselves, and if 
the Society gives completely of itself, God will take care of it. Individuals 
and the Society may have to do some belt tightening, But God will be 
there for us. And he will help us. And most of us will have to admit to 
this experience in our own lives. If we have been completely generous, 
and given not counting cost in material goods or efforts, we have been 
taken care of. Not in a manner to which we might have been accustomed, 
or would have liked, but we have been taken care of. This approach to 
poverty is characteristically Jordan. Indeed, putting all these elements 
together, Jordan is one of the “AnawimYahweh,” the poor of Yahweh of 
whom Gelin writes in his book, The Poor of Yahweh.

For Jordan, this total giving (renunciation) coupled with the absolute 
dependence upon God, or trust in God, is one of the key elements of 
his own spiritual life and an element he insisted is fundamental to the 
Society—for all times. This means, of course, that this poverty coupled 
with a complete trust in God is not merely a nice-sounding, sublime 
teaching, which it surely is, but that it is to be part and parcel of the life of 
each individual member and it is to be part and parcel of the policy of the 
Society itself, by which the Society lives. That brings it down from high-
sounding phraseology into the everyday world. And that can be messy 
and can clutter things up, and it can lead to all sorts of administrative 
uncertainty in which both administrators and members share. And who 
likes uncertainty, especially in such important things as the matter of 
how the butcher’s bill will be paid? Besides, such uncertainties lead to 
rumors which can be embarrassing. What I am trying to point out to you 
is that once you bring the teaching of most founders of religious orders 
down to the level of ordinary, everyday life you run into confrontation 
with the way good, sensible people usually run things. And then we have 
an option. Do we follow our founders, or do we remain good, sensible 
people? That’s putting things rather directly, and you may think I am 
overstating the situation. But where do you draw the line? Where do 
you say, “This is where trust in God begins and this is where it ends?” 
Or, “Giving of ourselves and our resources can only go this far and no 
further?” And that brings everything right into the middle of life and life-
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style and the real nitty-gritty world. Remember, of course, that Jordan did 
not say things lightly. What he said was said simply, directly,  without any 
rhetorical decorations. So, we can’t say he really didn’t mean what he said. 
He did. Just the way he said it. And he demanded what he insisted upon 
of himself, and of others, the entire Society. There would be no hiding 
behind the bushes of rhetorical overstatement or understatement. To find 
oneself called to living this in everyday life can be unnerving and difficult 
to handle. If this seems a direct challenge to us, it is that. There is  in the 
life of the church and in the life of every order an element of prophecy, so 
that the order itself by its very life and manner of living becomes a prophet 
proclaiming God’s word to the world. We are reminded of that particularly 
in these past few weeks. Think of the many people who have placed their 
trust in money, in the stock market. And look what happened to them. 
Without being smug, our trust is, or ought to be, in God alone. Listen to 
Jordan. What a prophet he is!

Read some of the popular writers of Jordan’s day, expressing an almost 
unlimited faith in the ability of man to solve his problems aided only by 
science and his own abilities. The explosion of knowledge, especially of 
the physical sciences and technology, was taken as a presage of what was to 
come. If, indeed, man could discover so much in so short a time, and if he 
could adapt these discoveries to his use so well and so easily as he seemed 
to be doing, then the future was a bright, rosy one with many of man’s 
age-old problems finally reaching solutions. God and his church were 
indeed unnecessary and even roadblocks to progress. Divine intervention 
in human affairs was a shudderingly unwelcome idea. Dependence upon 
God and help from him was a weakness man would have to be taught 
to relinquish for the strength that comes from his own physical nature 
and from the knowledge of the sciences and technology. Measure Jordan’s 
teaching about dependence upon God, about trust in him, of realizing that 
one’s help comes from above (unsere Hilfe kommt von oben), and you 
will see how Jordan was, indeed, prophetic in his stance. Not only did he 
teach this, he lived it. Presuming the gift of faith which is fundamental to 
everything else, perhaps one of Jordan’s most important characteristic was 
his trust in God. He acknowledged he had nothing. God would provide 
what he needed: material resources, manpower, whatever abilities he 
needed to found and to organize and to govern. All these and more would 
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come from God, provided that he remained faithful to his vision and he did 
his duty. That is pure, unadulterated Jordan.

It should go without saying that Jordan’s life was based solidly upon prayer. 
Over and over again in his letters to various members of the Society, he 
urges them to prayer. So much is this true, in fact, that if there is a letter 
in which he does not mention it in some way or fashion, it is a rare letter, 
indeed. For Jordan, his life, the societies he founded, their effective work 
in their apostolates, and the witness of their lifestyle were all firmly and 
solidly rooted in prayer. For instance, he write to Fr. Felix Bucher:

 Trust in the dear God; let us work, suffer and  pray; the Society will 
some day thrive in the west; let us do our best; above all, let us strive 
after holiness through exact observance and the work of salvation of 
souls. (January 27, 1896)

Or this example from one of his conferences to the community in Rome:

 It is my will that all the members of the Society become to the best of 
their ability, men of prayer. May each of you know what this means: 
PRAY. How much one can do through prayer if he prays well. And 
how necessary prayer is! Whence do we get our help? What good 
does it do to work, to sweat, to suffer the whole day long if blessing 
from above is not there? We can’t even pronounce the name of Jesus 
without help from above! (July 15, 1898)

Or look at all the various redactions of the Constitutions that Jordan 
himself wrote. In each of them his spirit of prayer, his conviction of the 
necessity of prayer is clearly stated. And you will find it stated in two 
different ways: the necessity of prayer for each of the individual members 
and the necessity of community prayer. Very early in the 1890’s Jordan 
introduced the Office in choir in the life of the Society for various reasons 
(cf, Timotheus Edwein, Der Gruender, etc., in Vol XV.1 of the DSS, pp 
203-4, 268-72). The choral Office was not tobe the purpose of the Society 
as it is in Benedictine houses. The Society was to continue it in each house 
as long as it did not interfere with the apostolic work of the community. 
That, however, should not be construed that one could lightly excuse 
the community for the “Chorgebet” on apostolic grounds. Fr. Timotheus 
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thinks that the missionaries of the 19th century foundations saw the need 
for such prayer and looked at the Office in choir in a way different from St. 
Ignatius of Loyola. But whatever may have been it was part of Salvatorian 
spiritual formation. I mention here because for so long a time it was part of 
the Society’s life of prayer. Here again, Jordan is prophetic. His message 
again: “Without God you can do nothing!” “Our help comes from above.” 
There is no other source of help; it will come from nowhere else.

There is a well-known quotation from one of Jordan’s conferences which 
sums up in one terse sentence where he thought the Society could best 
serve its Lord:

 Would that the Society would never go up too high! It would then 
shrivel up and perhaps fare even worse! This often comes to mind 
when I see those little creatures that are always around, the sparrows, 
for instance.

We are all fairly familiar with that passage from the Exhortations. In itself, 
it can be taken as a solemn warning against pride, and that it surely is. But 
in the context of the life of the Society, of its history, of the founder himself, 
it is a warning not to aim at things too high for itself. To be very slang, we 
might say today: “Don’t get uppity.” Be satisfied working with groups of 
people who do not have wealth, or power, or social position, or the means 
to reward you. Be satisfied with doing work which is fundamental. That it 
important, too. One doesn’t build a house unless he has first dug and laid a 
foundation. Usually we don’t go around looking at the artistic foundations, 
or admiring them. They’re fundamental, and they’re essential. Without 
them there is no building. So too, we in our work. If we’re teaching, it 
will most likely be secondary school children or elementary school kids. 
That can be messy. And difficult. And running into situations in which 
the kids think the math or the history you’re teaching them were devised 
as particularly painful and devilish tortures. Yet without the knowledge 
you get into their heads (by whatever fair and humane means) there is 
no higher knowledge of math or history of whatever. You’ve constructed 
the foundation; hard and unsung work, certainly, but so essential that 
without it nothing is going to happen. So be satisfied with doing this kind 
of work. Our publications had a fairly good following between the world 
wars, although not nearly as good as many have imagined. But they had 
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a following among those people to whom they were aimed: blue collar 
factory workers and farmers and rural people. (Did they fail because we 
got uppity, or because we could no longer aim them at a rapidly changing 
society? Good question.)

Beyond All Boundaries…

Jordan lived during a period of intense nationalism in Europe and America. 
Nationalism had been invoked as the principle around which Germany 
and Italy were finally unified. It was a glorification of the nation, of the 
nationality. Nations were involved in a struggle for colonies. The more 
and better colonies a nation had, the better it was; colonies were a mark 
of distinction, indicating the importance and superiority of a nationality.

Besides, since the colonies were in undeveloped areas of the world, the 
nations could use them as inexpensive sources of raw materials to keep 
the home factories running at full blast. Then the finished product could 
be unloaded on the poor colonists at a huge profit, and of course, could be 
sold elsewhere in the world for as much as the traffic would bear. And we 
never forget the value of manufacturing for one’’ merchant marine which, 
in turn, demanded a strong navy to protect it. The competition for colonies 
and for managing them for one’s best interests—which meant getting all 
the material advantages, including money, of course, one could get out of 
them, became a matter of intense rivalry. Each nationality felt it had to 
be the best, the strongest, the most powerful, the richest, the power in the 
world to which all must bow in deep reverence. One’s language, literature, 
art, music, architecture, people were always the best, all others secondary.

This produced no end of ills for European society. The struggles for 
unification in Italy and Germany alone brought violence and wars. And 
the areas colonized after unification were simply exploited in the name of 
wealth and money and national glory. The evils were visible. Jordan had 
seen all of this during his years as a gymnasium, university, and theology 
student. And right from the beginning of all his work, Jordan placed himself 
firmly and strongly against nationalism. His addresses to the community 
in Rome, his policies, all left no doubt in anyone’s mind that the Society 
was destined for all people. No single group was ever to be excluded 
from the care and ministry of the Society. Differences in nationality, race, 
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culture, language, were never to be taken into account when it came to a 
matter of deciding where and among whom the Society was to work. For 
Jordan there was no better or best nationality. Over and over again this 
was spoken about, harped on, insisted upon to the members of the Society. 
And just as the Society was destined to work for everyone everywhere, so 
too was the Society to take in as members everyone everywhere as long 
as they fulfilled the conditions set down by the church for membership 
in religious orders. No one was ever to be excluded because of class, 
nationality, difference in culture. As long as they met the conditions set 
down by the church, they would be admitted. And the members were to 
look upon them and treat them as that which they truly were: their brothers 
in Christ. Again, Jordan did not say this as a matter of speaking nice and 
high-sounding phrases. He meant it and he insisted that such was his will 
for the Society as its founder. It was a spirit from which the Society could 
depart only upon the expense of being branded unfaithful to its founder.

And one of the most glorious chapters in the history of the Society was 
written in northeast India, an area of the world scarcely anyone wanted to 
take on as its mission. It was remote. It was huge. It had a great variety of 
peoples and cultures, from Hindus to Naga headhunters in the hills. But 
Jordan took it on as the first foreign mission of the Society. It claimed the 
lives of some of his best people. Earthquakes, tropical and other illnesses 
swept through the mission. Such places as Shillong, Cherrapunje, Guahati, 
and others were the sites of major mission stations. The Salvatorian Sisters, 
at the request of Fr. Christopher Becker, SDS, the prefect apostolic, 
began one of the first medical missions in the church, and through them 
the women of the mission were given the first chance ever for medical 
attention. World War I ended the Salvatorian chapter of the missions, and 
the fathers, brothers, and sisters were interned and sent to England were 
they were prisoners of war (1915). But they did their job in the mission so 
well that even today 72 years after their departure, they are held in fond 
memory. The Salesians of Don Bosco stepped in to fill the breach at our 
enforced departure and under their generous labors have developed Assam 
beyond anyone’s dreams. Today what was once a prefecture apostolic is 
an area served by four dioceses and the archdiocese of Shillong. Talk 
about laying foundations? We did it. Talk about pioneering? We did it. 
Talk about innovative work (medical mission work)? We did it. And the 
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Lord called us elsewhere. Even in exile from his beloved people in Assam, 
Father Christopher Becker, SDS, was able to work for the missions. He 
was instrumental in founding the Mission Institute of Wuerzburg, training 
center for medical missionaries, a clearing-house of ideas and programs. 
From this sprang the Medical Mission Sisters of Mother Anna Dengle. 
All this because Jordan would not exclude anyone from the mission of the 
Society. “Erit in pace memoria eius…”

I find this stand of Jordan in an age of intense nationalism remarkable 
indeed. He is one of the few who raised voice against it. Indeed his 
teaching to the community is prophetic. Even more prophetic is the life of 
that community. While Jordan lived it did not dare to take a posture other 
than that he insisted it take. And even after he passed from the scene that 
spirit is still there. It is part of our living tradition and the manner in which 
we are to live the Gospel.
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Number Seven

June 1988

This issue begins with an article by Father David Cooney, S.D.S., on 
the spirituality of the Founder as he expressed it through a study of the 
Founder’s Diary.

The Chapter Addresses and Letters which follow David’s article were the 
handouts distributed by Father Jerome Schommer, S.D.S., on the occasion 
of his presentationon the spirituality of the Founder. The text of that 
presentation was the content of a previous issue of Exchange of Thought. 
The Chapter Addresses and Letters were all translated by Father Jerome 
Schommer, S.D.S.

The concluding article on the “Preferential Option for the Poor” is also by 
Father Jerome Schommer, S.D.S., and was prepared for use of teh delegates 
to the last Provincial Chapter whose topics of consideration included the 
discussion and formulatiosn on the preferential option for the poor.

SALVATORIAN SPIRITUALITY – A GLIMPSE
by Father David Cooney, SDS

Members have raised the question about a specific “Salvatorian 
Spirituality.” Father Romuald Dibble was described Salvatorian spirituality 
as “providential, pentecostal, and incarnational.” (Exchange of Thoughts, 
December, 1987).

I do not propose to write an exhaustive treatise, but merely to share some 
of my impressions of the spirituality of our Founder, Father Francis Jordan, 
which I believe still influences our Society. I understand spirituality to 
be the art of growing closer to God, to be the slow work of God’s grace 
merging together the elements of our lives and making us whole and 
integrated persons.

From my reading of Father Jordan’s Spiritual Diary (Rome, 1981), my 
first impression is of a kind of eclectic collection of practical spiritual 
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wisdom. But then I find several trends beginning to emerge in his 
thinking; there is a touch of the Jesuit, and I believe en even stronger 
Franciscan influence. Like Ignatius of Loyola, Jordan made a spiritual 
pilgrimage to the Holy Land and wrote a spiritual diary. In a dream 
during October 1885, the Founder saw St. Francis of Assisi, who wept, 
and then blessed Jordan and the Society. The Founder’s own life story is 
that of a common man, who had to struggle to overcome great obstacles 
to achieve his goal of the priesthood and who believed very strongly that 
God’s providence was leading him toward a great work for the glory of 
God and the salvation of souls.

I am impressed by the scope of reading our Founder did and the variety of 
saints, church fathers and other spiritual writers who provided material for 
his Spiritual Diary: St. Teresa of Avila, Carolo Borgo, St. Bernard, Father 
Peter Faber, SJ, St. Paphnutius, St. Anselm, Tertullian, St. Augustine, Blessed 
Angela of Foligno, Blessed Magdalene of Pazzi, St. Ignatius of Loyola, 
St. John Chrysostom, St. Francis de Sales, St. Anthony the Hermit, Fenelon, 
St. Bonaventure, St. Francis of Assisi, Gueranger, Puente, Grundk, the Cure 
of Ars, St. Gertrude, Segneri, St. Catherine of Siena, St. John of the Cross, 
St. Alphonsus, Blessed Gerard  Majella, and many others. The Founder’s 
familiarity with scripture and his frequent quoting of biblical passages shows 
that he made the word of God an important part of his own prayer life and 
what he shared with the community members; this is evident especially in his 
Exhortations and Admonitions.
The Founder shows, in our contemporary use of the term, a driving spirit of 
“evangelization,” not unlike that of St,. Ignatius of Loyola, and expressed in 
the phrase: “All for the greater glory of God and for the salvation of souls.” 
Jordan prayed: “O Father, grant that I may die for you and the souls you 
purchased as such great price…Give strength to your unworthy servant, that 
he may faithfully fight for you until death.” (SD, p. 7)  Quoting Father Faber, 
the younger Jordan was so impressed by “the instincts of the saints”: i.e., 
eagerness for the glory of God, touchiness (or sensitivity) about the interests 
of Jesus and anxiety for the salvation of souls. (SD, p. 14)  He reflects: 

My soul, live with your thoughts in heaven at all times; commune 
with God, with the most Blessed Virgin, with the saints and angels. 
As long as you are still bound to this earth, let your thoughts already 
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dwell in heaven. Which sufferings, which joys should you not share 
with those intimate friends, who love you so deeply and with whom 
you should one day dwell together!...Devotion is the language of the 
soul. Whoever masters it knows well how to speak and discourse with 
the Eternal Word. (SD, p. 23)

Use all your eagerness so that, with God’s grace, you can work 
much for his glory and for your own and your neighbor’s salvation! 
Furthermore, be especially attentive to the physical needs of others. 
Do not shy away from any inconvenience when it is a question of 
helping another or of doing a work of mercy. Take care that stinginess 
and self-interest never reign in you. (SD, p. 30-31)

Oh, carry out the planned work, with the help of God and Mary’s 
intercession, for the glory of God and the salvation of souls; even if 
you will be despised, persecuted, calumniated, misunderstood and 
treated badly by all because of it; and even if you have to shed the last 
drop of your blood. You have not yet done by any means what Christ 
did for you. Often contemplate him dying on the cross, and at the same 
time,consider his holy will so solemnly expressed in his high-priestly 
prayer before his death. Only the express command of ecclesiastical 
authority should be a barrier to you. (SD, p. 65)

The Founder insisted: 
As long as there is one person on earth who does not know God and does 
not love him above all things, you dare not allow yourself a moment’s 
rest. As long as the Queen of heaven and earth is not everywhere 
praised, you dare not allow yourself a moment’s rest. No sacrifice, no 
cross, no desolation, no trial, no temptation, oh! absolutely nothing 
should be too difficult for you with the help of God’s grace. I can do 
all things in him who strenthens me. Let no betrayal, no infidelity, no 
coldness, no abuse lessen your zeal. (SD, p.153) 

Jordan would quote the book of Revelation (2:1-4): “I know your works, 
your toil and your patient endurance, and how you cannot bear evil men. 
But I have this against you, that you have abandoned the love you had at 
first.” (SD, p. 250) Pray and work indefatigably!
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Along with the Founder’s great zeal for the salvation of souls was a great 
admiration for the kindness and gentleness of the Savior. The human 
example of kindness and gentleness which he admired greatly was that of 
St. Francis of Assisi, who was, in the words of Thomas of  Celano, 

...full of charm in conversation, gentle by nature, winning in speech, 
moderate in exhortation, exact in carrying out orders, careful in 
counsel, efficient in handling matters, pleasing in everything, a 
cheerful outlook, an appealing disposition, a calm spirit, constant in 
prayer, zealous in everything, firm in resolution, persevering in virtue, 
continuing in grace, always the same, quickly ready to forgive, slow to 
anger, free of spirit, gifted with good memory, shrewd in discussions, 
circumspect in choice, simple in everything, strict with himself, mild 
with others, reflective in everything.” (SD, p. 276) 

St. Francis was for him a model of long-suffering and of faith, for Francis 
“was freed from his great temptations of severe depression, discouragement 
and complete perplexity.” (SD, p. 278)
Father Jordan himself reflected: 

Comfort the afflicted, especially those who endure grave spiritual 
suffering. Never forget that you are performing a work very pleasing 
to God. The Eternal Father sent an angel from heaven to his divine 
Son in the Garden of Olives to console the Savior sorrowing unto 
death, and you want to deny it to your sufering neighbor. When you 
hear confessions, be especially compassionate and comforting to the 
sorely tried. (SD, p. 155). 

And Jordan prayed: 

O Cross, O sweet Cross! O Cross which I ought to love and prize 
most ardently on account of Jesus. O delightful Cross! O Cross, great 
strength! Would that I might truly know how to suffer with my Beloved 
Jesus, my God! O desirable and sweet Manna for those who know it! 
Oh, to suffer for Christ and in Christ. (SD, p. 144)

Persevere in suffering and in the cross. Oh, persevere firmly and 
heroically. Courage, my child; look upon Me on the Cross! Oh, 
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persevere, oh persevere patiently! Embrace the cross and kiss it. Easter 
morning is coming soon! (SD, p. 115)

No matter how great your interior and exterior sufferings may be, 
and, oppressed by darkness and fear, there seems to be no escape, 
trust firmly in God, unite yourself more closely with Him and act 
unflinchingly according to your resolved purposes. God will not try 
you beyond your strength and He will bring the matter to a happy 
conclusion. Always go ahead in the Lord! (SD, p. 214).

Do we desire success? We shall obtain it if we await it solely from 
grace, without ever neglecting [to give] the cooperation which God 
asks. And it will ordinarily be all the greater in the measure in which 
it brings us less praise and is born in contradictions in the shadow of 
the cross. (SD, p. 222)

Consider the promise of the Gospel. Prayer-confidence-faith: those 
promises and that faith which are always powerful, because they are 
divine and eternal; that prayer and that confidence, which make smooth 
and easy that which seems impossible, which open heaven, whence 
are drawn incredible proofs, which the whole world of unbelievers 
will never overthrow. (SD, p. 175)

Son, you have received the Holy Spirit for strength; therefore, you may 
not be of little faith. Strengthen yourself and do not fear; be strong in 
battle and fight courageously...Even if the whole world were armed 
against you, do not panic through sudden fear; I, who have overcome 
the world, am with you as a strong warrior; for that reason they fall 
and are shaken. (SD, p. 275)

The Spirit of God loves quiet, peace and order. He does not dwell in 
agitation. So avoid haste, unrest, precipitousness, over-zealousness, 
especially in important things. (SD, p. 219)

The Creator will clothe his creature with great sanctity, above all with 
humility, so that, as far as this is possible, he may be a useful instrument 
of Divine Providence and may faithfully fulfill his promises, and after 
this life He will receive him into the eternal joys. (SD, p. 192)
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Do have immense confidence in God. Oh, how much good you can 
do through it. O almighty Father, strengthen my trust always more. O 
holy confidence in God! May all peoples serve You: May all tongues 
praise the Lord. (SD, p. 249)

As I indicated in the beginning, I have merely attempted to organize a 
few elements of our Founder’s spirituality for our own consideration and 
inspiration. Jordan believed that we accept the God-given opportunities of 
our lives and make the most of them with God’s help. We will be amazed at 
what God can do through us. This is the incarnational aspect of our Founder’s 
spirituality and part of his spiritual legacy to us, that we allow the glory of 
God to shape our own vision of who we are and what we are to become.

Spirituality Thought Questions

1. What are some of the positive aspects of Jordan’s spirituality that 
interest me?

2. How do I react to the Founder’s theology of the cross and suffering?
3. Jordan’s zeal is admirable. What do I think really motivates such 

zeal?
4. How do I see the Founder’s faith and vision being realized today? In 

what ways might it be realized better?
5. How does the Founder’s theology of the Holy Spirit come through?
6. What can we say about Father Jordan’s spirit of “Evangelization?”
7. What is the Founder’s concept of God?
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HANDOUTS FROM A PRESENTATION ON THE 
SPIRITUALITY OF THE FOUNDER GIVEN BY 

FATHER JEROME SCHOMMER, S.D.S.
CHAPTER ADDRESS, October 22, 1897; CHAPTER ADDRESS, March 
23, 1894; CHAPTER ADDRESS, April 27, 1894 are available in Chapter 
Talks, and are not reproduced here.

DSS, X, No. 162

John Baptist Jordan
to the Confreres of our Society
Everlasting Grace and Love in Christ Jesus

The divine goodness and mercy has always manifested itself to us, 
particularly in these later times. It has called us, unworthy and without 
merit of our own, to holy unity, so that, bound to heaven by this sweet 
bond, we may faithfully and perfectly serve the King of Heaven and Earth 
and gain immortal souls. We rejoice in the powerful protection of our holy 
patrons, especially the Blessed Virgin Mary, Queen of the Apostles, on 
the Feast of whose Immaculate Conception in 1881, our small Society 
had its origin. Today, therefore, as we celebrate the first anniversary of 
our Society, let us with great praise and honor dedicate ourselves to this 
powerful Lady as her adopted sons, and renew a spirit truly pleasing to her. 
We are small, but fear not, little flock, for we do battle in the army of the 
Great Leader whose victory is certain.

It is our vocation, following the example of the Holy Apostles, with the 
help of divine grace to work for the salvation of souls with all temporal 
means, even of our own life, and to cooperate with God for the salvation 
of souls, which, of all divine things, is the most divine. But to do this, we 
ought:

a) to make progress toward perfection and to sanctify ourselves;
b) to be most firmly bound by the bonds of unity and set out as an 

impenetrable and unconquerable phalanx.
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Let us pour forth fervent prayers to God to accomplish this and pray and 
beseech our Lord to give us a spirit truly pleasing to Him. And I commend 
myself to your prayers to God.

Given at Rome, Feast of the Immaculate Conception, 1882.

P. John Baptist Jordan
Superior General

DSS, X, No. 295

Francis Mary of the Cross Jordan
to his Sons in Christ, Greetings,
Peace and Everlasting Charity

I enjoy great consolation, dearly beloved sons, when I see you, having 
cast aside the allurements of the world, following the Divine Teacher and 
Savior of the World. You have girded yourselves to undergo holy struggles 
and to do battle under the banner of the Supreme Leader for the glory of 
the Most High and the salvation of souls. I greatly desire that the divine 
mercy which has begun a good work in you will preserve you in grace, 
bring you to greater perfection each day and bring you to a happy end.

I certainly wish you to shine with all virtues as befits true soldiers of Christ 
and the sons of Heaven’s Queen. Since our Highest King and Lord whom 
you have promised to serve faithfully has left us an example of obedience 
that we might follow in His footsteps, and was made obedient for us unto 
death, even unto the death of the Cross, it is clear that we ouht to excel in 
the virtue of Obedience. This is all the more required of us as we fight the 
more grave and difficult battles against the father of disobedience and the 
rebellious angel, Lucifer.

By divine help the Society grows and prospers more and more and promises 
many fruits for the glory of God and the salvation of souls; but the more 
it grows, the more it becomes clear that everyone in every house observe 
as accurately as possible uniformity in everything, especially in discipline, 
rules,Constitutions, Customs, especially even in clothing.
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In this way, dearly beloved, we will fulfill that which our Savior so greatly 
desired, that we all be one in Him Who is our beginning and our end.

Hence, in the first place, and in all these things, we insist and admonish 
that all who hold office in the Society remember their state and in all things 
show themselves as examples of good works. Know that your happiness 
and that of your neighbors to whom we are debtors, depends upon perfect 
observance. The more observant you are, the greater blessings you can 
hope from above.

Since it is the Lord who gives the increase and without Him we can do 
nothing, we commend to you, dearly beloved sons, the command of the 
Lord: “You ought to pray always” and “Watch and pray lest you enter into 
temptation.” This command should be deep in our hearts, for the enemies 
surround us on all sides. Thus, sons, pray, watch, be steadfast in Faith, do 
battle with the ancient serpent.

Live and walk rightly, therefore, in the Society of the Divine Savior tht 
you may be worthy to enjoy His company in heaven and, dear sons, as a 
sign of love and good wishes I impart to you my paternal blessing.

Given at Rome, in the Motherhouse, in the year of our Lord, 1895, on the 
Feast of the Immaculate Conception, the fifteenth year of the Society.

P. Francis Mary of the Cross Jordan
Superior General

DSS, X, No. 627

December, 1902
Francis of the Cross Jordan
to his Beloved Sons, Greeting
and Paternal Blessing

For many years now, I am affected with the greatest sorrow of souls that 
many confreres bound to God by the sacred bonds of vows and joined to 
the Society and to me, separated themselves from us to seek the freedom 
of seculars. And what is more greatly to be deplored, there are even priests 
among them—even those ordained shortly before, as if the priestly dignity, 
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that great gift of God which the Society has conferred upon them, expelled 
them from the House of God. Scarcely admitted to the altar, they plan 
when they can free themselves from the bonds of their vows.

Woe to me, the father who has given such sons to the Society, who turn 
their gift into a sword with which they pierce my fatherly heart.

I cannot deny that in certain cases it is truly good for the Society that these 
confreres, as sick members, be cut out, and that with St. Ignatius I can 
be glad of this. But generally, infidelity sickens my soul and brings me 
sorrow.

Hence it seems good to me to resist this evil as much as I can in every 
way and to propose to you the means by which you can oppose this evil of 
leaving the Society, and, better, to prevent the desire and the will to leave 
from being born and nurtured.

You all know what a great and wonderful gift of God it is to be called to 
the state of perfection, the Religious State. Chosen from all eternity for the 
singular service of the Divine Majesty, Religious live in the House of God 
as intimate members of His household, separated from the tabernacles of 
sinners. Heaped up with special graces, they approach Christ, they even 
walk with Him as friends and disciples,and if they persevere to the end 
they will receive a spendid crown, thrice adorned, in eternal life. “O, if you 
understood the gift of God!”

Hence, I admonish and beseech you, dearly beloved, “to be certain of your 
vocation” and use the means which tend to preserve it with all care and 
fidelity.

First, frequently and even more frequently lift up your hands to heaven 
and whence your gift came will also come the help and grace of preserving 
what you have received. Renew your vows daily so that what you have 
failed in regard to them will be forgiven you, and if you have vacillated 
in your vocation you will again be strengthened. A most suitable time for 
you priests is the elevation of the Sacred Host in the daily sacrifice of the 
Mass, or the time of thanksgiving, or the visit to the Blessed Sacrament, 
or use some other occasion which will be better for mentally renewing the 
vows you made.
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Again, an efficacious means for preserving your vocation is without doubt 
the constant and accurate observance of the Constitutions. It happens, 
indeed, that sometimes all fail, but do not deliberately omit or transgress 
the slightest rule. The Constitutions are the ropes by which we are held 
and sustained in our holy vocation; but if they are broken we are gradually 
weakened and finally we fall into ruin. But he who conscientiously fulfills 
the Rules and Ordinances in so far as human frailty permits, will be 
invincible against the world and the assaults of the devil.

The third will be to avoid diligently the dangers to your vocation by not 
staying outside the community any longer than is lawful, for excessive 
association with seculars frequently brings it about that one’s enemies 
are those of his own household, hence caution should be exercised with 
one’s relatives. One should beware, especially, of associating with those 
confreres who are vacillating in their vocation, or who have already lost it, 
and with malcontents and critics. Would that all, especially the young and 
weak priests, take this to heart. If the strong have fallen in this way, how 
much more should those of younger age or weaker spirit and virtue fear.

The fourth means I propose to you is that you preserve a good relationship 
with all your Superiors, especially with your Father and Founder. This 
good is so precious that to obtain and preserve it you should not refuse 
to undergo even the greatest sacrifices, even to ask pardon after a fall, 
to manifest the difficulties concerning one’s vocation to his Superior 
even if there is a certain diffidence toward them so that, after a reciprocal 
manifestation has been made, love and trust will be revived and flourish 
in your hearts.

I beg you Superiors in the Lord to protect your subjects with all your 
strength and help them in their holy vocation to foresee dangers and by 
precautions remove or lessen them, to permit no one to go out without 
necessity; let him approve the seculars who come to the parlor, and if 
necessary remove them from such association. “There will be harsh 
judgment for those who rule.” Moreover, let him read the Constitutions 
which pertain to him and examine his conscience on their observance.

But you, beloved son, who are already considering in your mind the idea 
of leaving the Society and are already investigating and finding and listing 
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the reasons set on your path into the world, stop and consider what you are 
about to do. Think of the gratitude you owe not only to Divine Providence 
which from eternity chose you before so many other people, but also to 
your Mother, the Society which carried you in her bosom, and nurtured 
and educated you, and so lovingly placed the priestly crown on your 
head. Consider the crown which awaits you if you are faithful unto death. 
Consider how the evil ones rejoice at your fall, how the Church sorrows, 
the brethren are scandalized, and your name and memory are sullied. 
Weigh your reasons for wanting to cast aside the Lord’s yoke. Are they 
not invalid, not to say, null; frequently they are but excuses which will not 
stand in the judgment of God and at the hour of death will appear useless 
to you in your agony. The Superiors, you say, have no confidence in you, 
and you cannot stay under them. But, dearly beloved, why do you not 
conduct yourself so they can trust you; why do you not correct your life 
so that little by little you once again regain for yourself a good reputation 
and trust? Another says the life is too rigorous. Dearly beloved, why does 
that life now seem to severe to you which once seemed easy for you? Did 
you not try this kind of life for some time before you bound yourself by 
vows? Indeed, now that you are a priest who daily eats the Bread of the 
strong you cast aside the yoke from your shoulders which as a youth was 
easy for you. “I have something against you, that you have abandoned 
your first love” (Apoc. 2:4). Ask the Lord with a humble and contrite heart 
in the shadow of your holy solitude to put a right spirit within you to walk 
in the way of perfection to the Mountain of God. “I can do more work 
in the world,” someone else will excuse himelf, “than in the Society, as 
a curate or a Parish priest.” You are mistaken, dearly beloved, you are 
greatly mistaken. Don’t you know that you are a member of the Society 
which does much work and daily does more? And your work, even if it 
is humble and despised, is, however, coordinated to the greatest things. 
Secondly, consider that led by obedience you do more for eternal life by 
insigificant works than a secular priest by great works. Did not Christ 
live thirty years in Obedience and three in the Apostolate? If, therefore, 
your Superiors want you to increase your knowledge by your studies or to 
learn new languages, do not contradict them; it is your task to obey, not to 
dispose; the time will come when you will do great works in the vineheard 
of the Lord, your hour has not yet come.
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Finally, manfully bring into the light of faith whatever it was that stirred in 
your mind the thought and idea of leaving the religious state and you will 
be persuaded that the reason is to be despised. I beg you to extinguish the 
sparks immediately or your vocation will be destroyed in the fire.

Therefore, would that all of you beloved sons be daily strengthened and 
renewed in your vocation. Would that all would diligently use the means 
proposed to lessen that deplorable evil of apostasy from the Society; let 
all be ready to preserve to the end for themselves that great gift of their 
vocation even by great sacrifices and humiliations if Divine Providence 
should prove them by this healthful fire so that they can bring the integral 
holocaust of religious life to the throne of God to hear that blessed word: 
“Well done, good and faithful servant, enter into the joy of your Lord.”

P. Francis Mary of the Cross Jordan
Superior General

DSS, X, No. 1112

Francis Mary of the Cross Jordan
to his Beloved Sons, Greeting
and Paternal Blessing

On the occasion of the sixteenth centenary of the Triumph of the Holy 
Cross, I feel urged to give you this fatherly advice, beloved sons, whom 
God has called to spread the Kingdom of our Lord, Jesus Christ:

I.  Always and everywhere, in all things, keep before your eyes your holy 
vocation which is to form Christ in yourselves and your neighbors; to 
make certain of this by a most faithful observance of the Constitutions you 
need but be mindful of this saying of St.Alphonsus: “One transgression 
causes me more affliction than a hundred persecutions.”

II.  You Superiors, therefore, guardians of your brethren, resist the 
beginnings according to the exhortation of the Apostles, exhort in season 
and out of season, reprove, exhort and encourage with all patience and 
teaching, so that with the same Apostle you can say “I am innocent of the 
blood of all.”
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And you, all my sons, obey your Superiors (as your fathers in Christ) 
and be subject to them. For they keep watch over you as those who will 
render an account for your souls, so that they can do this joyfully and not 
in sorrow, for this is not becoming to you.

III.  Most diligently observe the commandment of the Lord: “that you love 
one another,” so that in all this all may know that you are disciples of the 
Divine Savior. Thus you will be faithful imitators of the Holy Apostles 
“who were of one heart and one mind.” Where there is charity, there 
God is, and where God is, there is peace. The love of God has gathered 
us together. No one will labor hard with much fruit for the soul without 
charity; he will be but sounding brass and tinkling cymbal.

IV.  A Society destined for all people is in debt to all, hence embrace all 
with equal love, paying attention neither to persons nor to nations, but be 
intent on one thing: that you do the work obedience has enjoined on you.

V.  Cherish the spirit of prayer. Devoutly pray the Divine praises like Holy 
Zion. Make your daily meditation: from your first hour of the day let your 
heart be in Jesus, your Treasure, that you may be enlightened by the holy 
example of His life and enkindled by the fire of His love. Strengthen your 
soul with the living Bread to progress from virtue to virtue. May you be 
friends of the Savior in the holy tabernacle; association with Him has 
neither bitterness nor tedium. Make your spiritual reading particularly on 
those things which pertain to religious life to be of great nourishment to 
your soul, and I insist that everyone do this daily for a quarter of an hour. 
In the twofold examination of conscience judge yourselves, recollect your 
soul, stir yourselves to greater progress. It should be your sweetest task to 
work for the day when all generations will call your Most glorious Queen 
and Mother blessed, and that you yourselves in your daily devotion of the 
Rosary show yourselves thankful and happy.

VI.  Since God gives His grace to the humble both for their own 
sanctification and for working for the salvation of souls, willingly use the 
voluntary humiliations in use in the Society from the beginning, keeping 
in mind the Divine Savior who washed the feet of His disciples at the Last 
Supper, exhorting us: “I have give you an example, so that as I have done, 
you should also do.”
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VII.  The increase of the Society ought to be the greatest concern in the 
heart of her beloved sons as the greatest good of their Mother. May you, 
therefore, promote the good name of the Society by good example, for 
the glory of God, and may you be the good odor of Christ in all places. 
“Woe to that man from whom scandal comes” (Matt. 18:7). Moreover, let 
everyone consider it his task to spread notice of the Society, to promulgate 
its publications and seek alms or benefactors so that as many students as 
possible can be admitted and the Society daily increase for the greater 
glory of God.

VIII.  Help the Missions, which are listed among the principal works of 
the Society, not only by your prayers and sacrifices but by obtaining help 
for them. Consider as directed to yourselves the command of the Divine 
Savior: “Gather the fragments left over, lest they be lost” (John 6:12). Let 
nothing seem small where the Kingdom of Christ can be increased.

IX.  Since God loves a cheerful giver, do everything which pertains to 
your vocation with a great heart and willing spirit, fleeing that vice of the 
wicked which is the armament of the enemy of our salvation. Go forward, 
beloved sons, do good, and work for the glory of God and the Salvation 
of souls with all your strength, because the time is short, but the reward 
is great.

Given at Rome, the Motherhouse, SDS, Passion Sunday, March 11, 1913.

P. Francis Mary of the Cross Jordan
Superior General

DSS, X, No. 756

To My Beloved Sons, 
Greetings and Paternal Blessings!

We communicate to you today the joyful news: by decree of the Sacred 
Congregation of Bishops and Regulars, given on May 27, 1905, after an 
audience with our Holy Father, Pope Pius X, our Society has been given 
the first approbation (Decretum Laudis).
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Let us give thanks to our Lord and Savior who has honored and confirmed 
our Society with this great favor.

Should we not, strengthened by this declaration, observe our Constitutions 
with even greater fervor? Or, can we delude the hope which our Holy 
Mother Church has put in this new offspring from which it expects a new 
increase in salvation for the Christian people and the infidel nations? No! 
Let this be far from us! Let us, rather, embrace and observe with new zeal, 
new love, the Constitutions which it has examined. Let us count nothing 
as insignificant!

We beseech you Superiors who help us in the governance of the Society 
to insist on the exact observance of the Constitutions and customs in our 
houses, especially be setting the example and by constant prayer. So doing 
you will avoid the harsh judgment for those who rule, and that will be 
found true in you: “Well done, good and faithful servant, since you have 
been found faithful in a few things, I will place you over many.”

If, therefore, there is in you, beloved sons, a sense of gratitude to God 
and Holy Mother Church and to our benefactors, and if you truly wish to 
console our fatherly heart which has so often been pierced by sorrow at the 
infidelity of his sons fleeing to the world and by the neglect and lukewarm 
spirit of those who spurn the greatest and the least of the holy laws of our 
Society, if you intend to provide for your happiness in this life and your 
rest and happiness in eternity: do not hold any rule in contempt or neglect 
the least obligation.

He who is observant builds; he who is not observant destroys. And what 
does he destroy? The work of God in himself and others! Woe to him! 
What account will he render on that aweful day to the eternal Judge for the 
graces he received to the scandal of his confreres and the greatest damage 
rendered to the Society in time and perhaps in eternity!

Let us, therefore, beg God to avert this judgment from us, to give us His 
bounteous grace that, following in the footsteps of the Savior we may 
be found true Salvatorians in life and in death to the edification of our 
confreres, the increase of the Society and the salvation of countless 
immortal souls.
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Finally, we order that, in the houses some common devotion be celebrated 
in thanksgiving.

O Mary, Mother of God, Queen of the Apostles, help us by your aid!

Given at Rome, the Motherhouse, May 29, 1905.

P. Francis Mary of the Cross Jordan
Superior General of the Society of the Divine Savior

FRANCIS JORDAN AND THE PREFERENTIAL 
OPTION FOR THE POOR

by Fr. Jerome Schommer, SDS - March 25,1988

I suppose that, inevitably, somebody, somewhere, is going to ask the question: 
would Jordan have made the preferential option for the poor? Like all those 
“would have” and “what if” questions, we really can’t answer this one. But 
there is another question we can ask, quite justifiably: “Is this preferential 
option for the poor in the tradition of the Society?” Is it in a tradition firmly 
rooted in Jordan’s thought, in his decisions, in the directions in which he 
nudged the Society or even pushed it? That is a question we can answer. 
But before we begin to explore this Traditio Salvatoriana, there are a few 
remarks we ought to make to be sure we are all talking about the same thing.

In the first place, Jordan and his contemporaries didn’t think in terms of 
the preferential option for the poor. They would not have been acquainted 
with the term. They didn’t use it; it was not part of their theological/
spiritual/sociological vocabulary. That they would have understood the 
realities described and meant by the term is probably true; but the term 
would have needed explanation for them to understand it. That should 
not surprise us: we probably need to have it explained to us before we 
can understand it, and the expression is one rooted in our own culture and 
civilization and in our own times.

What follows, then, is a brief exploration of Jordan’s thought and practice 
in reference to the preferential option for the poor. You will probably find 
much with which you will disagree both as regards some of the sociology 
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and as regards the ways in which I have used and applied Jordan’s thoughts 
and actions. There are two reasons for this. First, there are constraints of 
time available to do this; second, this paper isn’t meant to be the last word, 
or anything even near the last word, on anything. It is meant to stimulate 
and provoke thought and some discussion and if it does that, the purpose 
in writing it will have been well served, indeed.

What Do We Mean “Poor”?

Now that is a tough question, indeed. What do we really mean by poor? 
If we look at the definition sociologists give it, and various government 
agencies give it, and the Office of Management and Budget gives it, and 
field workers give it, we are sometimes tempted to say that poverty is  as 
poverty does. But that, one suspects, is a cop-out and we escape without 
knowing what we are talking about. And then the interesting possibility 
arises: maybe we can’t know what we’re talking about because there 
are so many different kinds of poor people living in so many different 
circumstances and in so many different places.

Jordan lived in an age of transition. At the time of his birth there still 
were on the continent pockets of pre-industrial society. The process of 
industrialization displaced many people, creating in the process a newly 
poor class along with many of the pre-industrial poor. I should hasten to 
add that this was not true in all places nor was it true of other  places at 
the same time or in the same way. But generally this was more or less 
true. As time passed, the poor in Europe and America—what we now 
call the first world—seem to have formed a different kind of poor: those 
made so by lack of sufficient education, by lack of ability to work in an 
industrial setting; and those made poor by the system itself: low wages, 
long hours, poor working and living conditions, the latter made necessary 
because of low wage scales. The poor of the pre-industrial western society 
were poor because of the class of which they were members, although this 
wasn’t exactly true everywhere, either. And then, there was another type of 
poverty: those who lived in what we now call the third world. Gradually, 
as European countries expanded into Africa and Asia to add colonies to 
their empires, they encountered the indigenous populations. Generally, 
these indigenous peoples were civilized, but their civilization was vastly 
different from that of the west. But among these people, too, there were 
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vast numbers of the poor, i.e., people who by any standards were truly 
poor. But in dealing with these indigenous peoples, the west made some 
fundamental mistakes. Along with exploiting the third world, the west 
tended, generally, to view all its populations as ignorant and benighted, 
mainly because their civilization wasn’t Western.

In America the class system of Europe never was operative, and the poor 
here were, one suspects, poor for different reasons. Immigrants, unless 
they came to America with money, were nearly always poor; they were 
at the bottom of the social and economic scales. American society has 
been characterized by its upward mobility and it was an axiom of the 
American faith that one can always better himself and certainly can make 
life better for his children. Stories of the rise from rags to riches were 
common. The trouble is that many of them were just that: stories. But it 
is true that people did rise through the social and economic ladders. But 
ladders are tools of descent as well as ascent, and people climbed down as 
well as up. There were until comparatively recently few, if any, cushions 
to soften an economic decline in a family’s fortunes. After the Civil War, 
the theory of Social Darwinism was used to explain the economic cycles 
in America, and then to justify them. Generally, poverty in America had 
been part of the system: the economic cycles, the kind of work one did, 
the lack of work or the ability to perform available work, lack of education 
and training. Time does not permit a further and more accurate exploration 
of American poverty,

One further point, however, we must make. Early in the 1960’s Michael 
Harrington wrote Night Comes to the Cumberlands a book in which I 
realized for the first time that a generation had grown up for which poverty 
was a way of life from which no escape seemed possible. And the reality 
seems to have become a part of American life, not only in the Cumberlands 
but in American cities and countryside as well.

What About the Poor? 

One of the characteristics common to the poor of every place, in every 
social and economic system, at every time of recorded history is the fact 
that they are powerless. They lack the clout, the power to change their 
own lives, to change the social and political and economic structures under 
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which they live, to change anything. Wealth confers power, and if one has 
wealth, one has power. Political power, economic power, social power all 
stem from the varying degrees of wealth one may have. Lacking power, 
the poor have no one to defend them, to defend whatever rights they have. 
They lack power, they lack defenders. So where do they go for power, for 
defense? This, in fact, is a common theme in the scriptures. Look at the 
psalms. Many of them speak for those who lack power: Go is my defender 
and protector. The common theme: the poor of Yahweh’ the anawim 
Jahweh. The prophets speak of God as being the defender and protector of 
the poor. The first of the beatitudes: blessed are the poor in spirit, theirs is 
the kingdom of heaven, might be paraphrased: blessed are you anawim in 
spirit, God himself will be your power and you will possess the power of 
the kingdom. If you lack wealth and, therefore, power, God himself will 
be your power and will defend you. Not necessarily in this world, but he 
will see that final justice is done to you and to the world. This could very 
easily be interpreted and used, as has been done all too frequently, as a pie-
in-the-sky approach to the poor, a theme to keep them “in their place.” But 
that is not the meaning nor is it the intention of the scriptures which also 
contain severe strictures  against those who do not help the poor.

But Our Preferential Option?

Now that, too, is a question and in attempting to trace out an answer to 
it, you’re going to get an awful lot of opinion based, one hopes, on fact. 
What does the preferential option for the poor mean for a Society whose 
theme coming from its Founder is: “Damit Sie dich erkennen…” “That 
they may know you, the one true God and him whom you have sent, Jesus 
Christ.” We should refer first of all to Matthew’s gospel where John sends 
his disciples to ask Jesus “Who are you.” Jesus gives the answer to tell 
John what they have seen and heard: he dead rise and the poor have the 
gospel preached to them. The gospel is liberation, not from poverty, but 
from the oppression of sin and selfishness which cause poverty. The poor 
were to be the first to hear the good news of salvation in Jesus. He would 
empower them. They would be without fear because they hoped in him. 
So, preaching the gospel is primary, not the only thing by any means, but 
primary. And look at the early church and its care for the poor. Preaching 
the gospel and care for the poor were both important for the church. 
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Long before the church spread very far, special people were appointed to 
supervise the care for the poor.

That is part of our work. Our option for the poor should have as its 
primary purpose the preaching of the gospel. But we cannot neglect care 
for the poor. That, in fact, has been part of the tradition of the Society. 
Jordan accepted poor boys and young men to study for the Society. His 
first foreign mission was in northeast India, a vast area inhabited by very 
many different peoples, most of them poor; an area visited by floods and 
diseases, an area that Propaganda had difficulty finding anyone to care for. 
So Jordan took it. A lot of reasons have been adduced for his acceptance 
of Assam. But whatever reasons, he took it. He poured men and whatever 
money he could into it. Of course mistakes were made; who wouldn’t 
make them? The gospel was preached, catechisms in native languages 
were printed, an apostolate of the press was begun and converts were 
made. And the poor were cared for. The Salvatorian sisters began, at the 
request of Msgr. Christopher Becker, SDS, medical mission work. This 
enabled the women of Assam to receive medical attention for the first time 
in their lives and for the first time in the history of the area. But the work 
was among the poor.

When the Society came to North America in 1892, its work, too, was among 
the poor. When the school in Vancouver didn’t work out, the members 
began work in the archdiocese of Portland. The parishes were not exactly 
sugar plums, and along with the parishes they were given charge of the 
Indian Reservation at Siletz which wasn’t exactly paradise on earth, either. 
And after their return to the diocese of Nesqually-Seattle in 1902, their 
work was among immigrant lumberjacks and sawmill workers, and other 
immigrants whose position on the economic and social scales was very 
low.

In fact, the track record of the Society for picking the poorest and least 
desirable places to work and making a go of them is very good, indeed. It 
is part of our tradition. Along with the international Society, this province 
has done quite well in living up to this tradition. What I am really saying 
is that making a preferential option for the poor, particularly in working 
for and among them, is nothing new for us. In many respects we’ve been 
doing it all along.
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But in making plans for our future, we can’t rest on our laurels, either. 
Where are we needed? The pay may not be much at all and may require 
us to wear our belts tight, indeed. But here are people who need the gospel 
preached to them and who need our living witness of trust in God.

Our Own Witness to the Poor

Poverty itself is an evil, one against which man has battled from the 
beginning. So, our witness is not and cannot be one of destitution. But it 
can be one of simplicity and above all it can be one of trust and confidence 
in God. And that brings up what Jordan said. I am not going to go through 
the task of citing very much from his writings so much as to bringing to 
our attention, one again, the general direction of his writings. That Jordan 
was strict on what he and the church of his time called poverty and what 
we today would call simplicity goes without saying. Read through the 
excerpts from his conferences in the Exhortations and you will find many, 
many references to that. But alongside these references there and in the 
Spiritual Diary you will find another direction which, coupled with his 
simplicity, make him truly one of the Anawim Yahweh. Over and over 
again in these books and in his letters he insists, until one is almost ready 
to scream, on confidence in God, on bringing himself and his spiritual sons 
and daughters to the realization that our help comes from only one source: 
God Himself. He knew he lacked money for his projects; he was aware 
that he lacked certain abilities; he was certainly aware that the church, 
whether purposely or not, was making life difficult for him. But in all 
these episodes of his life, he sought help from only one place: from God 
himself. If we do this, if we make this our living witness to the gospel, we 
are certainly well within the tradition of the Society from the beginning. 
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Number Eight

September 1988

Curia Generalizia dei Salvatoriani
Rom, 24th of February 1988

Re: working paper of the IHC on “Fr. Jordan and the Laity.” (1987)

Dear Romuald,

As a further contribution to our magazine, Exchange of Thoughts, 
I am sending you the working paper, which the International 
Historical Commission (IHC) presented last year to the General 
Chapter. The present generalate thinks it’s a valuable paper for 
study and meditation and that it can be published. The translation 
is made by Thomas Novak, revised by Paul Portland. The original 
text was redacted in German.

Unfortunately the paper is not any more in the disk!

I hope this working paper will find in your province and with other 
English speaking confreres a good echo.

With all my best wishes for yourself and your apostolate! God 
bless!

Yours in the Savior,

Fr. Peter van Meijl, SDS
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The Mandate Given the International Historical Commission

The XIII General Chapter (1981) in its third ordinance gave the following 
charge or mandate to the International Historical Commission (IHC): “To 
concentrate on further historical research particularly on matters of special 
concern to serve the needs of the task forces established for particular 
studies.” (3, b, 1, Annales, XII, 1, 1981, p. 11)  At the same time care must 
be taken, it said, “that the Generalate conduct a study on the relationship of 
the Society to lay people joined with us in the spirit and apostolic purpose 
of the founder.” (Ordinance 5, Annales, XII, 1, 1981, p. 12)

The IHC intensively treated the theme “Fr. Jordan and the Laity” in recent 
years. Now it would like to present to the XIV General Chapter the results 
of its studies. A lot of things could be researched and made clearer; much 
still remains vague at this time and awaits further research and further 
study. We dealt only with the first twenty years of our Society for practical 
reasons (that means, e.g., up to the first general chapter of the Society).

We find ourselves in this post-Vatican II period in the midst of certain 
trends. Many religious families devoted to the active life gather together 
with the former students and men and women co-workers to reflect 
upon and explore how one can become involved in the church’s work in 
these present times. The Salvatorian men and women religious are in a 
similar situation. The 1981 General Chapter gave the Society a certain 
direction (impulse) and opened up certain possibilities by its formulation 
of Constitution Article 108: “According to the original intention of our 
founder, we seek to promote cooperation with individuals and groups 
joined with us in his spirit and apostolic purpose…”

In the following working paper we are presenting historical information 
on the theme of how the laity figured into the basic thinking of Fr. Jordan 
and how the basic structure of his work was developed and realized. “The 
task force on the charism, mission and identity” in collaboration with the 
IHC studied the same theme over several years from the viewpoint of the 
charism of the founder and the theology of the Second Vatican Council.

Some confreres would probably prefer only to call upon the teaching 
of the Second Vatican Council and the need of our times, while others 
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probably look upon this historic grounding as rather useless. Still others 
prefer to reflect on how we can develop a proper and unique Salvatorian 
ministry rooted in this historical foundation as well as in contemporary 
opportunities. They particularly want us to remain true in our apostolic 
ministry to the mandate of the founder and his spirit. For all, however—no 
matter what their point of view on these two possible perspectives—and 
especially those who would like to invoke and respect in a special way 
the founder and the history of the Salvatorians, we want to gather together 
some solid, reliable and trustworthy historical research which we now 
would like to present for you in three sections or chapters.

The first chapter, entitled “Fr. Jordan—Founder of an Apostolic Work,” 
treats the basic concerns of the founder and the basic structure of his work. 
The second part or chapter describes the evolution of the first grade, the 
core group, of his work and points out how Jordan from the beginning 
wanted a special kind of religious community. The other groups or grades 
would scarcely be able to function without this core group. The third 
chapter offers a short overview of the possibilities for participating in the 
work. In the concluding remarks section we append some final thoughts.

Rome, February 20, 1987
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PART ONE: FATHER JORDAN
FOUNDER OF AN APOSTOLIC WORK

A. The Basic Concerns Of The Founder:

A grace was offered to our founder, as it was to only a few other graced 
people in the history of Christianity, especially in the hour of his vocation 
and call and over and over again later on—a grace to see and to experience 
what is the essential and ultimate concern of life: that “all may know the 
one true God and him whom he has sent—Jesus Christ” (John 17:3). This 
outlook, this vision, had characterized our founder, his person and his 
action in the unfolding of his life in such a powerful way that we can only 
understand him fully when we understand this outlook or vision. Nothing 
and no one were to be excluded from his work according to his vision. 
His action embraced everything and everyone! We find the very impact 
and the lines of his personality everywhere—in his Spiritual Diary, his 
statutes, his letters, and his chapter talks as well as in his apostolic zeal and 
his actual concrete work.

Fr. Jordan always thought and acted inclusively, never exclusively. He 
never excluded anything or anyone; he always embraced and included 
everything and all people. His prayer was all-encompassing, never limited 
and narrow. Thus his work also had to be “universal” and “catholic”: for 
all, including everything and everyone through the whole world—the 
churches in the east and in the west alike. Fr. Jordan wanted his institute 
to have a great and wide-spread apostolate. As he himself says—all means 
inspired by the love of Christ (see the Rule of 1886, I, 3) are proper to 
attain this goal. He felt deep within himself that it was to such a mandate 
that he was called by God.

(Translator’s note: hereafter this rather literal translation of the German 
word “Werk” will for the most part be rendered as “foundation.”  It could 
also be translated as Jordan’s “work, venture, vision, enterprise, project, 
plan, or foundation.)

Fr. Jordan wanted to appeal to all Catholics in every profession and calling 
in the whole world and to motivate them to a new activity or apostolate in 
the life of the church—in the face of the grave and worsening situation 
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in the world and in the church (liberalism, social problems, secularization, 
the Kulturkampf). There were initiatives beginning to be seen everywhere 
in Europe for promoting the renewal of the reign of God. Jordan was of 
the opinion that you could reach more people through a unified movement 
(“movimento uniforme,” Monitor Romano [MR]. 1881, nr. 4, p.30). There 
were many people founding associations which threatened to become 
dispersing, diffusing and splintering groups unless they were joined 
together in some kind of joint venture or organization—all united somehow 
under one roof. Some people placed their hopes for the realization of this 
venture in the Apostolic Teaching Society of Fr. Jordan, as contemporary 
correspondence to Jordan shows. Jordan wanted a great and powerful 
impact and force which would be operative in all countries—this means 
that all Christians and all Catholics must be apostles in the world; they 
must be called to action to do something positive for the good of society 
and the church and for morality. To have seen such a vision and to raise it 
to the level of a worldwide vision for the church is the greatness of Jordan!

His Apostolic Teaching Society “invites all believers to become 
proclaimers and apostles (MR, 15, 7, 1881, p. 30). Jordan did not want 
only a certain limited kind of teaching apostolate—catechetics, retreats, 
parish missions—but he wanted apostles who accepted full responsibility 
for promoting the reign of God in the world—“sicut apostoli” (like the 
apostles.)  It was evident for him that every Catholic can and must engage 
himself in promoting and proclaiming the reign of God. He presented 
these thoughts to various church authorities in the east and the west and 
also to Pope Leo XIII in a private audience on September 6, 1880.

B. The Basic Structure of Fr. Jordan’s Foundation

We can only understand the basic structure of Fr. Jordan’s work when we 
see it in relation to his basic concerns. Likewise the later actions of Fr. 
Jordan must be interpreted in the light of his basic thoughts and the basic 
structure he envisioned for his work.

We can find a nucleus of all the elements of his proposed foundation 
in a single entry in his Spiritual Diary. Fr. Jordan writes: “The Catholic 
Teaching Society of clerics and workers in the vineyard of the Lord among 
all peoples” (SD, 1979, I, 124, p. 69). We find here the basic elements of 
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the foundations: the name (The Catholic Teaching Society), the members 
(clerics and workers), the universality (among all peoples).

The structure of the whole work was described as such in the documents 
of the early Society: all Catholics should have the chance to associate 
themselves in this work in the following ways:

•	 in a first grade of clerics and laity, men and women, who gave 
up their own careers and professions and who put themselves full 
time at the disposal of this foundation, following in the footsteps 
of the apostles;

•	 in a second grade, scientists and educated people, men and 
women, clerics and laity, who enrolled themselves as academics 
in the Apostolic Teaching Society (ATS);

•	 in a third grade, all men and women, clerics and laity, who 
committed themselves to the ATS, but remained in their own 
proper professions. 

It is fascinating to note that “laity” were included in all three grades in this 
structure and that the “laity” were not restricted to membership only in the 
third grade. The participation of the “laity” was a constant element in the 
original plan of the Founder and lasted until 1883.

Fr. Jordan had not fully clarified in his time the definite regulations for the 
functioning of his whole foundation. Unexpected difficulties and problems 
arose—problems of personnel and of structure. Structures to realize the 
various grades of the foundation of Jordan were supplied only after some 
years of experience and after some reflections with more competent people.

The first years in the history of an order’s founding are like a moment. It 
was in 1878 that Fr, Jordan first expressed himself: “Funda societatem 
apostolicam” (establish an apostolic society…SD, 146, p. 85). Two years 
later (1880) he would make his first draft of his foundation in the so-called 
Smyrna Draft. On December 8, 1881, the first grade of the Apostolic 
Teaching Society was called into being in Rome; and already in March, 
1883, it underwent a concrete “transformation.”  That means that within 
these first five years the structure of one of the many new organizations 
of the nineteenth century was formed. The first grade of the foundation 
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would be divided into a men’s institute (first order) and into a women’s 
institute (second order). (Please note: the second order, that is, the 
women’s institute, is developed from the first grade, not the second grade, 
of Jordan’s original formulation. See the schema on the insert inside the 
back cover).

The foundation continued to develop as more groups, which were allied with 
the same goal and inspiration of the “Society” began to function in different 
countries. These various groups, (e.g., the Angel Sodality, men and women 
co-workers, men and women promoters, an organized academy of scholars, 
and the third  order of the Catholic Teaching Society) were all connected 
with the first and second orders (the men’s and women’s institutes), through 
their prayer and financial support, through their practical help, through 
communication and through the Society’s magazines.

Fr. Jordan, who followed these concrete developments in his foundation 
with interest, had to give the majority of his time and his energy, however, 
to the core group of the whole venture--especially in the promotion, the 
writing of the rule, the travels, the formation of the young people and 
together with Fr. Bonventure Luethen the administration and foundation 
of the little communities throughout the whole world for the first and 
second orders (the men’s and women’s institutes).

C. A Schema

We could visualize the fundamental structure of Jordan’s foundation and 
its development into more sections in the manner shown in the schema 
referred to above. 
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PART TWO: A CORE GROUP AT THE 
CENTER OF THE FOUNDATION

When we reflect on official texts and various writings of the first five years 
(1878-1883), we see that over and over there constantly arose in Fr. Jordan’s 
thoughts and plans the intention to found or establish a core group (the 
first grade) as a kind of religious community. Already in an  1878 text Fr. 
Jordan speaks of a rule (precepta commnunia) and also of vows (castitas, 
paupertas,et obedientia). Jordan wrote in a letter to Arnold Janssen that the 
members of the first grade, priests and laity, have simple vows (December 
5, 1880). The daily schedule which Fr, Jordan observed in 1882 in Santa 
Brigida with fourteen other persons is the same in detail as the normal 
horarium of a religious house (see Der Missionaer, MI, 1882, pp. 22-23).

In 1882 the Roman authorities judged the work of Jordan as presented to 
them in the writings of that period to be like “Noah’s ark.”  Jordan felt 
that his plans—so apostolic and so Catholic—brought from the Roman 
authorities more disapproval than approval for their vague and unclear all-
encompassing-expansiveness and broadness. The cardinal vicar made the 
proposal to him in the fall of that same year that he think of his institute 
in terms of the first, second, and third orders of other institutes instead of 
describing it in the unclear terms of grades. Fr. Jordan sought the counsel 
of his friends, the missionary bishop Massaia, Don Bosco, Fr. Semenko 
(the founder of the Resurrectionsists) and his confessor.

On March 11, 1883 Fr. Jordan made vows into the hands of his confessor, 
Fr. Ludwig Steiner, too the habit, and assumed the religious name of 
Francis Mary of the Cross. Fr. Luethen made a retreat, made his profession 
and took the religious name of Bonaventure. Both now built the first order 
of the Catholic Teaching Society as the spiritual center or focus of the 
whole foundation, as Fr. Hopfenmueller would describe it some years 
later (see DSS IV, p.139). Pupils and students, who had only used the 
first degree to get ordained and become priests, left the Society. Only a 
few people like Frs. Jordan and Luethen took the habit. The Sisters now 
began to build the second order under the leadership of Sr. Streitel and had 
responsibilities like those of the first order, as is reflected in their 1884 
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Rule for the Apostolate. The first grade of the Catholic Teaching Society 
had now evolved and developed into its first and second order.

In the historical writing up to the present time these facts surrounding the 
March, 1883, date were mostly given the meaning of a “transformation.”  
We would like to ask: what was really transformed? It would be better to 
speak of it as the “fleshing out,” a materializing, or a development of the 
concept of the first grade into a first and second order.

There were several reasons playing a role in this development. Jordan did 
not leave behind anything written to indicate what motivated him in this 
development. But we can follow this developmental process rather exactly. 
At first Jordan was thinking of a free union of like-minded people, men 
and women, laity and clerics, without public vows. These ideas simply 
did not reach fulfillment. Secular priests did not associate themselves as 
Jordan wanted for a variety of reasons. The diocesan priest, Fr, Friedrich 
von Leonhardi, who had made his vows to Jordan on December 8, 1881, 
left in January 1883. He was one of the three priests who associated 
themselves with Jordan in August, 1882, in Munich. His expectations to 
go to the Scandinavian countries and there promote the Catholic press 
were not fulfilled in Jordan’s foundation. Such experiences taught Jordan 
that the central group, which had to support the whole foundation or 
project, needed a tighter bond of unity that he had previously thought. 
The recommendations of the church also followed in this direction. In the 
questionnaire sent by Roman authorities to him in October, 1882, as part 
of an investigation into his work, Jordan recognized a possible way of 
being an “Apostle in the World” and accepted it as the will of God.

We see then that in a relatively short time there was a development from 
a somewhat free and loose apostolic organization to a tighter and more 
ecclesiastical foundation.

The development into a first and second order likewise had practical and 
essential consequences. The word “grade” was no longer used, but only the 
expression “first and second order” (the men’s and women’s institutes). Fr. 
Luethen wrote an article in 1884 on religious life in the Catholic Teaching 
Society in Der Missionaer magazine. The third grade was now called the 
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grade of men and women co-workers. The third part of this paper will deal 
with these various sections of the foundation.

PART THREE: THE POSSIBILITIES FOR 
PARTICIPATING IN THE FOUNDATION

1. The Second Grade

As far as we know today, the second grade never developed as it was 
envisioned in the beginning by Fr. Jordan. A list of contemporary 
outstanding scientists and other person whom Jordan himself contacted 
personally, augured a good beginning (see the Salvatorian Postulation 
Archive, APS, B, 2; Salvatoriaans Jubileumboek, SKB, 1986, p. 76, 
footnote 85). The “Nuntius Romanus” (NR), which was the journal for the 
second grade, published documents of the Holy See for the members of the 
“Academy of Letters” (scientists and educated persons) starting in March 
1882. Jordan discontinued its publication in December, 1905, because 
Pustet, the publisher in Regensburg, began to edit a similar journal in May, 
1906, entitled “Acta Pontificia.”  In 1909 the Holy See began to publish 
“Acta Apostolicae Sedis” which continues to the present time. The statutes 
which appeared for the first time for the members of this grade (Nr, 1884, 
N. 3, p. 36ff) came out in 1890 in a new edition (DSS II, p. 279ff). Briefly 
summarized, the members should integrate science and their faith life, edit 
scientific as well as popular books, and subscribe to Nuntius Romanus. 
They were supposed in this way to exercise their apostolate strongly and 
powerfully in unity with the Society (see DSS II, p. 279). The encyclical 
“Pascendi” (1907) by Pope Pius X demonstrated that the ideas of Jordan 
about the scientific exchange were very realistic. This pope announced 
the foundation of an international institute for promotion of scientific 
progress. This initiative of the pope turn out to be stillborn because the 
members of the institute were chosen in such a one-sided, unilateral way 
(see H. Jedin, Handbuch der Kirchengeshichte, VI/2, p. 485, footnote 36).

2. The Third Grade

The third grade was conceived for those who would remain in their 
calling and profession and would join in with the activity of the Apostolic 
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Teaching Society. The first parish groups of the Apostolic Teaching Society 
were established in Rome (the parish of St. John of the Florentines) and 
in the diocese of Mantua. The local directors received authority from 
Fr. Jordan by means of a certificate. In most cases Jordan succeeded 
in finding and winning over local parish priests for this role. He asked 
for a list of associated members from them (APS, E, 6). He called his 
central administration for this grade in Rome the “Comitato generale della 
Societa Apostolica Istruttiva” or the “General Committee of the Apostolic 
Teaching Society” (DSS XIV, p. 209). 

The outcome for the first year (1881) as regards the third grade was not 
bad; in fact, the opposite was true. The “Monitore Romano” reported at the 
year’s end (MR, 1881, N.9, p.71) that the third grade was introduced in 
“thirteen dioceses of different nations” (see also Jordan to Pope Leo XII, 
March 10, 1882, in DSS X, 76, N.16, where “many dioceses of Italy and 
other countries” is mentioned; also see “Die Salvatorianer in Geschichte 
und Gegenwart: (SGG) 1981, p. 92, and SJB, p. 129). A press was already 
operating in Rome. In addition to the work of preaching and catechetics 
the Society had already printed 60,000 copies of magazines for Catholics 
(DSS XIV, p. 224).

The lay promoter, Theresa von Wuellenweber, was accepted into the third 
grade on May 20, 1882, and into the first grade on September 5, 1882.

3. The Third Grade becomes the “Grade of Men and Women 
Co-workers” from 1883)

In the statutes for the men and women co-workers of the “Catholic 
Teaching Society” as printed by Stahl in Munich in May, 1883, there is 
a reference to “Co-workers who promote by their exemplary way of life 
through prayer and gifts, the interests of the Society. These co-workers 
form their own pious group, dependent upon the Society, however, with 
the following statutes” (DSS II, p. 177).

In “Der Missionaer” of 1884 (MI, N.1, pp.9-10) Luethen publicized 
and promoted enrollment in the third grade of the “Catholic Teaching 
Society”—i.e., to share in the prayers and activities of the whole Society 
as men and women co-workers.
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From 1885 on, references in the promotional brochures of the Society 
were first to the first, second, and third orders, followed by the Academy, 
the Angel Sodality (approved by the church in 1886), groups of men and 
women co-workers (DSS II, p.247), men and women benefactors, and 
men and women promoters. The actual concrete figures are given in “Der 
Missionaer” of 1884 (pp. 191-2). The names and home towns of men and 
women benefactors were published in Der Missionaer of April, 1885, with 
a list of gifts.

Der Misionaer (January 31, 1886) mentions a parish group of the small village 
of Marktl (upper Bavaria) with 339 members and an Angel Sodality there that 
numbered 31 children. The list of this parish group is luckily still extant.

The men and women co-workers were joined together in 1898 into a “Pia 
Unio Cooperatorum Salvatoriana” (PUCS—A Pious Union of Salvatorian 
Workers—and approved by the church on February 26, 1898 (APS F 4/22; 
SGG, p.99 and SJB, p.137)  Der Missionaer states on December 11, 1898: 
“The third printing of our certificate for co-workers is now exhausted. This 
means that in less than a year and a half 30,000 new members have been 
enrolled (since the time of the feast of St. Ann, July 26, 1897).”

The first general chapter in 1902 dealt with the co-workers and promoters 
in its ordinance 37. It states: “The members promote among the faithful 
Christians the business of the Society with all their energy, especially the 
Angel Sodality, as well as the organization of promoters and co-workers, 
as well as the written magazines edited by the Society” (DSS XI, p.11, 
DSS XVI, p. 340). Fr. Jordan again and again raised this concern to the 
awareness and consciousness of the Society (se Jordan letter, April 25, 
1903, in DSS X, n.641, and DSS XVI, p. 458).

The local directors and the men and women promoters in the third grade had 
the most active tasks. The local directors, i.e., the clergy, were supposed to 
introduce the Apostolic Teaching Society in their parishes. They got their 
authorization for this tasks from Fr. Jordan by means of a certificate. They 
represented in their parishes the interests of the Society and sent a report 
of their activities to Rome. Along with this they got permission to receive 
people into the Third Order of St. Francis. We know that local groups existed, 
particularly where the parish priests welcomed the ideas of Fr. Jordan.
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The men and women promoters played an especially important role 
among the men and women co-workers (see DSS XI, n.244). They took 
special care, with the recommendation of the local parish priest, to enroll 
subscribers for the Salvatorian publications, putting people’s names on 
lists which were later sent to Rome. They received, moreover, their own 
certificates for their work (DSS II, p. 293; DSS XI, n.33).

The concept of men and women co-workers had a different meaning in 
Jordan’s time that it does today. We should not be tempted to identify them 
with our post-Vatican II understanding and insight about men and women 
church co-workers. In the above quoted brochure, you will find the statement: 
“The men and women co-workers must live a simple and pious life as this 
is the duty of all Christians. They should, however, also promote a holy 
zeal for the souls of their family members and their neighbors, according to 
the best of their abilities. The men and women co-workers have no further 
responsibility of association among themselves; they are only associated 
with the Society.”  This understanding of collaboration or co-working is 
also to be found in the earlier and later brochures of the Society.

4. The Third Order of St. Francis and the Third Order of the 
Catholic Teaching Society

Fr. Luethen dealt often in his articles with the Third Order of St. Francis, 
which was undergoing a process of change during the pontificate of Pope 
Leo XIII (MI, June 11, 1882). New guidelines appeared in the papal 
document “Misericors Dei Filius” about the Third Order of St. Francis on 
May 30, 1883 (see Regel und Konstitutionen des dritten Ordens des heilgen 
Franziskus von Assisi fuer Weltleute, Drittenordensverlag Altoetting, 1958, 
103 pp.)  Jordan and Luethen took over these thoughts and promoted the 
third order among their subscribers (MI, May 27 and July 8, 1883).

Jordan even received from the master general of the Franciscans the 
permission “to accept all members of the Apostolic Teaching Society as 
well as outsiders” into the Third Order of St. Francis; Luethen, however, 
got this permission only for members of the third grade. Thus Jordan 
enrolled Sr. Frances Streitel in the Third Order of St. Francis on November 
16, 1883, and in the following years he did the same with the rest of the 
sisters in the Roman community. The sisters were also accepted then in 
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the second order of the Catholic Teaching Society as well as into the Third 
Order of St. Francis! Twelve sisters were inscribed on December 8, 1884, 
in the Third Order of St. Francis (DSS XIV, p. 457).

At the beginning of 1883 Jordan wrote in the rule for the diocesan priests 
that they should, in as much as it is possible, introduce and promote “the 
Catholic Teaching Society” in the form of its third order (“Quare etiam 
Societatem Catholicam Instructivam tertii ordinis, in quantum fieri potest, 
fundent atque foveant” DSS II, pp. 200-1’ DSS IV, p. 93).

In the Monitore Romano of 1884 we also find the following note about 
the third order: “But to grasp the full notion of our Society it is necessary 
that one realize that along with the above-noted two orders there is also a 
third order, in which lay persons in the world can be enrolled, similar to 
the Third Order of St. Francis.” (MR, 1884, pp. 1901).

A rule was written in 1885 in Latin and German for the members of the 
third order of the Catholic Teaching Society. The members had to be 
fourteen years of age or older and to fulfill certain religious tasks and 
responsibilities. The purpose of the third order was to offer help in living out 
a deeper Christian life in the world to those who because of circumstances 
could not enter the first or second order. For example, “Among other things 
they should dispose themselves with great zeal and in a special way to first 
of all learn the truths of our holy religion and to teach them particularly 
to the children” (DSS II, p.260). You can note the Jordanian thinking on 
“teaching!”  This rule, however, was never approved.

The beautiful color illustration in the first year (1886) of the Apostelkalendar 
pictures an investiture, a reception into the third order (see pp.62-3 for an 
explanation in the calendar.)

5. The Angel Sodality

Right from the beginning the founder took to heart the pastoral care 
for children (SD I, 58, p.31, 61 on p.33, 79 on p.43, 213 on p.147). 
Probably a strong, concrete initiative came from the pedagogical work 
of the Casseneum in Donauwoerth, where instruction and education 
were particularly promoted. The Angel Sodality was founded in Rome 
on December 8, 1884 (MI, 1884, p.278) and was given approval by the 
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cardinal vicar on August 16, 1886 (DSS II, p. 300). Mother Mary of 
the Apostles had involved herself very deeply in the work of this Angel 
Sodality in Neuwerk, as shown by the lists. In 1900 the Angel Sodality 
which enrolled children up to the age of fourteen, counted no less than 
20,000 children (Salv, Mitt., 1900, N.1, or DSS XIV, p.92).

Ordinance 37 of the first general chapter in 1902 also dealt with the promotion 
of the Angel Sodality. The early years of some provinces all the way into 
the 1930’s and 1940’s reflect the very significant impact that this ordinance 
concerning the Angel Sodality had. The members themselves replaced the 
former local directors as the greatest promoters of this activity (Manna 
and the Mannakalendar). It was the religious content of these which was 
promoted and especially welcomed by the parents of the children.

FINAL REMARKS
In this working paper we have sought to show with the means at our disposal 
the development of the thoughts of our founder on the participation of the 
laity in his foundation. We elaborated in a short form both his ideas and 
plans as they were realized. Many things remain to be researched (e.g., 
parish archives, lists, notices in the magazines of the times, etc.), and some 
questions and problems left open need some clarifying answers. We hope, 
however, that we have shown how things really were with regard to Jordan 
and the laity.

In all the texts of the beginning we find a tremendous momentum and 
energy which animated people and motivated them to action. If we want 
to renew our Society today, internally and externally, we need that same 
kind of motivation, impulse, initiative and energy of those beginning days, 
that same kind of creativity and seriousness of purpose, that same kind 
of courage and trust in God! But let us avoid extremes! Let us seriously, 
soberly and realistically reflect on and see our Society in its present 
situation. Do not forget, however, in all our discussion of the laity and 
the role of the others, that we too are driving forces in today’s world. 
For example, do we ask ourselves: what is the power of our Salvatorian 
community life, apostolate, and community prayer? No Salvatorian lay 
group will exist in the long run without our inspiration and we without 
them and their inspiration! 
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Number Nine

December 1988

A STUDY OF THE SPIRITUAL DIARY OF FRANCIS 
JORDAN

by Father Hugh Birdsall, SDS

The purpose of this study was to discover the recurring scriptural passages, 
theological themes, statements, phrases, and images used by Francis 
Jordan in his Spiritual Diary. The assumption underlying the study was 
that the recurring scriptural passages, theological themes, statements, 
phrases, and images reflect, at least in part, the spirituality of our founder 
and the charism of the Society. The results of this study are intended to be 
used when the projected document, “The rite of Salvatorian initiation and 
profession in the North American Province” is formulated.

I found that Sacred Scripture appears frequently in the Spiritual Diary, 
and in three ways. Usually Jordan quoted the scriptures, citing chapter and 
verse. At other times he used a scriptural passage but without citing its 
textual source. At still other times he used scriptural phrases not so much 
as quotations but as familiar terms that have become part and parcel of 
Christian vocabulary, e.g., “meek and humble of heart,” “obedient unto 
death.” Although it would have been pertinent to the purpose of this study 
to explore this last category, I decided because of temporal constraints to 
confine my research to the first two categories.

My methodology consisted in reading the Spiritual Diary, looking for 
scriptural passages and keeping a record of what passages occurred and with 
what frequency. I discovered that by far the most frequently cited passage 
was “In you, O Lord, I have hoped, I will not be confounded forever” (Ps. 
30:2, Douay version). According to my count, the passage appeared twenty-
seven times. The second most frequently quoted passage, which appeared 
seventeen times, was “I can do all things in him who strengthens me” (Phil. 
4:13, Revised Standard Version). The most  frequently cited passage was 
“Without me you can do nothing” (Jn 15:5), which appeared six times. 
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I found two passages which were cited four times:

“Learn of me for I am meek and humble of heart.” (Mt 11:19)

“My food is to do the will of him who sent me.” (Jn 4:34)

I discovered four passages which were referred to three times:

“They that are learned shall shine as the brightness of the firmament, 
and those who instruct many to virtue will shine like the stars for all 
eternity.” (Dan 12:3)

“Far be it from me to glory except in the cross of our Lord Jesus 
Christ.” (Gal 6:14)

“Be urgent in season and out of season. Convince, entreat, exhort in all 
patience and teaching.” (2Tim 4:2)

“Ask and you shall receive, seek and you shall find, knock and it shall 
be opened to you.” (Mt 7:7)

Finally I found nine passages which were used twice in the Spiritual Diary:

“It is better to trust in the Lord than to trust in men.” (Ps 117:8)

“Fight for justice even unto death.” (Eccl 4:33)

“I will deal confidently and will not fear because the Lord is my 
strength and my praise.” (Is 12:2)

“Shout without ceasing; lift up your voice like a trumpet blast.” (Is 58:1)

“Go and teach all nations.” (Mt 28:19)

“He continued all night in prayer to God.” (Lk 6:12)

“This is eternal life, that they may know you, the one true God, and 
Jesus Christ, whom you have sent.” (Jn 17:3)

“In great patience, in afflictions, hardships, calamities, in beatings, 
imprisonment, tumults, labors, watching, fasting…in honor and 
dishonor, in ill repute and good repute.” (2Cor 6:4)
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“He who enters a contest is not crowned unless he has played according 
to the rules” (2Tim 2:5)

The second part of my study consisted in searching for recurring theological 
themes in the Spiritual Diary. My methodology was to begin with the 
chapter headings of the Exhortations and Admonitions of Father Francis 
Jordan, and as I read the Spiritual Diary I made a record of how many 
times these themes appeared. If I detected themes other than those listed 
as chapter headings in Exhortations and Admonitions, I added them to the 
list to be researched.

My research led me to the discovery that the most recurring theme was 
confidence in God. The second most prominent theme was prayer. The 
third most recurring theme was the glory of God, sometimes by itself, 
but more often expressed in the familiar dyad “for the glory of God 
and the salvation of souls.” Next in order came humility (meekness), 
followed closely by devotion to Mary. Other themes that I detected at 
least ten times in the Spiritual Diary were: God’s will, love of the cross 
(suffering), steadfastness and constancy, zeal for souls, brotherly love 
(charity), penance (self-denial, mortification,) obedience, eternity, the 
good intention, holiness (self-sanctification), and joy.

The third part of my study was to look for some favorite sayings and 
phrases used by Francis Jordan. My approach was to read the Spiritual 
Diary looking for sentences and phrases which occur with some frequency. 
In addition to the scriptural passages already mentioned I found a good 
number of recurring statements, if not always expressed exactly the same, 
at least in close facsimiles. They are presented, roughly speaking, in the 
order of frequency:

1. You, O God (Lord) are my (Only) hope (and strength, firmament, etc.)
2. I hope in you (O Lord), (my stronghold, refuge, etc.)
3. Trust (have confidence) in God, who can do all things.
4. Do not lose heart (courage).
5. Lord, (arise), help me (with your strong hand.)
6. Lord, hear me.
7. Lord, have mercy on me.
8. Pray (pray, pray) much.
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9. Pray earnestly, more earnestly, most earnestly.
10. Pray always (ceaselessly).
11. Meditate upon the life (Passion) of Jesus.
12. I am your unworthy (unprofitable, sinful) servant.
13. To God alone be glory and honor.
14. All for the greater glory of God.
15. (All) for the greater glory of God and salvation of souls.
16. My God and my all.
17. All out of love for God.
18. Your will be done.
19. Show me your will (way).
20. (See), here I am.
21. Almighty Father (Best of Fathers) through the merits of our Lord 

Jesus Christ, hear (help, show) me.
22. (Mary), Mother of God, (my Mother), intercede for (help, pray for) me.
23. Always be joyful (in the Lord.).
24. Be humble, (humble yourself).
25. (Jesus), Savior of the world.
26. Even to the pouring out of my blood.
27. Live and act daily as if it were your last day.
28. Take care of your health.
29. Avoid (lay aside, cast off) moods of anxiety (which displease God 

who is no tyrant).
30. Never say anything good about yourself.
31. All peoples, all races, all nations, all tongues praise the name of 

the Lord.
32. Force does much harm (do not force).
33. Submit everything to your confessor.
34. Maintain a holy seriousness at all times with persons of the other sex.
35. Do your duty.
36. As long as there is one person on earth who does not know God and 

does not love him above all things, you dare not allow yourself a 
moment’s rest.

37. The works of God prosper only on the shadow of the cross.
38. Imagination is a terrible enemy.
39. We must all appear before the judgment seat (tribunal) of Christ.
40. Be gentle with others, stern with yourself.
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The final part of my study consisted in isolating any recurring images, 
analogies, metaphors used by Francis Jordan. Although the founder does 
not appear to be one who thought imaginatively, there were some images I 
discovered more than once. In the early part of the Spiritual Diary he liked 
to use the image of flinging himself into the arms of God during times of 
distress. Later in the Diary the simile of the Society as a phalanx or army 
was used on more than one occasion. An image which Jordan used to 
describe himself and his humble state was that of food for worms. I found 
on two occasions the use of the eagle flying around the globe as an image 
of apostolic zeal. There were two images which merit mention although 
I found them used only once. One compares confidence in God and the 
providence of God towards us to two plates on a scale, on the basis of which 
the founder observes, “The more weight that is put on the first, the higher 
goes the second. (II, 9)  This image ties in well with what was found to be 
the most prominent theme in the Diary, namely, confidence in God. The 
other is a story from the spiritual writer, Rodriguez, about the hen which, 
having laid an egg, cackles and in doing so draws the attention of a predator, 
thus losing the egg. The moral of the story is that the same happens to those 
who, having done a good work, immediately desire to be noted. This simile 
nicely illustrates the value Francis Jordan gave to humility.

Hugh Birdsall, SDS
August 1, 1988

Appendix

The following are some verbatim texts from the Spiritual Diary which 
may have some use in the projected document, “The Rites of Salvatorian 
Initiation and Profession.” They were chosen on the basis of expressing the 
major themes of the founder and their potential use in the proposed ritual.

I, II
I, 33
I, 37
I, 47
I, 56
I, 65

I, 67
I, 132
I, 163
I, 179
I, 184
I, 190

II, 75
II, 88
III, 3
III, 27
III, 36
IV, 32

I, 192
II, 16
II, 59
II, 64
II, 66
II, 70
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STUDY OF EXHORTATIONS AND ADMONITIONS
by Father Hugh Birdsall, SDS

In May, 1986, the Formation Commission approved a committee to 
begin work on a long range goal of formulating a document to be entitled 
“The rite of Salvatorian initiation and profession in the North American 
province.” One of the preliminary tasks of this committee is to study our 
Salvatorian history and tradition in order to discover recurring images 
and phrases, often scriptural, which reflect our charism and which could 
be used in our initiation and profession rites. As part of that effort I 
undertook a study of the Exhortations and Admonitions of Father Francis 
Jordan.

The book has forty-five chapters. The chapter headings, determined by 
the editor, provide the topics or themes of the document. It is safe to say 
that not all topics are to be given the same importance. In an effort to sort 
out the more important from the less important, I attempted to delineate 
some prominent themes, i.e., themes which received considerable 
attention in a separate chapter and which are mentioned directly or 
indirectly in other chapters. My list includes the following, presented 
not in any prioritized manner but in the order in which they appeared as 
chapter headings in the book:

Living by faith Obedience
Confidence in God Brotherly love
Holiness Zeal for souls
Prayer Universality of the Society
Spirit of penance The apostolate
Observance of the rule Love of the cross
Poverty

Other readers may not choose the exact same themes as I did or may add to 
my list. However, I do not think anyone would dispute the contention that 
the above are prominent themes in Exhortations and Admonitions.

Next I attempted to identify any recurring scriptural texts in Exhortations 
and Admonitions. I found twelve passages which are used more than once 
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in the document. They are as follows (the number in parentheses indicates 
the frequency of occurrence):

“Bear ye one another’s burdens; so you shall fulfill the law of Christ.” 
Gal 6:2 (4)

“He humbled himself, becoming obedient unto death, even to death of 
the cross. For which cause God hath exalted him and hath given him 
a name which is above all names.” Phil 2:8-9 (3)

“You are the salt of the earth…you are the light of the world.” Mt 
5:13-14 (3)

“Give an account of your stewardship.” Lk 16:2 (3)

“Behold how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together 
in unity.” Ps 132:1 (3)

“In thee, O Lord, have I hoped; let me never be confounded.” Ps 30:2 (2)

“Unless the Lord build in the house, they labor in vain that build it.” 
Ps 126:1 (2)

“Because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will begin to 
vomit you out of my mouth.” Apoc 3:16 (2)

“If any man will come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his 
cross, and follow me.” Mt 16:24, Lk 9:33 (2)

“Unless you shall do penance, you shall all likewise perish.” Lk 13:3 (2)

“That they all may be one.” Jn 17:21 (2)

“Watch as being able to render an account of your souls.” Heb 13:17 (2)

Next I attempted to isolate some recurring phrases and expressions used 
by our founder. Unlike the scriptural passages I did not keep an exact count 
of the same. Without intending to be exhaustive or complete, I present the 
following as occurring with some frequency, if not in exact wording, then 
thematically:
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Live by faith
Become men of faith
Trust in the Lord
Our salvation comes from above
Our first and most important task is self-sanctification
Strive after perfection
Become holy
Become men of prayer
Pray and do penance
Become men of penance
Deny your own will
Mortify your inclinations
Faithfully keep the holy rule
The rule is the lawbook
Do your duty
Observe holy poverty
Therefore poverty! And again poverty
Subordinate your will to the will of the superiors
Therefore obedience! Childlike obedience, humble obedience
Obey promptly, punctually, deliberately
Harmony, brotherly love is necessary for us above all things
Therefore unity, again I say unity, and once more unity
Do all you possibly can for the Society
Build up the Society
Preach through good example
Words move, examples carry away
One family
To all and everywhere (omnibus et ubique)
Live in the spirit of suffering and the cross
Your task as Salvatorians is to suffer
Per crucem ad lucem

When the rites of initiation and profession are revised, the above list could 
be checked to see whether the rites reflect these important themes of the 
founder.
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In my study I watched for recurring images, metaphors, and similes. I 
found the following:

1. ants, bees, sparrows as worthy of our imitation because of their hard 
and unpretentious work as contrasted with beetles and peacocks 
(cf, p. 38, 92, 136)

2. the Society as an organism or machine with coordinated parts 
working for the good of the whole (cf. p. 54, 90, 131, 141)

3. light, sun, lamp in describing our Society’s purpose (cf. p. 16, 62, 
114, 155, 157)

4. our society as an edifice to be built or regrettably to be torn down 
(p. 143)

When the rites of initiation and profession are revised, the above images 
might be incorporated in some way.

Finally, I have collected some verbatim quotes that have some potential 
use in “Rites of Salvatorian Initiation and Profession.” I chose them first 
on the grounds that they articulate the main themes well and secondly 
with an eye on how they might fit into such a ceremonial. Given the 
same task, someone else might come up with a different set of quotes. 
However, the following are presented with the confidence that they 
reflect the founder’s thoughts:

“Live by faith…great things.” p. 3
“May the storms…of the tree.” p. 4
“As true Salvatorians…apostolic activity.” p. 12
“What happiness…become holy.” p. 14
“Pray much…great confidence. p. 22
“In the measure…accomplish things.” p. 22
“To the spirit…become holy.” p. 44
“What must I…great things.” p. 48
“If you are…tear down.” p. 49
“Labor with all…to heaven.” p. 49
“Keep the holy…support you.” p. 50
“The more perfect…of the people.” p. 50-51
“So if you…holy rule.” P 51
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“Make it a point….frailty permits.” p. 52
“Remember that….faithfully observed.” p. 71
“Therefore poverty! And again poverty.” p. 73
“Contemplate the Divine…and abasement.” p. 74
“Let it, therefore….Christ.” p. 77
“May you become obedient Salvatorians through exact 
obedience.” p. 79

“I beg you…shame by them.” p. 92
“Hoc est…toward all.” p. 101
“Therefore, have…moral failings.” p. 101
“Take these…for our Society.” p. 132
“As the Society…class is excluded.” p. 148
“He who is….to Mount Calvary.” p. 153
“Therefore, conduct….to the God-man.” p. 157
“Among all the…universal means.” p. 161
“So if you…of the cross!” p. 172
“Be not…God loves you.” p. 172

Hugh Birdsall, SDS
August 1, 1987
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TOWARDS A DEEPER AND MORE EXTENSIVE 
COMPREHENSION OF OUR BEING SALVATORIAN

by Father Peter van Meijl, SDS

I. Introduction

Our present superior general has made a critical examination of the history 
of our Society. He did this in 1968. This study captivated me because 
he used facts of the past with their background and with their respective 
connection to interpret them in and for our present way of thinking 
and living.. In this manner our history starts to function as a source for 
present inspiration and for a deepening of our Salvatorian way of life. 
The purpose of this writer’s investigation then is the following, viz., our 
present situation and our future which we are now preparing and making, 
be it partial or general.

In his introduction, E. Skwor points out a dimension in present-day self-
understanding of a man which modern philosophy calls “a kind of fourth 
dimension in our human life” and which is lacking in many people. The 
“now generation” suffers from a type of historical amnesia. Not only has it 
no inkling of its self-identity, but has closed the doors to history as if the 
past never existed. The tragic error of the new generation is that it fails to 
realize that not only is history important, but that it is the very key to an 
understanding of the present. Only history can explain how we came to 
be what we are today.

Although the cited work of E. Skwor deserves the utmost attention, it is not 
our intention to engage here in a broad discussion of it. Firstly, however, 
we are going to quote the most meaningful conclusions from a summary 
which the author gives at the end of his work on the most important facts 
about the history of our Society. For they contain a clear picture of the 
content of Jordan’s lifework and his personality. Next, we are going to 
study in depth the meaning of being Salvatorians in our present day world 
and we will try to reach an actual application of these thoughts. We will 
be guided by this idea:  we as Salvatorians, i.e., a people who have joined 
Jordan’s movement in the church, have now in this present time a unique 
opportunity to unfold and to realize together Jordan’s insight of what it 
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means to be called Christians, and his call to all people. “It may very well 
be that in the post-conciliar age of Vatican II with its call for renewal, his 
(Jordan’s) initial plan will find room for its ultimate fulfillment. At least 
it would seem the most opportune moment in the history of the Society to 
fulfill its destiny in an age when the continental spirit of unbelief in the 19th 
century has become an international phenomenon in our own day.”

The concrete elaboration will also depend upon much study, open dialogue, 
constant prayer and deep reflection.

II. Some Conclusions

1. In order to meet the needs of the times, an institute must demonstrate 
the fact that it has something unique to offer as a remedy for those 
needs.

2. The justification for the foundation of Jordan’s institute was his 
recognition of the necessity of a religious organization which would 
remain essentially secular in nature in order to bring back Christ  
into contemporary society.

3. The unique nature of Jordan’s plan was the incorporation of private 
vows without common life, rather than public vows (or no vows) in 
common life.

4. The Sacred Congregation for bishops and regulars, as well as its 
official visitator, Fr. Cirino, exercised considerable influence on 
Jordan to incorporate common life and public vows.

5. Jordan himself lamented the failure to implement the third degree of 
his original plan.

6. Jordan had hoped the plan could be salvaged, even if the first 
degree of the original plan was changed into separate religious 
congregations for men and women.

7. Jordan’s deathbed wish that others would come continue “the work” 
is interpreted by some to be an indication that he did not consider his 
plan complete.

8. The subsequent approval of institutes with private vows, (oaths 
or promises) without common life by Pius XII justified Jordan’s 
original plan.

9. The second and/or third degree(s) of the original plan could be re-
established without prejudice to the present status of the Society.
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10. A branch of secular priests could be re-established in the same sense.
11. The phenomena of materialism, socialism, communism and 

godlessness which characterized many of the European countries in 
Jordan’s day are worldwide today.

12. Jordan’s vision of bringing Christ back into contemporary society is 
synonymous with the movement for renewal and aggiornamento in 
our day.

13. Jordan’s concept of the apostolate of the laity could not be more 
eloquently expressed than it was in the documents of Vatican II.

III. Salvatorians Be United!

The above heading has a two-fold significance. I would like to summarize 
the first one as follows: “an interior movement, a closer approach to one 
another and to our own personality;” the second one: “moving from our 
inner selves towards the needs of others.”

A. An interior movement towards one another. 
This the way by which each of us has to search into himself, into his heart, 
into the core of his personal uniqueness. There are several ways to effect 
this, one more effective than the other. But the way has to stay open; we 
have to note obstacles and clear the way. Otherwise we will be submerged 
and unable to breathe although outwardly we will still be able to carry on 
for a little while.

Now I would like to plead that within our communities more attention be 
given to one another to achieve a deeper insight into this openness, that in 
every community we seek out means to accomplish it. Basically you know 
what I want to convey, because fundamentally you are not different from 
me. We still cling so much to our opinions and wishes, our own securities 
and doubts, our discouragements and confidences, our belief and unbelief. 
The little grain within us is smothered by all this, or rather, Christ within 
us is still so small and we are still so great. “He has to grow and I have to 
diminish.” (Jn 2:20)  Inward openness could be understood as follows:  to 
dare to express oneself in a sphere of confidence and fundamental belief 
and to dare to give oneself to others. But is is precisely in such a situation 
that one experiences how he can “see” anew, perhaps for the first time 
originally and freshly, how he can marvel at the wonder and the depth of 
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his surrounding creation and of his “living-with-you” confrere. He has 
given a part of his “secret:” his deep urge, his innermost feeling, his own 
person. At that moment he will feel at least partly regenerated.

Jesus told his disciples that they had to be born ANEW; otherwise they 
would not understand his message and his power in others (Jn 3:5)  Who of 
us does not want to be a disciple of Christ?  Was not that the reason why we 
joined joyfully, freely, and knowingly, a certain religious community and 
tied our life to the person and the message of the Lord and to one another?  
To live in togetherness so that being a disciple of Christ as deeply and 
really as possible, we might bear witness to that togetherness. We knew 
much would be asked of us, entering such a community as it is in order 
to create of it a community as it should be. “Leaving everything to follow 
me,” says Jesus. That means to give to him and to each other everything 
and primarily to give to our inner selves.

This is very difficult and painful and is never fully accomplished. But 
whoever has the courage to give himself totally finds himself again much 
enriched and a deeper person. Brotherhood of such a group leads us to 
consider one another as brothers and to refuse to accept or to use another 
title because we are fundamentally brothers (Mt 23:8) and want to 
become that ever more deeply and truly because we have only one master, 
one father, one teacher (Mt 23:8-10). Brotherhood becomes: a dedication 
to complete one another, to respect one another, to share our abilities and 
talents, to create a sphere of community in which the experience of God 
takes a visible and radiating form—just as was said of the apostles who 
“with great power gave testimony to the resurrection of the Lord.” 

This seems to me to be the first token of being Salvatorians. When 
we critically try to interpret sentences of Jordan about his “Societas 
apostolica” we discover the attitudes discussed above. Only “people who 
are caught up in and driven by the love of God and fellowman” enter 
his movement. In an embryonic draft of 1878 for his societas, which has 
to consist of “priests, boys of at least 17 years old who want to become 
priests, laymen, intellectuals and co-workers of the same minimum age” 
we find the keynote that keeps the whole alive and in movement. “All 
have to consider themselves as brothers and all should love one another.” 
The task of the movement can be summarized in three basic phrases: to 
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bring the faith to the common people, to account for it, and to renew it. In 
1882 Jordan presents to his first followers who join the First Degree of the 
Societas and whom he called in 1884 “brothers in Christ” an apostolic way 
of life; in other words, to follow the apostles. This meant to Jordan:  to act, 
think, feel, and live in this present time as the apostles did in the time of 
Christ. He radically asks of them “to leave everything.” They have to be 
inspired by the love bestowed on them by God and by the love they show 
for one another. That Jordan always and everywhere places the gospel 
at the center is not only shown in the many quotations from the Bible 
included in his diary. The first sentence of his Latin rule of 1884, destined 
for the first degree states briefly but to the point: “The ground rule for this 
degree is: to live the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ expressed in a life of 
obedience, poverty, chastity, and apostolate.”

B. Moving from our inner selves towards the needs of others.
When we look at our being Salvatorians from an historical point of view, 
we realize that other people before us also wanted to live and to work in 
the above mentioned manner. They did not start off on their own initiative 
but joined ranks with others, by whom they were inspired and attracted 
and who themselves wanted to act according to a specific rule of life. 
Some people in the history of the church were so much seized by God and 
by their fellowmen that it gave origin to a whole movement. 

One of them was Francis Jordan. He felt so much the need for renewal in 
the church of his time, that he founded a structured movement of renewal 
with its own tasks and its own members. Among all those people who 
joined the movement, each of them in his own way, there must be found 
some who did this totally and radically. These had to build the kernel 
of the movement and to inspire and lead the whole. An extensive study, 
however, of this movement which called itself “Apostolic Society” proves 
that we, who since 1894 were called Salvatorians and Salvatorian Sisters, 
have outgrown the whole of this movement and have gone out on our 
own, as we know from the actual structure of the Society. Maybe we are 
surprised at this development. Within the past few years, however, it has 
become more and more clear to me that there were, at the beginning and 
during the first years of the Society, important facts which the subsequent 
historiography does not mention and about which there was probably little 
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knowledge. Yet let us not forget one fact: “Society of the Divine Savior” 
was used until 1902 as a collective noun for the movement started by 
Jordan. We, Salvatorians and Salvatorian Sisters, were only one unit of 
this, that portion which lived on as a real religious community.

Therefore, if we want to fully understand what our being Salvatorian 
really is, this can only happen by knowing our origin, our subsequent 
development and our present situation, in order to live and work NOW 
according to the inspiration that has been called a movement into being 
(and still keeps it alive!), that gives it a right to exist in the present and that 
remains to attract and to invite others in the future to this same type of life.

I wish to stress that the basic sentence “Salvatorians be united!” must 
be understood in its double meaning. Firstly, union among our follow 
religious within the community, union among the communities within the 
province, and union among the provinces. Secondly, to give to Christians 
the possibility of joining our “societas” as full-fledged members but in a 
specific and special determined way.

Is this attempt of union of the Salvatorian family not an actual description 
of the contemporary much used and misused idea of “universality?”

C. An endeavor toward actual application.
Concretely, what can the above mean to us in our own province?  Maybe 
we should consider for the time being anyway, in a still more intensive 
and deeper manner the building up of ourselves, viz., the first degree of 
Jordan’s movement in order to be able to realize the great task which is 
demanded of us in our time. This can mean that we, each one of us in his 
place and in his own manner, occupies himself with what was said in point 
A: interior movement toward each other.

Our province surely is far from ready to realize concretely this deeper 
and more extensive understanding of how to be a Salvatorian. It is not 
our intention to be in a hurry to start by doing “something” with other 
Christians or to incorporate them into our communities. All this requires 
mature deliberation, consultation and study and, as a fellow religious told 
me some time ago, to start convincingly and consciously!  This start must 
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have its origin in our mission, in and for the present concrete needs of the 
people of God.

Several provinces have made a move in this direction. Several Christians 
are related to us religious Salvatorians in a special way, the so-called 
“Lay Salvatorians.” They also rightly call themselves Salvatorians (our 
more extensive comprehension) as was stated by Mrs. Barbara (Shettle) 
Tomsik who, with four other laity, attended the 15th Provincial Chapter of 
the American province (February 4-9, 1973) as official observers. “The 
chapter was an intellectually and emotionally stimulating week, and I now 
feel that I am really a Salvatorian.”

IV. Final Remarks

In this article I have tried to give a few perspectives of how to understand 
dynamically and how to realize actually and in common our being 
Salvatorians. Surely much must yet be done. If we want to accomplish 
in faith our task in this time, then we must continuously listen to what 
the Spirit of God is saying to teach of us and to the whole church. It is 
He who makes flexible and alive all that is rigid and dead. Most likely 
there will be, in the next few years, within our province, such confreres 
who will be more intensively engaged in the “speaking of the Spirit to the 
communities.”

Let us remember that much is expected from each one of us, from you 
and from me. We have to become together what we are from the driving 
power of our origin. By virtue of this, one single thought must be our 
constant goal:

SALVATORIANS, BE SALVATORIANS!
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Number Ten

March 1989

This issue is the work of the Salvatorian Community, Kilmurry House, 
Falls Road, Shankill County, Dublin, Ireland. It was researched and 
composed while Father Thomas Novak, SDS, was the novice master.

THE LIFE AND CHARISM OF FR. FRANCIS JORDAN, 
SDS, AND THE SOCIETY OF THE DIVINE SAVIOR

Political liberalism and her offspring spawned in the French Revolution 
dominated the nineteenth century. In one decade or another of this period 
in most continental European countries, the state sought to impose its 
control over the church more strongly by such means as secularizing 
education, prescribing civil matrimony, closing seminaries, restricting the 
bishops and clergy, requiring oaths of loyalty from the clergy, etc.—all 
leading to some devastating effects on public morality. A second dominant 
influence of this era was the growth of nationalism and consolidation of 
states. In Germany, the homeland of Fr. Francis Jordan, the founder of 
the Salvatorians, it was the influence of the Kulturkampf and Bismarck, 
whose goal was to unify the German speaking states into one superstate; 
in Italy it was the risorgimento with Garibaldi, the liberator of Italy, with 
the consequent liberation (also read as seizure) of the papal states. In both 
states the Catholic Church took stands for their freedom from state control 
and thus suffered considerable persecution.

These were also decades of great piety on the other hand—not a single 
year passed from 1802 to 1898 in which a new society or organization 
dedicated to Mary was not founded in the church. All our founders were 
children of these times and affected by these influences as well as laboring 
_______________
Sources are identified by the following code:
C = Constitution
H = History
D = Diary of the Founder
G = Gerke’s He Hath Hoped in Me
E & A = Exhortations & Admonitions
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against their excesses. Fr. John Cleary will address this situation in terms 
of the founder of the Pallottines—St. Vincent Pallotti. I will introduce Fr. 
Francis Mary of the Cross Jordan, the founder of the Salvatorians.

John Baptist Jordan , the founder of the Salvatorians, was born on June 16, 
1848, the year of revolutions in Europe, into a poor family in a small Bavarian-
German village called Gurtweil, near the border of Switzerland, where he 
died seventy years later on the feast of the nativity of Mary, September 8, 
1918. A normally mischievous boy, the little Jordan sometimes played hooky 
from school to go fishing to help provide food for the family. So it was no 
surprise when he fidgeted at his first communion. Reprimanded, he simply 
and honestly replied that a dove was flying around his head and bothering 
him—(it never ceased bothering him, as it turned out, nor was John Baptist 
ever again accused of mischievousness! In fact, a certain seriousness seemed 
to settle over him from that time.)  The family’s poverty worsened with the 
injury and later premature death of his father. The extreme poverty led to 
his leaving school early, being apprenticed as a painter. His later travels as a 
journeyman painter throughout Germany afforded him with more firsthand 
experience with poverty, religious ignorance and deprivation and he began 
to dream of ways of responding.

John Baptist returned to school when he was twenty-two years old, sitting 
among mere lads, to make up lost years. He finished his gymnasium studies 
and theology at a time when the Kulturkampf waxed most strongly;  but by 
the time of his ordination in 1878 its influence had peaked. Jordan, however, 
was still not free to work in his native Germany, because he obeyed his 
diocesan administrator’s command not to take the state theology qualifying 
exams. So he got permission to study oriental languages in Rome, eventually 
learning fifty-five languages in his lifetime, plus about ten others less well. 
His diary entries are in twelve different languages. But Jordan had long felt 
torn between the life of a contemplative, a research scholar and a founder. He 
saw the latter as God’s will and went on to establish his Apostolic Teaching 
Society, committed to worldwide evangelization “by all means which love 
for Christ inspires,” “for everyone, everywhere!”  A special illuminating 
experience on Mt. Lebanon in connection with John 17:3 was the clincher. 
“This is eternal life, that all may know the one true God and him whom he 
has sent, Jesus Christ.”
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John Baptist Jordan thirsted for holiness and for souls and decided to 
leave behind the contemplative choice, but it kept persistently surfacing 
throughout his life, even in his last years, causing him much pain. Nor did 
suffering every depart from the life of this modern-day Jeremiah—a man 
of divided heart—the cross was always in his life; it even got into his name 
(Francis Mary of the Cross) and into our official seal or logo (the face of 
“Jesus Christ, Son of God, the Savior” with the cross in the background). So 
much was the cross part of his spirituality that Jordan would in his departure 
ceremony exhort the first missionaries to Assam, India, never to forget that 
“the works of the Lord flourish only in the shadow of the cross.”

After consulting with many people—follow students, professors, spiritual 
directors, other founders (like St. John Bosco and Blessed Arnold 
Janssens), bishops, even cardinals—in his effort to solicit support and 
clarify his work, Jordan eventually launched the Society on December 
8, 1881, with vows made in the chapel of the house of St. Brigit on the 
Piazza Farnese in Rome. His original conception (much like the secular 
institute approved in 1947) embraced a wide range of apostolate (too wide 
his ecclesiastical critics insisted), three grades of membership including 
laity and clergy as well as men and women (to the shock of some Roman 
prelates, who accused him of floating another Noah’s ark!) and named the 
Apostolic Teaching Society (which, of course, was critiqued as abrogating 
a prerogative of the church itself). And the later name of the Catholic 
Teaching Society was also again changed for similar reasons, leaving 
him with the Society of the Divine Savior, a name St. Alphonsus Liguori 
wanted for the Redemptorists.

As a result of such pressure he gradually refined his conception into a first 
order of men and a second order of women and a series of third orders of 
intellectuals, diocesan priests, children’s sodality, and various cooperators’ 
groups. His first foundation of sisters was removed from his care by the 
church authorities (which, in addition to the above-mentioned struggles) 
may have led to his wry observation, “The most bitter chalice of suffering 
is that which comes from God through church authorities.” (ST, 291), but a 
few years later he started another group of sister collaborators. His lifelong 
and enduring vision was to make Christ known and loved everywhere.
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How Is the Face of Christ Experienced by Me in the 
Salvatorians?

Reading the gospel we see Christ, man of God in various ways, but first as 
teacher. His teachings are full of love and compassion even to the extent 
of death on the cross for the salvation of all peoples. This picture of Christ 
as teacher in characteristic of the Society. The Society, according to the 
spirit of the founder, Fr. Jordan, is present among people throughout the 
world. The Salvatorians, by all possible means, demonstrate the gospel, 
especially by teaching, evangelizing. The main desire of the Society, like 
the Christ, is the salvation of all.

Christ is illuminated in our Society by the coming together of men and 
women from many parts of the world in order to do their best in imitating 
Christ’s honesty, care, warmth, and gentleness, all virtues which were 
so prominent in Christ himself. Openness and trust, challenge and hope, 
charity and urgency of proclamation, were all present during Christ’s 
ministry and have been made present to me by the Salvatorian way of life. 
The importance of prayer and table fellowship are relevant throughout 
Christ’s ministry, and are also highlighted for me in the Society of the 
Divine Savior.

I experienced the face of Christ through the sisters of the Divine Savior 
in Sri Lanka. Some are trying to bring hope into the lives of the poor, 
through hospitals, schools and social centers. Though the people criticized 
their work, the sisters prayed for them and never looked back. They not 
only served the Christians, but through living their motto, “By all means 
and to everyone everywhere,” they drew the people closer to Jesus, even 
those outside the Christian community, particularly the Buddhists. Their 
faith was guided by perseverance in their work, and the face of Christ was 
shown as a caretaker, a healer and a guide.

How Does Fr. Francis Mary of the Cross Jordan’s Charism 
Show Forth the Face of Christ?

Jordan was attracted by a humble, suffering, apostolic, and evangelizing 
Jesus filled with trust in his Father and the “goodness and kindness of 
God;”  a “good news” Christ who proclaimed “This is eternal life to know 
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you, the only true God and Jesus Christ whom you have sent;” a Christ 
who commanded “Teach all nations.”  Jordan wanted to evangelize by 
all ways and means which the love of Christ inspires, to announce to all 
peoples that “Jesus is the Savior.”  He sought support in proclaiming such 
a Jesus in his confident and trusting prayer, particularly through a deep 
devotion to Mary, Queen of the apostles and Mother of Sorrows.

How Is Salvatorian Community Experienced by the Founder?

According to the founder, “Unity is necessary in great undertakings. This 
unity will come if you all make for one goal.” (Ex/Ad, p.89)  His most 
important condition was for a group to be united in brotherly love by one 
spirit offering spiritual and physical support. This is necessary especially 
for apostolic men in their activity as he saw it. Father Jordan emphasized 
this many times, that a community must be “like a family with one spiritual 
father, one purpose, one common duty, one habit, one rule, and together 
with the exhortation that love and enthusiasm are the wings with which we 
make progress.”

How Is Salvatorian Community Expressed in the Society?

The main purpose of Salvatorian community is its apostolic work; therefore, 
each community accepts the different kinds of apostolates, according to 
its spirit, in an atmosphere of openness and sharing with mutual support, 
fraternal love and friendship. Community life is flexible and open where 
hospitality plays a major role. Hence, in the houses of the Society, one can 
meet many who may be there to visit and share a cup of tea. Hospitality, as 
part of apostolic work, is a characteristic of each Salvatorian community.

How is the Salvatorian Apostolate Experienced by Me 
Personally?

It is a great pleasure to listen to priests and brothers talking about their 
various kinds of ministries and observer them at work. Their flexibility 
and adaptability is quite amazing and attractive. My impression, though, is 
that the whole Society and each member directly or indirectly is involved 
in mission. The missions throughout the world are the main points of 
concern for each member, as they are or were missionaries or support the 
missions through the work at home. The founder’s idea of universality is 
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still very strong and fostered in the Society. I have discovered that in this 
universality, there is a place for everyone whose main wish is to imitate 
the apostles.

There is an attitude of acceptance towards whatever apostolate comes 
our way. We work in schools, colleges, inner city parishes, in areas 
which include both rich and poor. We work with physically and mentally 
handicapped and, in general, we work where we are most needed. Our 
purpose can be summed up in one word: evangelization. Thus we put a 
strong emphasis on missionary activity, working in countries which range 
from Australia to Zaire. One Salvatorian motto is: “That all may come to 
know and love the Savior.”  Thus our apostolate is varied and universal. 
In fact, we have always avoided specializing in any one field of work. We 
don’t see ourselves as tradesmen, but rather as laborers who will always 
attempt anything which may bridge the gap between humankind and God. 
We seek to fulfill our ministry by working with all peoples and fostering 
them by means of leading by example.

How Was the Apostolate Experienced by the Founder?

Fr. Jordan was restless in his efforts to evangelize. His goal was to imitate 
Jesus’ words to the apostles: “Go, teach all nations.”  This sense of urgency 
was prominent throughout Fr. Jordan’s ministry. “No one should bury his 
talent,” he said. His aim was to reach those who were unfamiliar with the 
Savior, those who rejected him, those who have not even heard of him. 
This restless attitude was also expressed by the founder in the way he 
spoke in short, snappy and repetitive sentences.. For example, “Idleness 
begets mischief” and “Do every act as if it were the last act of your life.”

The mission was to be carried out regardless of color, race, nation or 
class. Thus Fr. Jordan enlisted people from all walks of life into his ranks. 
Prayer was to be the main source of help for the apostolate and thus the 
founder had a great sense of trust in divine providence. Simplicity was to 
be emphasized also. Fr. Jordan saw that if the Salvatorians were to reach 
the hearts of the people, then they themselves must allow the love of God 
into their own lives. Then and only then would the mission take off. Then 
and only then would they be leading by example.
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How Have I Heard the Apostolate Expressed in the 
Community?

We need to be lively people, ready to accept any mission that may come 
our way. We must involve the lay people in our work and see them as co-
workers. We try to include everyone in our ministry, so that the work of 
evangelization may be wider and more open and acceptable to the special 
needs of people in special areas. Our aim is to be flexible, and to carry out 
this sense of adaptability in an atmosphere of brotherliness and urgency. In 
my opinion, our apostolate can be summed up in the following statement: 
we aim to be obliging to all, everywhere, and by all ways and means.

The Salvatorian vision of Fr. Jordan now embraces 1200 SDS men, 
1500 SDS women (700 Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother), 37 professed 
lay Salvatorians in the USA, plus hundreds of lay ministers in twenty 
provinces of the world, over twenty-five countries and five continents.

Conclusion

The Salvatorian logo or symbol of the teaching Savior in its current form 
was designed by a German Salvatorian artist. It first of all reflects the 
reality that our Society is dedicated to the Savior (He is our beginning 
and our end—the alpha and omega), and secondly, with the cross in 
the background, it says that the Salvatorian must be willing to embrace 
suffering in his community life and ministry.

The globe, the faces of Christ, and the prominent cross motif are all 
symbols of Fr. Jordan and the Salvatorians. The globe always stood on the 
founder’s desk, and even today in our superior general’s office, one whole 
wall is covered with a world map to signify our universal, worldwide 
apostolate. I would like to close with three statements from Fr. Jordan’s 
lips: “Go, teach all nations. By all means to everyone, everywhere. Fly like 
an eagle around the globe and proclaim the word of God.”

Fr. Jordan had on his desk a simple statue of Our Lady. He had the pious 
habit of placing his written petitions into her hands. There are 120 of these 
slips still existing. These slips are indicators of his troubles and problems at 
the time. All these problems he entrusted to her care. Some examples are:
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1. Oh, Mother, I am yours.
2. Oh, Mother, help me.
3. Rescue us from our difficulties, oh, Mother.
4. We lack money.
5. Mother, oh pay the debts soon.
6. Oh, Mother of God: [Mission] Assam.

Our simple Salvatorian habit is girded with a Franciscan rope cincture, 
having three knots on one cord representing the vows of poverty, chastity, 
and obedience, and in that order which was also the order of difficulty 
we were told in novitiate. The fourth knot on the other cord represented 
the apostolate—a very strong tradition in our Society. These simple cords 
could be used as penitential whips, which nervous novices were sometimes 
seen to do. The rosary is also sometimes worn since it was the original 
custom and part of the habit.

SDS SIGNS AND SYMBOLS
by Fathers Peter van Meijl & Thomas Novak, SDS

The World Globe

Jordan always had a world globe on his desk, was frequently photographed 
with it, and we have at least one painting of him in the generalate in 
which his conception of the Society is depicted and the globe is also 
prominently forward. The globe (always on the founder’s desk) is also 
featured as part of the founder’s exhibit which is in the generalate. The 
globe is a practical sign or symbol of our universality. It is intended as a 
symbol of our universality also in the above-mentioned painting: under 
the patronage of Mary Queen of the Apostles, the apostles, St. Michael, 
and St. Joseph (all depicted in the upper half of the painting), Fr. Jordan is 
sending out his members to the west, guided by an angel carrying a light 
labeled “Pax Christi” (also with some literature for youth and adults being 
passed along), while going to the left and to the orient are missionaries led 
by an angel carrying another light (unlabeled, but I assume that it is the 
light of the gospel) with some people and a priest clothed in Salvatorian 
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habit and with a maroon cincture (representing a guru in the east, as I was 
once told by Fr. Tarcisius Resto, who is now the rector of the cathedral in 
the archdiocese of Shillong, Assam;  he was also the second priest from 
the Khasi tribe to be ordained. This tribe was the first to which our SDS 
missionaries went in 1890 in Assam).

Teaching Savior

This symbol is used very frequently in official literature and it includes the 
image of the teaching savior with a cross in the background. There is also 
frequently an inscription of “Jesus Christus Dei Filius Salvator.”  It is also 
used on the official seals of the superior general, the treasurer general, the 
provincials and local superiors, as well as provincial and local treasurers. 
(It might be worthwhile to check Salvatorian buildings for symbols of 
the “ichthys” or fish, which is the logo for the above inscription; there are 
some examples of the use of the fish, and bread, in Hamont.)

The Cross

The use of the cross was found in the above symbol of the teaching savior 
and in the very name of the founder—Fr. Francis Mary of the Cross Jordan. 
(Also see below in the section on the favorite sayings of the founder.)

The Statue Of The Immaculate Conception (Lourdes)

Jordan had the Lourdes Immaculate Conception statue on his desk and 
frequently put some small notes of his petitions in her hands. Some forty 
examples of the still extant prayer notes can be found in the commentary 
of Fr. Timotheus Edwein in Geistliches Tagbuch, II, pp. 282-84.

Mary As The Sorrowful Mother

There were statues of the Sorrowful Mother in his bedroom (now on 
display in the founder’s exhibit in the generalate) and in the main chapel 
of the community. He named his first community of sister, moreover, the 
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother.
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The Fourth Knot

The use of the fourth knot was not exclusively Salvatorian, because other 
communities had a tradition of a fourth knot also, but the meaning given 
to it as representing the apostolate and our commitment to it is specifically 
and uniquely Salvatorian. (All houses founded under Fr. Jordan were 
named “Collegium Marianum” with the name of the specific place, e.g., 
Hamontense, Nazianense, or Wealdstonense. Fr. Richard Zehrer told me  
that none of the houses founded by Jordan were named monasteries, 
cloisters, abbeys, or “stift,” but collegio, Kollege, College, Collegium. 
The use of “collegium” indicated a religious community committed to the 
apostolate. The only houses where the name monastery, cloister, abbey, or 
stift remained were those we took over from other communities and that 
already had that name.

Fr. Peter van Meijl says that the early versions of our constitutions or 
statutes referred to the use of a red cincture to indicate that the members 
were called to dedicate themselves to the apostolate “usque ad effusionem 
sanguinis”—to the shedding of blood.

The power and significance of the apostolate can also be understood when 
you read the so-called “Apostelregel” or the chapter on the apostolate—
“De Apostolatu” from the 1884 rule and now found as the preface to our 
present 1983 Constitution. It should more properly be called a “pastoral 
animation program” of the founder, or an apostolic exhortation, full of 
persuasive, active and urgent imperative verb forms.

Mary, Queen of the Apostles

This symbol of Mary Queen of the Apostles is probably more significantly 
and specifically Salvatorian and apostolic than the Immaculate Conception 
and the Sorrowful Mother (which might be called personal devotions of 
the founder.)  Mary is depicted as among the apostles, brethren and women 
praying and awaiting the Holy Spirit (for example, see the entrance antiphon 
for the feast of Mary Queen of the Apostles). This Mary Queen of the 
Apostles is seen as a model and patron for Salvatorians in the apostolate. 
Depicting Mary as Queen of the Apostles is thus highly identified with the 
notion of the apostolate and is found on the first catalogs (DSS VII, 13), 
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the front cover of the Apostelkalendar, Society seals, pictures, brochures, 
frontispieces of early versions of the rule, etc. (cf. DSS I, p.331). The 
Holy Spirit is frequently found in the same representations as a dove. 
Pentecost was considered, moreover, at the beginning as our principal 
feast, emphasizing the apostolate.

Mater Salvatoris

Still another Marian image that takes root early, but after the Society 
received the SDS name, is that of Mary, Mother of the Savior. Note 
again that all the houses were placed under Marian patronage by being 
named after Mary, e.g., Collegio Mariano. This strong Marian flavor in 
the Society is found not only in the above Marian images and symbols, 
but is also found not only in the further fact that many, if not all, members 
up until about the time of the second world war were allowed to take the 
name of Mary as part of their religious name, Fr. Bardo Maria Buff, Fr. 
Jozef Maria Lammers, et al.

St. Michael the Archangel

St. Michael the Archangel was frequently pictured among the above 
patrons in our early documents and literature. The archangel Gabriel also 
appears in the present SDS generalate chapel along with Michael (that 
painting was done for the 50th anniversary in 1931). St. Michael was our 
patron in resisting society’s evils which militated against the church. We 
need his patronage in this struggle.

The Apostles

The apostles were also frequently pictured in the catalogs, on the cover 
of the Apostelkalendar (e.g., from about 1886 to about 1910). This was 
to emphasize the apostolic nature of the community. The feasts were 
celebrated always with special solemnity, liturgies, feasts, refreshments, 
treats, devotions, along with the principal patrons. Many churches or 
communities reflect this devotion to the apostles—the statues of  Ss. Peter 
and Paul in Hamont and in the generalate; Divine Savior Church in Bogata 
has Fr. Ivo Scheible’s statues posted on the pillars of the church like stations 
of the cross; Twelve Apostles Parish in Medillin and in Vienna, etc.
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Deer and the Waters Of Salvation

Many altars in the Society (Salvator Mundi in Rome, the community 
chapel in Blackwood, NJ, etc) commemorated the phrase “with joy you 
will draw water at the fountain of salvation,” (Is 12:3)  and “from within 
him rivers of living water shall flow.” (Jn 7:38)  In this scene two deer are 
pictured as drinking from the river of saving waters.

Favorite Sds Scripture Quotations

1. “Teach all nations,” (Mt 28:19) was inscribed on seals, stamps, ATS 
and CTS and SDS constitutions, literature, brochures, catalogs, etc. 
(CF, DSS, passim)

2. “This is eternal life.” (Jn 17:3)  This also was referred to frequently, 
particularly from the Lebanon experience. It is enshrined in the 
founder’s chapel in the generalate with a magnificent bronze relief 
sculpted by the artist Seeboeck in 1931 depicting Jesus praying the 
high priestly prayer, from which this quotation comes, at the last 
supper.

3. “The goodness and kindness of God our Savior appeared.” (Ti:3:4)  
This quotation was used only after we received the SDS name. Fr. 
Pancratius loved this quotation and used it frequently.

4. A vast array of scripture quotations used by Jordan in his Spiritual 
Diary can be found by checking the index of the Geistliche Tagbuch, 
I, pp. 366-70; and II, pp. 299-305. Fr. Jaak Henckens has also written 
a short monograph on the favorite scripture texts of Jordan and the 
Salvatorians.

5. “Follow me.” Jesus’ words to the apostles in the beginning and to Peter 
after the resurrection became the title of H.J. Heagney’s book on Jordan. 
(Heagney’s follow-up volume “Others will come” is a quotation from 
Jordan’s last words on his deathbed. (Cf, GT, II, 4, p. 285-7)

Favorite Sayings or Phrases of Jordan

1. Check the list of deathbed sayings or words referred to immediately 
above.

2. “The works of God prosper only in the shadow of the cross.” (Cf, 
SD, 163, p. 107)
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3. “Prayer is the greatest force in the world.” (SD, 103, p. 223)
4. “Omnia possum in eo qui confortat me—I can do all things in 

him who strengthens me” is taken from Ph 4:13 and is used very 
frequently by Jordan in his letters, in addresses to the community, 
and in his SD, e.g, 83 on p. 45; 1 on p. 153; 18 on p. 169; 26 on p. 
174; 31 on p. 177)

5. See Jordan’s “Spiritual Testament” in GT, II, pp. 278-80.
6. See his special prayers in GT, II, pp. 299-291. His diary is also like 

a collection of prayers.
7. Early SDS prayers can be found also in GT, II, pp. 292-97.
8. “As long as there is one person on earth who does not know God 

and does not love him above all things, you dare not allow yourself 
a moment’s rest.”  SD, 1 on p. 153. This is currently used by the 
Spanish province as a theme or motto on all its letterhead stationery.

Various Artistic Representations

Two paintings are in the generalate which are intended to picture the 
original plan of Jordan for his project or work. (See the Apostelkalendar 
cover from 1886 to 1910).

Jordan is enshrined in stained glass in the church of Tafers where he was 
buried for a while; in a Trzbenica side chapel (see Annales, XII, 10); a 
memorial in his home parish church in Gurtweil; see the many statues of 
Jordan at New Holstein, St. Nazianz, Steinfeld, Rome, etc. See also the 
variety of Jordan photographs, especially the DSS biography of Jordan 
by Edwein (passim). Now there are also medals of the founder. One type 
of medal has the face of Jordan on one side and on the reverse is the 
teaching savior with the cross in the background; the other version of the 
medal is a reliquary medal with the image of Jordan on one side and space 
for placing a relic on the reverse. In the founder’s chapel in Rome you 
can also find a painting of the Mother of the Savior commissioned by 
Fr. Pancratius;  it is a copy of the Pinturicchio original fresco contained 
on exhibit in the Vatican Museum’s Pinocoteca collection. In 1981, the 
centennial year, finally, many materials were issued throughout the world 
and samples were collected for the archive in Rome and facsimiles will be 
published by the International Historical Commission in a future volume 
of the DSS series.
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Charism of Fr. Francis Mary of the Cross Jordan and the SDS

A. Sense Of Apostolicity
Symbols: Fourth knot; Collegium, Teaching Savior, red cincture, 1884 
Rule—De Apostolatu (preface to the Constitution), Mary Queen of the 
Apostles, Title: Apostolic Teaching Society, St. Michael and apostles as 
patrons, Holy Spirit in early printings of catalogs, Pentecost as the first 
major feast, John 17:3 “This is eternal life, that all may know the one 
true God and him whom you have sent, Jesus Christ.”  Jordan set up a 
printing press almost from the beginning, even before the society was 
formally established; the many publications: The children’s friend, the 
Roman monitor, Nuntius Romanus (later the Acta Apostolicae Sedis)  the 
Missionary.

C: 102, 201, 202, 302, 303, 306, 309, 310, 314, 321, 401, 403, 503, 504, 
602, 604, 607, 611, 624, 701, 702, 703, 704, 709, 713, 717, 727, 801, 803

H: Pentecost was the principal feast in the beginning of our Society; 
the “Lebanon experience;” the many early publications; the two sisters’ 
foundations; travels as a young man; imitation of the apostles encouraged 
(St, p.9); reason for the foundation of the Society—to enlist priests and 
laity of all classes to stimulate greater fervor for the Catholic faith by a 
more skillful and faithful means like science, art, instruction, missions, 
periodicals and sodalities (St,13)’ “No one should bury his talent,” (St,60)’ 
the word “apostolic” was challenged in the society title (St,18); on his 
deathbed, Jordan exclaimed, “Oh, how I wish I could convert the whole 
world.” (St.67)

E & A: Cc. 9, 13, 27, 30, 37

B. Sense Of Universality
Symbols: globe on the founder’s desk; missions in many countries; 
Jordan’s motto: “To everyone, everywhere,” (omnibus ubique St,48); 
periodical named “The Missionary” because it perfectly summarized the 
plans to go into the whole world as heralds of the truth of Christ (St.13).

C: 101, 201, 202, 301, 601
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H: early objections were that Jordan was “striving to build another Noah’s 
ark housing people of both sexes and all classes.” (St.19); first statute were 
intended for all classes of peoples (St.14);  publications in many languages; 
expansion of the Society rapidly into Assam (1890), USA, Austria, 
Ecuador, Colombia, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia, Brazil, from 1892 to 
1894; to Romania, Belgium, Poland, Yugoslavia, England, from 1898 to 
1901; etc. study of many languages (he knew fifty-five languages well and 
another then or so less well); by 1908 when the SDS was divided into four 
provinces, they included at least fifteen countries—in 27 years; from the 
very outset of the Society, Jordan drew for men and women of different 
nations and races to become members (St.7); the Lebanon experience or 
illumination on John 17:3; Rome was the center for Jordan against the 
advice of others, even founders (St.54); avoid nationalism (St.54).

D: p. 153

E & A: Cc. 20 (Also note reference to avoid nationalism)

C. Sense Of Prayer
Symbols: Jordan’s habit of disappearing into the Blessed Sacrament 
chapel in St. Peter’s to pray; leaving intercessory notes in the hands of the 
Immaculate Conception Madonna statue on his desk; crucifix on his desk; 
frequent prayers in his lumina in the SD; “Prayer is the greatest force in 
the world,” was the inscription on his wall (St.50); devotion to St. Joseph, 
St. Michael, all the holy apostles, et al. (St.70); praying the “Glory Be” 33 
times on a special set of beads; Salvatorian evening prayers: “One thing I 
have asked of the Lord, this will I seek after, that I may dwell in the house 
of the Lord all the days of my life.” (Ps 26:4, ST.22)

H: Great number of references in the SD (135, 185, 205); desire to found 
monk and sister adorers (186, 214, 215 in SD); living in the presence of the 
Lord (St.67); Jordan very early struggled with the choice to be a linguist, 
a contemplative, or the founder of a new work (SD 23).

C: 104, 105, 308, 313, 406, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 508, 602, 604, 607, 
709, 803.

D: p. 223, Phil 4:13
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D. Deep Trust in God’s Providence
Symbols: Funding projects with alms and donations, sparrow syndrome 
(St.35); motto: “Our help is in the name of the Lord,” to panicking 
companions who saw such a lack of resources as frightening (St.44).

C: 104, 105, 313, 402

H: Great number of references to trust in his SD; sent out two priests 
and two brothers to Assam out of his tiny community, one of which died 
within weeks of their arrival—Jordan could scarcely have afforded to lose 
them. He had only six priests and 17 lay brothers professed at the time;  
providence has provided; providence will provide. (St.36)  In times of 
poverty, trust in the Lord (St.36).

E & A: Cc. 1, 2, 33, 42

E. Emphasis On Poverty
…As the foundation and mother of the Society (simplicity and humility)….

Symbols: Habit was a simple cassock with a cord rope for cincture; ST. 
Francis of Assisi was a model (St.24); poverty is the mother of the Society 
(St.50); also the Council of Trent, sparrow syndrome (ST.60).

C: 311, 312, 313, 314

H: Very poor home life; frequently suffered from lack of food as a student; 
had to go to work to help support family earlier after the premature death 
of his father; included in his early statutes as the “foundation and mother 
of the Society;” begging campaign and providential benefactions for trips 
and for bread for the motherhouse (St.33); “God sometimes chooses the 
weak things of this world to confound the strong.” (St.8). The way in 
which our Savior took you must also take; and that is the way of meekness 
and humility (St.53); submitted to the will of the visitator (St.57); “Give 
service as servants” (St.60-1); “Now at last I am among the poor, the special 
friends of the Savior,” John stated when placed in the old folks home in 
Tafers, Switzerland, to die (St.76); on two occasions in the history of the 
SDS we ran into serious financial problems (after the initial difficulties, 
of course)—in the 1930’s and in the 1970’s. Both times it was due to a 
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misguided effort to make ourselves financially secure, in violation of our 
charism.

E & A: Ch. 16
F. Urgency of Mission
Symbols: Brief, repetitive, staccato style of speaking and expressing 
his ideas.

C: 103, 303, 325, 504

H: Urgent style of speaking; repetitiveness.

D: p. 153.

G. Adaptability/Concern for Special Needs
…In special areas and peoples…

Symbols: Many languages, many publications; “To everyone, everywhere;” 
also, “All ways and all means which love for Christ inspires.”

C: 203, 205, 408, 508, 602, 613, 741

H: Insistence on “all the ways and means which love for Christ inspires” in 
the various revisions of his plans and statutes; “New times demand new men 
and new measures.” (St.16) Passion Sunday, 1883, was “Transformation 
Sunday” on which religious vows were made; loss of one Sisters’ institute, 
necessitating the foundation of another in 1888, December 8.

E & A: Cc. 7, 31

H. Obedient Son of the Church
Symbols: regular visits to the tomb f St. Peter; great respect for the pope; 
main house or motherhouse in Rome. (St.54).

C: 105, 203, 321, 323, 608, 702, 706a, 722, 724, 729, 741, 801, 802.

H: P. 96 (G); loss of one of his Sisters’ communities; apostolic visitator for 
a period of 18 consecutive years; shift of his project from an all-inclusive 
community (grades I, II, and III) into a classical religious community; “A 
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very important reason why we have our center in Rome is unity, unified 
discipline, unified doctrine. Here that very doctrine is taught under the 
very eyes of the Holy Father.” (St.54)

I. Sense of Hospitality
E & A: C.35

C: 202, 311, 408, 409

J. Quality Of Ordinariness
The Sparrow Syndrome.

Symbols: Mention is his talks of the sparrow, ants, bee, and earthworms; to 
be a dog is better than being a dead lion (St.60; SD, 245; E&A: p. 136-7).

C: 104, 105

H: Simple habit and Franciscan cord for cincture

D: Frequent references to simplicity and humility and ordinariness; not 
being like peacocks.

E & A: Cc. 19, 34

K. Cooperation With All Kinds of People
…In all walks of life, and in groups…

Symbols: The three stages of the original plans; “To everyone, everywhere;” 
“By all ways and means which love for Christ inspires.”

C: 202, 205, 404

H: Contact with Don Bosco, Janssens, Shorderet (Work of ST. Paul)

L. Man of God
Symbols: statement of the apostolic visitator

C: 302

H: p. 98 (G)
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M. Devoted Son of Mary
Symbols: Statues of Mary Immaculate and the Lady of Loretto as well 
as the Sorrowful Mother; frequent prayers to Mary; houses named 
“Collegium Marianum;” Mary Queen of the Apostles and Mary Mother of 
the Savior as patrons; members taking the name of Mary for their middle 
religious name; December 8, the feast of the Immaculate Conception is the 
foundation date for the men’s as well as the women’s community; his date 
of death is the Nativity of Mary (Sept. 8, 1918);  the essential purpose of 
the Society is “to follow the Divine Savior and the holy apostles in seeking 
God’s glory, Mary’s exultation, and the salvation of souls;” (ST.14), Mary 
is the “speculum justitiae” (the mirror of the ageless holiness of God) 
(St.69); “Mother knows best.” (St.69)

C: 109, 304, 506

H: The Sorrowful Mother (St.17); “a timeless herald of the glories of 
Mary” (St.16); placed petitions into the hands of Mary (St.16)

D: very many prayers to BVM for aid and help

N. Holiness
Symbols: The Eucharistic Sacrifice is the center of life and should 
be offered with the utmost devotion (St.22); memorial card from the 
visitator—“I await with eagerness the photograph of Fr. Jordan, who was 
for me always a man of holy intentions.” (St.57)

H: Jordan was a man of “holy daring” brushing aside all difficulties (St.38).

E & A: 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 36, 38, 40, 41

O. Suffering, Cross, and Death
Symbols: Jordan’s middle name; lifetime of suffering and sensitivity; the 
“nervous disorder” at the end of his life; “The works of God flourish only in 
the shadow of the cross.” (St.40) “The most bitter chalice of suffering is that 
which comes from God through church authorities.” (St.29)  See also the 
mission address of Jordan to the departing Assam missionaries (St. 39-40)
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C: 510 “Union with Christ leads us to participate in his sufferings and 
death. Our personal sufferings reminds us that by baptism and religious 
profession we share in the suffering, death, and resurrection of Christ.”

H: The difficulties encountered in the beginning with approval, with the 
title for the Society, with the Sisters’ foundations; the early foundations, 
the death of the first mission superior sent to Assam, the challenges of 
the members, etc., all caused suffering for the founder; foundations begun 
with difficulty and suffering flourish; those begun without any problems or 
whose beginnings were easy languished.

Summary of the Main Themes of the Spiritual Diary

(In order of the frequency of appearance)

1875-1878: From 1875, the year in which Fr. Jordan began to write his 
diary which we read today, until 1878, the year of his ordination, our 
founder focused his life around prayer. He saw the absolute necessity 
of conversation with God throughout this period of his life. Before 
his ordination, Jordan also emphasized trust in divine providence, 
humility, and suffering. There was a shift in his emphasis when he 
became a priest, although prayer still remained his primary and 
fundamental preoccupation as reflected in his diary entries. Jordan’s 
vision of founding an apostolic society was becoming clearer and thus 
he began to reflect more and more on apostolic service, cooperation 
with all peoples, and urgency of mission. Humility also remained 
prominent in his reflection during this period, along with devotion to 
our Lady, holiness, and suffering.

Spiritual Diary entries during this period include the following (numbers 
are page numbers):

On Prayer: The mystical ladder of Jacob has these steps: reading, 
meditation, and prayer, contemplation. (15)  Whenever you take upon 
yourself significant work, something which seems most useful and good 
to you, withdraw for at least a few hours of recollection with God to 
examine it, if possible, before you dedicate your complete strength to it. 
(35)  Prayer is the means used by God to bring about the fulfillment of his 
eternal plans.(24) 
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On Trust: When dark clouds brood over you and cold frost invades your 
heart, fling yourself patiently into the arms of your Savior. (3)  How long 
must I stay far from you, you my only hope and confidence, you, my one 
and all. (5)  The more a soul completely abandons itself to the Lord, the 
more it is in safekeeping. (38)

On Humility: The test of humility is patience. (31)  Regret your mistakes 
as soon as you notice them. (26)  Let your cheerfulness be always humble, 
peaceful, modest and edifying.(9)

On Cooperation With All: Be very careful to be right with everyone, to 
bear with persons full of defects, without letting any dislike be seen.(11)

On Apostolate: Use all your energies so that, with God’s grace, you can 
work much for his glory and for your own and neighbor’s salvation. (9)  To 
publish the perfections of God to others or to acknowledge them ourselves 
is of all works the most acceptable to our dearest Lord. (56)  In the practice 
of zeal for souls, remain at all times in closest union with Jesus, without 
whom you can nothing. (75)

Obedient Son of the Church: I approve what the holy church approves 
and reject whatever the church rejects. (1)

Urgency: Not to progress is to go backwards. (14) Live each day as if it 
were the last of your life. (17)  A living dog is able to do more than a dead 
lion. (29)

Mary: Recommend yourself, especially in this, to the dear Mother of God, 
your powerful protectress and helper. (64) Oh, carry out the planned work, 
with the help of God and Mary’s intercession. (65)

On Holiness: That I may be completely consecrated and dedicated to 
God, and finally, holy and pleasing to him. (48)

1878-1892: As reflected in his Spiritual Diary during this period, Fr. 
Jordan was founding the ATS (later the CTS, and SDS) and consequently 
was encountering many problems and difficulties which he entrusted as a 
humble person into the hands of divine providence through the intercession 
of the Blessed Virgin Mary. He stressed the need for such a society with 
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the purpose to teach all nations. His favorite scripture passage was “This is 
eternal life, to know you, the one true God, and him whom you have sent, 
Jesus Christ.” 

1892-1906: In this period of Jordan’s life, he encounters special 
difficulties—although the Society had developed very well and had a 
lot of new foundations in different countries and continents, the church 
authorities once again refused to give their approval to the constitution of 
the Society (17 March 1894) and, instead, appointed an apostolic visitator 
(16 July 1894). A few years later, moreover, in 1897, the church appointed 
another visitator and this visitation lasted for nearly twenty years with the 
visitator checking every decision of the founder. This situation caused a 
lot of suffering and humiliation for Jordan as can be seen in his diary from 
December 2899 to May 1906. You can find many invocations to the Lord 
for help, for trust, in the Lord, and for hope that this help would come. 
These kinds of prayers are found repeatedly in his journal. He emphasized, 
moreover, many, many times the need for obedience. His apostolic zeal, 
nevertheless, is reflected in at least forty entries. His interest in the new 
foundations and the missions of the Society remained strong. He even 
wanted to found another religious order, more contemplative in nature 
and dedicated to adoration before the Blessed Sacrament (SD, 186). This 
emphasis on prayer and personal holiness is particularly characteristic of 
this period because of these trials and difficulties.

Some outstanding quotations for this period include the following: Should 
every (kind of) suffering break upon you, throw yourself into the arms 
of God. Oh, trust in him; he is able truly to do everything and he loves 
you above all. Trust! Trust! Trust! (169)  Give yourself over truly to 
divine providence. Obedience, obedience. (173)  Pray, pray, pray, pray, 
pray. (175)  I am yours, Lord. Help me, do not disregard the trials which 
surround me greatly. (185) O Father, I want to save all. (188)  Use these 
keys: confidence in God and prayer. (200) Help me, O Jesus, I am yours. 
(202)  O Jesus, help me. I am enveloped in so many difficulties; show 
me the way I should walk. (202) Let no cross, no bitterness, no trial—
absolutely nothing—weaken your zeal for Hod’s holy cause. (207)

1906-1915: During this period of his life, from his fifty-eighth to his 
sixty-seventh year, the year of his retirement from active administration 
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of the Society, the strongest element in his spirituality as reflected in the 
SD continues by far to be the Blessed Virgin Mary, followed by prayers 
and reflections of some aspect of personal suffering or the suffering of the 
cross along with obedience and the will of God. The apostolate also figures 
prominently in his concerns along with praise for the Lord, humility, self-
discipline, urgency of the apostolate and holiness.

Diary entries from this period include: Prayer is the greatest power in the 
world. (223) O almighty God, you are my strength. You are my hope. 
You know my unworthiness, but I can do all things in you who strengthen 
me. (230) Be urgent—in season—out of season—convince, entreat and 
exhort in all patience and doctrine. Trust in the Lord and (await) hope for 
success from him. (231)  It is better to be a poor earthworm if God wills 
it…that to be a seraphim against his will. (245) You must pray much more, 
overcome yourself more. He can do all things; trust firmly in him. (249) 
O Lord, that I may always burn ardently with love of you and inflame all. 
May I be a burning fire, O God, and a flaming torch. O God, through the 
merits of your crucified son, hear me. Let your zeal be resourceful, active, 
persevering, patient; it must unite gentleness and strength. (251)

1915-1918: Trust in God, confidence, hope and faith continue to dominate 
this period of his life but there are some new concerns that surface 
noticeably more strongly in these years of retirement—love, peace, 
apostolate, urgency, humility, praise of God, self-discipline, perseverance, 
faith, calls for help, joy, along with a sense of justice and caring for help. 
He cites imagination on several occasions as a worry as well as single 
references to wasting time, distraction, the devil, idleness, scruples, fear, 
moodiness, life/death, etc.

Diary entries in these final years include the following: God is love and 
he who abides in love, abides in God and God in him. (14Sep1915). 
(On January 5, 1916 Jordan entered a formal creed as a renewal of his 
profession of faith.) Far be it from me to glory except in the cross of our 
Lord Jesus Christ. (273) The goodness and loving kindness of God our 
Savior has appeared. Send for the lamb, the ruler of the earth. (286) 
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Number Eleven

June 1989

A QUESTION OF HORIZONS
MATTERS OF THE HEART

by Peter van Meijl, SDS

A talk given at Tafers, Switzerland, the place where the founder died, on 
the 70th anniversary of his death, September 8, 1988.

INTRODUCTION: MATTERS OF THE HEART
“But you, who do you say that I am?” (Mt 16:5) This is probably the 
most personal question Jesus ever asked his apostles, a very direct and 
concrete one. One cannot escape questions like these. Jesus is asking 
about the personal relationship of the apostles to him as a group and also 
about their own personal and individual relationship to him. (God, too, 
wants and needs feedback.)

The Church too must repeatedly hear this question addressed to itself, 
this community of believers in Jesus—“Church, what do you say to Jesus, 
your master and your founder? Church, what is your relationship to Jesus? 
Church, where will you find Jesus alive among you?”

I was not surprised, then, when I found a similar question in the Spiritual 
Diary of our Founder with its corresponding answer. Jordan wrote, “When 
someone asks you to whom do you belong, give him the answer: ‘I belong 
to the Society of the Divine Savior’.” The question about one’s identity, 
about who one is and what his profile is, calls for a profession of faith as an 
answer: “I belong to the Society of the Divine Savior.” A person knows 
and feels to whom or what s/he belongs.

The answers I hear, however, in conversations with my confreres, here and 
abroad, are not professions of faith;  they are often discouraging to me. You 
can hear things like: “We do not really know what’s the right thing to do or 
to want;” “Practically speaking, we are going about our ministry the same 
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as any other religious, diocesan priest or pastor might.’ “What else can we 
do?” “How can we do it any other way?” Sometimes, moreover, you can 
hear people say that Salvatorian men and women shouldn’t think that they 
have something special to offer in the church. Questions about who we 
are, about our unique missions, or about our own particular spirituality or 
charism, seem a little too individualistic, navel-gazing, and shot through 
with self-serving self-interest. People often speak this way, more often 
think such thoughts, and the logical outcome is that they generally act in 
this way. And some confreres feel fully convinced of the truth of these 
ideas. Too often we either agree with them or lapse into silence. It happens 
over and over. We can talk here of a structural or built-in ignorance, fuzzy 
thinking, or some kind of inferiority complex. So what’s left of our own 
special spirituality when we are educated in such unconscious systemic 
outlooks and then form others in this same mentality? Do you not feel how 
quickly we start speaking about action; action is always the first thing. 
Where can you find people who still think and say, e.g., “I belong to 
the Society of the Divine Savior.” Are we becoming a house of people 
without a home? A house of strangers? Who do you hear speaking of our 
community, our province, or our Society?

Such questions make me feel like someone is skinning me alive or at least 
scarring me in some strange kind of self-destructive attack. Doesn’t it make 
you wonder when you hear others say that we seem to be so “fleshless” 
or skinless, so bloodless, so bland and so dull? It was precisely that word 
“bloodless” in the letter of invitation I received from Fr. Karl Meier which 
nettled me and convinced me to heartily accept his invitation. 

We can only get blood for our hearts from our own sources. That means 
that when we want to restore the skin on our Salvatorian face, to improve 
the circulation of our blood, then he had better make sure that the heart 
has enough power to pump the blood through the veins and that the heart 
stays healthy. I want to start my talk with this particular point about the 
heart in a twofold sense—first in the sense of the heart being the source 
of our strength. (this is part one of my presentation); then my second sense 
is to look at the heart as the center of our feelings, doubts, worries, as a 
homey place where the hearth (our source and origin ) symbolizes and 
brings healing. The hearth is the home or birthplace of the Society where 
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understanding our beginnings will give us some insight into how we can 
both heal and be healed. (Ed. Note: Fr. Peter uses a delightful play on 
words here in the German: Die Herz als Ur-ort und Kur-ort: the heart as 
the origin or hearth place and the heart as the healing place. We can heal 
and be healed when we are at home.) This is the second major point of 
this talk, part two. The Second Vatican Council said this to every religious 
community. The research into our Salvatorian history can be a help for 
us, moreover, just as the theology of religious life and of the spiritual life 
can be. Nor should we forget our own everyday, simple, and pedestrian 
experiences.

In my first section I want to speak about the heart as the source of strength 
in our international community. This heart does not have four chambers, 
but it is a special heart—it has five chambers. The heart only works well 
when all five chambers are working well individually and all together. If 
it works too hard you may get a heart attack; if it works too little you may 
suffer a heart stoppage. These five elements or chambers of our Salvatorian 
heart, which I want to talk about now, are the essential elements of our 
international society. They are constitutive for our Society and we regard 
them as unique to us and not for other religious communities. But at the 
end of this part I will mention briefly some other dimensions that apply to 
all in institutes of consecrated life.

PART ONE: A HEART WITH FIVE CHAMBERS—THE 
SOURCE OF ALL OUR STRENGTH

1. “Primigenia inspiratio instituti: Chamber One—Inspiration

I wonder sometimes why this first chamber of our five-chambered heart 
is INSPIRATION (or the “original inspiration of the institute”),  and not 
the rule, the founder, the structure or organization, the purpose, the work, 
or some other entity. The basic and primeval inspiration, the movement 
of the Spirit, is obviously then the first concern. The idea behind it is that 
each institute of the church has the Spirit as its source;  it is a gift of the 
Spirit. (I don’t mean to say by this comment that institutes that do not yet 
have church approval are not also gifts of the Spirit.) This fundamental 
inspiration for the institute is a source of strength; it is the ignition, or the 
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big bang, so to speak, that got it all started. This initial ignition is in the 
heart of God and finds its impulse in God, in the Spirit.

2. Spiritus fundatoris: Chamber Two—Incarnation

When we ask how this Spirit works in history, in the concrete  circumstances 
of the time, the country, the people, then you get my answer—through 
real people of flesh and blood. At the beginning of any institute or new 
movement you will always find a woman or a man; we label him or her 
with spiritus fundatoris, the spirit of the founder. S/he experienced or felt 
that first big bang, took fire, and then kindled that fire in others. As regards 
this founder, we are not primarily concerned with his idea, his lifestyle, 
his temperament, or the characteristics of his temperament, but with his 
spirit, the spirit of his movement, the spirit of the founder. This spirit 
of the founder is the second chamber of our give-chambered heart. His 
spirit, however, does not just belong to the beginnings of our institute, not 
something only felt initially; it also provides an impulse and impetus for us 
now. It is our support and our foundation, “on the way,” in the middle age 
or middle period of our Society, so to speak, at the core of our community. 
The initial impulse also provides an ongoing thrust in our mission.

3. “Propria proposita fundatoris”: Chamber Three—Action

But how can you have the Spirit without mission, without action, without 
results? “My brothers,” writes the apostle James, “what good is it to profess 
faith without practicing it? Such faith has no power to save, does it?” (Js 2:14). 
The presence of the Spirit is revealed only in action and experience. (See 
Blondel, Essai d’une critique de la vie e d’une science de la practique, Paris, 
1893). The action proposed by the founder, therefore, his propria proposita, 
is the third chamber of our heart, the third source of our strength. Just as 
you shift into drive after the initial ignition, so after the initial animation 
of the Spirit in the founder, we are impelled into action, into planning, into 
applying our ideas. We speak then of his proposals and his goals. The Holy 
Spirit also helps us to distinguish the real from the unreal, the essential from 
the accidental, and the more profound from the superficial. Thus our third 
chamber, or our third driving force, rests in the unique goals and proposals of 
the founder. This work of the Spirit—discernment—is of special importance 
in this third foundational source of our religious life.
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4. “Sanae traditiones”: Chamber Four—Tradition

Once started and launched on its way, the car needs some direction and 
guidance systems as it goes along its path. To use another image, when 
the water gushes forth from the spring, it begins to make or create its 
own way, acting and interacting with the environment, flowing into a 
river or a stream, eventually finding its route to the sea. When a religious 
community is founded, it also automatically begins to interact  with its 
environment, to shape its own traditions and customs. No project ever 
comes off the planning boards full blown and in perfect shape, with all 
systems go. So we need this fourth chamber, the traditions. Our stream 
gets purified by natural processes as it flows to the sea (the growing and 
healing process), but a lot of junk can also be thrown into the river to 
pollute it. So with the stream of our traditions—there are the springs of 
input and the processes of healing and purification that go along with the 
damages of pollution. Along with the good qualities, the experiences, the 
strengths and the virtues of the members come the human imperfections 
and weaknesses and sins that we are all burdened with. Tradition does 
not channel, heal and purify. However, it can impose some powerful and 
heavy-handed limits, choking, strangling, even killing the Spirit. But we 
must never forget that it can also become a rich source of imagination 
and encouragement (a formula for creativity). We have to be able to make 
the necessary distinctions here, therefore, just as we did above—we must 
discern the sound traditions from the polluting traditions.

5. “Germana cognition primigenii spiritus instituti”: Chamber 
Five—Cognition

What’s the point of all this discussion and concern for the heart and the 
chambers of the heart and the matters of the heart, if we do not pay any 
attention to the heart itself or give it and tender, loving care, through 
healthy exercise, good nutrition, and a rich air supply? What’s the point 
of all this discussion about the matters of the heart or our five-chambered 
heart, pumping life into the organism? We cannot respect, love, and grow 
into venerating someone that we do not know anything about—knowing 
in a holistic sense, including elements of the heart, mind, brain, head, 
experience, emotions, intuition, faith, and trust. This last heart chamber, 
real knowledge, is the place where all the functions of the previous four 
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are woven together, integrated and fused. It deals with a real understanding 
of the beginnings and origins of the institute. To put it simply, this is about 
discovery and living out the first love.

Most of the discussion about what Salvatorians are, what they want or 
do not want, what the founder meant, what his charism was—too often 
it boils down to intellectual laziness and gross ignorance of sources. I 
do not enjoy wasting my time in ignorant and ill-informed discussions. 
What good is it if someone does not take the time or the care to acquaint 
himself with our sources and read them and to study them—we now 
have 17 volumes of Documenta et Studia Salvatoriana, a jubilee book 
(in several languages now), the Spiritual Diary of the founder, a good 
commentary on the Spiritual Diary, a critical edition of that diary recently 
published in Belgium as part of a scholastic’s degree requirements, as well 
as the work of the International Historical Commission, the Charism Task 
Force and their joint study on the role of the laity in our beginnings, the 
recent edition of our Constitution, and the beginnings of an SDS prayer 
collection. To ignore these resources is to get caught up in an exercise of 
self-amputation—I would repeatedly and more profoundly insist that real 
love demands knowledge, and knowledge nurtures real love.

These give chambers of our Salvatorian heart, however, will be without 
blood if we do not fill them with our own.

(Postscript: the five elements which we refer to as the chambers of the 
heart are really taken directly from the Vatican Council II document, 
Perfectae Caritatis, 2.)

I would like to close this part by briefly speaking about the five elements 
that are common to every religious institute of consecrated life. I can only 
give a short resume of them here:

1. All institutes have their origins in an impulse of the Holy Spirit and 
the direction of the church.

2. The first and ultimate rule for everyone is the following of Christ, 
incarnated in the gospel.

3. The spiritual renewal should always hold a first place, a central focus, 
in our lives. Without this renewal all other efforts will not pan out.
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4. All institutes should participate in the life of the church.
5. The nature and purpose of the institute should not be changed.

In the next part I will explore the Salvatorian hearth where two of our 
heart chambers search for their life blood—the hearth where the heart 
seeks and finds healing. Or to use another image, I would like to paint two 
pieces in the mosaic of the Salvatorian apostolic community face. I limit 
myself to two, namely, the spirit of the founder and his unique purposes 
and goals. Why do I so restrict myself? Because today we are celebrating 
and commemorating the 70th anniversary of the death of our founder, 
Fr. Francis Jordan. I will deal with these under the rubric of “What do 
Salvatorians have to do with healing?”

PART TWO: TWO SPECIAL HEART CHAMBERS—
THE HEART AS THE HEALING PLACE/THE 

HEARTH PLACE
“The spirit of the Founder” (chamber two above) and “the unique 
purposes of the Founder” (chamber three above)—these are two special 
chambers of our Salvatorian heart. They particularly belong together 
because they are oriented to each other. The one cannot stand without 
the other. It is practically impossible to speak about the founder’s spirit 
without directly talking about his unique purpose and goals. They are like 
two sides of the same medal. In fact, these two precise ideas are imprinted 
upon the medal of the founder, commissioned by the late Fr. Timotheus 
Edwein, your Swiss confrere and my predecessor. You may not, in fact, 
that the two points which I want to speak about now are symbolized 
very concretely in the imprint of the two sides of the medal. We start, 
appropriately, with “the Jesus side” of our medal.

1. The Unique Purpose of our Founder

A. The worldwide proclamation of the faith.
The unique purposes of our founder are neatly capsulized in a biblical 
prayer and a biblical mandate, familiar to all of us by now. The 
biblical prayer is “That all may know you. The one true God, and him 
sent, Jesus Christ.” (Jn 17:3) “Go, therefore, and make disciples of all 
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nations” (Mt 28:18) is the mandate. Mandate without prayer is useless; 
prayer without mandate (mission) is equally so.

Both texts, from John and from Matthew, run through all the other 
favorite founding scripture quotations of our Society like a red thread of 
a leit motif, a dominant theme. It would seem that all other texts are 
only concrete elaborations and explications of these two inaugural/
primordial/anchoring texts. These two texts then become for us part of 
our “founding word” and the heart of our founding values. Fr. Jordan 
knew and felt that along with his followers he was in a line with the 
apostles after Pentecost. Together with Mary, the Queen of the Apostles, 
they had to proclaim and set the whole world on fire with the message 
of Jesus. Yes, kindle it. Yes, make it known. Yes, proclaim it. Jordan had 
dramatically experienced people’s ignorance of God and indifference to 
God—religion was missing from their lives; God was missing from their 
lives and for Jordan this meant that the core was torn out of religion, 
which literally means “to be bound again” to God—the God-bonding 
was gone. (DSS IV, p. 212) Most people,  Jordan quoted from the Cure 
of Ars, St. John Vianney, go astray and get lost because they do not have 
instruction, catechesis, and the preaching of the faith. (SD, 118, p. 43)

The theme of Pentecost had a very special and significant place for 
Jordan—he pictured it and imaged it simply and concretely in symbols 
that words could not adequately express—Mary, Queen of the Apostles, 
the apostles themselves, the dove, the heavenly patrons (all were early, 
basic myths or symbols used by Jordan to project his unique purposes.)

The first confreres and the first sisters (the Salvatorians more than 
the Sorrowful Mother sisters) consciously understood themselves to 
be new apostles. The name of the Society in German had expressed 
it very accurately: Die Apostolische Lehrgesellschaft: apostles going 
out and teaching the whole world. When the official church had some 
objections to this name, and especially to his use of apostolic, to 
Jordan’s very great astonishment, this very rich and meaningful word 
was changed to the rather harmless and colorless-sounding word 
“catholic.” (DSS XV, 353)
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Nevertheless the deep reflection in faith and the faithful reflection in depth 
went on for Jordan. Ten years after the foundation someone told him that 
the Latin translation for his Society’s name really did limp; it was not 
only not correct, it was not to the point. The critics were right. “Societas 
Apostolica Instructiva” did not translate Jordan’s idea into Latin very well.

Behind all that jousting about those strange and foreign sounding words 
there was a profound faith experience for Jordan, an experience 
of prayer and mission. Out of this confusing history about names for 
the Society, a new and definitive name finally and spontaneously burst 
forth—the Society of the Divine Savior. This experience of Jordan might 
be imagined in this way:

The apostles were never intended to be teachers in their own right. They 
were supposed to be students and disciples of the Salvator docens, the 
Teaching Savior, their whole life long. Then the following insight 
suddenly, spontaneously, intuitively broke through in a deeply moved 
Jordan. 

Why not replace those mandated with the one who mandates them, 
Jesus Christ. Never put the apostle in the place of the master, the 
student in the place of the teacher. Or to say it another way, in the place 
of the proclaiming, enkindling apostle put the original enkindling 
flame, the teaching Savior. What could be more sensible? What could 
be a more accurate re-orientation?

So what we have now is no longer an impersonal, thing-oriented, busy, 
functional name (the Apostolic, or Catholic Teaching Society), we have 
now a personal name. We belong to the Society of the Divine Savior—
the name of this divine person is stamped into the circular inscription: 
JESUS CHRIST SON OF GOD SAVIOR.

Jesus is distinguished from any other savior by these words. His uniqueness 
is asserted. He is “the crucified.” (see the cross in the background). He is 
also the Risen (see the bars of eternal and living light). He is the one who 
blessed and the one who teaches (see the hands). He is the beginning and 
the end (see the inscription on the cover of the gospel book). He has in 
his hands the words of eternal life which are called to proclaim, which we 
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must proclaim (see the gospel book in his hand). He is, therefore, “the 
Teaching Savior” (Salvator docens, der Lehrende Heiland). He teaches 
so that people might be healed; he heals them by teaching (see, e.g., the 
many places in the gospel of St. Mark where healing is connected with 
teaching. “The world of God will save you,” the psalmist says.

The Salvatorian Sisters have a similar idea in their Salvatorian seal and 
banner—“I am your salvation.” (Salus tua ego sum. Dein Heil bin ich.”) 
I am sorry that I am not well acquainted with the origins and background 
of this seal; it would be worthwhile to know what the sisters’ expectations 
were; to know what were the convictions and insights of those who 
designed this seal. Surely it was a deep insight of faith that everything 
is centered on Jesus. He says, when you want to proclaim healing, when 
you want to teach, please look at me; I am your salvation, I am your 
health. The reaction of Blessed Mary of the Apostles, moreover, was a 
very spontaneous one—“After having been saddened by that change from 
apostolic to catholic in October, 1882, I am now very happy and I will 
thank God for this new name which leads us nearer to the Savior.” (DSS 
XV, 357, letter of 22.5.1893)

Now you can understand how and why our confreres and sisters 
underlines those passages in the bible which refer to the Savior, saving, 
healing, or other passages which amount to the same idea. Fr. Pancratius 
himself have us an excellent example of this in his biblical exegesis on the 
Titus passages (2:11-15, 3,4). The first sentence of the new Constitution 
formulates those ideas as follows: “The goodness and love of God for 
humanity have appeared in Jesus Christ.” (101) This goodness and 
love of God for humanity are not embodied in nice, slick, superficially 
smiling, or charmingly attractive Salvatorians, but in the characteristics 
of Jesus as savior, as healer. (See, Our Founder—A Prophet, by Peter 
van Meijl, Heverlee, 1985, pp. 130-32). “There is no salvation in anyone 
else, for these is no other name in the whole world given to men by 
which we are to be saved.” (Acts 4:12) In his name we go forward; in his 
name do we proclaim!

In reading and meditating on the gospel today we have the right as well 
as the duty to search out and be inspired by those passages in which Jesus 
teaches and heals, especially in the gospel of Mark. Instead of picking 
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out one text or concentrating on one word, idea, or verse of the gospel, 
we prefer today to read the whole healing story. Also the re-discovery of 
the art and science of healing in the rationalistic western culture is a well-
timed development for us Salvatorians, both men and women.

We should be the living tradition of these themes, creatively reading and 
living out the gospel message of healing, namely hearing what the Spirit 
wants to say and then putting it into practice.

The Jordanists of earlier times are now “Salvatorians.” But isn’t there 
some danger in this popular title—that we put more stress perhaps on 
ourselves as saviors; we are almost automatically forced to ask what kind 
of salvation do we bring? Could that not mean that we stress too little the 
“society” and the “divine Savior” or the “Teaching Savior?” Perhaps we 
think of ourselves too much as proclaimers and too little as apostles and 
students of this divine Savior. Or to put it another way, we must first of all 
want to be healed, so as to heal others. There can be no healing for others 
without first healing ourselves.

Let us give a short summary of the unique purpose of our founder—the 
implicit and explicit proclamation of the faith or of Jesus; today we call 
this evangelization. Implicit proclamation means evangelization without 
words—by example—a self-describing phrase found in every edition of 
our constitution. (The witness that this simple kind of proclamation gives 
tests the realism of every proclamation—what example does s/he give?) 
By explicit proclamation we mean evangelization—“by all the ways and 
means which love for Christ inspires.) (Const. 202)

B. Proclamation of the faith—from the general to the concrete.
Faith proclamation—a concept that is still too general and which means 
too little. Read the text of Fr. Jordan on the purpose of his institute, and 
meditate on it, the so-called “Apostelregel” or the “rule for apostles.” This 
rule is the famous chapter four of the 1884 Constitution—“De Apostolatu” 
or “On the Apostolate.” It has been included in the 1983 version of our 
SDS Constitution as the preface, pp. ix-x. You can readily recognize in 
it the two more concrete aspects of our apostolic duty or responsibility—
kerygma and diache, well-know theological and scriptural terms taken 
from the Greek.
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1) Kerygma
Kerygma is the term used to describe that short, direct, trumpet-
like proclamation of the kernel of Jesus’ message (keryks means 
trumpet in Greek). To preach kerygmatically means to proclaim 
the whole message, heart to heart, in a way that strikes the hearers 
so impressively that they will exclaim like the first listeners at the 
Pentecost proclamation, “What must we do?

Our confreres have been proclaiming kerygmatically right from 
the beginning—in the parish mission bands and in recollection or 
retreat talks. The sisters also did the very same thing right from the 
beginning—going with our confreres into the Assam missions, or 
into the poor districts of Vienna, or into Ecuador. Their preaching 
was healing/saving whether they devoted themselves to the care of 
the sick or to the apostolate with children, e.g., orphans. In doing this 
they preached healing. Even today the first condition for kerymatic 
preaching is not the possession of theological knowledge, but a love 
and a desire to preach Jesus. To preach in his name—to preach Him! 
Some of our painter-confreres frequently depicted this same idea 
in our promotional  literature—go out and proclaim. The founder 
himself recorded the same kind of sentiments in the Spiritual Diary.

“Act, speak, and conduct yourself as if you were an angel sent from 
God, who speaks to people of nothing else than of his God-given 
task.” SD, 122

“I am the angel of God the Most High, who sent me to preach to you 
all the words of eternal life.” ibid.

“I am the herald of the most high, of God living forever.” ibid.

“Be a true apostle of Jesus Christ. Do not rest until you have carried 
the word of God to the four corners of the earth! Be a true herald of 
the Most High!” SD, 123

“Fly like an eagle around the globe and proclaim the word of God.” 
ibid.

“Elias rose up like a fire and his words blazed like a torch.” ibid.
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“Shout mightily like a trumpet through all the regions of the earth, 
that every creature may hear! Fly as an eagle and as an angel and 
with a great voice call the living to the holy battle to fight for the 
supreme Commander with the army and sublime array drawn up in 
battle. Rouse and summon the sleepers! Spur the inactive! Shout, 
shout as the angels who, with the trumpet, convoke the living and 
the dead to eternal judgment! Fear not, for I, the almighty Lord, am 
with you and I will be your powerful helper.” SD, 129

He said the same kind of things in the rule for the apostolate 
mentioned above. The sisters had this same text in their constitution 
with only a few small changes. Jordan’s language here is also that of 
a herald—short, loud, clear, staccato, exhorting, repetitive like the 
rondo in a piece of music, strong and powerful like a trumpet in an 
orchestra, and imploring like an Old Testament prophet. With Jordan 
the word was so simple, but could be proclaimed so powerfully, 
because in him it was purified of egotism and self-righteousness. It 
rang out like the great old clock in the church tower crisply tolling 
out the hours on a still winter’s night. Such a style confronts people 
with a question. God draws the person deeply into crisis, challenges 
with a decision for or against himself, and calls into conversion!

Our time more than ever needs such proclaimers in our western 
culture, especially Salvatorians, both men and women. How can this 
happen? With the courage to speak out openly. Please read again 
that preface in our Constitution. Only a humble and courageous man 
could announce and proclaim like that.

2) Didache
In this second phase of faith proclamation there must be a cycle 
of reflection, teaching and learning. This happens in didache. It is 
quieter, more realistic, and more profound than the more dynamic and 
more explosive power of kerygma. Didache is the task of teachers, 
theologians, priests, catechists who must explain the teaching of 
Jesus—in an ordered, systematic, quiet, and complete way. After 
an emotionally charged conversion exploding like a volcano, a 
new landscape or horizon is created and has to be charted or re-
mapped anew. The explosive kerygma calls forth a re-organized and 
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deepened didache with a belief system or a creed, the sacraments, 
the rites, the commandments—all take on their proper place in the 
newly re-drawn horizon or in the new tapestry of life.

The teacher must develop the beauty of the faith and this demands 
a lot from the teacher—a mastery of the material, teaching skill, 
patience, and intellectual honesty and openness. Our confreres 
exercised such an apostolate right from the beginning—in catechetics 
(e.g., in Vienna), the press apostolate, teaching theology, as well as 
the works of those in grade two of the Society—the academy of 
the educated/scientists. The sisters (especially Blessed Mary of the 
Apostles) did the same kind of thing for the children enrolled in the 
Angel Sodality.

If we reflect on the Apostolic Teaching Society of Fr. Jordan and 
upon his unique purposes or goals, we again end up with the same 
two aspects—kerygma and didache. In the conception of Jordan this 
was not just for priests and religious; it was intended for the laity. A 
short while ago the International Historical Commission published a 
more detailed study on the role that the laity had in the fundamental 
plan of Jordan. (See Forum SDS, 22, 1987, no. 1 &2, pp. 215-220; 
Exchange of Thoughts, NO.8, Annales, xiii, n. 2, 1989).

On a personal level, moreover, our preaching and proclamation, 
both implicitly and explicitly, can be a healing message only 
when it speaks out of our experience of God’s presence and from 
our personal reflection on the message of Jesus—this means that 
we must first be disciples of Jesus who learn from him, before we 
proclaim him. Otherwise it is just an intellectual exercise, locked up 
in head talk, removed from the experience of people, theologians, 
and religious. Then all we have are words like empty hulls of grain. 
It also means that we must be people of prayer, too. (We will address 
this point later.) Does our personal and community prayer flow more 
from our inner reflection and interior joy or is it a result of external 
obligation or from fulfilling our accustomed duties, learned long ago 
and routinely performed down through the years?
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When we bless the people, anoint them, and raise our hands over them 
in praise, then we are healing. (See, for example, the sacramentals, 
the blessings with water, all with their own proper prayers—prayers 
which always refer to both the body and the soul, together, healing, 
and healed). A word of praise, a good wish, a pleasant greeting, 
an unexpected card, a short phone call, an invitation to dinner, a 
friendly smiling face—all these are healing, too. When we visit with 
our sisters or our confreres, when we weep with them, when we pray 
with them, when we sing with them—that also heals, both of us!

Jesus reminded us of the signs that accompany the proclamation of 
the gospel. After our theological studies are finished, who teaches us 
how to practice these signs of salvation and healing? How can we 
surface those signs from our unconscious and project them into our 
everyday life? How can we bring these healing and saving signs into 
our stressed lives and sometimes thankless work? Do we not forget 
that it is always Jesus who heals through us? He is the Savior; 
we are his instruments, whether we are like hammers or like 
manure forks, whether we are simple Salvatorians or highly skilled 
writers, preachers, organizers or administrators. Jesus heals slowly, 
not all at once, over the years, deeply within our souls, where no 
psychotherapists can enter, down deep under all those many layers, 
like the onion.

If we successfully proclaim Jesus as the model with whom we can 
identify, as a living example, as a son of God, as the Salvator docens, 
in word and example,  then we are Salvatorians. Our teaching will 
become healing, but our learning will allow healing to enter, like the 
healing apostles of Jesus.

2. The Spirit of the Founder

Our thoughts up to this point have been with the first side, the Jesus side, 
of our medal. Now we turn the medal over and see its second side, the 
Jordan side that expressed the spirit of the Founder. 

What is our attitude toward Jordan—this man whom we call our founder 
and reverend father, who by his founding spirit brought our Society and 
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the sisters’ Congregation into existence? First of all, does this man who 
launched us out into the stream of our tradition have any impact on us 
now? Or, secondly, do we think of him as the one who started something 
and then faded out of our lives, like the first stage of a rocket launching 
a space flight—it burns out and quickly falls out of the picture, like an 
empty booster? Or, finally, is Jordan a man, to use another image, who has 
become like a treasure for us, hidden in the field, that we must search for a 
dig up before we can know and appreciate him?

If the second possibility is the operative one, we don’t need a founder any 
more. If the first possibility is the true situation, if he is supposed to and 
does have an impact on us, then we had better honestly and seriously begin 
to clarify what his role is and will be in the Society, though it may be more 
important to define his place in the church, in the life of our provinces, and 
in our personal lives. The third possibility tells us that we are dealing with 
something even more significant, like that mysterious hidden treasure. It 
seems to me that the definition of his role and his place in our  horizon 
is one of the more important tasks we have in the international Society. 
Or to put the question in another form—do we want him to become that 
burned out rocket booster or do we want him to be the hidden treasure? 
The answer we give is not without practical consequences. It is not just a 
theoretical question.

We have a duty, it seems to me, to respond in a responsible way to this gift, 
this present, this hidden treasure which God gives to us and to the world. 
We must try to see with God’s eyes, with his perspective, and with his 
plans; we must reflect a bit more on our founder, his spirit, his spirituality.

Saints are God’s gift to the world. God gives them to the universal 
church, to the local church, to a diocese, to a congregation, to a new young 
institute. We cannot construct saints; we cannot make saints; nor can a 
postulator with his beatification process create a saint. A university or 
theology faculty cannot bring them to life. Human beings can only pray 
to God; we can only cherish, admire, revere and venerate the saints with 
love and awe. And then only in veneration does a saint arrive on our faith 
horizon. Anything else is just a creation of our own heads, a personal idol, 
who does not descend into the depths of the emotions and the unconscious 
of our souls. Saints proclaim silently, without movement, like a fire that 
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provides a glow and a warmth for a chilly, confused and indifferent 
people. Saints proclaim by the example of their faith and their hope, but 
particularly by the abundance of their love. Saints surpass even preachers, 
because love surpasses all other gifts and charisms; only love is healing, 
like a word spoken in love, proclaimed in love.

In times of crisis the Spirit gives his gifts generously. Jordan lived in just 
such a time. While others stood around and were resigned and without any 
courage to tackle the situation, he knew how to read and understand the 
signs of his time. He responded to the crisis by working out the Apostolic 
Teaching Society. While others got caught up in the heat of the crisis, 
Jordan knew how to build a fire and enkindle others. His strengths were 
his unshakeable confidence in God—strong like a rock—and his ability to 
enthuse others; surely these were also joined to his human weaknesses and 
mistakes—he knew about these and entrusted them like his great patron, 
the apostle Paul, to the grace of God—“for when I am powerless, then I 
am strong.” (2Cor 12:10)

Jordan received a special gift, a special charism, for the church of his time. 
I would like to formulate this charism in the following way—Jordan had a 
prophetic gift, that is, he knew that the signs of his times could not be read 
and understood by just anybody. Jordan regarded his new institute, from 
which the Society developed, as an adequate response for his time, when 
there were many reservations about the value of religion, a time of much 
indifference and ignorance. Traditional religious piety had become like an 
over-grazed and barren Alpine meadow, like a family tree that had been 
cut down at the roots. Like radar Jordan sensed and recorded the human 
needs, cares, and problems of his age deep within his heart. In the Spiritual 
Diary we can find just such heartfelt sentiments and outpourings. He wanted 
the church to be the official spokesman for these needs and concerns and 
wanted to give a personal example of ways to respond to them.

In what kind of times are we now living? What is God saying to us through 
these signs? Who can read and understand these signs correctly today? 
Who recognizes these contemporary needs in the spirit of our founder? 
Who discerns in a way that corresponds to our name—the Society of the 
Divine Savior? The more difficult the life of the church, the people of 
God, and the religious is, the more God gives his extraordinary gifts to his 
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people. Is this not something wonderful? Something creative? A challenge 
to get going instead of standing around without courage?

What gifts will God give us through his servant, Fr. Francis? Now? In this 
time? I would like to suggest three gifts that I think we ought to pray for 
each day.

A. The gift of an active faith, faith to move mountains.
I mean a faith that works wonders. A faith that fulfills the especially 
difficult mandate to proclaim the gospel.

And I mean wonder working! For believers, wonders are the most natural 
thing in the world. Wonders are performed as the result of someone’s 
intercessions. Intercessory prayer proclaims: “I can do all things in him 
who strengthens me.” Where are our wonder-workers now?

In the Jordan story there are many examples of the wonderful 
intervention of God. The letters which witnessed to these wonders 
were read aloud in those former days—particularly when they were 
cases of intercessions that solved financial problems. These are not 
wonders just for show. These were witnesses about God healing and 
saving in our very midst. You don’t see those kind of showy wonders in 
Lourdes either. True wonders always lead one back to Christ, to God. 
We need to open our eyes to him and to these wonders of his. Some of 
Jordan’s last words, for example, were: “Providence has its own ways. 
You just need to let it happen and not work at cross purposes with it.” 
(GT II, Commentary, p. 285) 

B. A boundless, radical trust in God.
By this second gift I mean devoting our whole person to doing what he 
wants, to doing his cause, without our own insights or ideas getting in the 
way, without causing worry by our own petty absolutes and organizational 
efforts. “Not resting until all know and rest in him,” said Jordan.

A radical trust. What about this in our Society? Do we as spiritual sons and 
daughters of our spiritual father have something of this “Father” within 
us? Is there something of his spirit in us? Where do I find it? Where is this 
in our communities?
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What kind of trust do we have? When we think pessimistic or gloomy 
thoughts, that’s the worst form of atheism. Pessimism is the purest form 
of atheism. The most atheistic thing people can utter is “You can’t do 
anything about it.” That’s just another form of the old Greek concept of 
fate. Abandoning hope threatens us the most. Look at Jordan’s chapter talk 
about cowardice or fearfulness on March 30, 1894: “Please, “ he begged, 
“do not give in to fearfulness.” (DSS XV, p.746)

C. The power of prayer—the art of healing.
“Prayer is the greatest power in the world.” (SD, p. 223) This is another 
of the many examples of Jordan’s powerful, trumpet-like proclamations of 
the Word found in his Spiritual Diary. That means that the best medicine 
for the people of our time is not a batch of pills and tablets, though they 
may at times be necessary, but it is prayer, meditation—because people are 
a whole, a unity—body and soul. Wholeness is recovered in prayer. (See 
the very popular holistic writings of today.)

All the conscious and unconscious wounds in our lives today are healed 
through the practice of ongoing prayer. A person can be happy only when 
he is reconciled with himself, with his past, and with others. We always 
need to start again praying with faith and trust for ourselves, for others, 
for the suffering…Let us start by being thankful people once again. The 
results will show up in the body and spirit—healing is praying, acting, 
doing, to the degree that God wills it. If you pray, you receive; if you don’t 
pray, you don’t receive. It’s that simple.

POSTSCRIPT: THE BEATIFICATION PROCESS OF 
THE REVEREND FOUNDER

As a conclusion I would like to briefly speak about the beatification process 
of Fr. Jordan.

1. The Work of the Postulator

Sometimes I am asked by religious colleagues, i.e., non-Salvatorian 
colleagues, “What are you doing in Rome?” I respond by saying that I am 
responsible for the beatification process for the founder of the Salvatorians. 
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I get somewhat bored and self-assured reactions from them—“Our founder 
doesn’t have to be beatified or sanctified. We can go on without him. Let 
him be in peace as he was and is.”

Most of the time I just smile at their response. But afterwards, I think to 
myself, “Who are we to decide for ourselves what is or is not necessary? 
Can we, dare we, act so non chalantly with a gift of God?” These same 
colleagues speak about the necessity of reading the signs of the times, of 
appreciating the gifts of God. No wonder the Spirit has so little to do with 
parish priests. It is much easier for God to deal with the simple people than 
with their pastors. My answer basically is that I work to help Salvatorians 
realize the importance of this gift of God that we have in Jordan—his 
importance for the church, for the Society, for each of us individually. I try 
to unwrap the gift called Jordan.

2. Prayer Through the Intercession of Fr. Jordan

What’s the point of praying through the intercession of Fr. Jordan? A 
look at the healing testimonies preserved in the postulation archive reveals 
some interesting insights. There were years when many letters were sent in 
from many provinces throughout the world, testifying to the intercessory 
power of Fr. Jordan. People believed in the power of prayer and they got 
results. We would call those results healings today.

Then we went into a period in the late sixties and seventies when there 
were almost no such testimonial letters witnessing to the intercession of 
Fr. Jordan. Belief in his intercessory power waned and little happened. 
People got skeptical and enlightened, self-assured and self-sufficient. 
People believed more in the doctor—a new demi-god—than they did in 
the power of prayer and in the power of Jesus.

(It is only fair to note, however, these same years were years in which 
we began to discover anew our roots and our charism in the person 
of Jordan and his spirit—as part of our renewal of our constitution. 
The deepened knowledge proceeding from the research of that period 
and the resulting constitution flowers now in a deeper reverence and 
veneration for Jordan as well as deeper desire to press forward for his 
beatification.)
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Now the greatest number of these testimonials about Jordan’s power come 
from Romania, as Fr. Karl Meier also found out when he went there on a 
recent visit. “Fr. Jordan is much venerated in Romania,” he reported. “The 
people pray fervently; they believe, and they are healed.”

What’s the theological basis or foundation for such intercessory 
prayer? We are becoming with the help of God one great family, even 
after death. The saints, our beloved deceased, have not forgotten us; they 
continue to be present to us and to live among us in another way. Likewise, 
founders do not abandon their life work when they are with God. They 
stay with God as an intercessor, as an advocate for us and for our work. 
If you believe this, you will pray accordingly. Those who have no faith in 
this religious dynamic process, receive no answer. Like I said above—if 
you pray, you receive; if you do not pray, you do not receive.

Would our communities not be better off if they would begin to pray 
again for the help of Fr. Jordan? In confidence? In patience? In 
humility? In perseverance? Would our apostolic ministries not be more 
fruitful if we like Jordan became people of prayer? Or to put it another 
way, when we want something more profound in our prayer, isn’t the 
daily hour of prayer the best antidote to an overly busy activism? Real 
veneration for the founder is only shown through our prayer. We can 
learn a lot from simple folk. Are we simple enough to believe and pray 
like this, or are we too heady and cerebral? Moreover, what role do these 
heritage trips or pilgrimages to the founders’ places play in our prayer 
and in our lives? Are we just tourists when we travel or are we also 
pilgrims, people of prayer, too?

3. The Value of the Beatification Process

What good can a beatification process do for us? I will attempt to 
answer this questions by saying that it can become like a pair of lungs and 
like a thermometer.

a. The beatification process is like a pair of lungs for the Society: 
the spirit of Jordan helps our lungs to breathe the good air and to 
expel the bad air. So there should be no negative thinking about 
our founder. Negative thoughts and conversation block this life-
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giving process. Positive things like reverence, spirit and enthusiasm 
enliven us.

Secondly, healthy breathing strengthens the whole organism. That 
means we must think and speak positively about the founder; and 
also speak positively about our confreres and sisters, his spiritual 
sons and daughters. One defeats his enemy when you pray and think 
positively about them. Didn’t Jesus encourage us this way? Didn’t 
Jordan live this example? We are talking here about family loyalty, 
not blind stupidity. As a postulator I encourage the members to 
discover what a breath of fresh air the spirit of Jordan is for us and 
for the church.

b. The beatification process is like a thermometer for the Society: as 
the postulator I have the  job of measuring the warmth, the love, that 
the founder injected into the Society and into the church through 
his personal life and spirit. That is his unique task—his writings 
(letters, spiritual diary, notes, etc.) his talks, and his activity must be 
studied deeply. The way he communicated with people was filled 
with kindness and warmth and feeling. His cordiality, the interiority 
of his prayers, the depth of his confidence, the example of his 
simplicity, his radical poverty, but also his attention to the cares and 
the ever-present problems surrounding him, his human helplessness 
and imperfections, his sufferings, his trials, his attempts to give up 
everything, his sorrows, his dark nights, the humiliations, the bitter 
criticism, the broken nerves—it’s all so very real. They left their 
human, natural, and real traces on his heart, in his tenderness. He 
was so deeply human and a man so thoroughly schooled by the 
Divine Savior.

His addresses—so simple, filled with images, and so concrete; 
his letters—so sharing, so thoroughly and radically trusting; his 
diary—so humanly dramatic, full of the struggle with the angel’ his 
language—not loaded with abstract reflections, but full of personally 
moving, compassionate and experiential meaning.

The reverend Founder was a man of the heart, with much warmth 
and kindness. He was like an Italian sky—serene, without clouds, 
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always the same (see how that is reflected in both his diary and 
his letters—he is not two different people in his everyday life and 
in his diary.) He just had to light a fire in others, because there 
was a fire that burned in him. “He who is not on fire does not 
enkindle fire.” (SD, 126) His beloved prophet was Elijah (SD, 
105, 125, 170)

Jordan’s strength was his ability to animate and enthuse others. In 
the good old days we used to call this zeal for souls.

The postulator, therefore, tries to measure the warmth of the times of 
the founder; but the translation of that warmth into today’s world—
that’s your job. That happens when you know him better, speak of 
him more often, and love, reverence and venerate him more deeply!

Conclusion: The Reverend Founder and his Spiritual Sons 
and Daughters.

Speaking about the founder without venerating him is pure mouthings 
without any heart. (“This people pays me lip service but their heart is far 
from me.” Mk 7:6) Just more words like empty husks. When the father 
disappears from our consciousness, we become orphans. When the father 
like the sun is absent from our lives, the children huddle together like 
chickens against the chill and cold. How can we possibly be spiritual sons 
and daughters in a Society if the father and founder is absent?

Fr. Jordan, John Baptist, our Founder, our reverend father, 
servant of God, be for us a treasure in our field. Be a treasure for 

us in our hearts. Speak to us anew.

“He who is not on fire does not enkindle fire.”

Long live the fire!
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